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FOREWORD

Development of curriculum as the basis for a sound educational program is a
'major commitment Of the Board of Education of Baltimore County. The guidelines,
suggestions for instructions, and resource' materials prepared by our curriculum
committees all focus on our school6' primary cohcern: what children should
learn and how well they learh it.

- We are deeply committed to" the.direct involvement O/c:teachers in the development
of curriculum. The.production by curriculum committee6 and workshops has brought
the school sYstem national recognition. Many of the inndvative programs
developed in Baltimore County have influenced curticulum design:in other systems. .
Our students have been provided with excellent programs based oft careful selec-
-tion of content and materials, reflecting both significant curriculum trends and
special needs within Baltimore County:.

Assessing Pupil Progress in English.and the.other 1976 curriculum publication's
reflect our concern with accountabilityito students and community, and with the
need to provide tools to meet such continuing challenges as the qualitY of our
social and physical environment.and the political and economic stresses;cthat
affect our national and inrnational life. At the same time'they intensify
.efforts to.develop lasting skills, knowledge, and valbes for individualc5 as
they become adUlts.

Assessing Puo4 Progress in English represents the efforts ofs..committee
composed of English Office personnel, English department heads.and classroom
teacherb to stndy and report on methods of measuiTtig students' achievement
toward the goals.of the prograM. The suggestioils included in this bulletin
underscore our conviction_that continuous and comprehensive evaluatien procddures
can strengthen the Instructional program.

The main.purposes of this resource are (1) to describe the place of assessment.
in theinstructional.programi (2) to illustrate the ways in which varcous.dey'ces'
and techniques can be used for assessment in English; (3) -to provide a gUide, for
developing teacher-made tests; (4) to.suggest ways.of interpreting.6tandardized
test%and using the results; (5) to develop a Point'of view about grading which
is commensurate withthe goals of the program.

We hope that the curriculum suggestions presented In this bulletin will make
valuable.contributiOns to the quality of our educational program and.Will
stimulate productive and enridhed learning byour students for whom it was
prepared..

/ JulY 1976

Robert Y. Dubel
Superintendent
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PREFACE

\.

,This bulletin marks the final project of one cycle of. 1441glish curriculum develop-
ment. Following the Phasingh-out of the junior high schoOlcore program, the.resource
bUlletins for English in grades seven, eight and nine were.wiitten concUrrently in
1968-69, permittinga sequential. development of strands such as poetry, themes,
drama, langmage and others through each of the three grade levks. The senior high,
school guides,.having.been previously developed, were then reviad in 1969-72,
building on the skills and concepts inoluded in the earlier grades.

. The subsequent project developed during the years of 1972-74, was an attempt to
emphasize the coherence of the program. A Sequence of Colposing, Interpreting, and
LanFilage Activities outlines on each grade level.those activities in each of the
three strands which ase basiè and required fOr the sequential.development of the.
program: For.each prototype activity; performance goals are listed and cross-
references to the'grade level guide are included. In a second past, the skills for
each strand are listed;. in the case' of the composing and interpreting skills,they
are listed.according to the process in which,they-usuallYoccurrin the case of
language, according to Ale four categories in i.frhich this instruction falls. .The
third section.presents methods through which.the goals may be impleberited with a -.
concentration on those which.causethe most concern.among English teachers. A
Sequence of Composing, Interpreting and Imsamt Activities is'appropriately sub-
titled.A Handbook for Teachers-of English for it- does indeed Present the overview
which teachers need, in order to have perspective:on the total program.

As the logical conclusion to a cycle of English curriculum development, this
bulletin, Assessing Pupil, Progress,in'English, suggests methods and procedure's for
measuring pupil progress toward the ach:;.evemeht..of..the goals outlined in previous
bulletins. This bulletin is based on the Sound,assumption that comprehensive and.
continuous assessment can strengthen an instructional program by.helping to clarify
goals; by diagnosing students' strengths and weaknesses and prescribing a program
designed explicitly for them; by notingstudentS.! steady progress over.a period of
time; bY informing students of their progress in relation tcl that.of others as well
as in relation to.theit'own ability.; by helping students learn tri take standardized.
tests. (andby helping teachers.interpret and use.the results); by helping students
and parents understand the meaning of gradesr-in short, by using this.propess. of
evaluation in the most constructive way possible. A thorough understanding of the
nature and dimensions of English assessment dispels the view that accountability is
threatening, that important EngliSh goals cannot be assesSed, that testing is
dehumanizing and that grading is counter-productive.

.

0 0

Although English instruction in Baltimore County is guided by general system,-
'wide objectives, activities and content as delineated in the various-resource bulle-
tins, meaningful instruction can.only take place where individual stUdent abilities,
.needs, interests and asPirations are met on a daily,basis by-the classroom teacher.

.

Assessing Pupil Progress in English is designed to assist English teachers in the7
proper and accurate evaluation and measurement of students in relation to program
'objectives,.to each other andto other groups of students so that English.instruction
-fcan be tailored to meet' students on a level commeneurate with their needs and take
them as faras their abilities will permit. The results of a .conscientious program
of.ongoing assessment, will be more efficient.instruction directed by objectives, more
particularized instruction designed to fit individual student needs and more.
responsible tnstruction for which the.teacher can be accountable..

_



PART ONE: THE PLACE OF ASSESSMENT
IN THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

Determining goals for English instruction is not new; but the question of what
kind'of goals had not reached the level of debate within the:profession until the
late 1960's, the beginning of the performance-oriented acCountability moVement and
its concurrent emphasis on perforMande-based orbehavioral objectives. So-extensive
was the disagreementabout the aPpropriateness of these goals for Englishinstrubtiori
that the Commission-of the English Curriculum called a conference in November, 1969,
to probe some of the questions: What do behavioral objectives imply about human
learning and.instruction? .Are there shortcomings which have not been realized? Can
all learning in English.be reduced to overti.olbservable behaNiors? 'Proponents of
this widespread movement saw in the behayioral approach an opportunity to help .

English teachers:clarify their objectives by stating the kinds of behavior which
would demonstrate that learning had taken place.. They rejected goals.such.as "The-
student will understand point of View of a narrative" in favor of.the more demon-.
strable, "Given tWo narrative passages, one in first'person and one in third person,
he student will identify each and convert the.first person to third person with
eighty percent acquracy."

.

.

The apparent narrowness of the task.and quantificationorthe performance \
alienated the Opponents of this movement. They argued that while smile
English imply overt behaviors, others do not; and the latter are frequently the\s\.
more important, lone7range goals of the program. How can emotional resionses to\.:
literature be observed? .:How can creativity be quantified?:

In the seven Years that.haVe f011owed the conference, these diverse points of
vieW haVe, for most English teachers-, been resolved. Writing behayioral objectives
has required us to'think through the kinds of performance we.expect,from students;
and this, in turn, has resulted in geals whiCh are more attainaJle. .0n the other
hand, we acknowledge that'the quantification is not always.appropriate for goala in
English. It seems, then, that the compromise has resUlted in clearer planning.

Both the pro- and the anti-behaviorists, however, agreed.on a major problem
which.haanot been solved--the extraordinary difficulty of assesoMent. The major
purpose of-this bulletin is te provide some direction in solving the problem of
HOW to assess pupil:progress. But-first we must deal with the'questions of WHAT
assessment is, WHY it ia essential to the Program, WED.is responsible for it and
.WHEN it ocours.

.. WHAT IS ASSESSMENT?

Assessment is the systematic objectiVe measurement of aludent P.dhievement.in
all phases of the-English program. Based upon clearly defirvId .7a.ls and preceded
by,instructional activities designed to Prr,mote student achieve:Lont Of those goals,
theappropriate.assessmen:t procedure7provides data.indispensable to those who wish
to recognize and to understand the changes in student performance and competency
that occur as the result of their participation in day-to-day class activities, in
extended.units,,or in Complete courses and programs.

.

Is assessment limited to the Measurement of quantitativelY meASUrable behavior?

No. Although elements of the affective domain are difficult to assess, they
constitute a major portion of the English program: Valuing Shakespeare for his
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insight into human experie,
\

nce is more mportant than merely remembering that he was
...- born in the 16th century or reciting,a major soliloquy. The fabt that a student's

ability to -recall specific'details is quantitatively measurable and therefore easier ..

to assess must not be viewed as justifi'ation:for limitink student activityto this
or similar performance; rather, this lo er level of thinking should serve as a basis,
.for..higher levels such as observation, i gination, analysis, j,:..dgrant, and creativity.

Isthe correlation.of ob'ectives, instruc ional acetivities, and Aeasurement desirable?-

Yes. A correlation among objectives, activities, and measurement"ensures sharper
focus and direction throughout a unit. Al Itree should be considered during long
rwige planning so that as teachers,determille objectives and select instructional
materials, they can develop a proCedure for measurement that_represents the logical
extension of.both. This is not to say that'these chqices are absolute; just as a
teacher modifies and/or rejects .ObjectiTes, similarly, measurement of-those objectives
might change.. A teacher who is responsive tcOhe particullx needs of his studepts
will adjust objectives, including a less diff3\ ul-ct literary'work than he had

'. originally .'.ntended.tO cover when he.realizes hat the first is.tc.io sofoisticated for
his students, or requiring a.paragraphinstead'ofan essay whenihe noiicgoethat his
students' ability, in thematicanalysis is limited: ,

Can written tests be used to measure the nti Ifinglia program?

V
. ,

.

--/No. Adequate assessment of the range, the dePth, and the complexity of student
behavior included in entire program& requires much\pore than conventional written '
tests.. Written tests,.the most formal means of co lecting data on student performance
dan,be used' to diagnose students' strengths and wee. eases, toedetermine mastery, and

: ;to eyaluate instruction. However, their exclusive e canndlt adequately measure the'
full stope of the English program. Checklists, rating:scales, questionnaires, and
narratives, for.example,.also yield data regarding s 'Ili and abilities, interests,
work habits, and .appreci4tions -

,
. \' I

: a ,

b.

.
WHY ASSESS?

k.
. .. .

I .5)
?N, \ ..

Is "grading" the main function of assessment? '

. \'.'. . .

_
,

. No. The functions of assessment axe as mUltiple aS the\Steps in the learning-
Process --diagnosis, instruction, and measurement -..-each of'which determines the differ-
ent purpose for asseSsment. In the first,. diagnosis, teacherg\try to-determine hoy
.knowiedgeable or skilled students axe in a designated area.... Olijactives.andactivi -
ties which had been tentatively established are then adapted on,Ylhe basis of that

, initial assessment to meet the needs of the students. In the thedond stay, instruc-
tion, teachers assess ona periodic basis to determine the.raie alla depth of stu-
dents''progress. On a daily basis, quizZes, check list6 for class\activitieg, and
homework assignments'can provide evidenco of growth, which can, in'turn, be used to
modify the instruction. In term§ of building an effective instructional program, .

..assessment in these stageshas more value.'Sut this isnot to denigrate the. final
\ purpose which is to inform the students themselVes and their parents Of the eachers'
measurement of. the degree of progress. While erading itself (and., sub.Ssquently, '..

ranking of students) is not the primary function ofassessment, grades c 'provide
all'concerned.with useful conclusions about,cOmparative levels of proficincy. ."

\ .

^

. . .

..

\Is asseSsment conducted to evaluate only student perfOrmance?
\

.
. , .,, .

.

:No. Although the performance oL .atudents, as well as teachers is regularly -
- evaluated,.asseSsment is also conducted to adsist educators in guiding students and
- diagnosing their interests', strengths, and weaknesses. -HOwever, assessment shOuld .

1

7.

a

0
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not be Confined to an evaluation:of people: t,overriding needs of -education,as well
a8 the success.ofparticular programs should also be ass-essed. 'AlthoUgh t 's con-

_tihuous_aspessment of.priorities and programs frequently coMes from groups s ch as
parents, boards of edUcatipri,.colleges, and testing compenies, it is ths essential
.responsibility of classroom teachers, department heads, and supervisors to.be .aware
of changingneeds and to develbp new programs to meet them. By analyzing :beet\
scores, conducting followup studies, and encouraging r4otione ft..= students
teacherd, we make program asSessmenian important part of :fuatiuotion:

Is compliance with-t1ie7Dafylan&StataAccountSbilitx.Law ths 11,41n function of
assessment? .

f to

. .

No..:Irhile some Of the renewed interest in assessment can.be attributed to theL
Accountability Law, there has always been a very real concern on the part of teachers
to regularly assessstudent performance. What'Adcountability has done is to stimu-\
late increased teacher analysis of assessMent proceduree.and to.prompt the cOnsider
ation of appropriate modifications.

3

WHO ASSESSES?

Should student cOmments'and reaction be.considered in the teacher assessment.processT\

Xes. -Stwlents who have bee involved in an evaluation-of their teacher and
'program, their peers, and th m lves.bring a sense.of direction and purpose to thei-2
class activitieb that, in addition to enhancing.their own potential for;growth, adds
validity to their fdeas'and recommendations regarding the material and activities
used in their classes, Student ideas and reactions, when interpreted properly, can.
.provide the teacher_with 4nformation that reveals strengths as well as we7:2messes
in the program; and based upon this information, the teacher.is in a better position
to make adjustments to fitAthe needs and abilities of thestudents.'

Students should also be involved.in assessing their own performance and the per7
-fommance of-their peers. Peer. and self-evaluation has the dual advantage of sharp-
ening the critical skills of the evaluators and at the sal& time providing them with
necessary feedback to Measure learning. The teacher is cautioned to. structure these
kinds of svaaustion BO thatstudents clearly understand what they are' evablating.
One way is to provide a checklist or rating scale identifying the criteria for
assessment. At times, the checklist would indicate the presence or absence of some-
thing (e.g., the use of transitional.devices); on a more sophisticatsd level, the
students use a chack list to:make a juagment about the quslity witlDwhich something
is performed (e.g.',7the, effectiveness of the students' use.of transitional devices).
In order to emphasize.peer or Self-evaluation as an effective learning device; a
grade should not be assigned.

Are teachers and students the only, assessors?

11b.. Although agencies:, outside a school system are not as intimately involved in
program development and impleMentation as are tLe teachers and supervisors,.these
groups can frequently Provide objeCtive data .and additional reactions which, if used
.constructively, can contribute.t&the assessment process. Tests mandated by the
Maryland State Department cif Educationgive.useful information about performance by
individual students, local-Schools, and the total.system. ThesateSts can be used
to corroborate tbntative Conclusions based on other assessment devices and to assist
teachers in establishing local school goals.

. o
. .

.

The lay members of the Board of Education who.are responsible'for representing
t'lle parents and community sPeak for these groups inFtheir evaluation of programs

1 0 .
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and-policies.,:lapa advisory councils as well.as parent'groups with no official
charge contribute to the balance of assessment by keeping us informed of thp .

.

41 effect of our programs on their children.

.The.local and hatiOnal press, reflecting the interests of their subscribers,
present information and editorial comts about the,effects of educational
"programS. Responsible .judgments by th6se groups.can only contribute further cto
a'halanced program of assessment.

_

WHEN TO ASSESS?

Implicit in i e:discussion of the WHAT?, WB:Y?, and.WHO?.of assessment are
'suggestions of wh n it should oCcur. Ahat it,is:an integral. part of the program .
occurring at all stages for a variet oses, Aliat it,measurea effectiveness
of teachers and prograffs and progress of udents, that.it is conducted by a variety
ofindividuals and groups7-allipotnt to the pervasiveness of assessment: But.more

' particularly, in the English classroom, the.teacher should assess for diagnostic
purposes before inetructiom, check progress periadically during instruction, and
'arrange a summary-type assessment at the close of instructional. units.

.

HOW TO ASSESS.?
. . . _ .

.

A variety-of assessment' devices and procedures are available to assessaperform-
ance

-
in the multitude of experienbes in the English program. Just Ise there,a;e

d.ifferences in the ob thjectives, e ease with which these can'be Measured, ai thd e
,

dength.of time involved in theirchievement; so different methods of assee meMt can'. 0

and.should be used to eValuate the quality:of these eiperiences and the degree.' to
Which thd objectives art met. _While there is not a oneto-ond relatiOnshiu between
amobjective and the device used-to measure's. student's achievement of it, certalei
objectives lend themselves to.assessment hy_certain methoas.

o- ..
.

. .

The measurement of 'factual knowledge requires'an instrument different,frod that
required for the measurement of values or appreciations. 'For example, a papbr and.'
pencil test could easily measure retention of facts whereas it might.he necessary
tO.actually.observe a Student's behmlor inagiven situation ta'assessohis attl,
tudes. Furthermorei different meane:Fhould be.selected or created for diagnosing
student needs and for Measuring student achievement. What is primary is the selac=
tion of an appropriate device for the purpose. The following sections of this
bulletin: are.designed to help teachers develop assessment.deVices and techniques to.
More effectively measure pupil, progress.

. ia -. ...-
. . .

"Part Two: A Guide.ip Assessment Device and Techniques" presents a description.
of the five instruments most coMmonly used.b3\the'classromateacher7-Objective tests,
test-essays, check liStsrating scales; and narratives.

,
,

.

.

.

.

"Part Three: Assessing Samplt Goals in Composing, interpreting, and Langul..ge" '
illustrates the varAty of thase instruments which can:be used to formally or. infor--
fflally assess each particular goal chosen from those in A Sequence of Composing,,In
termetIng, and Language Activities; 7=12..

.0 .

4PareFour: Preparing, Administering, and Evaluating the TeacherMede Test"
outlineeihe proceduretedchers'should follow in 'developing valid and reliable testS,
whether for diagnosing-weakness or Tor measuring aChievemeni: An illu'Oration of a
test is included here with additional examplevf diagnostic'testS and procedures in :
ApPendices A, B,-and C.

*- ' p

A.

ii

. 0
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"Part Five: Interpreting and Using the Results of Standardized T'ests"
outlines the iestirigogram in Baltimore.County'and explainsthe usefulness and.
limitations of these testresults. ,

"Part Six: A Point. of View abOut Grading" relates this process iescribed in the
'preceding sections td6'the.policy of grading and reporting..

0 ;

-4r
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PART TWO: A GUIDE TO ASSESSMENT DEVICES
AND TECHNIQUES

?ei fundamental assumption of this-bulletin is.that assessMent must-be-inextricably
.

tied.to goals;.assessment tells us how well geals are achieved: A program as multi-
faceted as our English Language .Arts program requires a multi-faceted. approach 'o the
assessment of.pupif progress toward our goals. .Because Baltimore County students are
involved n a variety of composing,'Interpreting, and language activities, no single
assessment techni!ue iS adequate for appraising the full range of pupil accomplishment.

. Tia-thers-6raditibnally-use-diverde_ways-to measure st dent_progress... These
-

Include formal and in-n-riaI questioning thrOdgh-tiltsas/
spoken progreAS reports,'Conferdnces, behiVrIbr-lbgs,-And evaluation forms and ciudstion---
mires. I order lor any technique to be-used effectively, haiever-i--it_must_be
Administere at an appropriate time for an appropriate purpose. -

'

Whether Yne.gives a dignostic test-or an end-orz-the-year examination, Asesses
a written composition or.an.oral presentation, evaluates individuals.or groups, holds
a parent conference or writes pupil progress reports, one or mord of the following'
basic assessment devices milAe used; the objective ldestion, the test essay, the
dbetrolist And rating stale; and the'harrative. .The specific device used depends-upon
whether the purpose is making-a:qualitative description\of the pupil (e.g., anecdotal
records of 'kehavior), br a cluantitative'descrIption test scores): 'An objective
test which measures only fectual content, for example, provides one evidence of:stu-'
dens' achievement, but can tell little.or nothing about their understanding of the
material, developMent of..thinking skills; changing attitudes, performance in applying
the knowledge', or personal.reactions to the knowledge.

)

A working understanding-of a wide range of assessment devices is essential for
'Making both the qualitatie and,quantitative evaluations'demanded by our'pregram. The
following section iaAntended to help teachers gain practical insithts Into the objec-
tilid test, the test essay,:the checklist, the rating scale, and the narrative, The
.seCtion deAcribes each of the devices, sdggests construc(tion procedures with examples
.frem our curriculum,, delineates possible useA and variations, and presents strengths
and limitations.

OBJECTIVE TEST ITEMS

ClaSsroomrests n the objective format can play a central role in the evaluation
of pupil progress.. They provide direct information,about many important learning out-
cbmes, but the validity and reliability of the'information depends'on the care with
which these items are constructed. To many teachers and students alike the term
-"objective" implies.that items on these tests are limited to factual recall--names of
characters or authors, rules, dates, and so on--whereas test essays measure higher
levels such as analysis or nvaluation., On the contrary, if items.are well-constructed,
the objective test can measure any.cognitive level, and Measure it more efficiently.
than any other device. In fact, it is this'efficiency in scoring that is referred to ,

with the term "objective" and not the kinds of questions: it is a test scored .
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objectively and notatest dealing with objective material'. -With this definition in
mind, then, EggliSh teachanmay find-the objective test as useful in aSSessing goaly
in English as the test essay, the 1,roject--,--oi: the. composition.

_ _

Described in the following sub.-:sectiOn are the four,types of objeCtive items:
alternative response, completion, matching,and multiple choice, the last of which is
the most versatile. . .

/-

-ALTERNATIVE RESPONSE ITEMS

Description: The alternative-rresponse item consists of a declarative statement for -

which there are two possible.answers. The most Common type of alternative reeponse
item iy,the true-false statement, used to measure students' ability to identifY the
correctness of statements of fact, definition of terms, or statements of-principles.

Censtruction:. The following guidelineS should be cons.idered in constructing good
items:.

Previde a space to the 1eft-6E-the-statement_fct_writing the chosen response.
Sure:students know how they are to indicate their respOnses-.------

Avoid broad teneral statements_ff they are to be judged true or false.

POor
/

T F The Adve'ltures clf, Huckleberry
Fint: is z noveZ about an
adolesceit'S search for
identity'.

!

A cad specific determiners such as "usually," "generally," "often'," and "sometimes,"
,whCh\are likely to,appear in true Statements, and absolute/terms such as "always,'
"never\;" "all," "none'," and "only" which are apt to appear ip false statements.

Irrproved 0

The pZot of The Adventures 2,f
Huckleberry Finn is episodic.

Avoid trivial statements. In order to get definitely true or false items, test
makers sdmetimes resort to insignificant specific statements of fact which have
nothing to do with learning objectives.

Poor

-T F I. Thoreau was 28 years oZd when
he wrote Walden.-

T F 2, ."The Raven".contains 27 Zines.

Avoid the ute of negative statements, especially double negatives.

!

Poor IMproved

m F None of the characters in . T F Jim acted unselfishly
The Adventures 21:Huckleberry toward Huck in The
Finn Was unselfish: ,Adventures 21:Huckleberry

Finn.

Avoid long complex statements which obscure the central idea being tested.
Complex statements containing two ormore ideas-make the_,students' selection
difficult, in that' they do not know Which-idea7-71s being evaluated.
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Poar

"F Santiago had gone eighty-six
days without.a fish before he
hooked the marlin.

The Adventures 21:Huckleberry
Fsnn is a picaresque novel ...

.written by Steven 'Crane.

9

IMprove

---
T F. Even after many weeks.

Santiago,did.not give up
.trying to hook a fish.

F 'The Adventures 21:Huckleberry
FInn is a picaresque-novel. :

Attribute opinion statements to a aource in order to clarify whose opinion is being
evaluated.

Poor

T F The Grangerfbrd-home was_a
fine example of graCious
Southern living.

iMproved

-Huck thought the-Grangerfbrd
'home was a fine example of
gracioUs-Southern living.

Make true-and false statements approximately the same length. Otherwise, clues may
be-giVen by the length.

Use approximately an equal.number of:true and.false statements and vary their
ordering.

VariaiIóna:--A-variation_ot_the true-false item which requires more than a simple
choice is the type which asks student-S-f6-tcrrect-false_answers._ If there is more than
one .correct answer, then the ease of scoring, which iS usually a Maidt-advantage,with_e_
this type of item, is greatly reduced. It is possible, however, to limit the response
.by uSing the following format: '

: Directions: Redd-each-of_the following statements. If a. statement is true,
circle the "T.". If a statement i-S--faIse.1--Circie the "F" and.change the underlinod

. word to make the statement true. '. Place the new woraTiii-the-blank_Space after-theuF. ----_

T (F) James Thurber Z. The duthor of "The Night the SPd Fell" is
Mark TWain.

(T) F. 2. The bed referred to in the.title was slept
in.by the narrator's father.

Alternative responses need not be limited to-true-false statements. Variations such
as the following might be useful classroom exercises to assess,short-term goals, par=
ticularly when the eMphasis is on using the results to initiate discussion and not on
giving students a grade.

--Read a list ofIstatements and identify eachas fact.or opinion.
--Read each passage of dialogue and identify the speaker as either

(Jack) or (Rali3h) . (in Lord of the Flies)
--Mark each sentence as complete or incomplete.

Strengths and Limitations: Although alternative-response items are easy to score,
they are .difficult to construct. Because these Items are liMited to those situaticins
in which there are only two possibilities, they primarily assess elementary levels of
comprehension. However; such'items can measure the ability to distinguish between
fact and opinion, cause and effect relationships, valid and inValid conclusions, and
relevant and nonrelevant material.
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10 .

The most serious limitation is the susceptibility of alternative-response items to .

guessing. Because of this factor,reliability of individual items, total test validity,

and the.diagnostic value of tests are sometimes questionable.

COMFLETION ITEMS

-
Description: ,The com letion
completes.a statement. (For

restricted7response ormats,

tonstruction:. The f flowing
items.

item requires the student to fill in a blank which
a description of other types of shortanWer or
see the sub-section on Test Essays.) :

suggestions are he1pf0. in the comitruction of completion

Make sure that th re is only one answer for the item. Students with wider knowledge

may know more thaki one correct answer if the item is not sufficiently pointed.

_Poor

'Frank'Bonham wrote

Eliminate extraneOus information. _

Poor .1 Improved

john.Steinbeck, one of the outstamding John Steinbeck wrote a novel about the

American authors of the twentieth century, Maturation of an American tomboy,.

wrote a novel-about an American boy grow- entitled

-------ing-up_on a fOrm, entitled

IMproved

.The_name of the'novel by Frank Bonham
which-Lx read in. class is

Include enough basic information to inditate-the_exact.term needed to complete the

statement. More th n one blank per item causes confusiOn:--The:blankshOuld appear

near the end of the
A

item.
._._

Poor

TWo-examplea of .

Scarlet Letter are'

and

/MproVed

in The The-rose bush_and Zetter A in The
Scarlet Letter are tWO-exampleoLof a

___4iterary device called

Avoid giving indirect grammatical clues.

Poor IMproved

In the.above statement, the Word In the abovestatement; the word

"indirect" is used ao apart of speech . "indirect" is used as whichpart of

called an speech?

Variations: AB seen in the previous eiample, one variation of .the completion format
s the replacement of an incomplete tatement by a. question with a space for an answer.

A second.variation requires the interpretation of various xypes of pictorial data.

r example, students may be asked to complete statements of interpretation about text

ustrations, cartoons, photographs, drawings; maps, and-diagrams.
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Strengths and Limitations! The cempleticin Item has two distinct advantages. One is
that it is relatively"eaSy tO construct. A aecond advantage is that ..completion items
recplire students to recall and not simply recognize material. Unless items are-care-
fully nstructed, however, answers may 'reflect varying degfees of accuracy which may
in tUrn cause .diffiCulties-in'seting

As a comprehensil.e evaluation device, the completionItem has limitations. On the
-other hand, as a periodic assessment of short-term goals, this format is useful.

MATCHING ITEMS

--Description: In its usual form, the matching exercise consists ot two parallel
-columns with each item in one column, called premises, being Matched with an item in
the.second column, called responses. Students are to associate the pairs of items on
the basis of the directions. .The usual matching exercise, therefore, consists of
three parts: the directions, a numbered list of premises, and a lettered list of
responses.

Constructibn:- Matching items must be carefully constructed so that extraneous
. problems of interpretation are eliminated. .

Construct the exercise so that the premises and responses are homogeneous lists.
A hodge-podge of random facts is not only confusing but also unreliaVle in that
the variety frequentiy permits studentsr to gueggranswers simply by matching like
elements.

Poor

Answers Calumn I
1. AUthor of a Tale sf Two-Cities
2. A dictionary with aZZ word

meanings in it
3. A library tooZ containing

sports records
4. The setting for Johnny Tremain

Column II
a. Boston .

b. ,undbridged
c. WorZd Almanac
d. Charles Dickens. -

A better-example would be groupings such as terms and their definitions, wlriters
and their works, causes...and effects, or concepts and illustrations--with clear
directions stating the nature 'of the grouping. This particular exercise is also
a good example of how matching items can be used to test students' ability to apply
their knowledge.

Improved

_ Directions: The purpose of this exercise is to test your ability to identify
elements-of fiction. Column.I contains detaiZs from the story "Cinderella."
CiAumn II contains three-elements offiction. .For each detaiZ in Column I,
choose_the item in Column II which is th&-Most-appropriate term. The items in
Column II-may-be-used more than once. Write your answer in the space_to the
left of Column I.

-

Answers Column I Column IL
1. Face dirtied by aiihes. a. Plat
2. As the cZock sounded midnight. b. Character
3. "You are too ugly to come to the baZZ." c. Setting
4. The Slipper fit.
5. If I only had a reaZ mother.
C. . I am your fairy god mother.
7. Once upon a time--

The coach turned into a pumpkin.
9. In a far away kingdom---

10. They lived happiZy ever after.
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Place the premises, which are usually longer statements, in the left column and
the responses in the right to facilitate the students' reading.

.To help ensure *eliability, eliminate.the probability of guessing by including
more items in one column than in the other.

--Ise a msnageable number of items, usually ive to twelve. Having.fewer than five
stiIiStically.increases the chances'of students' getting credit by guessing.
Having more tharitWelve forces atudents to read and re-read, the column of choices
many times'.-, A more reliable test of the students' knowledge of material and not
of their ability, to read fast or manipulate Spatial relationships would:be several
short exercises instead of one long one...

Put all parts of the exercise on the same page.

Variations: The matching exercise may also be used with pictorial materials in rela-
ting pictures and words. Regardless of the form of presentation, however, students
are required to'relate tWo items which have some basis for association. For.example,
students may be asked to match the captions with the pictures on the basis of .charac-
ers and their physical attitudes, setting and props., and other 'contextual clues. :

Strengths and Limitations: When not used to excess, the matching format provides a
compact device-for evaluating a large amount of related.material. This format appears
easy to construct, but constructing effective pairs of-premises and responses requires
much skill in that incorrect responses must contain a high degree of plausibility if
they-are tq be valid. The difficulty in selecting premises and responses lies in
finding homogeneous material that is significant.

MULTIPLE CHOICE ITEMS'

Description: The multiple choice item consists of a stem which may be a question or
an incomplete statement followed by alternative.answers, only one of which is the

. correct or the best- ensWer among Oree other plausible distractors. The stem poses a
problem or.offers.sufficient information which may:be used in choosing the correct_ _

. alternatiyo.
_

Construction: The foltowing criteria should be used in constructing good multiple
choice items:

Include in the stem a complete problem or .question.

POor

Caesar
a. loved Cassius
b. was suspicious of him
c. envied him
d. trusted him

.improved

_

Caesar's feelsnOS-toward Cassius
could best be described as
a. arnctionate
b. suspicious
c. envious
d. trusting.,

Word the stem as briefly and clearly as possible.
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Poor

A device of playwriting often used'by
Shakespeare in his comedies, tragedies,
and history pZays, in which an actor
speaks alone on the stage expressing
'his thoughts is caZZed
a. an aside
b. a monologue
c. 'a soZiZoquy
d. a euZogy

When using negatively phrased items, emphasize the negative word by using all
capitals, underscoring, or italics.

Improved

A device of playwriting in whi4 an
actor expresses his thoUghts aZone
on stage is caZZed
a. an aside
b. a monoZogue
c. a soZiZoquy
d. a euZogy

Pool,

Mark Antony's funeraZ oration is more
'effective than Brutus' speech for aZZ
but which one qf the following reasOns?
a. It is.a befter written and appeals

to the high ideaZism of the commoners..
b. It is more emotional.
c. It promises something specific

and concrete for each plebian.
d. Antony is a better actor than Brutus.

Improved

Which of the foZZowing is NOT a
reason which expZains why Mark
Antony's funeral oration is more
effective than Brutus's?
a. :It is better written and appeals

to the high idealism of the
commoners.

b. It is more emotionaZ.
c. It promises something specific

and concrete for each plebian.
d. Antony is a better actor than ,

Brutus.

Use at least four alternatives to reduce the guess factor.

"0 Use.'parallel construction of alternatives to present a uniform appearance and-to
avoid grainmaticai clues to the answers.-

Poor IMproved
.

Abbey'B-Parents were kilted by
a, Indians _

b.: Witches decring awitch hunt
lightning during,a.storm

d;- drowning when their small-boat sank

Abbey's parents were kil1.0d by
a. Indians
b. . witches
c . lightning
d. drowning

Avoid overuse of combination answers, such as "all of these" or "none
If. youjio use them,Occasionally make one a correct answer.

.
.

Include only one correct answer. Either eliminate-other:answers which Are correct
or indiCate that the- student should choose the "best" of the alternatives:- If the
latter type of item is used to assess higher 1,evels of understanding, application,
or interpretation, determine ahead' of.time logical reasons why each distractor is
not as.appropriate as the best answer.

of these."



Poor

What does "weak transition" indicate

if written on a composition?

a. unclear shift sn thought

b. choppy organization

c. grammatical errors

d. Zack of ZogicaZ coherence

Which of the following could be
used as a thesis statement?

a. F. Scott Fitzgerald wrote
Vie Great Gatsby in 1924
when-riTias living in Paris.

b. F. Scott Fitzgerald drew many
parallels between the lives
of the characters in The
Great Gatsby and his own life.

c. F. Scott Fitzgerald wrote
The Great Gatsby during a
time when his own marriage
and career were going well.

d. F. Scott Fitzgerald wrote
The Great Gatsby over a
period of two years and made
many revisions before he was

satisfied with'it.

Improved

What does "weak transition" indicate

if written on a composition?

a. abrupt shift in thought

b. grammatical error

c. Zack of controlling idea

d. shift in pronoun reference

Which of the f011owing.is the BEST
thesis' stateMent?
a. F. Scott FitzgeraZd wrote The

Great Gatsby in 1924 when he was

living in Paris.
F. Scott Fitzgerald drew many
parallels between the lives of
the characters in The Great Gatsby,

and his own life.

c. F. Scott Fitzgerald wrote The

Great Gatsby during a time when

his own marriage and career
were going well.

d. F. Scott Fitzgerald wrote The

Great Gatsby over a period of
two years and,made manY revi-

sions before' he was satisfied

with it.
0

.Give wriing*answers a.degree of plausibility; the distractors shopld be reasonable...

.

,

.

'In writing each distractoi be aware of the kinds.of ertors in the thinking' that

may cause students to choose the incorrect alternatiye': If alternatives are care

fully thought out and constructed, then an item analysis will reveal students'

wealmesses in subject matter.or their lack' of specigc.skills in critical reading'

and thinking. Such.an analysis may serve as a,basis for re-teaching and/or...

individualized help. ,
.

.
.

Place "best" answers or "correct" answers at random throughout the test: When

keying the alternatives make sure that.the correct:choices do not fall into

pattern, either all c's, for example, or an alphabetical ordering.

Variations:* As a variatim,
SWerad-sets-uf-multiple-choice_items may be based on one

interpretive exercise. Arranged in an order which guides students through an inductive

.process, the questions may, range from factual recall through analysis and evaluation.

from The CaZZ 24 the Wild

-Jack London

Buck did not read newspapers, or he would have known that trouble was brewing,

not alone ,for himself, but fbr every tidewater dog,-strong of muscle and with

warm, long hair, from Puget Sound to San Diego. ,Because men,..grOping in the ,

arctic darkness, had fbund a yellow metal, and because steamdhips and-trans-

portation companies, were booming the find, thousands ofjmen-were rushing into

the Northland. These men wanted dogs, and the dogs they banted were heavy dbgs,

with strong muscles by which to toil, and filmy coats to'protect them from the

frost.
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Choose the BEST response to complete each of the following questions on the
selection.

-

Buck is an unusual Main character
becaUse he is
a. an animaZ.
b. a dog.
c. an illiterate.
d. a miner.

In which area does Buck live?
a. Alaska

, b. Arctic Circle'
c. Pacific Northwest
d. Canada

"Booming the find" implies that
a. explosions open up new mines.
b. more people are searching for

yellow metaZ.
c. people are finding more yellow metaZ.
d. steamships are very noisy.

Buck will.probably go north
a. because he dislikes his home.
b. because he is persuaded to.go.
c. because he is taken fOrcibly.
d. because he wanta to find yellow metal.

This selection is the opening paragraph of Jack London's CaZZ 2,f the Wild., Based
.upon the following alternatives, make a judgment about the 'opening: . ,
a. It is a -45ad beginning fbr a novel because the basicconflict and reso4tibñt

are eStablished.
.

b, It is a poor, beginning fbr a noi:ei. because only one. Main character is intro-.
duced, the setting is not clear, and there is no apparent pZot.

c. Itis a. good beginning-fbr a novel because the narrative elements of character,
setting, and plot are established.

It is a poor beginning.fOr_a novel because.the ending of the story is already
obvious.

A second variation measures students' ability to organize ideas fro:given subject
:matter, verbal and/or pictorial. Activities may include having students choose

.

the beat arrangement of events in a plot, panels of a cartoon, or any other
sequentially oriented material.

.

Strengths and Limitations: The multiple choice format is easy to score but difficult
'to construct. However, this format la the most versatile of the Objective'iteffis in
that it can measure a range of cognitive abilities from simple recognition to, complex
syntheais and_evaluation. Perhaps the greatest limitation'is that multiple choice
items cannot measure atudents' ability to present ideas..

ESSAY TEST ITEMS

Although the objective format can cover a wide range of cognitive abilities,
ita essential limitation remains: students do not have an opportunity to integrate
a large body of\subject matter and createa product. This, however, is precisely
what the test essay can do if it is well-constructed and used wisely.

Test essays here are classified into two types--those that require a restricted
response and those that require an extended response. In each case, students must
read-the question, recall the information, and present it In some manner coherent to
the reader.

The format and the subject matter of the test essay are much like those of the
essay or composition given to students. The major difference is that the test essay
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is written under strees--msually wi.thout references--and under seyere time limits-.
tions. Benause of these.demahds, students should be given as much consideration ahd

--direction as possible. °In fact, the abilitY'to 'respond in a test essay is a learned
abilitY that-should be included in the Airect teaching of writing. Special consider-
ation should be ifyen-tb_those students who have difficulty organizing material under
normal circumstance's: Stuciehts-w!.th-limited ability should tot be eubject to a bar
rage of test essay questions, but; sh-O-Uid- be_given an opportunity to demonstrate their
knowledge through other types of assessment aswell.:-_Nevertheless, all students can
.profit from the test.essay if it emphasizes worthwhile learning, objectives and is not
merely a measure of the tescher's ability to Conetruct "difficult test."

RESTRICTED RESPONSE.TEST ESSAY

Description: The short answer test essay calls for a restricted response of one to
several sentences. The response is limited in both conterii and form.

Construction: The directions must clearly set the limits of the response. This

limitation may be achieved by using one or both of the following strategies.
, .

LiMit the content 1;y-restricting the scbpe of the topic to be discussed. u

Example:. Give,oki reason!why Rufus.keeps a scrapbook about Ernie Brown.

Simplest Answer: ftfus thinks that_Ernie Brown is his father.

Limit the form of the resptale by specifying nmmber of examples, subordination or
sequential arrangement of ideas.

Poor IMproved

Why is Crane's "The Open.Eoat" Describe t wo situations from "The Open
naturalistic?. Boat" whickillustrate Crane's naturalism,

As long as there is ho'-signal to subordinate examples r feCts to a topic, the assign-
ment.indicates a short'answer; If the student is requested to "State three ways in
,which Blue Elk.betrays, his tribe (When the .Legends Die),"-then a longer answer would
'be necessary; but there still would be no need to organize the three instances under
any-Category or to arrAnge them in.any order. Therefore, the limitation of form
reMains in effect.

Variation: Almost ;.A..short answer test essays can be converted into objective test
items. The essay assignment-about Rufus may be made into a true-false item:

T F Rufus keeps a scrapbook about Ernie Brown because he thinks Ernie is
his brother.

The Blue Elk test essay could easily becaome a multiple-choice item:

Which one of the following in NOT a way. which Blue Elk betrays his people?
, A. He teZZs Bessie that he had settZed the matter for her man, George.

B. He takes the bear back to BaZd Mountain and shoots it.
C. He promises big money if his-people wiZZ work in the sawmiZZ.
D. He convinces Tom to ga to Pagosa to teZZ the people about the "old ways."

Strengths and Limitations: Although objective items are easier to score, short answer
questions offer several advantages: they ask the student to recall rather than simply.
recognize; they allow teachers to assess student command of sentence structure; and
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A

1
most important, they help prepare the students for more complex forms of.essay re-
sponses which require them to analyze, synthesfzet,..or evaluate...

EXTENDED RESPONSE TEST ESSAY

Description: The extended responsetest essay requires the .tudentsto review their.
.acquired learning and select.those ideas relevant to the topic and.those details
necessary to. illustrate, explain,:or define the topic; to organize their answers in
a .specific pattern of development'(proCess, chrOnological order, classification,
spatial order, comparison, contrast, and example); to frame their answers in their
own words cr. utilize terms or.phrases.in syntax of their own devising; and to
dembnstrate some degree of originality or thought process beyond recall.

ConstrUction: In order to guide students in the development of this.complex process
and,in the production of a worthwhile response,. the teacher must follow certain
guidelines:

Devise questions which are directly related to the' most important objectives of the
unit Study. Given a.large body of subject matter, the teacher could pbse.'many
challenging essay questions. But only a few would bevalid aisessments of unit
objectiyes. For example, to ask the.students to identify those events in The Grapes
of Wrath that are autobiographical is of dubious value since Steinbeck's life is
not the essential focus-of either the book or' the course of study into which the
work is set. Another point to conSider in-deciding on the focus of the test essay
is the value of the exercise as a worthwhile activity for the class. FOr instance,-
the academic.exercidemight be a useful assessment for-some students; hOwever, for
other students, the ability to apply concepts to personal experience wOuld be a far
more worthwhile activity, one which comes closer tO the objectives Of teaching
literature to those stu4ents. FOr.example, in working with The Pearl and Of-Mice-and
Men in the Grade Ten "Themes'and Variations" unit, 'students are asked to examine
. the animal imagery in the descriptions Of human behavior. If the test essay asks
the students to desCribe the instances of animal refeience, the writing of the essay
becOmes an academic exercise which tan.indeed be illustrated,concretely. If, on

. 'the other hand, .the test essay asks the students to describe how.Steinbeck's char-
acters behave like animals in moments of crisis'and how this behavior is similar
to or different from the students' own personal observations, theri the students
are called upon to.use the.animal reference's to clarify,human actions or to come
to a conclusion about the nature.of.humans.

,Phrase the directions careful] order, to guide students in formulating the re-
sponse. Questions such as "Discuss Shakespeare's influence on the development of
modern drama" or "Describe the medieval hero" are invitations to students to tell
.all they know about Shakespeare or'the.medievai hero.. More directive instructions
would be as' follows: ."Give at least one illbstration from each of the following :

elements to show that Shakespeare is still 'alive' In the modern theatre:, charac-
ter motiVation, theme, and complexity:of plot" or "Cite three characteristics of
the knight and give an example of each from-the class-Assigned literature."

Pay careful attention to the Verbs sincethey direct students to the proper pattern
of development. Avoid such terms as discuss, explain, and describe (unless used
for exercises that instructstUdents to describe a scene or a stage setting).
Instead, use more directive verba which indicate the organizational pattern, such
as comparei illustrate, define, trace, sAmmarize, criticize, and defend.

Limit the topic by using qualified nouns to direct the students toward the scope
of information requested. Consider,Ifor example, these two questions: "Why is
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Lefty a silmbol of deatil?" an "Summarite three incidents that prove Lefty is a.
symbol of death." (Dark Rider) The first permits a rambling sxplanation involving
perhaps illustrations, p'Seudophilosophical comments, mmd.references to personal
.experience. The. second giyes clear directions through.the verb (summarize), a
qualifier (three),---a-noun (incidents), and..an adjective clause which qualifies the
scope of the noun (that prove ...). Such a guide is more.likely to assess students'
knowledge of the laterial rather than their ability to guess what the teacher is
getting at.'

If the teacher wants to putthore responsibility on the students (and this should
be denrmined by the grade or' ability level) then qualified nouns.may be eliminated
and students be directed to supply them. For example, stUdents maYbe asked to
qualify and,define: "For each major plot you can identify in To Kill A Mockingbird,
identify and define the'point of climax."

*Indicate a time limit for each question.

Variation: The test essay may be varied by presenting a context which serves as the
source of the'questions. Many of the ideas for the.answer are in the question itself,
but other ideas and'relationships must be supplied by the students. The follmIng

' example may.be_used as an endoftheyear assessment with highly able students In
. Grade Elexen. :

Redd the directions careAlly and compose full essay answers for both of the
following items.

1. Analyze the meaning of "a4ream deferred" in light of the imagery in this poem.,

2. For many fictional cimracters in American li.terature, the "American Dream" has
often been a "dream deferred." Analyze the following characters by using the
image opposite each name as a point of departure.

What happens to a dream deferred?
Does it dry up
tike a raisin inthe sun?
Or Aster like a sore -
And then. run?

Does-it stink like rotten meat?
Or crust and sugar over -
Likea syrupy sweet?
Maybe-i-t-eust gags
Like a heavy load
Or does.it explode?

Gatsby in The GreatGatsby
Ethan Frome

Chillingborth in Scarlet Letter

Henry in Red Badge. of Courage
Laura in' Glass Menagerie

Willie Loman:in Death .9.1:.a Salesman

John Proctor in The Crucible

(From The Panther and the Lash by Langston HugheS.)

Strengths and Limitations: The subjective judgments,involved in the scoring of the
essay answer is perhaps the greatest weakness of the device. Nevertheless, it is
possible to establish procedures which give some degree of consistency to the scoring.

' Write out the best possible answer, or at least outline the elements necessary for
a-complete answer. This will serve as a verification that the question can be
reasonably answered, as a listing of the parts which can be.assigned point value,
and as a checklist to guide in the evaluation of each answer. If this outline is
prepared during the construction of the test, it can also contribute to good phrasing
of the question.

to
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Decide whethenor. 'not the quality of writing will be considered in the evaluation'of the essay. Strictly speaking, if the essay is to be considered,a valid assess-ment of particulaf learning 'outcomes,
extraneous.skills--handwriting, spelling,mechanics, or even organizatiou-Tshould
not influence-the assessment: However, oneof. the reasons English teachers use the test essay is that it Wes practice incomposing. To resolve the probem teachers might identify additional objectiyesin writing and assess these in separate grade. If teachers have decided that

they will give grades for composition, they must be aware of several cautions..
.P

.

Level of Diction: lecause time pfevents the stndents from poring over wordchoice, they must emphasize,content, not-diction. Therefore, students shouldbe responsible primarily for'accuracy of information in their answers.

.Mechanics: The:judgment about 'scoring would.have to depend upon the.lessons
that have been taught by theindividuaLteacher. Generally, students shouldnot be penalized for.errors"in

spelling, capitalization,-or punctuation unleas.they are so obtrusive Oat chey obscure the meaning af the essay.

Sentence Structure: All test essay questions, whether rquiring limited orextended responses, should be answered-in complete.sentences.

Organization: The students must develop the organizational pattern calledfor in the directions. If they are called upon to "justify Pa's,decision
that Jody must shoot the eer," they must give reasons and reasons only.If they into a description of the'scene but still include the reasonsasked or, ey should be given credit for including the content in.the
essaY, but e aluated for poor organization in the composition grade.

Read a cross-sec ion of the response; to see ifsthe papers should be graded.Essay- qUedtions 4y appear to be satisfactory during construction, but their:,
effectiveness\can be judged only if most of the students clearly understand whatis expected of 't dm..

.

6ad all of the answers to one question befure reading the answers to others.
his technique should ensure a more uniform standard in that it allows the teacherto focus on one set of criteria and to avoid judging on the basis of the "haloeffect" formed by answers to other questions.-

If .possible, evaluate the'resporses
withOuf looking at the students' names. Thesimplest method is to use numbers instead of names or to;have students put theirnames on the backs of the papers. Composition teachers.soon come to know thehandwriting of their students, so this technique-is hardly foolproof. Teachersmust make an effort to.eliminate

bias.on the basis of students' behavior;and/orpast performances.
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CHECKLISTS AND RATING SCALES

,-Objective tests-and, to a lesser,extent, test essays are limited Means of assessing

attitudes and values. Provided in.the English program are numerous opportunities for

students to demonstrate or express observable social sttitudes'and adjustmente, inter-

ests,.appreciationst 'and work habite. Such activitkes asrole-playilig,*.field
volunteer 'prOjects, class dacussions, and group work inV6iVe students in the affective

and psychomotor domainsoof'learning.. These activities also encourage students.to use
specialized'speaking, writing, lietening, and reading.skills whichMust be evaluated

by methods'other than paper-and-pencil testing.

hhilethese.activities and skills are integral to .out program; their assessment
has presented s problem.' In many cases, the teachers'aSeessments have been intuitive.
("These five ate just generally my best group leaders." '''uT can always count on Evelyn

to have-somehing to contribute.") But.jUst as freqUeAly, the teacher has id,nored
what-seems to be unassessable,'and has relied on the concrete qUizzes, tests, and

dempositions as the only'means by which.to assess pupilAirogress. An.alternative to

these reactions is, rhe.use of two re1.11.ed assessment devices, checklists and rating

scales.

CHECKLISTS

Description: checklist is an instrument which.consists of a.series of stated steps,
activities-,.characteristics,:or behaviors that the user wlshes, to'observe. The user ;

reCords observations through check marks placed in Yee/No or Present/Absent blocks'.

located:heside each stated step. The checklist notes Aly the presence or absende of

the trait that is being,ebeerved.
-

The'best checklists serVe a triple purpose. :They encourage the teaCher to. list

only the essential items in achieving ihe objectivel, they serve as an inetructional

guide to the etudent as he works; and they give the:teacher or peer'observeria very 1
nseful tool in evatiating-which items hdVe been cargied out and which have noti.

t4hether the objectives deal with assessing productsprocedures, or personal-social
characteristics, the checklist.can be a valuable instructional device.

Construction: The Tollowing suggestions should be,used in constructing checklists.

Relate the items directly to pre-estabii0ed objectives. A checklist can be

.particularly useful when students are werking within the bounds Of a limited,

specified structure. A teacher may direct the writing of a fairy tale, for
instance, by the use of a checklist specificatlons similar to those below.
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Checklist fbr an Original Fairy Tale

Characters Yes

.

No

,-
.

My fairy tale has
.

A. a hero (protagonist)
B. a villain ,

C. royarty
D. wise person
i

Ptot

,

In my fairy taZe:

A. Magic is perfbrmed.
B. Something is gained. .

C. There is a happy-ending.

Setting ,

,
'I have included clues to the setting.

State the items in the checklist in simple, 'concrete terms,. Checklists must be
free of jargon.; and the vocabulary should be appropriate for grade and ability
level.

21

_
. . . .., ..

.

Limit the nUmber ofitems, 0 a workable 'minimum, determined in part by,..,the objec-'
tives'and in part by the grade'level and ability of the student: Checkliatsthat .

: contain twenty-five-to fifty items should never be given to students. In teadhing.,
.composition, for example, a teacher should use separate-checklists for .emphasizing

.--"-'------._

various phases,of the composition prpcess. The following'is a checklist for manu- ----s'.-----,---..:,

.script form. i0

4

Checklist for Manuscript Form
-

A.

.

.
.

Proper margins

Yes

B. Paragraph indentations
. _

C. Legible, neat handwriting _

D. Blue or black ink .

E. Proper self identification

F.. Date
% .

.

Variationst The following examples: Sllow how checklists may be used to assess bOth
.products.or-procedures.

-.0 Checklists may be used.for long-range asSignments, such as compiling a newspaper
notebook in junior high school or writing a research paper in senior high.. 'However,
these chedklists must be developed to cover intermediate steps in achieving the .

'end product. ..The checklist of newspaper content., for example, does not cover the
final stepS%for organizingthe notebook as a whole. Likewise,.an all-inclusive.

.reseatch paper checkliSt will Seem to make the Superscript number assume the same
importanceas the thesis statement.,...Bui the intermediate step of notetaking may
be-evaluated by a checklist, .
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Checklist of Newspaper Notebook Content

:One article about an international event

Yes No

One article concerning a nationaZ event ,

.0ne article abOut'a local event

One feature . .

One editorial
.

One sports article
.

One sports_feature--- ----

Checklist for-Notetakinq
-

4 x 6 Cards
'Yes No

Abbreviated bibliographic information

Rotes keyed to divisions of paper

Quotation marks around aZZ direct quotdtions

,Paraphrase--own words
---ow4 sentence structures

Running summaries--own words-
. --own sentence structures

Page references noted

Checklists may also be.uSid in assessing aseects of oral.presentations. The short
checklist uSed as'a guide for.the students and an, evaluation form for the'teacher
should reflect,the objectives for that particular lesson. Extended answers to'
questions' may..be evaluated in an oral compdsition thecklist. When students are
able.to giye fairly lengthy, well-organized bul compositions, the teacher may.then.
set other goals for them such as attentidn to.word choice.

. --.

.Oral.,ComPosition 0heckli8t
-..

Introduction -

Mdjor point to be proved

Yes

Proof .
,.

Ona sub pointAbind sentence form

IllustratiOns from reading. \

Second sub poinv/topic sentence forin
,



Wbrd Choice Checklist

N, .

Q

Terms are defined when necessary.

Yes .

.

Wbrd choice is ,2','ebise-and-accurata.___________

Word choice ieflectsNtone of speech.

Simila'r brief checklists may beNeOnstructed for the first few atteMpts at reader's
theatre, debate, and play performance.'

FiAally, for checking work in.groua eheck sheet such as the .following, makes,
it clear to the students What the responsibilities are before the project begins

and requires self and peer, evaluation when the project is.finished.

Filmmaking`Checklivt
Mdry
Smith

'Edit/

Adams.

Terry
Wilson

Jane
Hall

PROCESS __

Was member in attendance at Zeast
75% of the time? .

.

Yes I NO Yes I 'No Yes I No Yes I No

1

1

.

1
1

v

N
N.

.

1

1

1

4

Did membet, use clase time to work
on the film project?

I

1

. i
1

I

1

i

. I

1

1

Did member work.cooperatively . .

with others in the group?.

1

1

1

1

i

-

1

I

1

. .

L

'NI .

11\
I

Did meMber.handle and. return
Ouipment properly and promptly?

.

i

1

1

1

i

1

1

.1

1-

-Did meMber fulfill his Obligations
fbr the project?

1

I.

1

1

I

1

r -
1

1

.

L

I

A
1

1

i

Did member accept.opinions, .

suggestions, and criticism in a
positive manner?

P
,

Did member.express constructive
criticism about-his own pork-and
the work of othere ,

.

Note: Use as a guide to what is expected. When the project is finished,

each,individual wilt evaluate himself and.other members Of the group.

Strengths and Limitations: One strength of a checklist is that it's a fairly easy
instrument to construct, particularly if objectives and..goals re alreadY determined,

as so many' of ours are. .A checklist directs the observer.toward these speafic
behaviors and provides a common fraieof reference for all who are.trying to achieve

the objectives. Additionally, the recording is exceedingly simple.\ The limitations

are -implied,in.the description: a checklist does not record anythingsbut presence

or absence. .

2 9
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RATING SCALES

\.

A checklist is a reporting device which records whether a trait or a quality is
present or absent; a rating scale is a similar device which record8 the degree to
which that trait or quality is.present. Like the checklist, the best rating scale
should serve a triple purpose. It should encourage the teacher to think carefully
about objectiVes; it should serve as a guide for the student; and the data should
enable.the observer to evaluate with a considerable degree of objectivity. Again
like checklists, rating scales are valuable in assessing-products, procedures, or
personal-social behavior. They are particularly useful for teachers as intermediate
devices that enable them to evaluate student progress.

DeScription: Three common types of rating 'scales are the classified, the descriptive,
and the graphic.. .The classified scale evaluates on the basis of single-word categor-
ies (excellent, good, fair, poor; frequently, usually, sometimes, rarely). The
descriptive scale explainsLcriteria for assessment by the use of short 'statements;and
finally, the graphic scale uses numbers or letters on a sequential .continuum that
evaluates or rates performance. All three types may-be used either separately or in
combination:

Construction: The following general procedures,should be observed in constructing
all types of rating scales.

Relate the items directly to pre-established objectives. The characteristics
which the items rate should be clearly observable.

Keep the number of-items to a workable minimum, determined by the objectives and
by the grade and ability level of the students

State the items in simple, concrete terms. The.Vocabulary should .be appropriate
for ihe grade.and ability'level of the students, and it shOuld be free from jargon.

Include from three to seven discriminating points on the scale.

Avoid extreme discriminating points at either end of the scale. For example,
students may tend to ignore such absolutes as "always" and "never."

Other more'specific procedures should be observed in constructing the three types of
rating scales.

Classified Rating Scales: In constructing the classified scale, teachers must
consider the students' knowledge of-the subject andtheir ability to judge degrees
'of quality, For example, a simplified rating scale might be construCted with only
,threeodiscriminating points for junior high students to use in evaluating charac-
teristics of an original myth..

Rating ScaZe for'Original Myths
(Natuiul Phenomena)

ParticiPat2on of
Gods and Goddesses Good Fair Poor

Explanation of
Natural Phenomenon Good Pair Poor.

.Reflection of
Modern VaZues Good Fair Poor
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On the other hand, students who have had extensive practice with sentence structure
might profit from filling out a more,detailed rating scale before handing in a
composition.

Ratsng ScaZe fbr Checking Sentences

Sentences

Complete Always AlMost Always. Usually. Often Not
Vdried in Length Frequently Occasionally . Rarely Never .'.
Varied in Kind

.
.Freguently Occasionally Rarely Never.

Use of Coordinators Excellent Goocl Fair Poor
Use of Subordinators Excellent Good Fair Poor

Descriptive Rating Scale: The diacriminating points on the descriptive scale
must be carefully donstructed to offer specific enough criteria.for the objective,
accurate rating of qualities. The descriptions' should be stated in behavioral
terms. The following example illustrates a relatively simple descriptive rating
scale whiCh may be used to assist-students in the composition and evaluation.of
original haiku. .

Rating ScaZe fbr Haiku .

A. Season

.
.

.

,

Season is suggested
imaginatively.

Season is suggested
tritely.

_

Season is merely
named.

B. Scene
. .

,

.
.

Scene descrsptson
contains vivid,
fresh words.

Scene is described
but without

.
.suggestiveness.

Scene is merely
pictured.

C. Mood .

- 4 ' ;
-

Haiku starts a ..

thought or efflotion

5..aNyt-haffiaTz-nature.

Haiku starts a
thought or emotion
aboUt nature. .

Haiku suggests a
mood.

.4. .,..-----...
.In-addition to the descriptive phrases'or sentences'placed beneath each designated

point, a.space for comments may also be provided. For, example, when students are
asked to evaluate.the'content and organization of a tompositipn, they may need
the discriminating points ofamore. complex descriptive rating sCale to help them

.

evaluate the degree of effectiveness.
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Rating Scale for CompositiOn-

'Directions: Rate the content and organization of your composition by
placing an x anywhere aZong the horizontal Zine. In the
space for comments, include anything that helps,cZarify
your rating.

Introduction:

I I
I

I
I

Inappropriate: CommonpZace: Arouses
distracts from no pafticular interest:
the topic contribution to directs

paper att.ention to

topic
Comment:

Thesis Statement

Unclearly stated- , Stated clear*

Comment:

Illustrations:

Fal tO'prove
the4s

Comment:

Stated
convincingZy

Concluding Statement:

I

PartiaZZy prove
thesis

CZearZy prove
thesis

. I

Unrelated ,to thesis Summarizes thesis

Comment:

Restates thesis
in a fresh and
forceful manner.
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Graphic Rating Scale: Because the graphic scale is directed solely to evaluation
by asking students to decide the quality of a process or product on a numericdl
scale, it should be used primarily with able students who understand skills but
are. carelessabout-applying them. -This type of scale can serve as a much=neede-d
reminder. For instance, even students who usually write well may fail to use
transitionseffectively. -The 'scale that follows demonstrates how a skill can be
consistentlY checked.

Rating Scale for Transitions -

From superior to poor use

1. Uses standard transition 1 3 4 5

2. Uses.idord hooks 1 2 3 4

3. Uses phrase hooks 1 2 3 4. 5

4. Uses-idea hooks 1 2 3 4 5

Such a rating scale supplied at the draft stage of a research paper might make the
difference between a superior and an unintelligible proddct: Of course this type
of.rating scale can only serve as.a guide and reminder to students who have already
been taught the materiel or skill.

Variationsi The' following exampled show.how, rating_scales may be:used to assese'
.productd,-Tprocedures, or personalsocial behavior%

;

A rating scale can be' very Useful in assessing-oral compositions, speeches, panel
discussiond, reader's theatre, class discussions, and other types of-oral Preseir
tations. Whatever the major objective--whether it be a creative blending of
materials for reader!s theatre, .an informed contribution in a pSnel discussibn, sn
organized answer in an oral composition--a brief rating scale may be used to assess
just that goal:.

Rating Scale or-Reader's Theatre

SeZection of material

Creativiblend of Material that Haphazard
materiaZ that has ,makes a pOint coZZection
tone and-point or achieves a

tone
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'Rating Scale for Dlass DiscusSions

-Directions: Make your ratings on each of the folloying characteristies by
.

placing an x anywhere along the horizontal line. In the space

fbr comments, include anything that helps clarify your rating.

1. To what extent does participate in discussions?

I

1

I

I

I

Never participates Participates as Participates more

much as others than anyone else

Cbmments:

2. To what extent are 's comments related to the topic?

Cbmments are
usually unrelated

.Comments

I .

Comments are
usually related

Cements are
almost always
related

3. Does ask questions which stimulate.discussion?

Never 'asks

stimulating
questions'

Comments:

Asks stimulating
. questions

occasionally

. I

Frequently asks
stimulating
questions

4.. Does present fully developed rather than shert

responses?

Responses are
usually, short

Cements:

Responses are
sometimes

. developed

. I

Responses are
usually fully,
developed

5. Does respond to other-students' comments or only to

the teacher's?

ReSponde,-,only

to the teacher

Contnents:

Responds to other
stwlents sometimes,
.but more .often to

the teacher

Responds equally
yell to other
students and the
teacher
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For those students who need assistance with the mechanics of oral presentations,
a rating scale that not only evaluates but also guides toward improvement may be
beneficial.

Rating .Scale ,for .Oral.Presentation

Vbice.

Body language
(posture, geitures,
etc..) .

:Eye Contact

Enthusiasm
(overall, but
evidenced in this
case by facial
expression)

Clear and emphatic

Appropriate and
effective

Direct and
frequent

Alert and
interested

Monotonbus, Weak

Limited use
of.apprO-
priate body
language

.SomeOut. Lacking
-dependent
.on notes or
:script

blappropriate
movement
posture

or

Occasional No evidence
evidence . of interest
of interest

Rating scales may also be used in a number of wayS to evaluate group work.
Students.may evaluate themselves in-the group; occasionally one may'act as 'an
observer 'to evaluate ihe way the group is working; or all, including the teacher,
may asSess .individual contributions to the,group or evaluate how the group works
as a whole. If students- are shown the value of group work, are given clear guide-
lines as to what is expected, and ara allowed.to help evalUate themselves and
other members Of the group,'then.the old complaint' "I. don't. like.group work'
because som6 people get credit for doing nothing" may disappear-''Below isone
exampleof a classified rating scale that group members might use for group work.
The complete sample is hot given.
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PEER-EVALUAT'ION OF GROUP MEMBERS

CHECK ONE FOR .EACH MEMliER-OF-THE_GROUP

Name of Rater:

Give a number-to
each group member #1 (John Jones)

#2 (Mary. SMith)-

#3

#4

#5

Date:

A. CONTRIBUTED TO THE DISCUSSION:

B. DOMINATED THE DISCUSSION:

C. CHALENGED IDEAS:

D. STAYED WITH THE TOPIC
UNDER DISCUSSION:

E. ACCEPTED OPINIONS AND
SUGGESTIONS OF OTRER
MEMBERS OF THE GROUP:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Almost
Never

SeZdom Sometimes Often Almost
AZways

Almost
'Never

SeZdom Sometimes, Often AlmOst
Always

1.

Almost
Never

1--

.Almost

Nevei.

1. ,

1.

'AZmost
Never

SeZdom Sometimes Often AZmost
AlwaYs

Seldom Sometimes Often AZmost
AlwaY8

Seldom Sometimes Often Almost
AZways
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A combination rating scale and questionnaire, such as the following, may also help
assess individual, reactions to group work. °

Group PUrpose.:

RATING SCALE FOR REACTION IV ,GROUP WaRr 7-

1. How did-you feeZ about this group? (L'heck one)

1 I. 1 1
IVery Somewhat Neither. Satisfied Quite Very

DLssatisfied V.ssatisfied nor Satisfied Satisfied
Dissatisfied

Please comment on why you feZt this way.

. Were there times when you wished to speak and did not?

I I I

.

I

Almost Never Seldom Sometimes Often Almost-

° Alwaysq

4. What heZped you to take part in the discussion?

5. What hindered you from taking part in the discussion?

6. Give suggestions for improving the next group session.

Strengths and timleat*ns: Although the rating scale is not as easy to construct as
the checklist, it 'has the same advantages; that is, it directs the observer to specific
behaviors, provides a common frame of reference for comparing all students on the same

' set of characteristics; and is a relatively easy method for recording observations. .

However, the rating,sCale is valid only if the rater has a number of opportunities
.

to make observations. Validity is also affected-by conscious or unconscious personal
bias. Judgments may be made on the basis of whether a person IA liked.or.disliked.
Related to this factor is the tendency.of some eValuators to favor either he higher
or lower extremes of a rating scale. A.third limitation involves the construction of'
the discriminating points on the scale. No.matter how carefully the traits are wotded
they are highly susceptible to differences of interpretation. Finally, traits are not
consistent in an indlvidual; the same person may exhibit different traits from day to
day or from task to task. ,

. .

. .

Of the three specific types of rating scaleS'analyzed, the descriptive is more
reliable, more useful, and more accurate than either the classified or graphic because
it gives raters mere information en, which to base their judgments. Also, since short
descriptions are More predise than either numbers or'single words, interpretations .

tend to vary less from tater to. racer.
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NARRATK/ES: ANECDOTES AND COMMENTS

Several of the devices already mentioned in this brief guide are.included in
many teachers' tspertoires as standard classroom practice:. The narrative, however,
is seldom used, prObably because it is so time-consumineto kee0. The narrative is
included here, not because it is feasible to keep such records on all students,.but
because it fills a.void that.no other'type of assessment can fill: it provides a
unique record of behavior for. each student from which inferences regarding tastes,
habits,- and.ValUes-caiv be drawn.

-
.

.

-Description: In observing and-recording comments about behavior, psychologists use
"the anecdotal record,m a highly-objective description which, if recárded by trained
observers, can be likened o a collection of scientific data. As applied to ohr
English program, "the narrative" is based only loosely'on such a technique. arieflY,
the term "narrative7 refers to a series of entries, made by either the teacher or
stUdent, in' relation to eparticular task Or type of activity such as the following:
behavior in group work, selection of material and comments abOui.thevorks in free
reading, frequency and quality of class participation, and attitude toward writing
and assessment of strengths and' weaknesses. :The Series of entries should be filed,
in one plade--a free reading-record card, a composition folder, a student.log book.
It is Only from the collettion.of entries that valid inferences can be drawn. For
each entry, the teacher (or student) shohld tht date entered, the' anecdote, .

which is thefactual desdription of a meaningful incident, and the comments, which
include Anything not'classified.as an anecdoter-from the interpretation'ot the behav-
ior to recommendations for aitering.the.behavior.

Construction: Although this form has few of the complications of construction
encountered in some of the Other devices,.the narrative does require 'a'degree of
uniforility and consistency.to mAke it anseful tool.

e Be selective in determining what behaviors should be evaluated.. The selection Of
behaviors should be dictated by the 'objective, of the assessmen. Tor example, the
goal may be to assess a student's behavior during group Work. Consequently, all
anecdotes shobld be directedta that objective; extraneous details spch as usage
errors or the values the student may express about the.subject matter should,be,
recorded separately.if they are aignificant.

. .

* Record the incident as soon after the observation as possible, and always date the
entry. If used for a short:term, such as 4 four-day observation of group work,
'the dates may not seem important. However, a follow,Up At another time or a long-
term account, as with free reading records, make the dating important.

Be as objective as possible. Objectivity can be .increased by trying to separate
the i!nterpretation of the incident from the factual description. For instance,.if.
'a student.slammed a book, that fact should lie recorded.inthe anecdOte. The inter',.
pretation may then note that the:student "gOt angry" and 'why. Objectivity cap. also
.be increased by reCording both positive and.negative incidents. .The fact.that a
student may. be hegative for several days in a group project should not influence
the teacher's observatiom if the same student demonstrates positive participation
on another day.

Observe 'and .record enough of the situation to.make descriptions meaningful. The.
behavior should be'recorded within the context of those situational conditions which
seem necessary for understanding the student's actions. For example, a student may
act in a hostile manner toward another student, but such behavior may be a
retaliatory,act.
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.

Record a stgnificant number of entries before attempting tp draw interences. What'
is "signifiCant" depends on the objective and the,pattern observed. Fdut entries
mayAbe sufficient to lead a teacher to infer Ohata student does not accept his or
her...responsibility as a grOup member. However., for longrterm objectives dealing
with tastes or values, more entries would be needed.)

The following is one example nf the kotm end purpose of a narrative record:

After assigning a project to esch of five.groups, the 'teacher allowed twenty minutes
per. ciass for four_class ptrio&ein which students could Rrepare. During the first
ten minutes,7before students encountered problems requiring assistance, 5he teacher
observed the interaction among students and identified five whanbviously. needed
help in bandling this kind of activity. These.entriesy along with peer ratings,
provided'the teacher.with specific details to use in a follow-up donference with,
each student.

John Burke Group Work,

9-15 Chair pulled l'ack,firom group.. Played wit'h rubber
band. RefuSed to be recorder. Sasd "I don't
care," when group Was ready to decide.

9-16 - Asked to go to lavatory as soon as groups forthed.
Slammed book when I refused. Said "This is a waste
of time anyway." Looked at magazine. Told,group
leader,plot was "dumb."

9-1 - Joked with group members. Agreed to take role of
Joe Namath. Suggested some dialcig. ,

9 18-- Shaerpened penciZ. TaZked to member of another
group on way back to seat. *Sat Zooking,out

Comments: John was not accepting his responsi-
bilities as a group member; he was able to respond
only when his gersonal interest was *motivated.

Although teachers retain general impressions ofboth.positiveand negative aspects
of students' behavior-7and may even,remembei specific incidents--nevertheless, fhey
often need'the concrete accounts of brief narratives which provide convincing
evidence to discuSewiththe students and 'Parente. ,

Variations: The narrative may be adapted for us:.: in assessing reading habits, writing
habits, speaking habits,' and group process.

-

Is it possible for a teacher to keep track of the'reading heblts of. 150 Students?".
Perhaps not. Perhaps the teacher should 'begin with keeping a record fo'r one.
class or for a random sample. However, if a teacher haS studentsnn an independent
reading program, does "Free7Whee1ing" units, gives reading choices within unite,.-
and has Conferences,enme reading records are already being kept. These records ?
cOuld be consolidated into dhe record under dated entries.

,The goal of the following record is to asaess the'extent to which the student seems
tp Value reading. The teather, who is keeping:the record in this case, would con-
sider points gike the following: Does the student have a librarY card, Use the

*
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classiOom library, or the school library, borrow bOoks'from others? How Much
does.the student read? What kind of 'material? Whae comments does the student
volunteer, about're,a'ding?

Ann Brock

9-10 - Chose Talk of the Town 120 19: "I'm a slow reader."
(The teacher would be tempteC, too soon perhaps, to
suggest dbook thad would take Ann one step up from
her titZe, junior-high-level first choice.)

10-15 - IR A Place of Her own...130...enjoyed...evidence of

emPathy---
11-21 Chose crew in-Lit. for independent project...Contracted

to read Night and ZO
12- 1 - Completed novel and stories on time. "Why do we have

to read things like Night?"
3-10 - IR The Collector...304...Recommended by friend...

Hooked...Good insights into central character.,
(This entry marks the first evidence of Amt.'s choice
of a Zonger work of some quality.)

3-30 - Minimum readings for unit
4-20.- Mose Lord pi:FliesGave good reasons for choice...

All Qu-T.Wtoo niaulike IP readings
4-25 - "I don't watch TV.".,..followed by evidence that she

-watches more than she is aware
5-,1 - "An awb.il Zot of required reading is depressing.1!
5- 5 - IR The Wanderer...253...IMaginative response

Several conclusions can be drawn about Ann's growth im reading'. First, although
she does.not respond well to assigned reading, she fulfillsher responsibilities.
But more important, she.has grown significantly in her choice of quality, her
willingness to read longer works, and her insight,into some of,the material.

11

The following example is a student'.s.Cwn Tecord of responses to readi-ng.

4 0
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Robin SMith Outside Reading Inventory

10-3 - GONE.WITH THE WIND - MARGARET MITCHELL

I enjoyed Gone With The Wind. It gave me come background to the
Ciiil. War as well as-fold a story about a family living then. The
first-four chapters thought were boring, but the book picked up
afterwards. I'm glad I took the time to read it.

-4
11-15 - SUMMER 0E7.'42 - HERMAN RAVVVER.

I didn't really enjoy, this,book an'that much. The reason .being
that I do not enjoy reading about teenage boys' fantasies and that's
mainly what the book was about. I was not realty sure, when I
chose to read-this book, what it was about. I would only give it
a fasr ratsng.

,

12-18 - PAPILLON - HENRI CHARRIERE
-

I thought this book was ;excellent:. It_gape me. More knowledge about
the treatment in the pron camps'in France; the real, hard facts.
I felt- as if I was there with Papillon while he tratieled around,
and tridd to escape the-penal cOlonies. Excellent book. I enjoyed

so much that I alio .read the further adventures of Papillon,.
Banco.

1-19 - SERPICO - PETER MAAS

I thoroughly enjoyed ihis book. I enjoy reading biographies of.
people's lives, especsally when they are famous people. It was
exciting, speing what his next job would be and how he went about
it. It showed me the corruption in the police force that I did
not know about. Very good book!

35

Although at this point the teacher could easily determine that.RObin chose novas
based on films. and Might want to breaden.her interest, it would.be better to let
her draw her own_conclusions about her reading tastes by answeringthe following ,\
questions;.

.
.

.

How many books did you read?

Into What categories (genres or nrodesf Would you plac- e yourTo oks?...
romance, adventure, science-fiction, autobiography; historical novel,
self-improvement, detective, or other..

Why did you read each book? (Saw movie, friend recommended it, lik0
picture on cover, blurb attracted you, read a review of it, or other.)

What new category would you like to try?

Perhaps one of.the most useful ways to use the narrative is with the listing of
comments in the composition folder. The joint effort of teacher assessing and
student recording culminates in a useful account of student growth.

In addition to measuring student growth in skill develOpment, the narrative can be
used to measure attitudes about writing. The following questions may be used to
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provide

the teacher information about student'S.attitudes or problems. Does the
student. write. on his own--personal or social writing, free writing, material for
the'literary magazine or contests? Does he freely choose his own toPics? Is be
willing to share his writing with others? Does he revise Ungraded, free writing?

\

jack W7-.son :

9-10 - First comp. Zate
9-17 - "I never do anything worth writing about."
10- 3 - Sat 15 minutes before getting to work on draft (Unable

to get to him today.)
IC- 5 - Comp. overdue: CaZZed homy
10-10 - Unwilling to Zet work be reproduced; however, shared

with,partner free writirg description-after suggestion
by teacher

11-17 - Had to be given topic for brief research asssgnment
(It became:clear tht what might have passed, unrecorded
for willptbiess_ or bdd working habits, is more likely a
problem with ma tio ")

12- 1 - Volunteered to give oraZ omp. in classgroup topic
assignment
(There is ZittZe evidence o growth or valuing in this
semester record; however, som modest evidence Might
appear before the end of the ye if the teacher
were able to break through the "s vention" block.)

The narrative can also be used in the composition Pro ram as a way of involving
students in keeping e.record of their growth throughout the year. On chart
attached to the composition folder,'students should reco the following.for each"
.composition:

Date'7-,,This-becomes, throughout the year, a geed indication o the frequency with
which students write.'

Type,of Writing.. Students will need o be taught how to use termin logy such as.

"pesonal narrative" or."expository paragraph." As th6e begin to gr the
characteristics of the different types, they will find this column to e a ready
reference to a type of writing they might review before doing a siMilar ssignment.

Major Goals (or Skills, or Objectives) .Teachem should make.students aware Rf
these goals during the instruction which precedes the writing. Some "teachers\have
students write the goals a the top of the paper being turned.in. Others hand )Rut
toyer sheets for the.papers with the goals listed .and uge these as a check list in
grading the papers. In all cases, the siade and teacher's comments should.be-
related to the.goals.

.

.
.

.
.

°
\\,.\

.
.

Major Strengths and Weaknesses or Comments This column becomes a.narrative record . N
of the students' progress throughout the year. In the 'early stages, students tend \
to list whatever the teacher has written on the paper. If the teacher takes the
time to talk about.Writing after the papers haVe been returned,:students may begin
to improve their ability to generalize about the quality of their performance.

.

Grades The information in the column should be useful.in discussing how
composition grades are computed.



Some teachers ask that additionalinformation be recorded on the charts:

''.-Student' Comments - If students are encovaged to record their reactions, the
teacher may gain some useful information'about whether or not students enjoyed the
assignment, agreed with the teacher's evaludtion, had difficulty understanding

-...

comments', and so.fOrth.
.

. Personal Coal - If 4 student deManstrates a patticu r weakness whith was not one
of the major objectives, the teacheould note the ala,ll on the paper, have the
student recOrd it as.a personal goal for the next paper,\and follow-up with

.

assessment of that Skillthe next time the student writes:\
..,

.

.

,,,...

* Language activities seem to be better,assessed by means,other tNui a narrative.
..Yet., how else can data.be gathered for the generalization, "Students may paSs.the

test, but their language in the halls and cafeteria'is'atroCious II? 'Vowing
students around the "school with a note Pad or,tape recorder is Out .cif, he,queStion.
However, the teacher may note usage patterns of a particular stud'gnt br Class by
listening to talk before or after class; listening.to students responding P4,
groups; or listening to 'informal responges in improvisations, round table diect.!s-
sions; Panels, and'so forth'. The narrative can provide the teacher with the bibic
problems whith should be attacked in future instruction.

.. .\..-
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*In assassing group interaction or in evaluating the group product, checklists and N\-,
rating scales are probably the most efficient devices. However, in describing by
what process a group actually attacks and solves a problem, the narrative provides
useful insights to the teacher and the students. In order to capture the behavior,
the teacher may set up a tape-recorder on the fringe of each group and tape the
dialog. Five minutes of listening to each tape should reveal that what authorities
say about group process is true: students do use process skills intuitively. The
value, then, is not.in learning the simple process, but in learning about it in
order to perfect weaknesses. For example, if one group of students is never able
to complete a task within the given time, the teacher might listen to a dialog to
identify the problem: Are they unable to define the-task? Is there one person
who holds up action by asking irrelevant questions? The comments in the narrative
would ultimately be useful to the group and the individual students.

Strengths and Limitations: Although the narrative has frequently been limited to the
area of personal-social adjustment, that is a needless limitation since it may be used
to obtain date gertinent to a variety of learning behaviors. By providing a continuing
description of actual behavior'in natural situations, the narrative may be used to
determine the extent.of change in a student's typical patterns.of behavior. Further,
by making concerted efforts to keep anecdotal records, teachers increase their aware-
ness of characteristic behavior as well as behavior that is exceptional but signifi-
cant.

One limitation of the narrative, obviously, is the amount of time required to
assess in-this manner. The physical act of recording anecdotes is time-consuming.
In addition, reliable observations can be made only over a period of.time and in a
variety of situations. And more time is required to interpret the anecdotei in order-to draw valid conclusions...

.0"

A.second limitation indirectly Involves a time factor. To.produce a,-meaningful
narrative, the teacher must concentrate on one student to the exclusion of others,
especially when assessing personal-social.behavior based on direct observation.
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A third.limitation stems from the d fictlty of being objective% Training and
practice can reduce biases, but cannot el inate them totally because.a-degree. of-
subjectivity.must enter in whenever a teac r interprete a student's behavior.

Emphasisthroughout this.section hae'been onAbasit.assessment devices, their .

constructiOn, and their application as determined by their particular strengthi and
limitations. .How these devices may be ueed in.our\English program must be related
to the full scope and sequence of the performance gals established for-our students.

- The next section.examines the relatiOnship betweenaesessment devices and the eval
uation-of:sample 'goals in composing, interpreting, an4 language activities.
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PART TE:IEE: ASSESSING SAMPLE GOALS IN COMPOSING,
INTERPRETING, AND LANGUAGE

In the preceding section of this bulletin, a variety.of:assessment_devices_
and techniques have been defined and illustrated as they might Appear in parts of
our English program. To.arrive at this variety, we' look/A at:the Means of attest-.-

ment from a'number of sources: types of objective tett-Trets.perfected by the
.commercial.producers'of tests and by educators profidient in the area of tests

. and measurementl essay test items Commonly 'used by classrooth teachers; check lists
and .rating scales effectively used by business Administrators, among others; and
finally, narratives or, Anecdotal records which record observations made by the
behavioral scientists': Cbviously, no one .method "belongs" exclusively to any one
group. .And considering the divertity.of.activities and goals in English, we can.'
utilize all.techniques.to help developour proficiency in assessing growth:.

The major*purpose of this section is to illustrate the'ways in which the
various devices and techniques can be used to evaluate student performance in
achieving the goals of the-English program. .For_this purpose we have selected
from A,Sequence of Composing, Interpreting, and Language. Activities seven per.-
formance goals representing each of the three strands of the program:

To support a generalization with specific detail (composing).
To organize material according to an appropriate pattern (composing)
,To identify a theme of a work of literature (inteipreting)
To identify the bias of an article and to explain the.

methods of slanting.that are used (interpreting and language)
To reproduce and expand basic sentence patterns (language)
To analyze the use of figurative.language.in poetry

(interpreting and language)

o differentiate between ptandard and non-standard forms of
English usage (language)

397

For each of the, goals we have given approximately five different illustrations
of ways in which student performance could be evaluated. Our intent in.developing
these assessments was io use ag many different techniques as possible from Part .Two
to illustrate the. alternatives teachers have. Each assessment has been written as*.
a behavioral objective which includes.the task and the eXpected performance.

Given the task (the activity,-. the-student «Ill perform
situation, or material), in the manner stated.

In parentheses, following the behavioral objective, we have indicated the particular
form of evaluation used.

Despite the range of evaluation included for these seven goals, some of the
judgments about performance which are normally _made in-the course of English in-'

: struction are missing. For example, the most obvious, way to assess achievement
in composition is to read the student's' paper, a technique which cannot be as

. neatly illustrated as an objective test. Listening to comments in class discussions
and observing affective responses are-other types.of on-going evaluation which shduld
not be overlooked. The last part of'tbis section deals with those.speciAl problems
of atsessment in English.



ASSESSMENTOF SEIECTEp PEitFORMANCE GOAL:

Performance Goals: To support a generalization with specific detail

\

Note to the teacher: The mist. logical 'wey to assess this goal is to read a com-
poi6E70iibh-the-srudent-haswritteil_,_use grading compositions.is so
time-conauming,it is helpful to have alternative

_

objective for quicker scoring. These types of assessment suggest such Objective
formats which can be used as supplements to the Usuel composition program.

These five' Suggestions are arranged generally in order of difficulty, requiring
the student to move from Selecting answers to generatingvideas in writing. The
first two could be used for screening students sinee this goal.appears on all grade
levels. The third is an appropriate, although'academiC, exercise with the limita-
tion of.having students develop a topic in which they have no interest (and.possibly,
little knowledge). The foUrth suggests the framework for a' paragraph butallows
ample'opportunity for development. (A caution is in order here: ."studentS might
fultill the "letter" ofthe assignment and amuse themselves at the same time by
exaggerating detAils so grossly that they becoine ludicrous. This would not develop
the generalization in the last sentence.) The tifth is another structured chart
which demonstrates students' mastery .of the goal and provides relative ease of
grading..'

AssesSment Ol: Given a-topic sentence and possible supporting statements, the
students will differentiate between relevant and irrelevant.
support. .(Check List)

Topic sentence: Shoring may be due to one of several causes.'

les No

(X). Snoring may be caused by enZarged tonsils.and adenoids.
(X) Snoring can irritate the sinus passages.
(A) One person in six snores.

(X) . Shoring may be caused by a sinus infection and nasaZ clogging.
(X) Allergy often encourages snoring.
(A) Excessive smoking may change tha throat tissues and Zead to snoring.

(X) A book was just pubZished pn devices to cure snoring.

Assessment.O2: Given a short paragraph-, students will identify any support that, is
irrelevaneand select from options the most relevant details to add.
(Multiple Choice)

(1) Some regiments topk on special characteristics. (2) The New York 7th
.was a dandY outfit, private soZdiers wearing tailor-made gray'unifbrms as
trim aeso many West Pointers-. (3) The 33rd Illinois had many college students
and teachers in-its ranks and was known as the,"Brains Regiment." (4) Several
regiments from Pennsylvania were among the first involved in the Civil War.
(5) The 8th Wisconein was famous as the 'Eagle Regiment," because its Company C
came to camp with a live eagZe as mascot.
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Sample Questioni

(c) 1. The sentence with the least relevant support is
a. Sentence 2'
b. ,Sentence 3
c. Sentence 4
d. Sentence 5

(a) 2. Which of the following detaiZs best supports Sentence 3?
a. The 33rd Illinois was organized by Charles Hovey, principal .of the

. State Teachers CoZZege.
b. Mr. Hovey later became the colonel of the regiment.
c. Aany of thiffivates won-officerscommissions because of their

courage.
4 d. It was one of the best known regiments of the North.

(e) 3. Which of the following Zeast supports Sentence 5?
a. The eagle, "Old Abe," was carried between regimental and national

flags wherever the rregiment went.
b. Old Abe was taken into battZe.
c. The Eagle Regiment had an outstanding war reccird.
d. The eagZe survived the-.war and was taken back to Wisconsin to

become a central figure at veterans' reunions.

Assessment #3: Given a topic sentence, students will supply five statements of
relevant support. (Short Answer)

Examples: Bad luck can take many forms.
It should be summer aZZ year round.

Assessment #4: Given a skeletal paragraph, students will rewrite it to develop
the generalization with specific, relevant details. (Restricted
Response Essay)

As the young boy and his teenaged.brother rounded the turn of the road,
they spotted the body of a close friend and neighbor. The elderly man lay

. on his side. on the right aide of,the pavement sat four high school friends
in a battered car. The horror of the scene sickened the two boys.

Assessment #5: Given a character from a piece of literature, students will make
a generalization about the character in a topic sentence and list
(or develop complaely) at least three examples from the story to
support it, each in turn developed with a quoted passage.

Huck Eines increasing maturity is illustrated throughout the novel.

Quotations

a. Pdges 46.and 50 show that even though
Huck's reason for going to school was
childish, he could and did adapt to a
new situation easily.
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b. PageS 514-show.how.Ruck tried to
recognize a problem and figure
out a solution.

c. Page 105 shows the mature development

.

of his moral values--hiS ideas of
.2.ght and wrong.

Performance Goal: To organize material according to an appropriate patteXn

Note to the teacher: Because exercises preliminary to writing differ from actual

writing activities, teachers must be sure.that.they.are assessing composing goals

through.Students' writing. The first assessment here is actually an exercise
preliminary to writing; nevertheless, it askasthe students to apply.what they

know abnut chronological ordering in.re-organizing the paragraph. In the second

and-third-r-students nOt'only have to produce a composition', oral or written,
organized in a speciflmanner-,-_but they also have to.be able.to analyze the

organizational patterns of the compositions. e -fourth requires Students to

know a variety of patterna and to choose theinost apprOWilEi7to'answer_a_given

question.

Assessment #1: Given a paxagraph to read, students will identify whether
all sentences are written in order of "chronology and reorder

the sentences if not so written. (Check List)

Directions: After reading the following selection, check which sentences are-

. not in chronological order and pZace them where they belong. (Check List)

(1) As a basebaZZ player George has moved around. (2) He started his

'career in'the sandlot league. (3) After five years he joined the major

league when he was purchased by the Cincinnati Reds. (4) He was soZd to

the minors.. (5) He spent five years in the Piedmont League after sandlot

basebaZZ.

Sentences

1'

2

3

4
5

Yes No Reordering of Sentences

Assesstent #2: -Given a topic for an oral composition and a pattern of deVelopment,

students will organize their material appropriately and speak on

the subject. (Check List, Open-ended)J

Yea No Is there an organizational pattern evident?

What is the pattern?
Clues to the pattern ,



Yes No Are there any Sentences that do not follow the chosen structure?

Identify them

ROW couZd they be reorganIzed

lissessment #3: Given a specific topid and a pattern of development, students wili
organize their essay accordingly.

.Eirections: Write a narrative paragraph using a chronological pattern of
Organization. When finished, have your neighbor check whether each succeeding
sentence logically develops the narrative and reorder the sentences where
necessary.

Sentences

1

. 2'

3

4

6

Yes NO . Reorderimg

Assessment #4: 'Given an essay question, students wilr-seleet=from a list of
patterns the one which is most appropiiate for the development
of the essay. (Multiple Choice and Essay)

Directions: Listed below are five essay questions on."Flight" by John
Steinbeck. For each, (1) circle the key word which.indicates the,purpose
of the question, (2) convert the question into a statement (ifnecessary)
and underline the controlling idea, and (3) indicate in the blank before
the question which of the fbllowing organizationaZ patterns would be the
most effective t:o use in organizing'an answer to the question. Choose one
and develop the answer.

.

--comparison/contrast
--chronological order
--classification
--definition
--spatial order

(classification) 1. In what ways can "Flight" be considered
an example of naturalistic fiction?

2. Cite the event which turns Pepe into a
nun and describe itim as he appears befbre
and after that event.

3. AlthoughPepe considers himself a man, his
mother disagrees.. If she were asked, "What
is a man?" what might she reply?

4. Describe the changes which occur in the
naturaZ environment as Pepe makes his way
up the mountain.-

(comparison/contrast)

f,

(definition)

(spatial order)
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(Ohronological.order) t. Using an example from your oWn experience,
support or refiite Mama.Torres' idea that a.

person becomes an adult when an adultis
needed.

PerfOrinance To'identify (or state) a theme Of a work of literatUre

Noteto theteacher: The six sampleassessment3 here are arranged basically in
.

order of difficulty. The first would-probably;be used.to determine whether or
norstudents could determine the diffekence between literal. and abstract levels,
between simple'generalizations and themes, nd between good theme Statements
and cliches.' In the seCond and third, students arerequired to read passages
and draw some conclusions- about theme; nevertheless, they uo net have to state
the theme themselves. The fourth requires studentsto-think more analytically
about a.givenrheme'statement, and more important, to.justify a position in
writing. The fifth and sixth, of course,demand more skill in critical analysis
and composing ability.

While all of these assessments can screen those students who can identify
theme from those who can't; only the first can discern'a particular weakness;
for instance, the Student may not be able to differentiate among levels of
abstraction. All iix'are essentially designed,forsummative evaluation.

Assessment #1: Given a list.ofstatements, students will identifSr those which
are an adequate statement of theme. (Multiple Choice Items)

/

DirectlairgrFrom-the-list_below, select those that are statements of theme
(not statements ofprot and not7cliches)-and_mark_an "x" next
to your-choice,

as,3 Paul and JUdy'finally became good friends;
(x) b. Self-esteem is more important than public recognition.

c. Saturdays are alwais busy days.
(m) d. Men cannot control indifferent nature.
(x) e. Making good friends is not often easy, but it can be rewarding.

f. Life is not a bed of roses.-

Assessment #2: Given a short piece of literature and a series of questions,
V

1 students will select answers which show their understanding
of the theme of the work. (qultiPle Choice and.Short Answer)

Questions on the theme of "The Lottery" by Shirley Jackson.

(c) 1. In thn lig!lt of the conclusion of the story, the first three paragricrhs
demonstrate eze literary devicn of
a. verbal irony
b. dramatic irony
c. situational irony
d. symbolism

(d) 2. Old Man Warner wants to hold tenaciously to the ritual because
a. he believes in the power of tradition.
b. he wants a good harvest.
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c. he Zikes to get together with his neighbors.
d. he believes the youth.will lead the village astray.

(d) 3. When the Hutchinson children, Nancy and Bill, Jr., laugh at their
own blankslips of paper, Shirley Jackson impZies that
a. children rarely thinOhbout death and dying.
b. they do not take the lottery seriously.
c. children should have more concern for their parents.
d. human nature can be callous and unthinking.

4. Each of the following statements is implied in "The Lottery."
Choose one and justiA it with quotations fraM the story.
a. Primitive hatreds are a part of modern life.
b. Man needs an excuse fbr persecuting.hisieZtow mbn.c. Human sacrifice exists even wrung csvilszed men.
d. Tradition rules our lives.

Assessment #3: Given a short passage-, the students will select the best theme
statement from a list of possible themes. (Multiple Choice Item)

The Man He-Killed
by Thomas Hardy

"Had he and I but met,
By some oZd ancient inn,

We should have sat us down to wet
Light many a nipperkie

"But ranged as infantry,
And staring face to face,

I shot at him as he at me,
And killed him in his place.

"I shot him dead because--
Because he was my fbe,

Just so: my foe of course he was;.
That's clear enough; although

"He thought he'd list, perhaps
Off-hand-like--just as I--i

Was out ofwork--had sold his traps--
No other, reason why.

"Yes; quaint and curious war is!
.You shoot-a felloW'down

You'd treat ifmet where any bar is,
Or help to half-a-crown."

.

.Soldiers in war are unusuaZ and curious.
War is irrational.

.

A' man must sometimes kiZZ another only because he is an enemy.
Wartakes men away'from the. bars..

Assessment #4:' Given a.poemand a statement of theme, the student will agree or
disagree with the statement and support his answer with referenCes
to the poem.- (Restricted Response Essay)

Example: A possible theme statement fbr "The Road Not Taken," by Rbbert Frost
fbllows:. It is oft,% difficult to teZZ the difference between two roads befbre

'- a person has t:,...teled either one of them. Agree or disagree with this as the
best way to state the theme and briefly support your position by referring to
the poem

Key to Answer: The.student should see that the given statement is too literal
and refer to phrases frbm the last stanza "I shaZZ be telling this with a sigh/
somewhere ages and ages hence:/TWo roads diverged in a wood, and I--/I took
the one Zess traveled by, And that has made all the difference."
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Assessment #5: Given a particular work of literature, the student will state.the
-theme.and eXplain how the theme iS developed. (Extended Response
Essay)

.

Directions: After reading the follOwing poem, 7Ex-Basketball flayer," by.gohn'
. UPdike, state the theme and explain how the theme is developed. in order to

clarify the.theme,:devolop a list of specific.perSonsi.places, and things and
show how.these contribute tothe imagery of the poem,. which in turn contributes
to.the theme.. Clarification Of the them may also.be obtained by contrasting
Flick Webb'STosition as it once.was in the town and as it now is and then
.answering the question of what caused such a disParity.'

Performance Goals:. To identify the bias of an article-and tO explain the
methods .of. slanting -that are used

Note to the teacher: The first two assessments, based on the same sample, illustrate
two levels of the depth of assessment. The first could be used to estimate the
number of students in the class who have a fairly good grasp of the difference
between facts which could be verified and opinion. The second calls for a greater
number of higher level skills such as identifying audience, recognizing propaganda
devices, identifying Symbols, and generalizing about the bias. This assessment
would almost certainly be used after a unit of instruction. The third assessment,
like the first is easy, partly because of the simple content and partly because
the students' task is net complicated. The fourth requiresla much higher .Level of
critical analysis; the fifth is even more difficult in that students must create
a sample of biased writing.

Assessment #1: Given an advertisement, stUdents will differentiate verifiable,
facts froth opinions. (Alternative Response)

An actual Eastern Airlines advertisement shows a picture of a bird,
with wings'still spread, Zighting momentarily on a human hand, The

-words which accompany the picture are printed beZow as part of the
activity.

(1) Eastern Airlines,is a billion dollars wbrth.of aircraft,
2

(2) one of the most sophisticatedmaintenance Systems in. the wor4d,
(3)- the largest real-time airlines'computer in existence,
(4) 1400 take-offs and Zandings everyday;.
(5) acres of terminals, hangars, warehouses, and buiZdings;
(6) 32,000 of the,most dedicated people in aViation,
(7) and one dream:

makingliying as natural for you
as it is fer him.

Directions: For ea0 line in.the above ad, ten whether it is fact, opision
or a cOthbination of the two.. Be able to defend your answers,



.,

Line,.2 F act ..cpinion ,

COmbinatiOn
Combination

Line 1 . Fast - Opinion

Line 4:' Fact opinion
CombinationLine 3 Fact Opinion

Line 5 Fact opinion
. Combination.

COmbination'
Line 6. .Fact Opinion .Combination
Line 7 Fact .0pinion CoTbinatiog

.

Asseasment #2: Given the same advertisement, students will select answers. which'
.reveal the methods of slanting. .(Multiple Choice)

(0) 1. .This ad is aimed brimarily at which Of the falOwing groups?
.

(a) I0-15'year old ichOol.chiZdren (b) 20-25 year-old Peace Corps
volunteers (d) 35750 gear-old business peopre'(d)50-65 year-old
bird watehers. .. -. .

.

.

. .

.- .(el) 2. The crdators of this. ad.might !dant us .to Zook-upon tEe eagle as a
symbol of all but which.of the following: ..(a) a.free creature
(b) the syMbol af America (C) the embodiment ofstrength, powers,'
and beauty (d) a-bird.of prey. .

(b) 3. Which.of the above lines is free.from opinion? fa) li* 2 (b.) liiie 4
..(c) Zine 6 (d) Zine 7 .. : .

.

(b) 4. Which of the following slanting techniques is.most prominent in the
ad? .(a) band ',1agon (b) statistics (6) snob appeal (d)-youth'appeal?

(c) 5.. The authors of this ad Probably hopedto create the impression
(a) "We are the Largest"-(b) flWe are the least 'bxoensiveo .(c)

, I

"Everything We do is foryou?" (d) "The fastest service is the best."'
(d) 6. If the ad writers had incZuded a Zine which said, "We're much morc

carefid than.the inconsiderate capitaZists that run the other air
line;'" they would have been clouding the issue with-(afname calling
(b) band wagon appeal'(c) :statistics (d).faulty eause.and'effect.

,.

(d) 7.. If the authors were to Zist Arther detaiZs'to help. convey the'same -

message, they would most likely include which of the following
sentences? (a) Our flight attendants have. the 'finest uniforms. '

.(.b) Our ground crew is very welt Paid. (d) We average onZy .two accidents
per hUndred Pights. (d)..We.have/recently added one hundred of,the °
worZd's finest chefs to our staff..

.

(b) 8, If.a sZogan were.-to accompany this ad, the sZogan wouZd most,likay
be (a) .Come Fly With Me (b) The-Wings. of Man (c) The Eagle Has

. Landed -(d) ,-.Becone a Bird.

147
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Assessment #3: Given two sample paragraphs, the student will distinguish the

onbiased.fFom the biased, underline words which reveal the slant
of ,the latter, and state-the attitude of the biased author.

I (Short Answer)

Biased 1.- New York is the Largest city in the world. Its narrow, crowded
, 'streets, lined with enormous buildings, make the visitor feel that

x Unbiased he is in the bottom of a gigantic canyon. .New York's buildings are,
in fact, one of the most outstanding things about the city. Its
one-hundred-and-three story EMpire State Building is one of the
taZZest in the.worZd, and people come from everywhere to see it'and
the other Zandmarks of this huge city.
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%

11 6. . .
.. .-x Biased 2. New.Yorki's the-Zargest ci.ty .z.n .the ?JOU, and,. for a great. many

.. . ..

.
. people, the cruelest city in. the WO.Zd- When hearing about. New York;

_Unbiased one usually hears abOut the magnificent bUiZdingR, the excelZent- -

transportation system, thejamouS night clUbs, the glamorous night
.

1 spots in Harlem, .0r:the eccentriCGreenwich. Village. It is true that
0 New YorA 'does have these things, and.Morebut thisVieaof,the city

ignores the fact that many of-,thi.buildings.are.architecturaZZyu
that the subwaYs 'are dingy and' croWded thict-many of the night clubs
areshoddy elip joints,' that mOst people'in-HarZem have never been
inside the mght_spotsyand that many *of the eccentricities of

0

Greenwich Village are by no°Tieons attraOive.

State the attitude of the biased-wrter.
. A

Assessment #4: Given a persuasive essay, the.:student Will analyze how' speakei,:.
.audience, and occasion contribute to the:bias of the essay nd
analyze the methods of persuasion to slant theessay.
(Restricted Response Essay)

Directions: After reading Thomas Pdine's "The Crisis, Number i, " analyze .

the quaZities of the speaker (his personalitY and speciaZ,qualificationS),
the audience (who and.whdt the speaker expects of it) and.the occasion,
(what special oceasion) that contributes:to the bias ofthe essay. , Then'
anaZyze the means of. persuasion (ZOgic, emotion, ti.adition), concentrat.4ng
particularly on eZements of Language, used to slant the essay.

..As'sessment 15: . Given a sample,essay 'and a siecific topic;' the student will
' i 'imitate the methods of slanting used in the essay to write a

biased-essay of his ownion the given topic.

:Performance Goal: To repioduce and expand basil sentence patterns
0

Note to the teacher: Some of the f011owing "asseSs what studenis'know about syntax;
others.assess what.the student can do in manipulating.syntax;-and stilf Others
assess both. The first two examples-are rather,standard actiVities commonly
used to assess the-goal: The.third,.a sentencecombining exercise, can be Used
to assess students':ability togenerate sentences with varied structure Without
their having to be conscious.Of Particular patterns or:it can be.used in conjunction
with study of basic sentence patterns. The fourth is awobjective exercise which
suggests a' format that coufd be used.for either a diagnostic test or an achievement
test measuring mastery of a unit of.study. The fifth and sixth, like the sentence-
combining exercise, meadure the extent to which students can imitate a variety of.
structures.

,e.

Assessment ill: Given one or more basic sentence patterns, studentS will write
examples to illustrate the patterns. (Short Answer)

0 :

Assessment #2: GiVen samPle sentences, students will Identify the-basic patterns,
' (Short Answer or Multipri Choice)

61-
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Aisessment #31 Given a group.04 kernel sentences, student, will combine them at
least_three Ways.tO iilustrateithree dgfeient sentence patterns,

A.abeling ends- tShort Answer)
.

Assessment 1/4: Given a simple.sentence and.a eeries. Of Cluestions, students willselect an?wers which demonstrate their knowledge of sentence .

patterns ..and position, number, and types:Of 'phrases and clauses.
(Objective: Items)

'We. caught-changing-vie') of the'groUnd covered with men who were aZZ running
and yelling 7ike,pursued imps.

. .

-

(b).:1. Whichdeseribes the'number and types'.of clauses With.the sentence?.
a.. two (both independent)
h..-two (one'independent,- one dependent)

three (one independent, two dependent)
d. 'three (two independent, one dependent)

(cq 2. Which correctly describe& the basic patterns of the Clauses in thissentence?
a. N-V-N, N-V

: 6. 111-V-N; N-LV-Adj,

N7V=N
d. N-P-N

(a.1 3.. 'Which Of-the following is Used as a predicate in the sentende?,a. aaughtH
b. 'changing
c.; covered .

d. pursued
.(d),1. Hew is.covered with' ithi used in'this sentence?

a. -as a verb phrase
°

b. as an-adverbial phrase modifying caught
as,an adjective phraSe modifying who

,

as an.adjective phrase.Modifying ground
(b) 5. -How is who 1,ere all.:running*and yelling like, pursued imps used in

thiSsentence? .

a. as an adverbial clause modifying covered
, b. as.an adjeCtive clause Modifying men'

c. .as an independent clause .-

d. as a kozat clause functioning as direct object.
ic) 6. Which of the following is:NOT a prepoSitional phrase?.

a. of th? ground...
.14 with men
-c. aZZ running'
d.. Zike,pursued imps

Assessment45: Given sample sentences, students will write original versions
whickimitte the structure.,bUt 'SUpply new.cpntent.

-
Directions:. (to:the Student) Imitate .the'structure of the following

sintences;.supply your.own content. ybur response win be
' graded.for 'your ability to approximate .the structure of

the model. .
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"Great was his care of them." -- Jack London

"Away she darted, Stretching close to the ground." -- Francis Parkman

3. "The big thing, exciting yet friezt6ming, was to talk to her, say

what he hoped to do." --Bernard Malamud

4. "Their blue shirts, starched, shining as if varnished, ornamented with

a little design in what at the n5ck and wrists, puffing about their
bony bodies, seemed like balloons ready to lig them into the sky."

Guy de MatTassant
5. "When a child first catches adults out--when it first walks into his

grave little head that adults do not have a divine intelligence, that

their judgments are not always wise, their thinking true, their
sentence justhis wortd falls 1:nto a panic deso:ation." -- John Ste:inbeck

Assessment #6: Given examples of short, descriptive paragranhs, students wir
write original versions which imitate the sentence structure but

supply new content.

(An excellent Source for suitable paragraph models is Gift from the Sea 'by

Anne Morrow Lindbergh. She writes primarilydescriptive paragraphs, each

of which is simple, easy 'to understand, and varied in sentence structure but .

not too coMplex for students trying to imitate her style.)

` .

Performance Goal: To fi,analyze the use of gurative language in 'poetry

Note to the teacher: One goal in devising ways to a6sess students' understanding of

.: figurative language is to avoid the standard:matching of examples with terms. Although'

this exercise may accurately measure the extent to which students can remember ter

minology,and apply the definitions to examples, it tells little about the'students'

ability to create figurative-language or evaluate its effectivenss.

'The first assessment-is the least difficult in complexity of format but very

difficult in content.. Yet'terminology has been kept to a minimum; and the Objectives

focus on. students'.differentiatingbetweeivliteral and figurative language.. The.

second assessment requires students to create original examples; and.although knowledge

of terminology might help, it,isn't essential. The third and fourth reqUire the

gtudent to analyze the effect of figurative language on the poem as a whole. In

both cases, the student.must respond in writing although the third provides a

guide for the structure'of the'answer..

Assessment #1: Given a short poem and a series oF.questions, the stud4-4nt will .

select answers which demonstrate his understanding of figurative

language. (Objective Items)

Richard Cory

by Edwin Arlington Robinson,

1 Whenever Richard Cory went down town,

2 .
We people.on,the pavement-looked at him:

3. .hTe was, a gentleman ftom sole tO crown, -

4 Clean favored, and imperially slim.
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5 And he was aZways quietZy arrayed,
6 And he was aZways human when he talked;
7 But stiZZ he fluttered pulses when he said,

"Good morning,"-and-he glittered.when he waZked.

9 d he was rich--yes, richer than a king,
10 d adMirably schooled in every grace:
11 In 7ne, we thought that,he was everything
12 T9 ke us wish that we were in his pZace.

13 So on we orked, and idaited for the Zight,
14 And wenI,without the meat, and cursed the breads
15 And Bichar ory, one calm summer night,
16 Went home dn put a bullet through his head.

(d) 1. Which of the P.. owing groups of Zines can be considered the most

(b) 2. Which of the following de criptions ofFichard Cory presents the
most connotativeZy consist t comparison?
a. cZean favored!, imperiaZ y sZim, admirably schooled in every

grace

matter-of-fact?
a. Lines 1, 2, 3,
b. Lines 3, 4, 5, 6
c. Lines 7, 8, 9, 10
d. Lines 13, 14, 15, 1

b. imperiaZZy sZim, a gentlemI from sole to crown, richer than
a king

c. cZean favored, quietly arraye human
d. imperiaZZy sZim, gZittered when e walked, admdrably schooled

in every grace
(c) 3. A metaphor appears in

a. -Line 3
b. Line 6_
c. Line 8
d. Line 21

(d) 4. The word "light" in Line 13 refers to
a. down
b. spring
c. progress
d. relief

(b) 5. Lines 15 and 16 are an example of
a. 1.rony.

b. paradox
c. metaphor

.d. personification

Assessment #2: IGiven a term and an illustration, the student will write t ree
original examples.

1. personification - "Yhe mdrror over the dressing tabl was sometimes \
shocked at her appearance."

2. onomatopoeia - bow-bow
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3. hyperbole - "He's so low he couZd crawl under the ack of a door

with his top-hat on."
'4.. metaphor - "(Life) is a taZe toZd by an idiot.,.."
5._ simile -1. "Roses dropped petals that seemed as big an smooth as saucers,

flame red:..."

Assessment #3: Given a short poeM, the student will explain the eecectiveness
of underlined passages to the work as a Whole.

Directions: For each underlined passage, identifY the type of figurative
language and explain how it contribuies to the poem as a whole. (Short AnsWer)

ApparentZy with No Surprise

by Emily Dickinson

ApparentZy with no surprise
To any 1) happy flower,
The 2) frost beheads it 3) at its play
In 4) accidental power

The 5) bZond assassin passes on
The 6) sun proceeds unmoved
To measure out another day
For an approving God.

Assessment #4: Given alternatiVes,.the student will select the me with the'
more effective figurative language.and explain"the.reason for

his choice. (Essay)

. (a),

1. If I can stop one heart from breaking,
I shaZZ not Zive in vain;
If I can, ease one life the aching,
Or cooZ one pain,
Or help.one faining robin
Unto his nest again,
I shaZZ not live in vain.

(a)'

2. A frozen.uinter'day when aZZ is stiZZ
Is a sad and ZoneZy thing;
The ice 'co2d.cold to the sensitive souZ

D9 melancholy-bring.

(b)

Death is ddialogue between
The spirit anc(the dust.
"Dissolve," Sags Death.' The spiri,t, "Sir,

havt another trust."

Death doubts it, argues from the ground.
The Spirit turns away':
JUst Zaing off, for evidence;
An overcoat of cZay.

(b)

A widow bird sat mourning for her love:
Upon a wintry bough;
The frozen wind crept on above,
The freezing stream beZow
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No sound is on the heavy winter air,
No birds their chantings start;
And there is nothing but despair
Within the empty heart.

There was no leaf upon the fbrest bare,
No flower upon the ground,
And little motion in the air
Except the mill-wheel's sound.

53

.Performance Goal: 'To differentiate between standard and non-standard forms
'of English usage

Note to the teacher: Although the assessment of this samplegoal often lends itself
to the workbook.type exercise, these four types of assessment show how a more creative
approach may be used. In the first, students merely have to distinguish standard and-
non-standard constructions and then apply tfleir knowledge of liierary characters to
the appropriate constructions each would use. The second and third assessments
require not only application of the knowledge of standard usage but also the higher
ability to synthesize given material into a new correct construction. The fourth is
the most difficulY in that students must create their own constructions of standard
usage in a situation where they may feel particularly self-conscious.

The assessment:devices themselves promote an awareness of the nature of
language and its use- In follow-up discussions Of any of these evaluation aCtivities,
teachers should point out differences between dialectAnd levels of language,
differences between standard written English and standard spoken English.

Assessmentfl: Given a series of,statements, students-will identify each as
either standard or non-standard and relate the level to that used
by a character in literature. (Check List)

Directions: °Read the fbllowing statements and Label each as standard or
non-standard. Then match each statement with the character or characters
from Tom Sawyer who might be expected to use this expression.

Characters froM Tom Sawyer: A.

B.

C.

1. He ain't heavy.
2. It works good like a dead

cat should.
3. It is he.
4. None of the crowd is *ere.
5. Becky don't know the answer.
6. He dbne it.
7. I don't know where he's at.
8. Me and Joe wanted to help.
9. Everyone but me knew the

answer.

Tbm Sawyer
judge Thatcher
Aunt Polly

D.

E.

F.

Standard or Non-standard

5 9

Huck Finn
Injun.Jae
School Master

Characters who
might use this
statement
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Assessment #2: Given a series of statements, students will transform according
to directions, making appropriate changes so that they are in
standard edited .English. .(Short Answer)

Direetiond: Rewrite each sentence aeeording to the directions which follow

it. Make as few changes as necessary. .

1. Mary and Beth are waiting fbr us at the lounge. (Begin with the phrase

Either Mary or. Beth.)

2. Harry was apppinted to the NavaZ Academy because of several characteristics.
(Enumerate severaZ-of Harry's characteristics without making a second
sentence or changing what is alreadywritten.)

3. The new members were sworn in. (Change The new members to Each of the new

members.)
4. Between the students and you, there must be no Zack of confidence. (Change

you to the first person personaZ pronoun.)
5. Mary asked her parents why she,coulan't go to the dance. (Rewrite,the

sentqnce making Mary's word's a direet quotation.)
6. If jun had spent more time practicing, he wouZd have won the tournament.

(Rewrite, change 11 to Because and keep the basic meaning ofthe sentence.)
7. The mother was pleased-that for once each and every singZe one of her ten

chiZdren had punctuaZZy arrived on time to eat a midday meaZ at lunch time.
(Rewrite, cutting out aZZ unnecessary words.)

8. Susan introduced a new student government resolution, whereas Tim took the
. .

problem to the pr.:mei-pal. ,(Rewrite, changing whereas to however.)

9. While Tina was studying in the Zibrary, the librarian persuaded her to
read'another book. (Change While Tina was studying tO whiZe studying.)

10. Ella is known as an exceZZent Little League pZayer. (Change-is to you are.)

Assessment #3: Given samples ftom their own dr their classmates' "public" writing,
students will proofread to identify instances of non-standard
sage and revise to eliminate them. (Check List)

Directions: For each non-standard usage fbund in the areas delineated; put

a check and rewrite the sentence correcting the error.

Usage Error, Correction

1. subjeep-verb agreeMent
2. pronoun-antecedent agreement
3. pronoun reference
4. pZacement of modifiers
5. 'double,negative

, 6.. slang

Assessthent. 44: Given anjassignment to speak in a public situation such as.presenting
an oral report or pArticipating on a panel,,stuaents will use
'standard English. (Teacher.Natrative'or Check List)

6 0
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SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN ASSESSIWG GOALS IN ENGLISH

Althodgh the preceding represent illustrations of valid ways to assess growth'in
English, they ate limited in.that they do not inClude.some of the most common goals
and activities of the English program, those which are most difficult to measure.
This sub-section will deal with three-of these problems. How can we more accurately
assess what students haVe gained through class discussion? How can we become'more

. objectivein,evaluating students' written compositions? How can we measure affective
responses and other long-term goals which involve changes.in patterns of behaviot
such as usage patterns?.

Class Discussion

The need to examine the goal 'before determining the asSessment is especially
important in thinking about the problem of evaluating class discussion. On the one
hand, the class discussion might be An-end-in-itself; that is, the goal of the lesson
might be to have.the maiority.of the class liarticipate in the coherent development of
a topic. On the other 'hand, the *discussion mdght be a,means to an end; that is the
goal of the lesson might be.to have the class analyze the color imagerY in The Red
Badge of Courage. The evaluation in the former would focus on the-process; in the..
latter, on the content. Failure to differentiate between these different-goals could
result in an inLccurate.measurement of student achievement. For example, a chetklist,
to record,students' perticipation records only the degree to which they'participated;

- it does not telI.hoW much they might have leatned about the subject being discussed.
To assess their growth in the content, some other evaluation,' such as a quiz, would,have to be devised.

AssesSment of Discussion Techniques

If the purpose of class discussion is to develop critical thinking, speaking,
and listening skills, the following suggestions might aid in developing that goal.C

A Student's most immediate assessment of the worth of a-response in a class dis-
cuSsion is teacher reaction. To welcome the student contribution is important.;
however., to treat all responses as if they were qualitatively equal is.misleading.
and instructionally. unsound. In order to convey tespect for the student's leelings
and, 'at the same tiMe, to encourage accuracy and'completeness; the teacher might
keep'in mind the value of different kinds of responses and use them to help frame
follow-up questions or comments about the student's answer.

Student

Calls out emotionally or incoherently.

Give6 inaccurate inforMation.

States an unsupported opinion.
Restates ideas already stated.

Gives a definition, a name; a yes or
no, just agrees or disagrees

6 1

, Teacher aesponse

"Think about that for a second and see
,

if you can revise it."
"DO you all agree with ?" or
"No, I think you must have overlooked
this point."
"What examples can you giver
."You're saying, then, that you agree
with the point that made." '

(Might be a.result of a poorly framed
question) "Good. Now can you tell
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Student

. \ Clarifies an idea already stated-
with illustrations or explanations,

\may refute or defend an.idea.
. ., .

,

.ApRlies an idea to a new or
uncatiliar situation
Introduces a relevant (or irrelevant) :
idea .

Make a\judgment based on criteria
.

, or standards.

Teacher Response

"That illustration makes the point much
clearer," or

"Your support is-really convincing.
Does anyone disagree?",
"Fine. The fact that you can do.thai:
shows you really grasp.the idea."
"Let's.consider that point. Can anyone
-explain 'how that's related to ?"

"Good 'thinking. "Let's'go back. for.a
Minute and check through your.method

.'of,.arriving at that conclusion." .

The following are additional examples which can be used for self, peer, or
.teacher evaluation.

Assessment #l: Check List
1

1. Which of the following best describes the participation of the class?
Few participated.
Half of\the class participated
Mast participated.

2. ygieTiof the following best describes your participation?
Idid not become involved in the discussion.
I followed closely but ne-.Jr offered arly opinions.
I followed closely and offered a few contributions.
I partieipated,actively. 1

. I Zed the discussion much of the time.
34 Which af the following t describes the relevance of questions and

answers?
; Most questions and answers were to the point.

Me discussion got off the topic.
Too much time was spent on one q'uestion.

Assessment #2: Narrative

The most time-conauming asaessment, the narrative or anecdotal record,.can be
used in only selected situations. If 1.-.he teacher tapes, a 10-15 minute portion of
a class discussion, he or she may .play the tape back later and make notes on the
'frequency and quality of individual students' participation. Or if ihe personnel
is available, an instructional'aide or\student teacher could make entries during
the discussion: TheSe entries -might be\brief and even incomplete, yet provide :

insight into student ability to analyze and draw conclusions. The following are.
lexamples:

Arnold--recognized his opinion was ba4d on peer pressure.
Marywould give no reason, just agreed,.
john--says that he doesn't agree-or. like this or that but never that he

'does agree with or like something\

Assessment #3: Rating Scale

(See "Part Two: A Guide to AsSesSment Devices and Techniques," p.28
for a complete rating scale.)

\
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Assessment of.Interpreting Goals through DiScussion

If the class discussion is a vehicle through which Another goal is deVeloped, thefoc,:ks of the assessment will be significantly different. As profitable as,:a class
,discussion may be,..it cannot.in itself provide the teacher with information about whateach student has learned., However, such information can he gotten through one of thefollowing asseSsments:

Assessment #1: Give a three-five question multiple-choice quiz following the discusson.

ASsesSment #2:

Assessment #3:

'Ask each student to write at least one sentence stating what he or
she learned during the discusdion.

.Ask. each student to write one unanswered.question stemning from the
discussion (possibly to be used at the beginning of the next,day's 1esson).

Reardless of its purpose, class discussion.is one of the most frequently used
instructional. activities; and as such, it can reveal growth iha'Way.that paper and..pencil tests Cannot,. By developing clearer methods of measuring that growth, teacherswill get- a more comprehensive evaluation of student performance.

Written Composition
.

.The questiOn.of how to make evaluation of student writing more objective haspuzzled teachers and.test-makers alike. Most of the commercial publishers of testshave attempted to standardize:student response by using an objective test format--
most frequently, multiPle choice .questions based on a short reading selection. Inspite of the validity of:these tests, we should recognize two majorproblems whicharise from our considering'these tests reliable, measurement.of.students'. writingability. First of all, some of the tests incorrectly called "writing" tests do noteven purport to measure writing ability; instead, they are designed to measurestudents' knowledge of some of the mechanical skills which are part of the writing
process--spelling,.punctuation, capitalization, .usage. To use these tests as measuresof writing ability is both a misrepresentation of thepurpose of the test.and, in
interpreting the results, a distOrtion of students' abilities. ,Secondly, even thoughthe purpose of some other tests is to measure 'writing skills, the results should betreated with some skepticism. : Because Students are prohibited by the objective.

format.from writing, the tests,measure their ability to analyze writing--an in-
terpreting skill--and their knowledge about writing,'both of which are highly
correlated With actual writing ability even though they do not test actual writingability. Even the best of these are limited by the range of skills included, manytesting diction, syntax, usage, mechanics, organization, and coherence but omitting
skills'related to generating subject matter and language choices, establishing tone, .choosing an audience and occasion, and in general, controlling the_development of thewriting. As useful as these tests.are for showing trends.in' some skill development
for large groups of pupils, they have little value for measurement within our program.
They have provided us, however, with some suggestions for varied types of formatswhich can be adapted fOr short term evaluations; examples appear within some of thesample goals illustrated earlier in this section.

.

.
.

..

Other suggestions have come from a variety of Sburces. In Meas'Uring Growthsin.
English,Tatil Diederich recommends that teachers periodically exchange E...Its of papers
and, using agreed,upon criteria,.grade"the papers of these anonymous students. Some
school systems provide lay readers for grading compositions. But there is-no reason
to believe.that other teachers or lay'readers would be more ohjective or more con-
sistent in their evaluations simply because they do not know the student.
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There is.also some investigation in using computers to grade papers; and insome

ways,'computerized evaluation might add sbme efficienCy to the evaluation process.

However, thie method is only as effective as the programing which at present seems

to focua.on the easily.identifiable usage and mechanics errors. Yet we might expect

the scope of this type of measurement to increase as we OurselVes learn more about

what writing Skills can and cannot be assessed in this way.
_

. .

All in all, though, none of these objective means is as practical or as complete

.as the teacher's evaluation of the student's composition, The problemthen
becomes--how to take this evaluation of,compositions as reliable as possible?.

The most logical way for a teacher to assess any composing goal is to read a

composition written by.the student. In fact, evaluating composing automatically
implies the timeconsuming task of grading papers. Teachers who are reluctant to

,aasign compositions because of the paperyork involved should be aware of the'value to

the students of the experience of 'clarifying their thoughts by planning, organizing,

writing, and rawriiing. Perhaps teachers would be less reluctant to grade papersand'
students would be lees reluctant to writathem--if the teachers established clear

criteria for each composition,:prepared students to write to that criteria, and

required many ,short papers and fewer long ones. By establishing clear criteria

teachers can eliminate a major problem associated with assessing composition, namely,

the subjectivity of thagrading process wheh it-is done intuitively.

Assessment of any.composing activity considers the broad objectives of content

And purpose, organization, diction and. syntax, and usage and mechanios, and how Well

these elements cohere to produce.a whole composition.' Since not all aspects of these

objectives can be taught simultanedusly, not all can be.assessed equally and/or

fully:on .p_rix one comeosition. . .

Thacriteria established depend upon what has been previously taught about writingl

the objectives of the present instraCtion, ahd.the needs of the students as diagnosed..

For example, if the emphasis in the first composition has been on writing a'clear topic

sentence, limited.yet capable of development, then the-assessment should reflect that

emphasis. In the writing lessons preparatory to the next.cbmposition, the teacher may
emphasize the selection and ordering of concrete, relevant, accurate supporting meter-

ial, then assess these aspects of content and organization'primarily without negleeting

the previous etaphasis. If in reading ihe compositions.the teacher observes that a

number of students need help with writing completé.sentences, then writing lessons

designed to eliminate this problem should be taught. This syntactical element should

then'be assessed in the next composition. Composing activities should therefore be

assessed for what has been taught, with primary attention being paid to the elenionts of

writing instruction that preceded the composition but with some attention given to all

previous elements in the cumulative writing instruction.

While there are many suggestions that may be offered for the assessment ofcom
:position, he following ones may be adapted to any teacher's needs. The teaCher may

use the coMbination of a checklist and rating scale as a cover sheet for each composi

tion.' The format' may be as simple or aslelaborate as the students.can interpret. For.

.examplei a teacher may ditto a list of objectives for each composition.and give'a

grade forhoW well each objective is fulfilled. Or,.a teacher may use a checklist/

rating scale that covers all aspects of content,'organization, syntax, and mechanics

and star thobe aspects which are the objectives for a particular composition. This

longer format would look similar to the one that follows. Objectives that would be

starred (a teacher.may bave three or four for any one composition) can be assessed for

being present or absent and then rated for the- degree of their quality from.1 to 5,

with 1 being lowest and 5 the highest rating.. Obviously, the paper itself indicates

specific' errors and suggestions for correcting them.
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CCAPOSITION CHECKLIST AND RATING SCALE

OBJECTIVES

-CONTENT

Statement and limitation of to sic
Concrete supporting details, examples,
illustrations

. Adequate support for mainr and minor ideas
Accurate em hatic and interestin su ort

ORGANIZATION

.12--.11P.P.12riatetoconten
2. Pattern of development indicated and

followed
3. Climactic development of supports

Use of.transitional devices
. Adequate closing sentence or conclusion

DICTION AND SYNTAX

1. Concrete nouns and verbs, accurate use of
modifiers

Originalityavoidance of careless
repetition, trite words and e ressions
Complete and clear sentences
Sentences varied in length and kind
Conjunctions/transitions used tc- show
relationship of ideas

. Adjustment-of diction and syntax to
ose and audience senior hi onl

USAGE ANDMECHANICS

AccUracy in spelling
2 Accuracy in Punctuition
3. Accuracy in capitalization
4. Observance of manuscript form,

' legible and neat

Grammatically correct (usage)--
delineate kind of error

verb usage
- subject-verb agreement

Pronoun usage
modifier usage

6. Adjustment of usage-levsl tn purpose
and t e of writin

YES NO RATING 1- , iowest to highest

6 5
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Such a checklist/rating scale offers several advantages. After the initial corn,.

position the teacher can check items on a cumulative basis and in comparing the .

results from several themes can see the areas where studente are achieving Satis-
factorily and where there are perhaps iieeds for reteaching. Such a.recol.d also aids

in individualizing instruction. While a.few studente Eay have repeated trouble with
subject-verb agreement, Others may have trouble with the use of the comma after
Introductory clauses, and still others may:need remedial,work in spelling. Such a

record helps the te
r

acher pinpoint these needs for remediation.

The same kind bf device may be deVeloped for. use when the teacher establishes
criteria for the various kinds of writing, such es narration, exposition; .

argumentation,, or for the writing-of. a erm paper. or research paper. ,

Because the ultimate goal of assessing composition is-the improvement of writing
rather than the ranking of pupilS, students should be actively involired-in the

assessment of their own Compositions and the,compositions of otherS. A checklist

provided by the teacher to be used'while they arevriting helps students to be aware.
6f the skills expected.of them:. Students may also beinvolved bY exchangtag papers
before they are turned in and looking particularly for the fulfillment of the .

objectives and/or for errors in syntax, usage, mechanics., perhaps; too, a small
group approach can.be used. Each student should read the paper of each other
etudent in.the group andanswer a series of questions based upon the objectives of
the assignEdiit. The.group shoUld discuss each paper's merits and deficiencies before

arriving at a consensus. If -capable of handling peer evaluation, etudents, inthese
ways, are broadening each 6ther's knowledge and taking advantage cf opportunities to

improve their. papers even before the teacher sees them.

Affective Goals .

Mostcf the conflict about using behavioral objectives in* English stems from the
value we place on the affective goals of the program, ihose which cannot be measured
as readily-as some of. the skills. Some English educatore are prepared to diemiss
behavioral objectives because theyseem inappropriate for this part of our'program;
others seem inclined to embrace. the performance-based approach to such an extent that,
they eliminate the affective goale. We.needn't take this "either-or!' approach.'
There is no'question that appr,?ciation of.literature, value of writing and willingness
to seardh for new ways to use language are vital peals. And they can be assessed.

It might'be appropriate, in thie context, to discuss the different'levels of

vassessment. A behavioral objective is a statementcf what one expects to observe in
a given situati6n. On the simPlest level, a teacher may look for presence or-absence

of the performance; this is.assessment. On a more complex level, a teacher may
differentiate between the qnality of one performance and the quality of andther and
rank eaCh on a scale--A, B, C, and so forth; this, too, is. assessment It is

possible to build affective goale into the program and to provide opportunities for
students to demonstrate some response in thie domain.without recording grades for each '

student's response. Why should we bother if we are not g6ing.to grade? 'If we truly
believe these goals are important', We should not leave them to chance; instead, we'
should clarify the goal and consciously devise activities through which we attempt to
develop the= Consider the,following which could be used to.assess students' value
of reading, writing, and.language:

_Given the opportunity, students will volunteer to

-- Write a short story or-poem and submit it to the literary magazine.

-- Apply for andUse a library card.

6 6



61=- Elect an additional Course in English.
ReadHat least one book a month, . '

Discuss current books with other. studenta:,
7- Attend a play or film.

Write'aPote to remember soMething..
- - Collect information an4 repo* to'the class.
-- Write a letter to the editor of a school,or community-newspaper.
7- Joi% a club such as a reading club.
.-- Help a classmate revise a composition.
-- Recommend a book to other students.

Roix:line assessment of all of:theseobjectives is not practical or'even.necessary andcertainly'it should not be translated into grades. But if teachers do build oppor,.tunities such as some.of these into classroom aftivity, and then pate student
.response, they might have.a better idea of how. extensivelY these affective.goals arebeing achieved.'

It goeawithout saying that affective goait are also long=term g oals. . But someother kinds ol long=term goals,present slightly different problemt .in'assessment.These;are the.goals whiCh require changes in behavior patterns retulting from.thecumulative'effect of manY short-term goals. For.example, one'ultimate aim oflanguage instruction is to have studervts willingly adopt a pattern of standard udagewhen they recognize that a situation calld for it. .ObvioUsly, this goal is achievedthroughthe cumulative effeCt,of instruotion in standard Usageas well as the student'sredignition of its value. Assessing students' performance on testaat the end ofblocks of instruction will reveal some information about hit cognitive ability. Butif the goal of instruction is something more than their willingness to use standardEnglish, additional opPortunities to observe bath cagnitive and affective grOwth mustbe .included in the assessment.program. The long-term goal stated.above, for example,could be assessed in the following ways:

-7. During an end,.of-the-quarter composition
conference, the teacher mightnote in a narrative.log any usage errors made by the student and notcorrected by him.

-- During a panel presentation or.oral
report, the.teacher could note on.achedg, list any usage errors which had been the focus of rior instruction.-

-- During a prepianried interview or a report on a boak, th tanher mightcOncentrate on analyzing patterns of usage, Probably in a narrative log.

Demonstrating improvement in :writing ability, interpreting literature beyond theliteral level, developing work study skill's are other exampled of these 'hierarchical types Of goals that phouldbe assessed at intervals during the year.

English is a ."core .of subjects, not 'just ra single subject; arid many of theproblems in assessing'English.arise from our considering a multiplicity of emphases'.nglish embraces an art, literature., which demands both cognitive.and affective'responses; language skills suoh.as usage, spelling,.11teral
inteFpretations, ptnctri.&ation, and capitalization;

andlangUagy sensitivities that involve both'understandingand taste in choosing among the thousands of language options ayaileble in writingand speaking. 'It is obvious that English teachers face an enormouachallenge indiagnosing students' strengths and weaknesses, providing instruction based on thriseneeas, arid measuring progress toward their achievement Of the:goals 'eet for them.-

'6'7
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PART FOUR: PREPARING,'ADMINISTERING AND EVALUATING
THE TEACHER-MADE TEST

In a program ofjc,. mal.assessment in English, 'there is no more frequently 'used
device than the teacher-Made test. Whether it be-the. short-form quizonr:,a measure-
ment of Ci'e :long range outcomes-of.a:complete unit,the teachermade test primarily.
functions an a means'of helping students'learn,- For, not only do the teaCher's
tests motivate. learning; theialso foster more,accurate, longer lasting retention
of fearned concepts and skills.

'Teacher-made tests also serve a variety of secondarY functions. As.an integral
'part of planning clastroom instruction, the Procetsnf,;constructing a test stimdlates
the teacher to dlarify and'refine coursed objectives'. Moreover; once a teacher.bas
the'results of the students'responses to a well.7constructed testi careful item anal-
ysis of-these responses Will reveal quantitative data frOM which the teacher.may plan
further instruction appropriate for both individual ttudents as well as for'an entire

°class.

In addition to.theirinstructiOnal utefulnedt for the teacher;.teacher-made
.tests can be important:to English department heads. Gond tests provide, for example,
a cOnventional basis for.assessing curricular strengths and weakneSses',.wIlich, if
not otherwise revealed, may gb unheeded. .From thepnint of view of schbol guidance
personnel, the resultsof tUch tests may prove a,valdable guide to aid in student ,

classification and placement, thereby further providing A "quality-control" mechanism
for:class-section groupings.

. .

Since teacher-Made tests play such a diversified role in today's schools,
teAchers/need to be particularly adept,in'preparing; administering, and evaluating.
these atseasment deviceS. The following sectidnis designed tc hel0-develop,sucl,

_expertite. .

;As in all instructional activities,'the first. consideratiOff in planning a teacher-
,

made'test is t6 develop a well-defilied, Accurately stated goal: What it the'Purpose
of this tett for-these students?

It is:on the question nf goal (objective) that the teacher-made test stands as' ,

a more frequent mediuM of,atsessmeut for most classroom purposes than the standardized
.test. Because it is.the product pi. either a'cOmmercial or an institutional testing
yorganization, the standardized rent'3 objectives may not necessarily dovetail with

. a particular teacher's Class andioi..1 course objectives even thoUgh the content is
similar. What this suggests, of course,-is the familiar distinction between apples
and oranges', and the Consequentnee,1 for the teacher to realize that each kind of
testfhat its own.special character find. value in the total program of evaluation.

Within the overall controlling purpose of helPing students learn, teachers have
a number of specific reasons for constructic%g and adminitteriug their.own tests:
to diagnose, to motivate; to inttruct,'and,tb'evaluate. A'carefully planned and
meticulously constructed teat can.accomplish any one or severalnf these purposes
since teachers can cbq'trol test eMphasis and carrfit tests to both their own teaching '

. v
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'techniques and their students' heeds. Thus, by its-very nature, the teacher-made-
test reflects an awSreness of the students and.of the curriculum, and, in a broad
sense, may serve as a measure,of the objectIVes of the Baltimore County En0.1.0
Program.

PURPOSES AND.O.NDS OF TESTS

During a typical school year, most English teachers will administer no more
than five different kinds of teacher-made teats:

The Diagnostic.Test

When the purpose Is io diagnose student background strengths and weaknesses,
the teacher will provide a test on a wide range Of items that, will give students'
opportunities to reveartheir proficiencies and deficiencies in the knowledge,

or competencies.being diagnosed.' The diaknostic test should measure a
comparatively'wide range.of difficulty and should result in, a diverse,range Of.
scbres; From,thcse scores the teacher will.learn:which'skills and,competencies
have been mastered hy all tile students.(therefore requiring no reteaching);.by most
students.(therefore suggestIng,_perhapg, individualized packets for those still.in
need of further instruction and practice); by few students..(therefore calling lor
general.class instruction while providing enrichment activities forc'the few);, or
lby none of the studentg (therefore identifying a total class need for new teachina.

The Short Quiz
'

The 'purpose of the quiz is to motivate students t6ward the completion Of a
fimited, short7term task; this is especially true if the, task is a reading ,or Study
assignment. The quiz is usually short. It contains only a few items, takes a rels-
tively few minutes to administer, and requires short, objective answers; likewise,
the quiz takes little time, to evaluate, and its redults indicate primarily which
,students have and which have not'performed the assigned-task. Teachers frequently
prepare alternate quiz forms on the same material, and administer these.forms_ either
within the same 'class section or aMong different sections. This procedure requires
caution in assuring that the alternate forms, though.containing different items',
are equal in degree of.difficulty.

The Practice Test

Practice tests are learning tests and, as such, are often not recorded as

achieved grades. Nevertheless, they must be carefully constructed so that the Cest
items separate'those students-who do know or comprehend from those-w o do-not know

or comprehend. Practiceotests sre usually for the purpose of review an thdrefore

precede mastery tests in units of study. If the practice test is to,serve as a
learning experience, it is essential that the teacher prepare iteMS that cover the
same scope and approximate-the level of difficulty of the forthcoming' mastery test.
The results should indicate to both the student and the teacher those instructional
objectives.with which eitheradditional teaching-or -furthpr, practice is needed.

.The Unit Test

The unit test is an attempt to measure the Student's mastery or achievement of
,the objectives of a unit of ntuOv. A gOod unit test will be so constructed as to
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produce a minimumlevel'of success forthe majority of the students taking it.
Test items may be oftwo kinds: questions requiring short, objectiVe answers; or
essay questions, either restriOted or extended. Vhdle theUnit test is inherently
etebt of mastery and achievement, the teacher may build'into the testdiagnostic
items intended.to. help the teacher plan the following unit of.stuay. In fairness
to the students however, the teacher.should not reflect the correctness of their
responses to diagnostic items in the achievement test score. .It is important to'
note, further, that poor student performance on items related to certain objectiVes
of the.unit being:tested should indicate that the skills' associated with these
objectives somehow should be retaught, perhaps as.part of a subsequent unit.

The En&-df-Term Test

In some school situations, the.teacher will construct an end-of-term.eXamina-
tion.. Though similar in format tO the unit test, this test's purpose is to measure
achievement asa basis for course evaluation. It features test items with.a wide
range of diffiCulty and extending over whatever number of units haVe been taught.
during the.term... Because of its wide scope and range of difficulty, this examination
will yield a comparatively wide range of. scores.

. PLAENING'TBE TEST

Although the five kinds of teachep-made tests have different purpoSes, the
process of:planning is essentially the.same'for all. InSofarasthe need to'assess
Student mastery of a particular curridulum unit represents a highly typical testing
situation for the classroom teacher, the unit test nicely illustrates how to plan,
administer,.and evaluate a teacher-made test.: From the Grade 10 Resource Bulletin,
The "Points of View" unit will serve as a model in this discussion; and a sample of
a test derived from the following procedures appears at the end of,this section of
.thebulletin.

Planning a test takes four basic steps.

Step,1: Review objectives.

The teacher must begin.by reviewing the cbjectives7-both instructional and. be-
havio:al--for the range of material being tested. Baltimore County teachers are'
for,tunate in that most unit objectives set forth in the,variourriculuM guides
and in the handbook,'A Sequence of Composing, Interpreting, and:Language Activities,
are expressed in ins-GuctiOnal.or behavioral terms; thus, if the teacher has
followed these objectives in teaching the unit, the problem of what to test and of
how to word the objectives is.greatly simplified. HoweVer, teachers will need to

..''. analyze each objective to determine which onea should be selected for'paper-and-pen
'testing and which ones should be assessed.by other means.

Phrased in behavioral terms, the list of objectives for "Points of View" might
evolye as follows:

TEE STUMM SHOULD BE ABLE TO:

I. Develop first or third person point of view.

A. Shift pointof view.
B. Differentiate betweeninterior and dramatic monologue.
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C: Select thematic detail.
D. Select Ianguage-appropriate to audience.-----

II. Recognize Point'of vieW as an integrating force.

A. Identify..._Word

B. Decide'upon narrative distance:
C. RecogniZe narrative purpose.

III. Identify difference between first and third person narration.

A. Identify pronouns.
B. Select language. clues.

C. Cite advantages and limitations.
D. Recogniza narrator with special knowledge.
E. Recognize narrator as observer.
F. RecOgnize narrator as participant.

IV. DemOnstrate skills of critical reading.

A. Diatinguish between subjective and objective treatment. .

B.. Identify multiple viewpoint.
C. Identify no-character viewpoint.
. Recognize inconsistencies in point of view.
E. Distinguish 'between narrator's viewpoint and author's comment.

\

Step 2%; Decide on type of test to be used.

After identifying those behavioral objectives which are testable, the teacher's
second step is.to'decide on the basic type of test--objectiVe or essay--which will
best reflect the students' proficiencY.and which will incorporate desirable evaluative
advantages for both the teacher and the students. For example, teachers'must weigh
the ease of4constructing essallests against the difficulty of grading.them,...or,
conversely, the difficulty of constructing objective tests against the ease of grading

them. .(A complete .diacussion of the advantages and disadvantages of essay and ob-
jective tests is covered.in part Itof this assessment bulletin.)

Steo 3: Determine appropriate levels of cognitive achievement.

Having decided on the kind of test to be given, the teacher 6hould consider the
levela.of achievement to be tested. This term, "levels of achievement," has a
technical meaning in the context of testing; it refers to the'kinds of thinking._
processes required of the person taking the test. Tundamentally; there are six
levels of thinking or cognitive achievement;.in their Increasing order of difficulty,
they are as follows:

Memory: to recall a kact - How do you spell a word?
- Who arxe,...the main characters in this work?

Comprehension: to interpret -Compare characters from different works..

.. relationships -Explain a metaphor. ii

- Act out a scene from a play.

7 1



Application:** to use knowledge-

retembered.to solve
.a problem

Analysis: to solve a problem
and examine how it
was solved

Synthesis: to solve.a problem
! which requires
original thinking

aluation: to make a. judgment
based upon stated
standards"

To a gr!'s

achievement
authorg and thei
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-How else could the character
haveaolved this problem?

- Explain the reasoning underlying
a conclusion:

-What axe the major parts.of this work?

-What elements of the Poe story
would Hemingway have emOhasiied?

- Was Penny right in asking Jody to
Yearling)

-Did Mersault deserve execution?

t extent, the content.being tested controls a test's level of cognitive
r example, when a teacher has expected a class to learn a list of
works, ihe nature-of that assignment necessarily limits a subsequent

test to the'first:kevel.of achievement, memory. Tuthe contrary, whet the teacher
has led stu ents tc5\ xamine and critically consider a concept, such as the concept of
"point of view," the lass activities advance to higher levels of cognitive achieve-

.

ment than'pere metoriza ion, and follow7up testing may..legitimately 'do the same.
Consequently; in plannin a test, the teacher must identify the levels of cognition
required of the class durtg the unit .being tested, and whether or not aignificant
differences in ability between class sections (e.g. highly able vs. slow) have been
.a.factor in the teacher's exp ctations of the level of student-thinking.

Step 41 construct a grid of obj

The final step in planning the test is to correlate the list of behavioral
objectives (Step 1) with the list of evels of.thinking or cognitive achievement
required through the unit (Step 3). Th, s is done by combining the two lists tO form
a grid or matrix. The purpose of such a rid is to enable the teacher to prove,
according to the emphases placed on differ nt skills during the unit, that a test
realistically assesses what it is intended t assess. 'This is, known as ensuring test
"validity," and 1.6 the result of carefully al cating numbers of test items in
proportion to the relative emphases on the skil1 and concepts listed for the unit
being tested.

ctives and levels of cognitive achievement.

The following is a sample grid for a "Points o iew"
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Firqt draft for a "points,of View". unit. test

-

The student should be able to:
.,

o
o
,4
w
m

X
m
s.,

a.

c..2

o
o

u
M
u
,4
--I

-4

co

-1
w
,-I

4

co

4-1
co

wx
ii

o
o

N-I
4.1

m
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r-1

E.

I. Develop first or third person
point of view

A. Shift point of view
B. Differentiete between interior

and dramatic monologue
C. Select thematic detail
D. Select language appropriate to

audience

.

y

II. Recognize point of view, as an
integrating force

.

A. Identify word clues
B. Decide upon narrative distance
C. Recognize narrative purpose ,

,

III. Identify difference between first
and third person narrative

.

A. Identify pronouns
B. Select language clues
C. Cite advantages and limitations
D. Recognize narrator with special

knowledge
,

E. Recognize narrator as observer
F. Recognize narrator as detached

participant

.
.

IV. Demonstrate skills-of critical
reading

.

A. Distinguish between dubjective
and objective treatment

B. Identify multiple viewpoint
C. Identify nocharacter viewpoint
D. Recognize inconsistencies in

point of view

.'

.

TOTAL
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Before.proceeding with the actual construction of test items, the teacher
should°remeMber that a good test must not only be valid (i.e. it must truly measure
what it is intended to Measure) but it must also"be reliable. To have the charac-
teristic of reliability, a test must produce consistent results. Since-teachers
'generally do not give a class two tests on a single unit, it Is difficult to determine
reliability for a-specific test. However, the classroom teacher can ensure maximum.,
reliability by keeping certain important factors in" mind. One important influence
on reliability is the chance factor, or guessing: The teacher should attempt to
xeduce the chance for students to guess at answers bY eliminating.too many true-
false items and other two-choice items. Another means of ensuring maximum reliabil-
ity includes writing clear instructions and unambigupus iems so that students are
measured on their performance rather than on their ability to determine what the
teacher wants.

In short, in order to, be an effective measure, a test must be valid and re-
liable. It must measure what it is intended to measure, and its results muit be
dependable.

Affirming the need for tests to be valid and reliable raises another issue--.
the problem of cheating. The pressure created by the testing situation can and
does occasionally contribute to the temptation eo cheat. This.hazard to the re-
liability of test scores may be substantially lessened if the teacher does the
following:

--Includes many forms and instances of assessment in a unit of
instruction so that no:one test codnts toomuch.

-Reviews the material prior to testing, thereby increasing the
students' confidence in their own potential to perform
successfully on 'the test.

- -Establishes, explains, and follows a clear and conSiStent
. policy with regard tb the consequences'Of cheating.

--Makes cheating inconvenient by preparing an "alternate form"
rearrangement of the test or by duplicating the test on both
.sides of the paper.

Finally, if the teacher suspects that cheating has occurred, it is best to avoid
confroutation in the classroom and to mark the paper with a zero or the phrase
"See me," so that the student is not forced into a position of open defense amidst
.his peers.

BUILDING THE TEST

The construction of good test items is generally not the result of a single
night of sitting down to "make up a test." Rather, it is a painstaking--and often
time consuming--process. There are, however, some tactical methods that teachers have
found helpful in easing the burden.

The Item Bank

One method is known as the "item bank." As the students proceed through a unit,
the teacher collects information, formulates it into actual test questions, and records
each question on a 3 X 5 card in a format similar to the kollowing:
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Name the.
unit

Identify the
instruction-
al objective
or. skill

-

UNIT: A Matter of Choice
In The Red Pony, Jody kills the buzzard because:
a. he hates buzzards and what they represent Write the

b. his father and Billy Buck told him to qu stion

c. he wants to vent his anger
d. he thinks that the bu7zard killed his pony

SKILL:

The student will
identify an implied
cause/effect relation-
ship;

CGGNITIVE LEVEL:

Intetpretation

'Identify the level
oi thinking required

...to answer the

questior.

UN1Tf Language - mechanics

Which is the correct abbreviation
for Register Aw: :s9
a. Register avc
b. Register Ave.

SKILL:

The, student
will'identify the
correct abbreviati!Jn

Regi,*er ave.
d. Regibter Ave

COGNITIVE LEVEL:

Memory

Thus, at the end of A unit, the teacher has aecumulec.I. a "hank" of items
from which a test may be mw'a systematically and efficiently consucted.

The Daily Leg

Another source of 11.1formation for test items i a. record of daily work. which
may be accumulated in a number.of ways.' An "assignmer.:: board" can achieve this
purpose, and can become an .important aid to students ,especially absentees) in
keeping track of the work covered in class. To create an "assignment board," the
teacher takes a large sheet of paper, creates a heading for each.class, posts it
on a bulletin boardand, at the end of each class meeting, lists both the in-'
structienal objective and the activity .for that day. Assignments and due clates
should also be posted; then, at test time, the teacher can use the paper as a .

7



complete, cumulative record of ohlectives and activities. Other types of daily
logs may include student noteho.ck..,, teacher plan books, lesson Plans and com-
position folders.

Previous Tests
,

Frequently, teachers wh,:, are composing tests re-evaluate pre ous tests in
order to extricate the best As another way of increasing their supply of
test items; teachers may exchange tests or test items, Or Tay even p ol their're-
,sources td create a departmeii.:nl item bank.

71

Student-made Questions

Students,may supply ano9Aer.rith sour,.!e cf test items in the form f class
notes, or even test questions which they might compose as a class assignment.
This kind of composition act,ivity ma}, a17;c serve as a reView for the students.

Other Resources

If analyzed by the t..3che1.- 4:.-.cord!ag to the levels'of cognitive achievement,
ready-mode questions, such i3,,o f::.%1A in textbooks and teacher_guides, Can be
la valuable source of test items. burLhermore, the chaPter.headings, explanatory
footnotes, and picture caPtions in. f;J:11.! sourceS might be used. However, teachers
should useresources with caution dace large percentage of the material requires,
only the .first level of cognitive cchievement

Having .collected th s.. noceasary testitems to be included in the test, the
teacher 'should next revise theci::.items to 'ensure validity. Part II of this bulletin
presents guidelines ar,e zwr;!nples for writing test items.

\Before organizing the items into a test, the teacher should return to the
grid of unit objectives (Step 4 of "Planning the Test"). As explained above, this \
is proof of a test's validity; at this stage of the construction process, it serves
the added function of validaang each individual test item. Keeping in mind.that
some items may measure more than one objective (this will be illustrated later),
the eacher should plot each test item on the grid. A first draft, for example, Of
arbitrarily 36 multiple-choice items on "Points of View" might look as follows:
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First draft for a "Points of View" unit test
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EA0
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I. Develop first or third person
point of view

A. Shift point of view x x 2

B. Differentiate between interior
and dramatic monologue x

.

1

C. Select thematic detail.
D. Select language appropriate to

audience
.

2

xx 2

II. Recognize point of view as an
integrating force

A. Identify word clues
B. Decide upon narrative distance
C. Recognize narrative purgase

x 1

xxxx x xxx 8

x 1

III: Identify difference between first
and t.h.l.rd person,narrative

.

A. Identify pronouns
B. Select language clues
C. Cite advantages and limitations
D. Recognize narrator with special

knowledge
E. Rtcognize narrator as observer
T. Recognize narrator as detached

participant
.

.

xx 2

x 1

x . 1

xxx
.

3
x 1

x . 1

IV. Demonstrate skills of critical
reading

A. Distinguish between subjective.
and objective treatment

B. Identify multiple viewpoiht
C. Identify no-chaoacter viewpoint.
D. Recognize inconsistencies in

point of view

xxx 3

0

, 1

xxx
xxx .

TOTAL . 2 3 5 6 2 0 0 16
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An examination of this grid should help.the teacher determine the relationship
.between the emphasis placed on an objective during the class activities of the unit
and the emphasis placed on that same objective by the test. In this case, the need
for several adjustments is apparent:

--There is.a large.number Cf.'memory items but no items above.t,..1 analysis.level.
....-Most objectives are being tested on only one level of cognitive achievement.
.-Too many objectives are tested by only one item; the test may therefore be
invalid.

--One objective has not been tested at-all.

At this-point cf construction,.additional items may have to be formulated, or
current items may have to be adjusted in order to achieve the desired.balance and
emphasis.

The revised plan for a sample multiple-choice test on "Points of View" should
illustrate both,a balance in iteMs per objective'es well as a range of items agross
the levels of achievement. Since it will scion be necessary-to organize the items
in, a manner hest suited to both the students' needs and the teacher's purposes, it
is helpful at this.point to'record on'the grid the actual test item numbers rather
than merely record the quantity of items as was done initially. The following grid
categorizes the items on.the "Points of View" unit test that appears on page 83.

(I

7 8
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Grid for "Points of Vlew" unit test
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.
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A
NOTE: The items in parentheses measuAg more than one objective.
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CarefuLanalysis andplotting of items on the grid will.reveal that some itema
may very well'test not only more than one Ajective but.also may test mere than one
-level of cognition. For example, in the moder.test on "Points of View" that appears
at the end of this chapter, Auestion 3 asks the student to choose._an apprOpriate
concluding sentence foy a paragraPh from The Red Badge of Coutage.

3. In order to keep.the point of view and Style consistent, the .best
sentence to.end this paragraph would.be

(a) He sweated with the pain of (c) Captain Rourke tried to comfort him.
these thoughts.

(b) The sun brOke through the (d) The other soldiers awakened.
clouds.

In terms of the unit's objectives as listed on the grid, this question expects
the student to be able to:

--Recognize that answer choice (a) is a comment that could only be made
by a narrator with special knowledge Of. 'and sensitivity for the plight
of Henry Fleming, whereas the other three answers suggest narration by
.a mere observer of thescene. (III, D) J.

- -Recognize that the narrator of answer (a) is subjective and emotionally
involved with the character of Henry Fleming, whereas the'other answers
all sound like the observations of a more detached, objective nafrator.
(IV, A)

_

- -Recognize that, unlike answer (a), each of the three distractOrs fails to
maintain tile consistency in the point of view established by the earlier
sentences in the reading passage.

Similar analysis of the same item shows that it fequires the student to function
on two levels of cognition. The student should be able to:

-Comprehend by interpreting the relationship of the narrator to the subject
of tha narration, Henry Fleming.

- -Synthesize by solving the problem dealing with a reading passage new
and therefore unfamiliar to the student.

Such multiple
First, it increases
of the entire test.
efficient.

functioning of individual test items has two distinct advantages.
the validity of the item itself, thiereby enhancing the validity
Second, it prevents the test from becoming unduly long and in

A final step_ in,constructing the.test is to organize all,the iteme'in a manner .

which best suits the students' needs, the teacher's purposes, and mutual convenience.
Methods of organization include:

11.

- -Clusters of item types (all truefalse, all multiple choice, all
completion). This method eliminates the necessity to repeat the
directions for a particular type of item, thus enabling the student
to concentrate on one process at a time.

- -Clusters of items by objectives (all the itms are the same type).
Where items are grouped by objectives, the teacher is.more likely
-to include questions on all levels of achievement for each objective,
'and students tan concentrate on one concept or skill-at a time.

8 0
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Furthermore', by rapidly reviewing the grouping of errors on test
-papersthe teacher can quickly determine which obieciives neea
to be reviewed for the class and for each sEudent.

--Random sampling of objectives (all the items are the same type).
This method is advantageous in designing diagnostic tests.when
students,may'not comPlete the"entire test, even though the/teacher .

needs to assess the mastery of.many concepts or'skilrs.

Before typing the%test, the teacher should theck to ensure that every effort
has been made to enhance the. students' undeistanding of what is 'expected.

=Consider testlength in terms of- time available and the reading
level of the class.

- -Assign point values
on the test sheet.

--Make the directions
--Use vocabulary that

.
the class.'

tO each item and clearly indicate these values

explicit and"cOmplete.
. .

is appropriate tothe age and ability level of

--P.roofread to eliminate careless errors such as
directions, ambiguous items, and unparallel fo

- -Have another teacher or a student from another
tht test to checkfor careless errors, timing,
directions.

misspellings, vague
rrns .

class read or take
and clarity of

ADMINISTERING THE TEST--LOGISTICS AND SCORING

Test Administration

After preparing legible copies of the test, the teacher should plan its
administration.

- -Intlude additional activities for those. 'students who finish early.
(i.e., Plan enrichment activities such as questions, puzzles,
games, or worksheets; have students read library book6 or .other, -
,books available in the classroom; havestudents work on long
range assignments or individual learning .stations-orl.A.Ps.
Caution: $elect Activities which do not requite teacher
assistance.) 5

- -Plan a room arrangement which'will'ptovide sufficient lighting,
avoid.loise or interruption, and allow for mobility and tomfort.

1 (i.e.; Space desks apart and with backs to windows or doors to
avoid Outside distractions; have students face.clock if one is
available; close doors to avoid Undue noise, ana open windowS
to provide ventilation; turn on_all available lighting.and

.

adjust window blinds tO eliminate glare.)
--Determine the method of handing out and-collecting test papers.

tj.he-iest sh-e-Eff=16-4Vtlid loss; decide whether to
''diStribute que4tion sheets or-answer form6 fitst,.whether to have
students keep papetg. face down.or face.up until signalled to,
begin, whether, students will return papers.as. they finish or
all together at the end of the,period.).

--Decide and inform,the studentp on the materials the:: will need
. tb bring to class-Wthe.day 'of the test as well-as the" specific

IMIIMMOrIMMI
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requirements for taking.the test. (i.e., paper, pen, nOtebooks
or textbooks fox an open bobk test, librarY books tO read as an
additional actiVity, textbooks:or unit asSignments which are due
on test day.)

Test RevieW-

The teacher should remember that the purpose of the teSt is to.attempt to
determine.the students! 'mastery of various concept! and skillS. Theteforg, prior

_
6,to test day the teadher should prepare the students by doing the following:.'

--Reyrieythe administrative,procedures previously'planned, such,.
aS.additional. activities for those who complete he test early.
and toom arrangement.;

--Review the basic.ccOntePts or skillito be tebted and'the degree
of emphasis to be placed on:each concept or skill (applies to
.both diagnostic dnd'achievement tests). RevieWhy. Means of.al
Carefully. Constructed classdiscussion in which, major unit'ob-'
jectives arereviewedthroUgh brief eXercises or activities
which will recall both short and long term goals. Includeactivi,
ties on .all levels of:achievement so that students will be pre-,
pared for the levels'o-f:achievement required on the test.:-jiave
students use their.test,items as the basis :for tMifigroup
discussions or fore games such as Concentration orJeopardy;
.useteacher-made test items or:another teSt, such as. the unit
pre-test, tO reVieW,mterial.

-.-Indicate,the types of-.questions which will be used and explain
the most efficient way of handling eaCh type:Of item Or direction..
(i.e,, For the 'essay test,,Suggest that gtudents:read the queStion
carefully, looking for verb's.which indicate-direction or a

,methodOf organization such as""compare'and contrast" and. "cite
siX evidences"; advise:studenti to outline their ideas before
they begin writing; caution_students to.sfick to the subject
as d2fined in the question: For the objective test:advise
students to make sure they fully understand the directions
before answering.the items.)

7-quggest that stddents be. Rrepered physically, for the'test by
being wela rested.

--Indicate the point.valUe 'tO be assigned-to each section of the
test, and the time"allotted for the test. (i.e., matching-10
items. of 2 points each; multiple chole-20 items. of 3 points
ezch; essay4item:worth 20 .points; tOtal pointslfor test-100;
total time foX test-40 minutes).

0 .

Test Day

Students Cannot indicate their'mastery of specific,concepts and skills unless
they fully understand.what is expected'of them. Furthermore, they must have an
atmosphere conductiVe to'learning. since all testing experiences are primarily learning
experiences. Threfore, classroom management is of the utmost,importance-when
administering a test. Teachers shouid.give attention to the. following:

77
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,

I

.

I

.,--Arrange theroom as:planned.
!

.

.Instruct the students in,the 'prOcedurr for setting up the answer
sheet., (i.e., Ona.teacher7prepared answer sheet, have:students
place.their names in the space provided; instruCt them to make
onlY,one choice per 'item and to' mark It 'clearly in the spate

provided; ifAn:essay it included, direct'students to write it
on the back of the answer sheet, for ease.in scoring. .0n a
student'-prepareclanswer sheet, instruct students to list numbers
in'grou0s According to the grOuping on the test .paper; have
Hstudents plate all objective items on. onesheet Of paper And
write the:essay section, on another sheet of paper. For an esno77
only test, have students,write:each essay on-a-separateshect
of paperoforeage in sCoring.)

.

. .

- -Remind students tc allot,tithe wisely accOrding to the diffiCult;
and the point, value.of,eath question.

-7Ad<rise the stUdentS te-scan the entire test beforeAnswering Any
items-. This.will belp theth become aware of the relative difficulty

: 1:Among test itemS-and parts of the test. ,.

.-..-Instruct the students to'proofreaa their papers before handing
theth in. .

.
.

. .

, .

- Explain the activity for students whofinish early.. Wher..,.

conenient; this may bebriefly printed at the end of the
,last ..test page..

.After all preliminary.protedures haye been followe4,Atetest pape;s may be._
handed out.. An .oral reading of the directions and a call for.questions shouid7;
precede the signal to begin the test.: If there is nO clock available;.the teaeher
may wish to occasionallyremind students-of the time remaining by placing it:on.
the chalk bosrd:. .Ouring the test period, ihe teacher'Should visually. chec1 for
questions. 'Before.dismissing the studenta,.the teacher should count the number-of
tests'te enSure that each student hAs"returned.a test paper.

SCOR/NG

itachers ShoulOtrive toward objectivity in scoring both objective and.essay
tests. Specific suggest,ions for the scoring.of essay 'tests are covered. in Part II
of this bulletin. .In general; however, the teacher Should'prepare an efficient
answer key, such s aA3lastic stencil, foriobjective test anSwer 'sheets', and should
prepare a list of.nossible answers or qualifications for an.essay test. The
mathematics in the final score should be .checked by another teacher or by fhe
students,prier.to the recording'of the grades:. .

EVALUATING THE.1EST ,

Evaivatien by Average Score

Alter tegt has been administered ond'scored, the teacher is ready to evaluate
'it. . One m s,o-f evaluafion is.to summariie the test results and determinethe
average score in. relation to the teacher's purpose for.giying-the test. .To find the

C.
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median score, the teacher arranges.the answer sheets in order from high to low
.and.selects the score above and.below which ,falls 50 percent of the other scores.

If that score represents_a high percentage of.correc't answers, the teacher's
purpose=to.want most of the stUdents to pass7-is fulfilled; the test is a zood.

one. When a unit test yields low average'scores, the teacher needs to consider
the reasons fori poor pupil performance rather than luSt to record the poor test

scores. A low average. score may .indicate:poor test construction and items, in-
adequate pupil maStery, or poor teaching.

The procedure for summarizing test resUlts could involve the use of a profile

sheet similar to the..sample below.

Score Distribution Sheet:

Name of test, "Points of View"
School,or GrOup Period 1
Number of "students 36

Ability Level High Average
I

Group Profile

Type of test Unit
Grade or Section 10

Date of testing Nov. 3, 1977

Percent of ;correct

arfswers TallY of itudents Total Number
Percentage
Of students

90-100 15 42%;

80-89 1111 9 25%

7P-79 1-14 5 .14%

60-69 111 _8%

50-59

40749 3%

_30-739 11 5%

20729 1 1 3%

10-19.

0-9

...
36. 36 100%

The sample unit test is a good onp because a high percentage of students
passed.the test;.yet it provided a range of scores that differentiated degrees of
success.: with which students were ablc. to master the content. 'If the same test,Were

given toan average claes-, the teachershould still expect the large majority of

:studentstonass,, but the greatest concentration of. scores might appear in the 70779

and 80-89:piercent ranges.
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Evaluation by Item Analysis

_

A more detailed method of test evaluation is item analysis. This is a process
of avaluatinveaCh component test item and can be accomplished in several ways.

A teacher could use an informal technique to determine the number or percent
of students which answered an item correctly or,incorrectly. This procedure simply
invOlves spending.some time in discbssing and analyzing test, results with the class'.
puring a class period, the teacher distributes previously scored teSts to the students.
The. teacher then calls out ehe niiMbers of the items one by one an& asks students hold-
ing paPers with the item, marked correct to raise their hands. After counting the
number 'of. raised hands and 'recording that number on a blank answer sheet, the teacher
notes which ftems were missed .and by how many stfidents. .Another way of obtaining the
same results is by spreading out the answer sheets on a desk or table, comparing
students''answers, determining 'on which items .students did Well, and noting on which
items students did poorly. Such. an analysis will provide the teacher with'enough
data to help ,select areas in which the students who took the test need remedial work
or to 'determine which unit objectives have.not been}uastered by some students. .-

If a teacher wants to diagnose class .(or individual student)-needs, a .similar
item analysis may be condu.,:ted to determine the percent or.number. of students who
.chese,each distractor as, well as those who chose the correct response. The procedure
would'involve counting, not only the number of Students who chose the correct response,
.
but also the number of students who chose each distractor 'in an item. If the teacher.

has carefullY chosen distractors for specific reasons, the incorrect answer will. reveal
as much about student understanding as ehe, correct answer will reveal.

For example, question 9 on the model "Points of View" test reads as follows

9. What'is 'the narrator's point of"View in thig'selection?'"

'a). First person participant c). Third,person participant
b) First person observer . d) Third person observer :

PerhaPs twenty students in a class of thirty have chosen the corrett,answer,
response (a): However,.during'a Class discussion of Liis item, seven stfidents indi-
cate they have chosen. distrattor (b), and the remaining three students have chosen
either of the other two'distractors. The teacher cofild then knoW thatthe seven
Students recognize_the difference between first- and third-person narration but have
difficultY.distinguishing between: a participant and' an observer-, the other three
students have the added problem ofmaking theAistinction in persbn.

Of even greater value for appraising specific test items is the more forMal-
statistical item analysis. This method differentiates between the responses of high-,
scoring.students and the, responses of the rest of tht students in a class. If a
test item is a good one, it should'be correct on the tests of most of the'high-storing
students. -The statistical item-analysis involves using a chart for each item to.show
/the number'of high-scoring students who selected.each choice in an iteM and the number

/ of all other students who selected each choice in the same item. To separate the
high-scoring' students fvom all others,'professionals in the field of tests and
measurements recommend use of the.top. twenty-seven.percent of.all the scores on a
test as the high-scoring group. .For'example, if thirty-six' students took a test,
tfie' top ten scores on the,t st would be the high-scoring group. Their choices would
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be.compared with the choices of all other students,in a chart similar to the one
below: .

.Item. #1

:Choice Total

High-scoring .students 2 0 7 0 10

All 'other students 26

36

In the above analysis for a multiple choice' test item, the .correct answer C was :

chosen by seventy percent of the high-scoringstudents, and all other students chose
the distractors in almost equal numbers. The above item is,e good test.item, not.
only because most of the high-scoring students chose the correct response; but also
bacause other students chose the distractors almost equally- Good test items Shoule"
show a distribution similar to the one suggested on the above chart.

To complete the aboVe chart for each item,.the teacher could distribute..
marked tests from the high-Scoring group to one row of a class and marked tests of
all other students to the rest of the class at random. The teacher goes thrOughthe
test item-by-item and records the number of-students-who seleCted each choice on an
.item. For statistical_analySis, the responses.of high-scoring students must be

, recorded separately from the responses of all Other students. The teaaer,-therefore,
countsthe number of high-scoring students who selected each choice in.an item and
recotds that number. Then the teacher determines how many of All other students made
each choice in an item. -Finally, these specific nuMbers,are recorded in a.chart-
similat to the One above. ty studying the ohart,-the teacher candetermine whether
the test item didsucceed in separating thehigh-scoring students' froM all others and'
whether -11 distractors in an item functioned with validity."'

Once the item analysis has been completed, the teacher can use.the resulta.to:.

--Plan remedial work fot students.
- -Adjust teaching procedures ot emphases.
- -Revise the test if it is to be used again.
--Delete any items which a substantial majority of the students..failed.

, to answer. correctly.
6

. FOLLOW-UP

81

Onoethe teacher has determined which items on an achievement test were missed
by manystudents, future lessons can be planned. -If a majority of the.class missed -

a certain item, the teacher may have tip review the unit objective.Which was tested by
that dtem. Another..reason for poor student performance may be the misunderstanding
of strategies in taking a specifictype of test. Fot example, if most of. the class
did poorly on an essay test, the teacher could plan instruction to help students write
good answers to essay questions. In addition, students' may need help.with questions
ofiapaiticular cognitive level. For example,the teacher could'plan class lessons in,
which students had the opportunity to practice solving a problem.in an original manner.
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.

On the other hand, If most students have done well 6n a-test, but a few students
have\done poorly in'specific areas, a teacher could devise_some form of individualized

instriction for those students. A series of learning 'activity packets would be one

way to proyide for such_instruction. Each LAP would include activities which review
Unit.materiake and a poet-test to measure students' progress or achievement.

The teacher who follows the procedurei recommended in,thi4 section has an
assessment-instrument custom-made for-the partiCular abilities and needs of his or

her students; one which is valid professional, And unique. For teachers, making

tests.becomes a form Of continuous professional arowth requiring them to clarify
and refine instructional objectives, tO re-examine the content, to become more aware
of their'own methodolou, and to identify students' potentiale and limititions.. Too
frequently, teachers consider a test to be merely a deilice for artiving at a grade,
but any teacher who carefully preparee, administers, and evaluates a.test will.realize
ai never before the value of the test as an instructional tool.
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SAMPLE\GRADE 10 "POINTS OF VIEW" UNIT TESTS
.

Objective Test

\\.
The following multiple choice test is intended as an objective unit test for

83

the "Point's of View" .unit. In general, the. test wag designed for the average tenth'grade,
Hstudent. Regard it, consequently', as sam*e. which:should be modified for particular
classes. ..The items represent minimum skill:: derived from the list of behavioral

_goais-listed on pages 86-88 of the Grade 10. Bulletin. .The literary,ex7
-.cerptaon the test are independ'ent.of the unit, _:st the student.is- not required'
to recall particular stories taUght.but rather to '2T'U onatrate mastery of the concepts
introduced:in tt'lis : .

A sample answer ahl..t and the test key fo31ow est.

'7oints of View Urit Test

DIRECTIONS:

This test 'Cnrigists of eight literary selectiOns taken from poems, short.storieS
or novels. ".

"--..Read each selection carefully and then turn-to the test items that
accompany. it.

From the choices (usually"four) given ih each test iteM","..:chOoSe-the,..-

-ONE_that. you-think BEST answerS the question or completes the statement.
(Youmay loOk back at-the selection if yonneed to.)
77Pencil. in the-box on the answer:gheet.that corresponds to the-letter
of tbe correct answer.

--When you complete the.items for one selection, go right on to the
next selection.

--If you copplete the test Lefore tiMe is called,-check back over your
wotk.

S-At!.ie exercise:

0

I'm 'obody

nobody!_Who are yon?
Are yon nobody too?

Then'there's a pair..of.us - don't tell'.
They'd bantch us,-Y,7u.know..

- Emily Dickir.son-

the following points ni vicu?

c. .Tbird person parAcipant-
d. Third person observer

This poem is narrated-from which of

a. First person participant
b. First person observer

A

Choices c and d are wrong because the select:ion is narrated in the first person.
:Since the speaker is involved in the poem, "a" is the correct arqwer. Darken.the
box .corresponding to choice "a" on your.answer sheet.

CO

oe

8

:.
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A. (1) He went slowly to his tent and stretched himSelf on a blanket by the side
of the snoring tall soldier. (2) In the darkness he saw visions of a thousand-
tongued fear that would babble at his back and cause him Co'flee, while others were
going cooly about their country's business. (3) He admitted that he.would not be
able to cope With this monster. (4) He felt.that every nerve in.his body would be
an ear to hear the voices, while the-other men would remain, stolid and deaf.

The Red Badge of COurage, Stephen Crane

1. What is the predominant point of view of this selection?

(a) first person participant
(b) first person observer

(c) third person participant
(d) third perbon observer

2. The last sentence of the paragraph'is rewritten four ways,beloW. Which is the
-most objective vint of view?

(a) He was sure everyone in
heard the. voices.

(b) He jumped up and ran from the
tent.

camp (c) He might panic:
,

(d) He feared that he might be a
coward.

1. In order.to keep the point of view and style consistent, the best_sentence
to,end this pal'agrapkwouA be:._

(a) He sweated with the pain of (c) Captain Rourke tried to comfort him.
these thoughts.

.

. . ... -

(b)
I

The sun broke throu the (d) The_other soldiers awakened.
clouds.

4. The most subjectiVe sentences in this paragraph are the

(a) first and.second.
(b) firSt and third.

(c) first and'.:ourth.

(d) second and fourth.

5. This passage was written.mL.:.nly. to have the readet

(a) see a battle scene
(b) understand one soldier's

feelings

6. The narrator in the above selection

(a) is inconsistent in his point
of view.

(b) is the "he" of the passage.

(c) see soldiers at rest
(d) piCture a monster

(.7)

(d)

has special knowledge of the
chlracter.
has no knowledge oi character.
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B. Now, George, about this tri0 to the Yellowstone you were asking about.
-

I don't know as I can help an.old, trained, long distance motorist like
you, with your wealth of eperienee, though I never did agree wiLh you about nint
going into lnw gear in descending steep hills, but I,guess you've got me beat
on.long-distance motoring, and I,.often said to Mrs. Schmaltzhaven't I Mame:
that there_sure is one thing I envy George F. Babbitf for; and'that.'s the time
he drove three hundred and siXteen.miles in one day, between dawn and midnight.

7. The narrator of this

"Travel Is So Broadening," Sinclair Lewis

selectiod is speaking to._

(a) himself. (c) a general,audience.-
(b) George. '(d) George and.Mame.

-
8. What is the personal

(a) she
, (b) I

9; Whatds the narrator's point.of view

pronoun most often used in thia selection?

(c) he
(d), you

(a) first person-partiCipant
(b) first person observer

in this selection?..

, (c) third person participant
(d) third person observer

10. Which of .the following .details gains support for the narrator's opinion of
George Babbit?

(a) Now, George, about this trip to yelloystone.
. (b) ".I don't know-as I Can help.

(c) I never agree with you.:
(d) I often said to Mis, Schmaltzhaven't I Mame!

11. To alter this selection from a dramatic to an interiormonologue, one would

(a) eliminate the aside to Mame.
(b) omit the first sentence.
(c) change the pronoun reference you to.third person.
.(d) do all of the above.

9 0
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C. He was a newcomer in the 34nd, and this was his .first winter. The trouble with

him.wes:that he was without imagination. He was quick and alert in the things of life,
..but,only in the-things, and Lot in the significance's. Fifty degrees below zero'meant

eighty-odd degrees.of frost. Such fzy.z.t impressed him es being cold and.uncomfortable,

and-that was all. It did hot lead hit'to meditate upon his frailty as-a creature of
temperature, and upon man's frailty as a creature oftemperature, end upon man's.
frailty in general, able only to live within certain narrowlimits of ,heat and cold;
and from there on it did not leed him.to the ... fielthof immortality and man's place
in the universe. Fifty degreea be1oW zero stood for a bite of frost that hurt and
that must be guarded against byothe use of tittens, earflaps, warm moccasions; and
thick socks.: -Fifty degrees below zero.was tó,him just precisely fifty degreeal'elow
zero. That there should:be anything:more to itthan that was a-thought that never
entered his heed.

-

"To Build a Fire," Jack London

,

12. Which.excerpt below 1?:est illustratesthe narrator's involvement with his character?

(a) He:vas newcomer in the land. (c) The trouble with-him was that he
was without imegination.

(b) This was his first winter. (d) Fifty 'degrees.below zero meant

eighty-odd degrees of frost.

13. The author's:point of view in this selection is best deacribed as

.(a) first peraon participant

(b) first person observer

(0 third person narrator with special
knowledge

(d) inconsiatent

14. The limitation of this point of view is that it

(a) prejudices the reader's - (c) places the emphasis on the action.

judgement of the character.
(b) allows the reader to see all \(A) reveals the character's viewpoint.

viewpoints.

15. If this passage were rewAtten in first person, emotionally involved point of
view, the best selection for revision of the first sentence would be:

(a)

(b)

This was my first winter in
this country.
Being a frightened inxperienced (d)
newcomer to this land, was

fearful and apprehensive about
my first winter.

Since'he we's a frightened newcomer to this
land, he was fearful about his first winter.
This was' his firstowihter in.this
country.

16. The underlined phrase, "and from there on it did not, lead him to the ... field of_
,

immortality and man's place in the universe," can best be described es an example of

-(a) narrative comment. (c) objective reporting.

(b) the charaCter's thoughts.. (d) multiple viewpoint.

9 1
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D. Three men were fishing from a rowboat on Scotland's Loch Ness one black
night when the boat rose right up in,the air.

At first the boat went straight up. Then it, tilted .and almost capsized.
Then instead of tnining over, it slid backAOWn'into the water.

As the fishermen,recovered their-composure,_they saW'what-'had hoisted.their
rowboat clear off the water. A big dark shape' was sinking beneath the surface.
The fishermen looked surprised.

"Monster in the Loch," Gardner Soule

17. .-From-what point.of view hes this selection been writte0.
-

f
_(a) first person participant (c) third person-participant

4 (b) iirst,person observer (d) third person observer
.

18. Which of the following titles for this selection best reflects the narr4tive
distance? .

_

(a) "Our Bloodchilling Night uPon the High Sea"
.(b) "My Unforgettable Experience in theLoch"-
.(c) "The Fishermen's.Experience"
(d) "I Didn't Believe My. Eye's!"

19. What clue suggests the distance,of the narrator to the event he relates?

(a)- the' adjectives uSed (c) the-verbs used
(b) the order of the sentences (d) the drama of the event

20. What appears to be the narrator's purpose in telling this story?
1

(a) to amuse his reader. (c) to provoke the reader
(b) to inform.his-reader (d). to sadden the reader

? What word would best describe the attitude of the fisherman toward the
situation?

(a) resentful (c) condescending ,

(b) amazed (d) detached

.

9 2
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E. ; (1) There were several young:.girls, Sally among them, who cameand went,
bearing cups of tea and platters of sandwiches. (2) Though Sally had known some
.of her-Mother's guests'since childhood and was privileged to.call many'.... by

.

-:theit nicknamea, tdday she looked on everybody with the eyes of a Stranger.: -..,(3)

There was no place for her in this ybrld. (4). She liked dogs, hoxse6,' sailboats,
airplanes , climbing apple trees, staying up late at night, walkiUt in the,rain,
driving xound and round in an open car on-a'Summer afterhOon,' sitting by a.beach7
fire at night, lying on the.ground and looking up at the undersides of leaves
and atlightning bugs and falling stars', 'dividing hei'ktention between a .book
that she had read, many .times and an'apple,.watching the Sun go down anO.the moon
come up, wondering what the boy.,sheyaegoing to marry would look, like and where
he was at that moment, and-MOW lOng it would take hiwto find her.

The Folded,Leaf, yilliam Maxwell

22. The predominant point of.view in this se.lection is

(a). third person 'participant. ...(c)- third person narrator with special
(b) third person observer. knowledge.

23. In order to rewrite sentences 1 through 3 using first person point of view,
the'following Pronoun changes yould be necessary:

(a) . Sentence 1 - myself aming them
Sentence 2 - though I
Sentence 3 7 place for me

(b) Sentence,1 - seVeral of us
Sentende*2 though I, my mother's guests.
Sentence 3 - place for me

.(c) Sentence 1 7 myself among,them
Sentence 2 - thought I, my mother's guests
Sentence 3 - place s7of Me

(d) Sentence 1 - myself among'them.
Sentence 2 - though 1, my mother's.guests, tbday I looked.
Sentence 3 - place for me

o-

24. In sentence 1, the words "cups of tea and platters of sandwiches" puggest that
compared to Sally's .1,mrld, her mother's world is

- (a) unstructured. (c) confining.
(b) engaging. .(d) frightening.

25. Knowing of Sally's priyate thoughts, one discovers that she would most probably
say her parents lived by such things as

.(a) old books, china and antiques. (c) bicycling, tennis and swimming.
(b) movies, picnics and mountains. (d) rainbdws, flowers and storms.

0

26. To ensure a less biased attitude on the'part of the reader, the narrator could

(a) 'include Sally's mothers list of favoritg things.
(b) e'liminate Sally's list Of favoritethings.
(c) include Sally's thoughts about the guests..
(0. either A or B.

.1
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'

. To the:maiden
The sea was blue meadow

frothpeople
Singing.

.-TO the sailor, wrecked; 4'
.4* 'The sea was dead-zreif*Alls

Superlative In vacancy
Upon which nevertheless at fateful time.
Was written .

The grim'hatred of natdre.
,

Io

* ,complete emOtiness

27. What are-tbr-IVO-dbmillant impressions of the sea?

(A) gay - fearful
(b) fanciful. - adventurous

2 . Whet iS this sailor's attitude toward the'sea?

(a) dread (c)
(b). indifference

' (d)

29. °Consider th. maiden's attituth_ toward the sea
,following L st_indiCateg,per. viewpoint?

By Stephep Crane

(c) escaPist - adventurous

(a). The waVe grasped the Shore with (c)

claw-like hands as it'retreated back
to sea.

.(b) The wave stroked the,shore with
delicate fingers. as it retreated
)pack to sea.

30. The line: "the sea waS dead -grey Walls

(a) the sailor's involvement.
(b) the sailor's detachment.

31. The

(a)

-(b)

32. The

point of view in this poem

first person participant.
third person observer.

viewpointan this

(a) no character's.
(b) objective.

selection

is best

is

optimistic
indecision

and decide which of the
,

1

The wave lapped the shore
as it retreated back to sea.'

(d) The wave'crashed upon ;the
shore like thuhder and then
retreated back to.sea.1

superlative in vacancy" indicates

(c) the maiden's
(d) the maiden's

described as

9 4

involvement..
detachment.

(c) third person narrator with
special knowledge.

(c) limited.
(d) more than one character's.
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G:-.It happened that a Dog had got a 'piece of meat:and was carrying it home in
his mouth to eat it in peace.,: Now on his way home he had to cross a.plank lying
across a.running brook.' As he crossed, he lOOked down and saw.his own shadOW
reflected In the Water beneath. Thinking it was another dog with,another piece
bf meat,"he made up his mind'to have that also. So he made a snap at the shadow

water,.but d'S he opened his mouth.the piece of meat felliout, dropped into
the water and wa% never seen more..

Beware lest you lose the substance by 'rasping at the shadow

"The Dog and the ShadoW," Aesop

33. What is the predominant point.of view

(a) no character
(b) first person participant

of this selection)

34. A modern revision of the moral tag would be:

(a) Beware of selflove.
(b) Bewarpof flattery.

,?

35. To add the sentence, "I laughed to see
result in..

(a) an unaltered viewpoint.
(b) consistency in tone. 9.

361 Which of.the.following is a subjective
, .

/

(a).. "HiS Reflection in 61e Pool"
(b).The Shadow".

(c)

(d)

(c)

(d)

first person observer.,
third person participant

Beware of
Beware of

greed.
mirrors.

it." at the end of this story would

(c) a shift in point of view.,
(d) an altered moral tag.

title for this story?

9 5

(c)

(d)

"

"My-Dumb Dog."

"The Dog Story"



-H.Darn kid! Wouldn't you knoW?"

!1A hOt-rodder!"

'Look at that car of his. Flames painted on the fenders! You see &wreck,
,yciu see,one of those pradtically every time!. They oughta run "em off the road!"

. _
his.head in his hands. A hot.rod--that wis I'laugh!

Roy Wyatt had painted those, fenders,when he'd owned.the car;.trYingtO make, it - !

lookssharp... ,A hot rod! A beat.;up, worn,out oil hog was more like it ..Fifty miles
an hour, down a steep hill with .a tail' wind, was the best you.could get.. luying.
the car, paying for.insurance, feeding it oil-.-he couldn't afford to repain; the,/:.-
fenderslilt-if.you Were seventeen and had a car you were a hot-rodder--a dirty..
word.-

-"Frame-up on the Highway," John.and Ward Hawkins

37. To tell the other characters what Jim* is t.hinking, the 'underlined sentenced:.
in the passage should be wri:ten,aa'follows:

.(a) 'Jimmy held hid head in his hands
"A hot rod--that.was.:a laugh:." _

(b) JimMy held his head in his hands.
.A hot.rod-that was.a%laugh!

:

(e)".7,immy.!he1d'his head in.his
hands.'" That wai a laugh..

. (d) "JiMmy held his head in his
.

. hands. A hot rod--that
was a 3:aught."

...,-
38 Compare the three remarks from the crowd'in the firat.half'Of the passage to.

the last paragraph. The Iirst.half.relites.to the'last paragraph as

(a) an 'audience to- a Speaker. (c) emOtionally involved fa',
(b) dramatic_to.:Anterior. . emotiorvIlly detached.

.

.
.

. (d)... third'persOn to first Person.
_

39.- thetopic that be'st illustrates the theme of this passage is

sr

..7

40.

(a) hig ety.
(b) hbt roddin

. 0

If Jimmy. were anSwer People in the

.-
(o). generation/sap..
(d)_ carmaintenanCe.

crowd in any angry manner, he might say.

..

(a) '"I think you are, making ajiasty' (c)
'decision,"

(b) "I cannot affbrd to have an accident."
'17(d)

"Just because my .car is -

ilashy, doesn't mean I'm a
hot rodder.".
"You're absolutely right!"

g
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POINTS Of VIEW ANSWER SHEET. Name:

Date:

Sec.:

Directions: Pencil In the box that corresponds to the letter ofIthe correct
answer.

,Example: S (b) ( ) .(d).

1. (a) (b)'. (c). 411.

2. (a) 00). (c) ,(4)

?.. (b) (C) (d)

4% (a) (b) (c)

5. (a) ..40 (c) (d)

6. 1. (a) (h) (d)

'7 (a)' (b) (c) (0
8. a) (0) (c) (d),

9. (b) (c) .(d)

10. (a) \ (b) (c) (6)

11. (a) .0) (c) 0).

12. (d)

13. .(a) (b) 00 (d)

14. (b)\ (c) (d)

15. .(a) (0 \(c) (d)

16. (ft (b) (t) (d)

17. (a) (b) (c)

18. (a) (b) (d)

19. (a) (b) (d)

20. (a) (0) (c) (d)

21. (a) (0 (c) (d)

22. (a) .(b) .(d)

23. . (a) (b) (c) (0)

24: (a). (b) (111). (d)

25. ID (b) (c). (d)

26. .,(a) (b) (c)

27. (0 (b) (c) (d)

28. 4 (b) (c) .(d)

.29. (a). (eV (c) (d)

30. ( (b) (c) (d)

31. (a) (b) (0) _(d)

32. (0' (b) (c)

33. IP (b) (c) (d)

34. (a) (b) (0) (d)..

.35. (a) (b) I (10 (d)

0) (b). .(c). (d).37.

38. (a) 0) (c) (d)

39. (a) (b) (0) (d)

40. (a). (b) (0 (d).
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Restricted and Extended Essay Tests

The following two sample essay tests, one requiring restricted and the other
extended responses, are suggested for use as 'supplemental tests'. These examples
should be considered models. Like the objective test, the literary samples are
independent of the unit, but unlike the objective test, these essay questions
are narrower in the range of skills and levels of cognitive achievement tested.
In'general, the directions require the students to alter, revise, judge and create
with the emphasis upon application of skills rather than recognition of material.

Xach essay test was designed to be given in a period. Point values are
indicated for the student and sLggested time allotments are includedin the
directions for the restricted essayitems. Sample answers with point values
follow each test.

, Sample."Points of.View" Unit. Restricted Essay:Pest

DIRECTIONS: Read each selection Carefully. Follow the directions after each item..
The number of points per section s given along with a suggested
time limit. .

1. A ghastly light spread through our grotto and we could just vaguely make
out the shapes of each other's heads. A queer noise from a Icing way.off
came down to us--a sort of prolonged hiss. The noise increased. Suddenly /
I was buried,- blinded, smothered beneath' an avalanche of new snow. The
icy snow spread over the cavern, finding its. way through every gap in our
clothing.' I ducked.my head between my 'knees and covered myself with both
arms. The snow flowed on and on. There was a terrible silence.

from Annapurna by Maurice Herzog

Question: This,selection is written as first person involved point of view.
Rewrite this same paragraph in third person deeached point of
view. Then list two important changes you had to make in the
narrative. (30 pts. 10 min.)

2. (1). As a fifteen-7yearold boy and his eighteenyear,-old brother rounded the
turn on the desolate country' road, they spotted the body.cf-:d close friend
and neighbor. (2) The elderlyeman lay ondlis side.,----(3) From, his body-

.

there was a stream of .blood which was aboutfifteen feet.long, ending in
. a large pool., _(4) "A_few:feetto-the-le-ft of the dead man lay his hat.

oT his hair was inside the hat (6) To his-right was one
unattached shoe. (7) On the right side of the pavement sat four high
school friends in .a badly battered car.' (8) .They'sat'there glassyeyed,
:scratched and,bruised, but with ho serious physical injuries. (9) Some
distance. beyond the dead.man was his demolished car. .(10) This.is what
the fifteenyearold brother observed when arriving at the scene Of the
accident.

7

student paper based on actuai'experience

9 8
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Question: Rephrase sentences 3, 4, and 5 so that 61ey reflect the first
pexson subjective point of view. (15 pts. - 7 min.)

3. Here the formal times are surrendered
to the camera's indifferent gaze:: weddings,-
graduations, births and official portraits taken
every ten years to falsify appearances.
-Even snapshots meant to gather afternoons
with casual ease are rigid. -Smiles.
are too buoyant. Tinny laughter echoes
froM the staged scene on an articifical'
beach. And yet we want to believe
this is how, it was....

There
are no pictures of our brittle,.lost intentions.
e burned the negatives that we felt did not give a true
account and with otherSmadd this abridgement of our lives.

from "Looking in the Album" by Vern Rutsala,.

,

Puestion: In one sentence, state the poet's attitude toward family albums.
List two clue phrases that support your conclusion. (20 pts. - 7 min.)

4. Nick looked at the burned-over stretch of hillside, where he had expected
to find the scattered houses of the town, and then walked down the rail-
road track to the bridge over the river. The river was there. It swirled'
against the log piles of the bridge. Nick looked down into clear, brown
water, colored from the pebbly bottom, and watchedthe trout keeping them-
selves steady in the current with wavering fins.- As he watched them they
"changed their positions by quick,angles, only to hold steady in the fast
water again. Nick watched them a long time.

from "Big Two-Hearted River" by Ernest Hemingway

Question: Rewrite this selection as an example of interior monologue.
Use at least five sentences' in your revision: (35 pts. - 15 min.)

9 9
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SaMple Answers for "Points of View" Restricted EsSay Test

Example 1: A light spread through the grotto, and they could barely make out the
shapes of eich other's heads. They could hear a noise from far away that
increased in volume. Suddenly they were buried by an avalance of snow that
spread throughout the cavern. There was total silence..

Two important changes:
1. Changes in pronoun references
2. Elimination of loaded adjectives

Scoring: 20 points for rewriting in third person detached point.of view
,10 points fOr listing two important changes

Example2: #3--From his badly:mutilated body, I saw a sickening stream of blood
about fifteen_feet long, ending in a large, 4ticky pool.

#4--When I glanced,a few feet to the left of theldead man, I saw his
battered hat covered with drying blood.

#5--Much of his hair--gray hairs now tinted a .sad pink from the blood--
was inside the hat-,-I had to look away!

Scoring: 10 points for employing first person pronouns
'5 points for employing subjectivity

Example. 3:. The poet's attitude toward family albums iS that they represent an un-
realistic picture of a family',s life. Some phrases that support this
conclusion are "falsify'appearances," "tinny laughter," "artificial
beach," and "staged scene."

Scoring: 10 points for stating poet's attitude in one sentence
10 points for listing two Clue phrases

Example 4: Where'are the scattered houses of the town? This .hurned7over stretch
of hillside is a nightmare! Ah! the railroad trick that.leads 'to. the
bridge Over the river: .,The river'I remember so well.: Swirling against
the log piles of the bridge, the.river is colored from the pebbly bottom.
And the.trOut with their waving fins.,.changing positions so luickly.
How can-I possibly move 'on?

Scoring:. 7 points for each sentence completed that reflects.interior
monologue format

1 0 0
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Sample Extended RespOnse "Points of. View" Essay Test

. Carefully read the following selection:.

. .

That driveway held a fascination for Iggy and me. On it, how.and then,_
would be parked Mr. Rose's automobile, a gray' Packard, and it was.the car that
drew us like a magnet. It was not'only beautiful to -look at from the distance,
but close up it loomed over us like a locomotive; giving off an aura of thunderous
Rower even as it'stood there quietly. And it had two running-boards, one mounted
,over the.other to make the:climb into the tonneau easier. No-one else around.had
anything like that-on his car. In fact, .no one we knew had a car nearly as wonder-
ful..as that Packard..

. .

So we would sneak down the driveway when it was parked there, hoping for
. a chance to mount those running boards without being caught. We never managed
.to do it. -.It seemed that anendless vigil, was being kept over that car, either
by.Mr. RoSe himself or by someone who..lived in the rooms over the garage. As
soon as weWere no more thah a few yards down the driiyeway a window would open
in the house or the garage, a hoarse voice would bellow threats at us, Then we
would turn tail and 'race but.of sight.

, lie.had not always done that: The first time we had seen the car we had
sauntered uP to it quite;.casually,all im_the Of good neighbors; and had
:n(A.even uaderstood die nature.Of the thre'ats. We only stood there and looked.up
in astonishment at Mr. Rose, until he suddehly left.the window and reappeared
before us to grab Iggy's arm.

Iggy tried to*pull away and couldn't. "Leggo Of me!" he said in a high-
pitched, frightened voice. "We weren't doing anything to your Ole car: Leggo of
me, or my father on 'you. Then you'll see.what'll happen!!! .

Excerpted from "The Day of the Bullet" by Stanley Ellin

Directions: Pretend you Are fourteen year old Iggy, and that you have run home
and-to tell your.father what Mr. Rose 'did and why he did it. ,Write

Rut your.response. Remember your objective is to get your father
to do something about Mr. Rose's behavior toward you. (25 points)

Be sure that your response:

a dramatic monologue (5 points)

--is written In the first person (5 points)

--keeps the first person point of view throughout (5 points)

- -is addressed to the proper audience--Dad (5 points)

--describes specifically some of the incidents that happened.
(5 points)
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Sample'Answers to."Points of View Extendedollesponse Essay Test

Dad, Dad! Mr. Rose just grabbed me for no reason! I was just walking
by his h6use when the old gxouch yelled at me from his window and ran out and
grabbed me! Aren't you going to do something, Dad? Come on Dad!

What? Yeah. I'm sure I didn't do anything. No ... wait, don't
call Mr. Rose -- Dad... Dad....

OK, Dad. You know that olçl car he keeps in his driveway? Yeah, that
old Packard. Well, my friend and I were just standing there looking_ at it and
thinking how neat it would be to jump on that running-board when he yelled at
us.

Honest, Dad.. We were.jusi loOking, at it. -- Will you Dad? Will you
really go over and explain everything to Mr. Roee for us?. .You know how Mike
and I admire that old car.

What?; ypn want me to cOme too? I'm.kind of scared, Dad, but. I'll go.'
De ya' thirik tie might leg us stand on that running-board some day? Boy, would
that be neat!
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PART FIVE: INTERPRETING AND USING THE RESULTS
OF STANDARDIZED TESTS

MERPRETING STANDARDIZED TESTS

Introduction

Standardized tests supplement and complement English teacher-made assessment
devices by helping the teacher, discover where pupils are in their language develop-
Ment and by assisting teachers in the design of instructional programs to take students
.as fat as their skills and abilities will allow. 'Cettainly standardized tests can
never'replace the teacher's judgment, and of.course they only represent one additional
means of assessment. They are.of little value lor measuring learning outcomes unique
to a particular course, daily progress of pupils, or knowledge of current developments
in rapidlychanging fields, but they' can help theteacher to form more reliable and
dependable judgments, about programs or long-term_pupil progfess. .Properly interpreted
:standardized test results enable the teacher,to be more:systematic-JAI:differentiating
instruction by identifyingareas in which instructional, emphasis might need modifica-'
tion.. Furthermore, although the emphasis in'the following pages is on the use of
standardized test results by English deparbnents and classroom teachers, standardized
test_scores_can.also.be_constructively used by administrators and curriculum offices
to.measure, compare and diagnose the general educational development of pupils.

What Is a Standardized Test?
c

Tests are "standardiied"'when they have standard.content and procedures that
enable administration of the same test to different individuals in different places

J under the same test conditions. The distinctiVe characteristics Of standardized tests
include: 1) a fixed Set of test items designed to measureaoMe specific skill; 2),
strict, specific timing and directions for administeringand scoring; 3) a design that
is replicable and can usually be mass prOduced.at minimal per-unit cost;' and 4) some
type of%reference table ofatandards:by which individual or Specific sxoup results
may be interpreted.

Standardized tests are designed to measure either achievement '(the level of
pupil performance in a.sehool subject or future success in a school subject or skill)

..ot aptitude (pupil potential for.future success in a'school subject or vocation):
.

However, the majdrity. of the standardized tests administered to secondary.school
pupils, both nationwIde and in Baltimore County, ate 'of the achievement variety. The
number-and-variety of standardized tests available to educational systems have grown
to the point that it would be Imprattical here to attempt a complete listing. ,Some'.
are verbal, others are nonverbal. Some require either an oial question or response;
others. hinge Upon the drawing of a picture or the performance of a task. Most tests
may be sCored objectively, either by machine or manually by use of an.answer:key;
but a few are scored Subjectively, with the grader passing personal Judgment on the'
quality.of'the responses. The point is that there'are almost as many different kinds
of standardized,tests as tests themselves.. The English 'teacher interested in a.more
definitive surveyof specific standardized tests Might consult Grommon's Review of
Selected Published Tests 'in English.

Construction-of standardized tests is a rigorous; expensive and time-consuming
'procedure that invOlves'planning the test, preparing test itemi,' field,testing,
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revising and administering the siandardized edition. The result, however, is a
.product.which.yields.two distinct advantages. First, close evaluatiOn of the. difficulty,
discriminating power and effectiveness of each item by item analysis results in a high
'quality instrument reliable for measuring what it purports to measure. SecOndarily, the
process establishes a reference table of Standards against which otlet test scores may
be appraised.

It is important to understand that standatdized achievement tests may have either
of two possible frames of reference as A'basis for.their tables of...standards: The

tests may be criterion-referenced or norm-referenced in approach. The distinctive
characteristics of each. procedure are noted in the explanations.that follow.

'.Criterion-referenced standaidized testS are tests that are normally used to assess
a specific program or individual performance in a ptogram by a predetermined'subjeCtive
standard. In order toprovide a meaningful'assessment device fot the educator, the
criterion-referenced test maker bases the test on objectives and content closely related
to actual instruction. Furthermore, before the test is published.in its.final form, the
percentage of the test items pupils in a particular grade level may 'reasonably be eX-
pected.tg answer correctly is determined. 'In many cases, this standard is 80 percent;
that is to say, a seventh,-grader-taking a seventh-grade criterion-referenced test should
be able to answer.80 percent of the test questions correctly in order tn,demonstrate
mastery of the subject or skill tested. Thus, the essential statistic yielded by this
kind of test is a percentage of correct'answers.

In Maryland, the Basic Skills Reading Mastery Test is an example of. the critetion-
.based process. After more than 2,000 Maryland citizens, including 100 illiterates,
identified their basic reading needs to survive in society, groups of educators and
laymen agreed on a list of specific'types of functiohal reading materials one ought to
be able to teed and designed a test based on'these materials. Their conclusion was
that students completing functional reading instruction irt Maryland's public schools
should reasonably be expected .to exhibit the ability to comprehend, with 80 percent .

proficiency, such functional reading materials as sales and rental forms, newspapers,
bank statements, appliance instructions; voting machines; job requirements,. Ikr-2 forms,
and directions on medical,prescriptions. The Maryland State Department of Education
then settled upon the objective that, by 1980, 100 percent of the state's public schdol
students should, be able tO demonstrate their functional reading mastery by 'answering
correOtly 80 percent of the test items. Thus, the essential statistic of this and all
other criterion-referenced tests is the percentage level of achievement that Pupils
obtain: 'Scores have meaning in terms of what the pupil can do or knows rather than in
relation to scores made by other pupils or some external reference. group.

Norm-referenced standardized tests, on the other hand; are tests that rank in-
dividual or group test 'results, in relation to the results of a large, representative
national sampling. Such ranking of. scores yields a percentile rank which is the-
essential statistic of the norm7reference4..test. Obviously,.the most important factor
in preparing this kind or. test is the 'selectionof a group of papi3s Taho are genuinely
representative Of those students for whom the.test is.intetde1 .l attain'this goal, .

stest publishers randomly seleCt proportir,nate'numberS of pupli. from all .parts of the

country, from school systems of various sizes, and from a cross-section of all socie-
economiC levels. This sampling becomes the group upon whose scores thelkst is normed.

For instance, when the original national sampling group of students first took
the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS), the test maker considered the median or middle

. score among all ne scbres in an array from highest to lowest.. That one score--the
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midpoint of the artay of scores from the.sampling group--became the 50th percentile, so-.

designated because half the total number of scores fell below it and,the othe. hhlf fell
at or above this score. In turn, the 50th percentile became the Tm; the standard for
.the test. Consequently, a norm is an average test performance among a national sampling
group. When, therefore,:a teacher sees that a seveat;i-grader achieved the 70th per-
centile,a.score better than 76 percent of the students Who took the test iz the norm
group.on the language skills test and the 40th percentile, a score better thnric40 per-
cent of the students who took the test in the Term group on the reading comprehension
test of the ITBS, the teacher may translate the student's 70th percentileachievement
in language skills as above, average and.his 40th percentile achieYement in reading skills.
as slightly beloW average.

Norm-yeferenced tests, unlike ciiterion-referenced tests, :cannot be interpreted
as a measure of what a studelt knows or can do in relation to what he should have learned
in a specific skill area, but rather merely indicate a ranking (expressed'as.aper-
centile).of the student's level of achievement with r....ference to,a pee* grouP chosen
randomly as a representative national sample at some point in time. Since 50 percent'
of the population taking a norm-referencedtest must 4all below..the 50th'percentile,
such testihg might obscure what a student can do in the interesf of getting a distri-.
bution for purposes of ranking.

Whenever posAble, English teachers should guide test selection toward criterion
referenced testsfor.pre- and post-test comparisons. .When norm-referenced tests are
chosen, English teachers shoulcrfamiliarize themselves with prOcedures for comparing
student, class,And.school percentiles with- the county and-especially with thenational
.norms in order to use these tests in a diagnostic manner.

Understanding Standardized Tests
:7.,

Standardized.achievement and ability tests can serve a useful role in supplement-'
ing and complementing the English teacher's.program of regular in-classroom assessment.'
Often, standardized eest scores can serve to reinforce, and perhaps help pin-point,
conclusions drawn from teacher-made assessment devices, and consequently, aid in planning'
the direction of subsequent instruction. But probably even more important to teachers
are standardized test results.that do.noecoincide with the teacher',s classroom eyalua-

.

tion of indiliNuals or groups of .pupils. Such conflitting data indicate the needliftr
finer teacher Assessment and/or greater individualization of instruction to defermine
che true status of the ability and/or performance of those being assessed.

English teachers should not be "turned off" or feel inadequately prepared to deal
with the seemingly complex terminology andAir of hocuspocus surrounding Standardized

.

testing. Teachers who wish to know more-information about any specific test may consult
the administrative manual (which contains explanations and directions for giving the
test), the technical manual (which explains the nature of the'test, scoring procedures,
and possible uses of results) and, if possible, examine a copy of the test itself.
,These three documents are readily obtainable from the local school guidance depart-
Ments and, ence examined, will certainly greatly inform ard comfort rather than threaten
the.teacher. .

Interpretation of Test Scores

In order for standardized test results to serve as a meaningful aid to the English
teacher, the .teacher's interpretation and understanding of the test scores and their
applicability to the instructional program must be accurate. Several areas that common-
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,
ly ciUse..confusion for Englisheachera in interpreting standardized test scores in-
clude test validity; Standard age Scores (SAS), grade equivalents (GE), and test norms.

Test Validity

Since moat Standardized test6 are 'norm-referenced and usually measure achieve-
. ment or ability, the interpretationnffltheii, scores ean be applied'ohly-to-those
areas for which such types of measurement aie Yalid. 17b3.1.diity is the degree to which

a:test.measures what it is supposed..to measure.'Most widefy used standardized tests
are valid in.that they, measure the specific test objedtives they purPort to measure.
However, their validity as a measure of a speCific teachert4 instructional program or
an indiVidnarstudent's'performance is greatly diminished wAen actnal.content of what
is taught, the objectives for its being.taught aria the manner in which it is taught/
are,different. from those bjectives assessed by the test. For example, if the stan-
dardized test asks question's about a certain literary selection .that is not part of
our program,-then the test may be a valid measure If.the'knowledge of literature but
not a vali&assessment of°what is taught in our.prOyranr.

In considering the validity of standardize& t st scores in relation to a specific
instructional program, the teacher should note the.t standardized testa are able co
measure, with varying degrees of success, many aspeEts of progress in English. These
aSpects include the following:

--much of the decoding or word analysis process: _mainly words in.
-isolation and occasionally'words in context

--word meaning P. 1*

--literal comprehel.lsion in reading
7-simplerlevels.of interpretation: ilderence, critical, and evaluative

reading. ;

---study Skills: such as use of a dictionary, map reading, or library
skills, but not organizational skills

--spelling, particularly the recognition of misspelled words .

--knowledge .of grammatical facts, particularly traditional grammar
.--punctuation and capitalizatiun

Howelier, jusc becanse a'particular standardized test limits itself to these.areas does
not mean that the test-is automatically valid in_gauging pupil performance in these ,

skills. Even though-theseskill areas are the same as those Included in instruction,
the purposes fortheir inclusion on the test and consequently the reiUlts, may not
be Commensurate With the-objectives of a particular program. For instance, the Iowa
Test of Basic.Skills inclUdes 4 vocabularY Portion which is not a measure nf a child's
vocabulary proficiency, but father a tool for Tanking thestudent. No detailed
classificatiOn of vocabulary.skillstested is provided'. According to thE test maker,
selection 'of words used'was based primarily upon 'frequency of usags,.representation of
'various subject matter and.a balanced inclusion of the parts of speech. The deficiency-
of the vocabulary test is that, although it ia purported to test basic skills, ithas
its major focus on the meaning or definition of words. Context clues are negligible, :

0 and word structure does not enter into the testing.

Also, manY standardized tests attempt measurement of certain aspects of English
whose limits are lesd c'ommonly defined in a',way generally acceptable tnEnglish

teachers. These include tbe following:

--editing skills with respect to standard usage
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,L-analysis of:literature
7-kmowledge of facts about Llterature:

tyyes and devices
such as authors,.plots., literary

These areas of standard'usge; the analysis of literature and knowledgeof feet's
about literature, eiude strict dofinition.and specifit'limitation because, as cnktural
minorities gain deeerved recognition by curriculum makere, etandard language, and
culture are constantly.challenged andlor altered. Consequelitly, test items,dealing:
With these areas or te'sts which assume a sttict standard EngliA would be less valid
..for schodls. whOse population encompasses significant numbers of certain minotities.
One should be aware, for example, that the Iowa Test of Basit Skills includes a test
on usage ai.one of four language skill sub7tests. .The test maker pointsnut, houlever,
that this test is based on the standards.of correcily written Englishand. that-it will
tienecessary to supplement the skills est with ozherimasures of the particular' lin- .

guistic.objectives of the local program. Also note that such a test asks the students
to-recognize correttly.written Englieh, but does ot assess theirability to write it '
or willingness to use it. .\\.

.

Furthermbre, thereare setae aSpects in the field of Eniiish that most standardizld
tests do not measure. These Include pupils' ability to:

--organizeideas .

--vary the use of language to express thought and feeling
--listen for meaning
--understand media
--read critically
--deal with variations of usage and/or dialects
--express values

0

However, ome test makers.are making progrees in assessing these areas. .For instance,
the Test of Standard Written English (TSWE) (perhaps referred to as the Standard Written.
Ehglish Test Or SWET), a sub-test of the Scholastic Aptitude Test ,(SAT) which Is given
to college-bound seniors, attempts to apsess students' ability to manipulate standard
wiitten English (that level of language reflected'in'most college text books). Note,
however; that such a test has less validity forevaluating.thenon-tollege-boundpils...

,

Consequently, when.teachers interpret:teit scores, they should consider good stand-
ardized tests.as onemeans of measuring how students compare or what students have learned,
but Should not aesume that- such scores represent valid measurement of all,aspects of stu-
dents' wide.range of experience'in English, or of a totalEnglish prpgram,-or of an amount'
of English learned.

Teat Norms

English teachers and/or their colleagues often:feel an obligation to. bring Pupils
"up-to-the-norms--AlthOugh-sucli d'gual might-not7be an.ignoble one, it is probably
based on misinformation about the interpretation of standardized test scores.

Norm-referenced tests report a .student's score by comparing that student to other
etudents. It might be helpful here to reiterate the definition of norms made earlier
,in th!eke pgges. To establish'norms, the test maker administers the test to a large
.number of peopleaaid to represent a normal cross-section of the specific group for
whom the test was, designed. The median, or middle, score achieved bythe sample.group
ofatddents becomes the standard. for the 50th percentile--i.e., 50'percent of the
people taking the test scored at the median or higher and 50 percent scored'lower.
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Soores of studentS who 'Subsequently take the test arecompared to the norm established '-by the controlled'sample.

. .

Consequently, if a'school has a:population similar to the norm group, or one,that
reflects a normal distributioncf-student abjaity and/or, achievement levels, that schoo.1
could.reasonably ekpect,.all other.factors being.equal, to have 50 pertent of iti.stU-

.

dents score be1oW and 50 percent at or aboVe the 50th'percentile on the same test. That.
school is similar tii-th norm group, and.to expec realistically to rais those scores
below the 50th'percentile to scores at or ahove file 50th percentile (or median sAre).:
woUld obviously be Unreasonable.and illogical. Similarly, if a school's popUlation ani-
fests an ability levelthat exceeds that of the m)rmal population saMpie, that school

'---could-expect2a-greateX.:perCentage of its students,,comMensurate with its ability level,
above the 50th percentile.while a.school'with a llwer.ability level shoUld expect propor-
tiOnately mdre scores below the 50th percentile. Thus norms represent aVerage perform,.
ance, not minimal.standards of'proficiency.

Percentiles

Raw scores, usua1ly-the-number-Uf71-tems answered correctly on A test, have little'
meaning to teachers because they do not account for variable teet elements such as
the number.of items op the:test, the difficulty of .the test and possible penalities
for guessing. Therefore, the common procedure for reporting standardized test scores
for norm-referenced tests is the conversion of a.raw score to percentile rank,. that
point in 'a distribution below which falls the percent of,cases indicated by the per-
centile. Thus if a pupil's score Tlaces.the pupil in the 35th percentile, that score
is regarded..aS surpassing that of 35..percent'of the pupils who took the test,, and that
65 percent of the performances equalled cr exce,ded this Score

0 GradeEquivalents

'Another way of scaling standardized test results for thetest user is the con-
version Of'raw scores to grade-equiValent (GE) or grade-level scores. .11a:determining
grade-equivalents, the average'score made by all.fifth graders in the norm sample is
called'5; that made.by all sixth graders is called 6, The distance betWeen points
.5:0 and 6.0 is divided into tenths and designated by numbers from 5.1 to 5.9. In order

. to obtain a grade leVel designation.of 5.0, 50 percent of thestudents taking the test
had-to score lower and 50 percent equal to or higher than the score represented by. 5.0...
Consequentl,y, a school Or class with a normal distribution of abilities would have
approximately 5.0 percent'of the students perfOrminR below (and also above)ygrade
level.. .

Please note 'that the designations 5 i.-nd 6 reflect the actual performance-of thoSe
who took:the test and are not a preconceived absolute standard.which students at those

0 levels should-obtain-:, Also be aware that the decimal divisions between 5.1 to 5.9%
.iust happen to coincide Withlhe number of months in the school year, and a score of
5.3 is commonly interpreted'as "fifth grade, third month"; but in reality the decimal
designations indicate a pupillsLachievement-on-the-test-in-comparison7to-crhers-who.
took it and not months of learning. A student who; when given a test .in the ninth

.month.of grade 5 .(5.9), achieved a grade-equivalent score of-5.5 might "catch up"
by simply getting.a few. mdre answers correct oh the test. Consequently, this score'
(5.5) does not necessarily mean that the student needs four more months of.instruction
to perform on'grade level (5.9).

.

Furthermore, test Publishers assign grade levelS above, and below the grades for
which the teSt was.desimed in order tb report eXtremely low and,high.scorei. Thus
a.seventh grade student giVen a test ir the third month might sebre a grade equivalent



of 8.2. However, this score does not mean that the student is adtually performing at
- an eighth grade, second Month level, but rather indicates the relative relationahip

of'the puPil to all other pupils who took the grade seven test form. Indeed, the pupil
did not.take the eighth grade test and probably would not receive an 8.2 score'if he .

did.

Although grade equivalent scores are useful, the teacher must not lose sight of
the proper interpretation.

Standard Age Score (SAS)

Standard age score (SAS) is Scpre that reflects the scholastic potential of-a
.given student populatIttajnd is.based on results derived.from the nonverbal section'
of.the Cognitive Abilities Test (CATNV). This ability score, comparable in many ways
to I.Q., is based on a national. SAS of 100 and provides the means for comparing the
achievement of groups of students.. Consequently, A school with a seventh grade SAS
of 105.7 has a population with above average ability. Therefore, if on another Stan
dardised. test such as the lows Test of Basic.Skills .(ITBS)., this school scores a grade
equivalent of 7.83 in Reading Comprehension, the school can see rhat.its ability and
performance are commensurate. Similarly, a.school with a lower SAS should expect
Troportionately lower perfolmance scores. The time for concern is when the-ability
level of a school as reflected in its SAS is significantly higher than performance
-scores.

.

More detailedtinformation designating and explaining the individual school's
actual ability level may be found in the Maryland.Accouritability Program 'Report
published each year by the Maryland State Department of Education and sent to.every
principal. -

Item Analysis

0 .
Item analYsis of standardizeetest results is-a useful way to gain information

valuable for evaluation of certain aspects of English programs. Item analysis is the
Arocess of evaluating test items in relation to theit difficulty and discriminating
power. Printoute containing item by item inforMation are available for each local
school for the Iowa Basic Skills and soon may be available for the Maryland Basic
Skill6 Reading Mastery .Test ,(MSSRMT).

.

Utilizing the vaTious printouts for the ITBS and the MBSRMT,Ithe teacher can
compile a profile for a visual record of deficient and proficient skill areaS: first,
to determine'individual and class needs; second; to.establish objectives In terms of .
priorities; and third, to group students for concentration on a specific 'skill. Items
should rarely be considered.in isolation but rather in skill clusters SO that the
teacher teaches the skill Which the items are testing and not an individual item.
Thus students who experience the same difficulty with an area such as Understanding'-
Forms on the MBSRMT dan'be isolated and given remedial work with activities which
develop that skill area while other students within the class are working in groups
on those areas with which they experienced difficulties. The profiles can also bp
used to.determine students who.do not need skills reinforcement so that they can move
on to.other projects.

Item analyses also have great longitudinal value for departmental and whole school
systems: By comparing the results of item analyses from one year to those of others,
departments (or school systems) can tra-edliatterns of performance development.

;CT:
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MING STANDARDIZED TESTS FOR' IMPROVING ENGLISH INSTRUCTION

Using Test ResultS to Diagnose English-Instructional Programs

When item analysis and careful interpretation and review.of the scores of a
standardized test signal°areas of coneern, the English.classroom teacher or department
must determine the significance of the results for Particular instructional programs.
The degree to which the results of any partitular standardized test instrument can.aid
in evaluating Ordiagnosing the content.:and/or techniques of an instructional program
is, of course, proportionate to the eXtent to which the specific test measures the
objectives of instruction (validity).

-It is suggested that those skill clusters whose scores exhibit the greatest'.
divergence from the norms be signalled for attention first. Such clusters should be
examined in,,order to determine whether they constitute.objectives of the.leal program.
The.closer the.behavior assessed by the test instrument corresponds to the behavior
called for in theEnglish instructional program, the more the results will indicate

. areas of true cencein.. If the test is deemed a valid instrutent for gauging those
skill areas flagged, then, consideration must be given to what is presently being done
in the program to develop proficiency in the skills represented. Next, decisions must
be made as to the relative importance of each skill area in which.each class was
deficient in relation not only to all.the skills tested but also to the compiete

.

Baltimore County English program as outlined in A Sequence of Composing, Interpreting
and Language Activities and the appropriate grafi; level Curriculum guides. Finally,
the teacher- should review the curriculum for any necessary modifications to suit the
needs of each class. For example, if the majority of the class experienced difficulty
interpreting a weather map on the Maryland Basic Skills Reading Mastery Test (MBSRMT)
and also experienced difficulty with the Section on commas.in the Iowa Test of Basic
Skills (LTBS), the punctuation problem would be more applicable to the English cur-
riculum. If themajority of the class also experienced difficulty.in reading for
details, especially in distinguishing between stated and implied facts,.. this reading
skill should also be reinforced. The teacher should expand activities from A Sequence
.of Composing, 'Interpreting and Language.that can be used.to emphasize the focus on
deficient skill areas.

If a'deficient skill is really a vital one, the teacher may have to de7emphasize
other skill areas in order to concentrate sufficiently on improving proficiency in the
one area. On the other hand, the teaCher may decide to de-emphasize instruction in a
.skill-programmed.forthe.Present.grade level becauseitem analyAs.suggests that °

students have-already mastered this skill. ?It is most important, then, to consider-
objectives in relation to the entire curriculum.goals. Singe some skills are prere-
quisites to others, there must be a heirarchy of Skill development.. Consequently, the
.teacher may need to examine objectives and activities of an earlier grade level to re-'
teach, dot just to reinforce, basic skills. In such cases, the teacher should consult
the-lists of general skills and abilities for-composing, interpreting, and/or language
in the.second section of''A Sequence of Composing, Interpreting and Language Activities.

To improve students'proficiency on a permanent basis,' the teacher should review
apd perhaps modify class ohjectives not only in terms of the curriculum but also in
regard to teaching techniques. Generally, the.teacher should do the following:

, Reinforce regularly each skill in as varied a manner and as ri

. often as possible.
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Plan lessons which incorporate multiple purposes where possible.
For, example, although the-Main objective may be to read for main
ideas, reading. for details may be. included as a contrasting skill;
skimming in contrast to thorough teading may also become a part
of the lesson'.

Insure that students not only-focus on .particular skills during
certain lessons but that they differentiate and apply these skills,

.

such as..reading; when the lessons may 'concentrate on'other areas of
communicating, such as writing.-

Adjust classroom ptocedures to include a variety of methods to
provide practice.in.all the communication skill areas. For instance',
quiz directions Could be dictated to students urally, or could be
written.dut for students to read.

Sequence skills, and all the phases uf each skill, so that Students
can master them-more readily.

Provide-Opliaitunities for both pupil self and group appraisal of
performance.

Encourage the.entire teaching staff to foster.correct.application.
of skills in natural settings. It.is easier for pupils to find main
ideas and supporting.details in the expository writing ofscience and
social studies than in literature.

More, specifically, individual skill deficiences should receive concentrated in-
struction that involves continuous practical application of that skill,. For instance,

' if .pupils are deficient in understanding vocabulary, 'the teacher shovid:
a

Encourage pupils to ask about new, cOnfusing or unusual wcrds
as they encounter them. t

Place such words On the board or in word lists for pupils and
encourage their.frequent use. .

Encourage reading.of _periodicals and bookS..-
'. Have frequent oral drills covering.new words, using them in

sentences; and discusaing their meanings.
Ask pupils.to inake lists of new words or phrases they have
encountered_in a unit of'study.
Teach words in context rather.than.in
Keep the emphasis'on word meaning rather than on recognition
or mechanical pronunciation.

.

Make provisions for study of roots, prefixes and suffixes,
synonyms and antonyms.

Discourage'pupils from.passing over unknown words' without
looking them up.

Give'pupils considerable practice in deriving meaning from context.

Additional Specific suggestions for teaching techniques that can be used to improve
the language skill areas that can be assessed by standardized tests are available in
Part III of A Sequence of Composing, Interpreting and Language Activities as follows:,
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Reading (pp. 207-226); finding main ideas, locating details,
kollowing a sequence, skimming, eValueting and summarizing
and making .inferences (pp. 211-213)
Spellipe.(pp'. 246-248)

Capitalization an&punctuation (pp. 248-250)
USage (pp. 241-24 I).

:Of supreme importanc to the teacher attempting to improve pupil performance in
a skill area is the knowl dgethat the instructional program.must-provide-the-child_
with both encouragement and an opportunity to. use the deficient Skill. There is
little point, for example, In teaching a pupil how to uSe the dictionary if the pupil
Anes not recognize how h lpful the dictionary could be in school work and is not
prompted to make.such use of-it. Furthermore, at all times the teacher must insure
a classroom climate prom ting student interest.anddesire to improve so that students
feel comfortable and ec re and, therefore, are willing to contribute to such rein-
forcement exercises.as. p oofreading written work and correcting substandard oralUsage.'

Using Standardized Testsito Diagnose Individual Student Needs

.
1 .

.. In addition to identifying and eValuating areas of concern in an instructional
program, standardized teSt-results also may be used by.the English teacher to diagnose
specific difficulties nflindividual students.. By identifying a student's specific
skill problem area; the teaCher can establish individual goals and specific exercises
through such methods as learning activity packages, learning stations and one-to-one
instruction on both pupil-pupil and.pupil-teacher bases.

.

I
.

,

Although a .student'sltest scores on a specific-standardized test may be en-
lightening, the best procedure for identifying a student's"skill problem areas is.
to compare the,cumulative results.nf,alr the standardized tests administered to the
student. This process is Made relatively ealy for the teacher because in each child's
guidance folder is a cumultive Test Record Card on which is'recorded all the.stan-

.

Aardized test scores admin stered'to the child since entering Baltimore County Public
Schools. The teacher is ca tioned, however, not to review the cumulative Teat Record
Card until a couple of mont s after school begins- in,order to Avoid any possible
prejudicial.influence the r cord might have on the reacher's own objective'and sub-
jective assessment Of the st dent's'needs and abilities. A review of the cumdlative
record of standardized testsis most effective when it serves to reinforce, pinpoint
or reveal discrepancies between teacher assessment and standardized test scores so ..

phat further individualized evaluation andinstruction can be designed for the student.

The child's test recordnard has two aides (illustrations Land 2,'next page),
one-side-for_ achievement_tests_treading_readinesS,__Towa Tests_pf_Basic_ Skills and
the Maryland Basic Skills Reading Mastery Test) and the other side for-aptitude
verbal and non-verbal orientation) and'ability. (comparable areas of mental develop-
nt) and additional test results.
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Baltimore County Testing Program

Following is a listing of standardized tests, from the Baltimore County testing .

program, in chronological order, which may appear on students' record cards.

Kindergarten

A child who entered kindergarten after 1974, will have entered upon his or her
card a teacher-evaluation for early identification. At the end of kindergarten,
or at the beginning of first grade, any one of four reading readihess tests may
appear on the record card. All of these tests are scored through 'comparison to
national norms resulting in percentile ranks or grade equivalentg.

'Those reading readiness tests administered in Baltimore. County are the Metro-
politan Readiness Test (the most difficult of the foUr), the Gates-McGinity, the
Primary Mental Abilities Test, and the Lee-Clarke Reading ReadinessTest. It should
be noted that, at this'age; dramatic differences in results can occur in a matter of
'Weeks due to the rate .of maturationlof the child;

Grade 1

In the:first grade, a largepercentage of schools
: a grouP abilities test, such as the Otis-Lennon Mental
results in perce tiles of national norms as well as an

.the 'Cates Achiev Test is given in addition to.the

in the County administers
'Abilities Test:which shows
I.Q. In some Title I schools,
Otis-Lennon.

Grade'2

At the end of the second grade the students may be..testect by the California
Test of Mental Maturity (CT241), or. the Short Form Test of Academic'Ability (SFTAA).
The mostAmportant score cif those given is the. T% Which is the norm-based.percentile
for the tatal I.Q. (TIQ).

. .

Grades 3, 5, 7, -9.

At the end of grades 3, 3, 7, and 9,,Baltimote County'students take two tests:
the norg-verbal seCtion_of the Cognitive Abilities Test (CAT) and the Iowa Test.of
Basic Skills (ITBS). The scores of the CAT are based on national norms, and teaChers
should'understand hat the grade percentile rank (GPR) is the'most helpful for com-
parison with percentiles from other tests on the child's record card.

The ITBS scores may or may,not include work-study skill testing since this
portion'of the teat has not always been administered. Vocabulary, reading,'language,_ _ .

-and math.scores will appear 6n-the-retard Card in both-grade equivalents and per-
centiles. An individual test record for the ITBS appears in folders for each third ,

and fifth grade student in recent years. A copy of this form apPears later
in this discussion.

Grades 7, 11

In the fall of 1975, Maryland began administration of its own Basic Skills Read-
ing Mastery'Test to seventh and eleventh grade-students. This is a criterion-referenced
assessment in accord with the legislative intent.of the Maryland Educational Account-
ability Act that national standardized teiting,not be the exclusive method of assessing
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student performance. The test measures locating references, gaining information,
understahding forms, and followingAirections. .

Additionally, on the seventh grade level (previously on the tenth gradt.level
alse). most recordicards will have a Cooperative'School and College Ability-Test 'H

(SCAT) resUlt. These scores are presented in percentile. bands (where a score is
reported not as a percise percentile, but rather as-a range between two percentiles
within which a score most likely falls) using national norms and percentile ranks
using Baltimore County norms.

Grade 8

Four sections of the Differential Aptitude Test (DAT). are administered to
eighth grade students to measure the capacity to learn in specific areas: abstra,t
reasoning, clerical speed and accuracy, mechanical reasoning, and space relation-

.,ships. Scores are reported-in percentiles using national norms.

Future Testing'
J

Currently, the State Board of Edudation is considering some changes and additions
to testing programs. In'one, students will be tested in the tall of their seventh
and eleventh grade.levels with the Maryland Basic Skills Reading Mastery Test and in .

certain secondarY grades.with math and writing tests;.in the'spring of their third
and seVenth grades only, they will take the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills -and the .

Cognitive Abilities. Test (Non-Verbal). BaltimoreCounty plans to continue testing
also in grade 5rwith the ITBS and CAT.

The State.legislature.has mandated a series of reading proficiency measures,
beginning at the second grade level, with'administration at each subsequent level
through grade 12. .

In developmental stages there are other .basic skills tests in areas of math,'
social studies; science, and writing. Dates lor completion, adoptionand adminis=
tration of these tests are not certain. Cpnsideration is also being given to develop-
mentof attftude.scales, and there Is an implication of some process evaluation afoot.

.Optiohal Other Tests

In.senior high school, there are other standardized tests colLze-bound students
may elect to take such as the'. Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test (e.SAT), the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), the College Entrance Examination Boards Achievement,
Tests (CEEB), the Advanced Placement Tests and the American College Testing Program
(ACT). These test stores are never entered upon the students' record cards; they

'are mentioned here because they are donsidered by many colleges as a reliable meaSure-
ment for predicting success in higher °education.

The vabal aptitude section of the SAT tests 1) reading comprehension through
sentence completion questions and questions based upon reading passages, and 2)
vocabulary through antonyM and analogy questions. At the present time, the Test of
Standard Written English is being.offered on an'experimental basis to see if it is
an aid to colleges. The purpose of this test is to evaluate ability to use standard
written English and to help place a student in an appropriate English course after .
college admission. In its simplest level the test deals with such matters as subject-.
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verb agreement. At more sophisicated levelg, it asks questions about such things
as logic of comparison, and appropriate coordination or subordination of'ideas.

What Do Standardized Test Scores Reveal About John Doe?

The scores which appear on a child's test record, or which appear on the print-
out for a grade level or a school; may.appear to be a gob of alphabet soup, but the,
interpretation of the results is simplified by a series of questioas the teacher mugt

.

ask when viewing the test record card of a hypothetical John Doe.

Johnls Aptitude Tests.

Sinde aptitude tests attempt to measure the ability a child has te meet the
expectations of instructors and to predict the degree of success expected in various
areas of.the turxiculuth, these.tWo-pointe must.be viewed together. These predictions
are neither absolute:nor totally reliable: the 'child may never, meet his potential or
may exceed the'proficiencies felt to be'reasonable. These questiohs need to be
answered.

1. Whet.level of aptitudes has John shown in his testing career? (4 tests)
2. What orientation (non-language, mechanical, etc.) have his aptitudes shown?
3. HaVe his,aptitude scores been consistent?

4, California Tests.of Mental Maturity (CTMM)

The CMTT tests are aptitude tests which attempt to gauge a,child's potential
for suCcess in school.. They were given.to children on the second'and fourth'grade
levels until 1971-72. They.are grouped tdgether on John Doe's:,.iest record (see below)
and are comparable because they are sequential.

TIQ T% LIQ NLI0 LMA NLMA
2 10/67 CTMM P '57S 125 .87 140 110 123 097.,

'

TIQ T% .LIQ LMA .NLMA
4.'11/69 CTMM P. 57S 128 90 130 126 148 144

Each CTMM test yields'sikNacores which indicate John's-rank in relation to-
'other children of the same age ahd.educational level. -The-testg show that John has

total I.Q. (TIQ) range of 125 (grade 2)-128. (grade 4), which ranks him in the 87
(grade 2)-90th (grade 4) percentile for his total I.Q. (T2).. The remaining scorea
differentiate between John's language and non-language abilities. In the second
grade, for example', John.showed a language I.Q. (LIQ) ofq.40 as opposed to a non7
language (7.4LIQ) Of 110; in thh fourth grade.,.his.LIQ was 130., whereas.his NLIQ
was 126. Translated into his mental age (expressed in total months), John's LMA
was 123 (grade 2)-148 (grade 4) and his NLMA was 097-(grade 2)-144 (grade 4).

From the above observations, the teacher's questionsregarding John's aptitude
have the following answers:

1. John showed high potential (ability) in relation to his peers (T%).
2. In the second grade, John tad a slightly greater language than

non-language orientation.
3. Although there was a marked difference in John's aptitudes in die

language and non-language areas in the second grade, it appears that
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his development over thig two-year period has brought the wo .

1

-areas of potential much closer together.

_Cooperative School and College Ability Test (SCAT)

Many high school students .in Baltimore County have also taken the .SCAT in the
seventh grade.

The SCAT results are'exPressed.in.terms of verbal and quantitative (mathematical)
,skills,'as well as a total (average of the two). These scores in-general should re-
'inforce the trend already'observed on the. CTMMs. John's SCAT scores are as follows:

11/72
7 SCAT 4A VERBAL QUANT. TOTAL
CONV. SC.: 292
%ILE BAND: 98-99
B.C.%ILE: 98

292 290
92-97 98-99

89 96

As was seen in'the CTMM scores, the SCAT test results rank John in relation to
his peers on a national basis. The only difference here is that the SCAT ranking
is given not as a single 2,!EsIlt, but as a percentile band (%ILE BAND); this is
intended to take into account the mcPsurement error involved by reporting the score
and range within which John's tru/.! score would likely fall. Once again John shows
relatively high ability by 'ranking in the 98-99th percentile band in verbal skills,
the 92-97th percentile band in his quantitative skills, and the 98-99th percentile
band for the total.test.

,The teacher should note that the line abokre the percentile band scores is merely
a line of-"converted scores" (CONV. SC.) that is derived from the number of "John's
correct responses on separate sections of the test; these are the numbers that the
test scorers have'used to determine he percentile band figures, and in themselves
have little meaning for the teacher.

What is important.about the SCAT test results iS that for the first time on
John's Test Record Card, the teacher cap see how John ranks in relation to his peens
in Baltimore County. In this case, John's county ranking (B.C.%ILE) places him at
the 98th percentile in verbal skills, the 89th percentile in quantitative skills,
and the 96th percentile for the total tesi.: In short, the teacher has a comparison
of john with other children in Baltimore County (who have taken the same test-and
have been used to establish local norms) and may. judge John's abilities in relation
to those of a group which has had the somewhat similar environmental influences and
educational advantages.

To return to the questions regarding John's aptitude, the teacher therefore
discovers the following:

1. Aithough-john's'math ability, by Baltimore County standards, does
not rank as high as by natiOnal 'standards, his verbal ability is
.as good by either norm and is,ai the highest levels.

2. John's higher skill orientation is primarily.verbal...
3. J.ohn's ability'has been consistently high, and he has possibly

shown some mental growth since last tested for ability in the
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Differential Aptitude. Test (DAT)
-

The Differential Aptitude Test measures four skill areas: Abstract Reasoning,
Mechanical Reasoning, Spatial Relations, and Clerical Speed and Accuracy. Because
.this test:ia unique in'that its assumed definition of "aptitude" includes the element
of the student's motivation, its.results can only be roughly compared with those of
other ability tests.

What.level of aptitude does Jthn show? His scores were reported as follOws:

GRADE, 06 DAT FORM 2A. 01/74

ABSTRACT MECH. SPACIAL CLERIC.

70 60 . 70 80

In general, his vocational aptitUde is approximately the 70th percentile, easily above
b,average. .

What orientation do his aPtitudes show? John's highest. performance is in the
clerical'skills; he is fairly good at abstrattions and spatia:. relationships, and:
his comparative weakness is in mechanical.reasoning.

How. consistent are these scores with his earlier aptitude results? It appeatd
that John's ,scores are lower than tn previous tests, for on none of the subtedts has
he scored above the 90th percentile,.as has been his history. Of course,.this could
be a function of the different groups on which each of.the different tests Were'
normed rather than an indication of change in John's ability. However, it is important
to observe that the same orientation towatd verbal as opposed,to non-verbal aptitude
is,evidenced; that is. to'say, John's highest level of performance understandably
occurred on.the clerical skills.test--the most highly verbal section of the total test..

Cogni5ive Abiliti s Test, Non-Verbal (CAT-NV)

The'fin pItude test preseraly appearing on the Test Record Card is the

Cognitive AbITies Test, Non-Verbal form. John's scores are as follows:

CATs-NV LEVEL-F 03/75°_USS:l93 GPR: 98 'SAS:136 APR: 99

Of the four scores reported, the only two that are of value to the teacher are the
Grade Percentile Rank (GPR) and the Age Percentile Rank (APR). While the latter
ranks John .in relation to his peer age7group (and John is clearly at the top, 99th
percentile, of this group), the CPR ranks John in relation to others in his grade
(John, here, is also at the top, 98th percentile, of others in his grade.)

Some possible answers to,-the teacher's 'questions are as follows:

1. John again ranks at the top of his grade-level peer group-(98th percentile).
2. It is not possible to differentiate among John's aptitudes through

this test.
3. It.appears from the results of this non-verbal test that John's

high ability is not limited to verbal areas alone.

The teacher should be cautioned not to expect identical: scores in order to see
a consi,.-ncy in test results, for it is entirely possible that different tests will
have been standardized by somewhat varying norming processes. Moreover, other
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factors-:-such as the time of year when a John Doe takes:6 test'versusthe time of
year'when a norming group took the test-may likewise give.rise to moderate dis- .

. crepancies. This is.not to deny, however, that certain 1\road conclusions cannot
be derived by an informed look at a student's .Test Record Card. .For example, to.
sum up the fecord of this John.Doe, it is valid for the teacher to conclude the
following:

1.. John is a student of distinctly'high ability.
2. Althougli John appeared to be more verbally than non=verbally oriented

in'the primary grades, by the time he moved from junior into senior'
high school, he had narrowed the apparent gap between these two basic
ability areas.

3. John is a remarkably consistent student; on any given aptitude.teat, he
may reasonably be expected'to rank at or near the top of his peer group.

John's Reading Readiness Evaluation

"5

As previously noted, the results of any one of four reading readiness tests
administered either at the end of kindergarten or at the beginning of fifst grade
may appear on the Test Record Card. While these tests are essentially of the
aptitude variety, thei; purpose is to provide information for the elementary reading
program. The results appear on the achievement side of the record card. John's
results are as follows:

Lee-Clark
1 ,311/66

Read. Readiness 1.5

In the case of John Doe, the teacher will find that, in the first grade, John
took the Lee-Clark Reading Readiness Test, and scored a grade equivalency (GE) of .

1.5. Accordingto the norms for the Lee-Clark, John appears to have been rated at
grade .level 1.5 or the fifth month'Of the first grade. However, interpretation of
John's GE must be regarded with some caution. First, the teacher must note that
John took the test in November, and was therefore already three months into the first
grade. Second, since the Lee-Clark tends to yield the highest scores of the four
reading readiness tests used in Baltimore County, its results might overestimate a
child's ability. The only valid conclusion the teacher may derive is that, at the
time of taking his first standardized reading test, John appeared to be at least
an average student, ready for the tasks of first-grade learning.

Tohn's Achievement Tests

The achievement tests attempt to measure the areas in which a child is profi-c
cient as a-result of the formal and informal education he has received, and to
pinpoint areas in which he needs additional help to achieve proficiency.

Knowing the results of John's, aptitude tests, the teacher may best see the real
significance of.John's achievement test scores by keeping-in mind the following
questions:

1. Have John's achievement scores been consistent with the promise
suggested by his aptitude test res'ults?

2. Within separate skill areas, has John's development been consistent
over the years?
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3. Has John shown weakness in any general skill areas, and, if so,
do his test results pinpoint his specific'difficulties?

Iowa Tests of Baiic Skills
0

The achievement test Sidenf John's Test Record Card is almost entirely devoted
to results of the Iowa TeSrs of Basic Skills (ITBS). For several years Baltimore

.

County has administered the ITBS on the third, fifth, seventh, and ninth grade levels..
The tests are currently mandated by .the state as one assessment vehicle. They measUre'
vocabulary, reading,.language;.matheilatics, and work-study skills. On John's card,
the tests are called "IOWA" for grades three, five,..and seven; pn the ninth-grade
level (Iowa's Level 14), they are identified as "ITHS."

.

Among all the skill areas cited,- John's reading scores (circled below) may serve
..as an.example of how the teacher is to read this.side,of_the Test Record Card.

READING OTHER TESTS

3 IOWA READ
3/69 F-1

1

SCH NO SECT
ITBS F-5 LEVEL-14 03/75 GE %ILE

VOCABULARY 11.2 85
READING (10.7 75)

3
(GE %-ILE

/71 F-1 8974

5 IOWA READ

7 IOWA READ (0E %-ILE
1/73 F-1

)
87

In interpreting John's.achievement in reading, the teaCher has two sets of scores
to compare: srade equiAraient (GE) and percentile (%ILE). Looking at a combination'of
the two sets.of.scores, the teacher is able tO answer the previouslY stated basic.

_questions regarding John's achievement.'

1. John's aptitude test Scores consistently placed him at the top of
his peer group, and,his ITHS grade equivalent in reading indicates
an achievement well above the average fOr'hiS grade levels; however,
accdrding to his Percentile rankings (84, 89, 87, 75), it. appears
that John has not quite reached the level of performante suggested
by his ability.

2 The margin of fluctuation between John's third, fifth, and seventh
grade:reading scores. (by percentile ranking)was so.slight as.to be
negligible; he had .been relatively consistent in his reading developmenX
up to .that-point. On the other hand, his'ninth grade percentile (75)
is an apparent deviation,from the earlier patter1t7-but is still above
the average for his peer-group. Furthermore, throughout his four' ITBS
reading tests, John has consistently been well above the average for
his grade level according to GE scores.

3
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.As already noted, John did not appear to have any weaknesses in
reading skills until the ninth grade. But John's relatively lowe-
percentile ranking at this grade level should cause the teacher to
inquire further. Whether 'this score is really a cause for concern'
or not can be;determined only by the.teacher's relating this one
test score toother'information available about John at?this grade
level. Consequently, the teacher should look at John's other ITBS
scores from the ninth grade ag well as John's classroom achievement'

.inreadingrelated.subjects during both eighth and ninth grades..
,

For the 'past several Years, an-individual test record (ITBS Form:6) hasibeen
placed in folders for each third and fifth grade student tested.
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This form allows the teacher to see at a glance areas of, proficiency and difficulty.
The form scores each individual item on all the ITBS tests as right or wrong, and
'identifies items to which the student has given no response. Each of the tests is
broken into skill clusters. For example, reading comprehension includes details
(stated fa:ts, implied facts, context); purpose; organization (elements, sequence);
and evaluation (generalizations, writer's style).

John's teacher, noting John's total language scores were also lower in ninth
grade than in previous years, could locate specific areas of difficulty in the skill
clusters included in the language section: capitalization (names, titles, first
word, and overcapitalization); spelling (double letterg', consonant patterns, vowel
patterns and substitutions, vowelconsonant patterns,'letter "e,".and miscellaneous
errors); punctuation (periods, question marks, COMM2S, aPostrophes, quotes, and over
punctuation) ; and usage (pronouns, verb tense, subject-verb agreement, adjective and
adverb forms, and double negatives).
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Mat(yland Basic Skills Reading Mastery.Test (MBSRMT)

In addition to the complete record of his ITBS test scores, the Test-Record
. Card will ultimately inClude the results of his performance in grades 7 and 11 on

the Maryland Basic Skilla Reading Mastery Test-. In John's case, however, since
Maryland did_not begin to administer ttie MBSRMT until thZ'fall of 1975, his record
card shOws only an eleventh grade result. the test reports a line of subtest scores
as well as a total test result.. In each instance, the student's raw score (number
of correct answers) appears, followed by its conversion into a percentage of achieve-
ment. John's: results are as follOws:'

11 N.BSRMT 10/76

Loc. Ref. Und. Forms Gain. Info Fol. Dir.

29 .96.7% 16 76.2% 24 83.3% 35 10Q%

Toea1.

104 89..7%

. ,

When answering the previously stated questions regarding John's achievement, the
teacher must remember that the MMSRMT is a criterion-referenced test that requires .
the student to demonstrate 80 percent proficiency on each of four skill subtests:,.
Aath this in mind, the teacher may observe the following:

1. As suggested by,all his aptitude tests, John's total score of 69.7
percent substantially exceeds the average performance expected of
the average student in his grade peer grouP.

: -

2..±Although it'iS Impossible to make direct coMparison between. a
Percentile (from the'ITBS) and a.percentage (from the MBSRMT),.

. John's performance on.this reading test appears to he consistent
with-all his ITBS reading scores in terms of being above average.

3. While John did well on the entire MBSPNT and, met the criteria

. established for total reading proficiency, he did not "pass" the
*subtest for "Understanding Forms." From the teacher's point of
view, follow-up diagnosis may help to determine,what additional
instruction and practice are needed to help John achieve the level .

of.proficieney:expected of a child of his ability..

The Znglish Teacher's SUmmary Analysis of John Doe

John's achievement test scores have generafly fulfilled the,expectations set for
him by his aptitude test results. All of his scores have been in the upper quarter

. of his peer grouP, whether measUred by:national, state, or Baltimore County norms.
Since John has demonstrated.what 'swears as slightly erratic, progress in language

skills, further teacher-made,diagnostic testing will-help identify John's specifiC
skill weaknesses.so that the teacher may subsequently Create-an individualized
program:to meet John's instructional needs.

1.
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. -Unfortunately, not all students are like John.Doe--students ok high ability
.

.add tree of-significanrproblems in the, English language skills. lbe teacher should
be en&Ouraged, however, in.that. one of the strengths of an extenaive standardized
testing'PrOgram is that it isAparticularly valuable in helping.tiv.. teacher sUbstantiate
tentative conclusiona (derined through teacher-made.assessment den::ces and.observations)
regarding all students, especially those with below-average or erratic achievement.
Itahould be clear. that Baltimore County is committed to.auch a long-term testing
program/and that the results can yield meaningful direction to individualization of
instruction...

. ,_ .

ConclUeion_

Standardized tests:Can serve a number of useful purposes in the English program
of instruction, bui theY must be viewed as only,a stiall part-of the total evaluation
program that a teacher must implement in order to adequately measure the'diverse',
instructional goals of English students. When teamed with.teacher.-made.achievement
tests,.fating scales, cbeck lists, and anecdotal records, standardized tests.can
aid the teacher in curriculum planning, individualiling-Anstruction,
pupils needing special help.,,evaluating4the rongrange language development of pupils
and possibly appraising.the effectiveness of parts of a,Program. Standardized tests .

should not, however,.be used as a basis for assigning%sourse grades or evaluating 1

teacher effectiveness.because such tests are not Closely-related to the objectives
of courses and measure too-limiLed a sampling of instructional-objectives to be .

useful for these purposes. Wise use of'standardized teats can resuIt,only when
teachers make it their business to become intimately familiar with the procedures
for achninistering, scoring,'interpreting and using.the results of standardized-teats.

123
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PART SIX: A POINT OF VIEW ABOUT GRACING

Four times each year, Engiish teachers in Baltimore County participate inen
attempt toolassify the achievement of over 60,000 students by,assigning letter
grades On report cards. In order-for, the grades given to be meaningful to students
and parents,:there muzt be some consistenoy in the teachers' interpretation of a
.gradIng policy. The purpose of this section iS to give the'backsmound of the
Baltimore County-grading policy and the philosophy on which it is:based and tO .

suggest procedures which may help.make grades more meaningful to the students and-
'their parents.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

;

121

: The need for grades has developed in.almost direet proPortion to the growth of
public education, ;In the elitist educational,system of the early nineteenth century,

. 'grades were unnecessary. The- tutors and-teachers in the private schools could report
a student's achievement directly and comprehensively to either parents or college
admissions officers. Although examinations were common,. their function.was primarily
.diagnoatioto determine what additional instruction was needed:to prepare the
student to handle College work.-:

\ -Government Support for public.education on the elementary level became-a reality
' by' the.mid-180W.a and attendance on that level became'compuisory by the latter part

of\the'century. 'Both the government support and the attendance law naturally led to
an'increase iL the number of_elementai.y school students, many of whom'were encour-'
aged to continue their eduCation. ls the secondary school populations grew, so did
ithe need for some sort of ranking. Grading was then introduced as a way of Indit7
cating.the teacher's estimate of:the student's academic achievement and fitnesa for
further'academic pursuits... In thepe preparatory schools, grades were comPetitive:

'those with the highest grades-95's and.90's--were-admitted to the prestige collegeS;
those with lower-grades Went to schools with lesa. demanding standards,

----A./hen government Support for education was extended to the secondary level,,the-
'number -Of.schools mushroomed-from'500 in 187.0 to 10,000 by 1910. On the secondary
level, the school population became more diverse: some of the students Were
preparing for_coliege;.but many others were preparing for careers in.which they
needed Some!academic training beyond the elementary ldVel, but notnecessarily college
'training. (Prior to-this time-i-the students would have gotten this training throUgh
apprenticeship.) Despite the factflhat not all students intended to go on to college.,
the grades Were still based on the competitive standards for college admission. The
assumptionvas that employers would be jusi:Se.interested in the ranking aCcording
to academic skills aa the colleges were. ,

The democratization of the high-School, thuebeguri.;--became a realityiyhen
comptlsOryettendance:Until age 16 was mandaied by legisiSturf.s. The period of
recovery-fellowing the Great Depression ended the market for 7oung.labor,'whe were
forced into-the streets or into the schools. The latter'alternative, was deemed :
preferable by society; whatliad been the preparatoryechool became the "secondary"
sChoola comprehenaiVe-high school for all children, regardless of.their aspiratione
b'eyond the schoplaegal leaving age. The rich.programdevelopmentwhich included
the addition -Of vocational and .bUsiness education, home economics,ert, Music, drama

I,
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N
and physlit'al educaiton among.others --was evidence that educators recognized the
Changing nature of the-aecondarY school. Nevertheless, achievement in those schools .

was still measured-on the basis.of academicaxcellence.

Frustrated by their inabiIityto meet these standards, many students dropped
out of 'school as soon as the law`permitted.. Twenty years aga in Baltimore County,
approximately 40% chose not to stakNto earn a diploma. When employment became
less readily available for thoseatudents,, we recognized the need.to encourage.them

flo remain in school to develop-as many skills as possible in areas of their abilities
or interests. Today, by providing-appropriate programs for each.student and by
guaranteeing some degree of success in required,(academic) subjects by his* putting:
forth reasonable effort, we have reduced the number of dropouts to 20%. The decision
,to maintafq-5tandards whiCh indicate academic achievement -and-at-the-same-timei--to-
modify those standards:to accommodate students with fess than average ability is not
difficult philosophically; pragmatically, it preients a'dilemma in grading.

NOEMS AND STANDARDS
N,

Grading is the phase of evaluation which attempts to equate a'designated letter
symbol with a given Iearnerls achievement of goals. This achievement\may be inter--
'preted in three different ways. Historically, it has.been considered inNrelation to
the achievement of other students; that is, not just'a homogeneous group-but the
universal class of students on a particular grade level. Thus, a B-indicateaNthat
the atudent, competitively, does not rank among the very best student4 but doesNrank
above the average and the majority. On the other hand, the achieVement might beNin
terMs of the student's accomplishment of a set of objective curriculum igoals; that s;

the teacher reports the degree to which thestudent has mastered the-behavioral.
-objectives-as stated in the curriduliam guide and incorporated in the teacher's.'
instructional Program. _In this case, a B.indicates that the student has mastered
most, but.not all, of the course objectives. In both cases, an invariable or fi±ed
atandard is established and students are ranked according to the level at which they
meet the standards. In the third view, achievement is. considered in terms of. the
student's performance in relation to his ability; that is, after determining-the
student's ability--through school records and diagnostic tests and procedures --the
teacher grades solely on the basis of growth. A B in the, case of th6se flexible
standards, might mean extensive growth even though the performance is significantly
below grade.level. .

'.0bviously, there are good arguments for each of these. The.first, competitive
grading, is.the only logical way of systematically ranking large groups of.students.
Moreover,-colleges and many employers are still insisting that we provide some means
of indicating.different levels of achievement (Incidentally, they are correct in
Considering grades important; despite the inconsistencies high school grades have'
been proven toYbe the mo8t reliable indicator of succes8 among all other indica-..-
tors --such as standardized testscores, socio7economic background, references, and
so forth). The second,,proficiency in aChieiing curriculum goals, is also a ranking
system--in this case, with a slightly different standard. The third, grading in
relation to ability, ia a highly flexible. system which does not rank-students. It
seems logical.that if English is to be adapted to the needs, interests, and
ties of all atudenta,-the student should be graded in accordance with his perform-
ance of tasks the. instructor has deethed attainable by-him, not by others. Most
people would.agree that it is illogical to set certain tasks Tor students and then
grade them on their ability to do other tasks, tasks more suitable for brighter
students, more articulate students, or students with different aspirations.and needs.
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Indeed, if grades did reflect this system of measuring student performance in
relation to his or her ability to complete a task, it would still not.be an easy
kind of evaluative job for the teacher; but it would be much simpler than having
to have a grade reflect the student in competition with himself and others at the
same time.

Yet, becaUse it recognizes the value of both the ranking grade and the ability
grade,"Baltimore County,has a grading policy.that does attempt to4ncorporate.both.
On'the junior high schooljevel, students i-eceive two grades, one Tor,their achieve-.
;tent in relation to fixed standards and the other in relation-to ability level.

.

.136licy 5124C (Junior Bigh--Repert Card, BEBCO 520=73) describes them as follows;

1. Achievement Code

.a. The grad ng system for all subjects is a fivestep scale "A", "B", "C",
"D", and 'E",'---."E" being the failing grade, Plus 'and minus shall not be
used fç11o\zing any grades.

b. The Winitions of these symbols are as follows:

!IASI

up,

11011

.

indicates achievement superior in quality and quantity.

indicates achievement aboVe average.

has two possible Meanings:

(a) ..".For pupils who can meet the gradestandard, "C" indicates
'average accomplishments..

(b) For pupils who cannot be required to meet grade standards; "C"
indicates satiSfactory achievement in relation to ability. This
grade cannot be used for 'courses requiring designated fixed
standards of competencies in sequential skills in order to 4dvance
to the next level course.

(4) "D" indicated achievement below average.

(5). "E" indicates failure to meet miniMum standards.

2. Ability Code

a. Use of the ability code" shall be considered se'Parately from ihe achievement:
code. The two need not be parallel.

b. Definitions of symbols are as follows:

(1) "A" - Excellent in relation to ability.

(2) "B" - Very good in relation to ability.

(3) "C"'- SatIsfactomy in relation to ability.

(4) "D" - Poor in relation to ability.
1

(5) "E" - Unsatisfactory in relation to ability.
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3. Citizenship Code

a. The citizeaship code evaluates the puPil in behavior, att*ade, cooperation,
and self-discipline. \,

b; Codes shall be numerical:

1 - Satisfactory.

.2Needs improvement.

The achievement grade is arriVed at by assessing the student's performance in the
objectivesof the program to that of other students on the.grade level. he ability
grade', n the other hand, i6 deterthined first by the teacher's analysis of'evaluations

.by'former teachers, standardized test scores, diagnostic test scores achievement iost
scores, end:conferences with the student;and secondly; by .the degree of. growth beyond -
thatoriginal assessment. This System goes far beyond mast in reporting to.parents
.the relationship.of ability to'achievement of standards.- And if both Of these grades
were considered in decisions about promotion, the dilemma might be. resolved. 'However, a
the aehievenent gra:de' alone is.used.to determine proMotion; consequently, thereds&
need tohuildinto that grade another way of accommodating the student who.performs
"below grade level. This is accomplishedwith a "dual C grade," where a student Withaat
theability. to reach fixed standards does perform satisfactorily in relation to his
ability.

.. However, this explicit tWO-grade system is not used in the senior high.schooL
Rather; the greding systeM is' essentially based on a ranking order designed-to give
colleges or.prospective emoloyeis some.idea Of the achievement of the student in
.relation to others. Built into this system, however, is &provision for guaranteeing
.promolion for those students who put forth a reasonable effort but cannot meet these.

- Competitive standards. Here the D can have one of tWo meanings dependingOn the .
pumills ability. The following statement,.-Policy 5124D (Penior High'-=Report Card
BEBCO 550=73) describes thet System:.. .

The giading system for all subjects is oh a.fivestep 'Scale.... "A", "B", "C",:."D",
and "E "E" being the failing grade. Plus and minus are, not to be.wed folloWing
any kades.

The definitions of these syMbols are as follows:

1. "A" - Achievement superior in quality and quantity..

2. "B" - Achievement above the average. This is certifying grade for college
preparatory 'subjects.

. "6" -.Average achievement: This puPil may proceed to advanced work in the
sUbject:

'. 4. "D" - Lowest passing grade. It indicates achievement inferior in quantity, skill,
7and thoroughness. For some pupils it may indicate satiSfactory achievement in
relation to!abi1ity. In elective:subjects "Di" may indicate achievement of such
quality that it seems undesirable to continue the subject another year.

- Failure to meet minimum standards or failure to achieve minimum performance
ir relation to ability.
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While it is true that the.two-grade system is fotsaken at the senior high level, in
the sense that no formal "ability grades" appear on the report card, the use of the
supplementary comment codes (a cheek mark for itsatisfactoty" and anli for "needs
improvement") serve a fUnction c/osely parallelto the ability grades in junior high..

The key to 'Understanding the rationale behind the Baltimore County grading policy..
lies in-the line below.which a studentfaila. In both junior and,senior high, there'
is an emphasis on the relationship of ability to performance. For the students who
have the ability but who fail to meet the minimum performance objectives.stated.for
all students in the curriculum guide, there'is justification for.a'failing grade, E.
To the.contrary, for stndents of low ability who, though failing to achieVeminimum
curriculum standards, have succeeded in performing up to their ability level,.the
teacher shoUld recognize that they have put' forth reasonable-effort-i-have-been-Willing7--------
to tty within their limitations; .and deserve the minimal passing grade.

DERIyING TEE GRADE

If.a report card.grade is to be an accurate,reflection of growth and achievement,
it must be the product of a continuous and comprehensive program of. evaluation., The
.following are suggestions or waYS to ensure that this evaluation ana its sYmbol--the
grade--are built.inio the instructional.program.

Defining Goals
.

It.is important:that teachers'clearly define for students aligoalS of instruction,
whether they be for daily lessOns, major compositions, or units of stuay. If objec-

\-tives aie statedin terms of expected behaviors or performances--in advance of the
assigaMentrboth'teacher and student will,havein mind the criteria for the basis of
each graded assignMent.

Evaluating-Short'and LongTerm Goals

Included in the,grade book should be.evaltations of bothshort and long-term goals.
If.eyaluation is to he ongoing and thorough, it should cover the range.of daily-per-
formance in.class,homework assignments, and individualized' activities as well as Major'
tests arid\compOsitions. Continuous.assessment of these short-term goals can take the
form' of cibizzeS, -brief anecdotes,- or checklists and rating scales. One advantage of
such comprehensive evaluation is that it giveethe students as many opportunities as
possible to demonstrate their adhievement. .It, furthermore, suggests to students the
need for them to attend'class regularly and-to put forth conscientious effort both in
and.outside,theclassroom.

.Teachers should' attempt%to average into the end-of-the-quarter grade evaluations
of long-tein activities,:that could be overlooked:' outside reading aSsignments, addi-
tional revisions.of compositions not .immediately graded ana individualized assign-
Ments for enrichment or remediation. dint while thete iS a value in this completeneso
theteis also a caution:. efforts toward.absolute quantification of student perform-
ance can distract .both teacher and student-from the goal of the assessment to the'
measurement as an end itself. The emphasis shouldbe placed onachievement of goals
and not accumulation of points.

It.it important to maintain a balance of grades that reflects the'balance'of the
'prOgram. If,half the grade is for reading and literature and half for,coMposition
andlanguage, the,inetruction and snbsequently the number of graded assignments "

should approximate that balance.. A disproportionate percentage of grades for one or
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the other would indicate an iMbelance'in the program. Such an :imbalance is less
likelito occur on the senior high level because teachers must give a. grade. for
reading and literature and a.second grade for composition and grammara practice
thatcommunicates far More about the individual pupil's true perfOrmance than the
simplified one achievementgrade.used in the juniot high.school and advocated by
many senior high school teachers.

Considering Factors Other Than Achievement

Attendance, attitude, neatness or behavior should not be considered pet se in
computing the final grade. If.a goal is set for a lesson and the goal is assessed
at the end of the lesson, theabsent, inattentive, or disruptive.student will
Tambably not perform well, .HisOr her poor performance, then:, and not the absende or
poor attitude or misbehavior should be thebasis fotthe evaluation. Of course, for'
this procedure to be effective, there Must be some oncrete measure of evaluation of
performance.

Much 'of the.frustration in grading Occurs as a reault of neglect in evaluating
student performance. A conscientious teacher might plan a good fout week unit with
one major commosition, long-term project, and a unit test. However, if class
activity is.not regularly evaluated, it may be possible that the bright though
inattentive or frequently absent student will score as well on these long-term
prajects-as.the equally bright student who is not only present but.actively partici-
pating. Because the teacher recognizes the disparityin the contributions-of these
twostudents, he or she might be.temPtedto deduct points frOmOhe achievement:grade
to penalize the less conscientious student. Wbile suph IaAors as attendance, atti-
tude,.neatness, and behavior could well be evaluated and.reported; theY should not be
inclUded in the achievementgrade, Tdinclude such factors only obscures the inter-.
pretation.of the grade;

Cbmputing the Grade

To atrive at the grade which is recorded on the report card, it is necessary to
devise someAseans of summarizing the vatious kinds of information on'which the mark
is based. The results from major tests, quizzes,'homework assignments', reporta,
long-term projectsi coMpositions, and individualized activities for enrichment or
remediation must all be considered km-forming the composite grade: The complexity of
the task Oen first be teduced hy recording marks in one.of two Categoriesliterature
(including reading and related language activitiel on one side of the.grade book and
Momposition (including related language activities .ad the other. Ibis division will..
not only provide a graphic view of the balance in the program.but also help the senior
high teacher compute the two .grades tequired for the report card..

Secondly, a sub-division of each categoty is necessaty so that marks.can be
grouped. The collection.of a student's marks in literature for one quarter might be
grouped like the following:

Literature test
Literature test

i

Report on long-term project B
Outside read4mg report
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Quiz B 3.0

QUiz 3.0.

Quiz B 3.0
QuiM

Quiz 1.0
Quiz absent
Quiz C .2.0

Quiz absent --
QUiz 2.0

17.0 ;.8 =4

I P
The teacher in this example has.decided that tests should count onethird; reports
and:projects, one-third; an& dailY auizzes (some based on home-assignments)kone-
third. Note also- that the teacher apparently has a policy of .disregarding the

::.lowest quiz grade--in-this case a zeto-in computing the- average. Zautionary note:
Teachers using decimals must'round-off to the nearest'whole number before converting
to a letter grade to avoid unfair.penalties; otherwise a student with eight A's and
one B would receive a final grade of B (35 4 9 . 3.88).

Arriving at.Semeister end:Yearly Grades-

.
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2.5
2.5
2.1
7.1 3 = 2.14 = C

_If a student's performance is consistent at any given level, determining the
semester or yearly grade is not difficult; however, there is no easy solution to
the problem of "averaging" different letter grades. 'Yet, soMe logioal procedures
can lend consistency to the judgments teachers must make about each student's
achievement.

1. Re-examine theMarks that originally determined the letter grades. If the B and
the C combination were both high, give the higher grade for the semester average. ,

2. Note the direction of the grade. If the student earned B's the first quarter
and C's the second, a C would probably be a more accurwa indication of his.
lever of achievement at mid-year. \

3. Review the composition folderto assess the growth which has occurred over the
six-month period. Since written communication is probably the most difficult
aspect of the secondary English program for all students, achievement in
composition ought to be weighted more heavily than literature when determining ,

a semester or yearly grade. Thus, if a student achieves B's in composition first .

and second quarters but only. C's in literature, a semester grade of B should be
given:

L. For the yearly grade, average the four or, in the case of senior high, eight
.

grades givenfor the quarters and not just,the two selester grades. ( A
collection of marks for all assignments throughout the year would; of course,
give a more accurate year-end gradebutithis is not a realistio expectation.)

EValuating the Grade Distribution

After all grades for any one marking period have been.determined, the, teacher
shaad examine the distribution of grades for each class and for all classes
,together. Be or she should not be concerned with establishing a normal distribution
of grades within a ,class, although within a department there Will probably bea
normal curve. &Weyer, if too many students get very.high or very low gra s, the

,
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goals for the class-ought to be re-examined because the expectations for'the group
might well be too high or trio low. On the other hand, it may be that for the
distribution in a particular class, the skewing toward one end or the other of the
grading scale simply ±eflects the homogeneous ability of the group.

.

CONCLUSION

As it has been desc±ibed:in this bulletin, evaluation is an on -goin$.proce-ss,of
"diagnosis, instruction, and. measureMent., a process which makes'orderly'learning
possible; Fo± instance, diagnObtic tests and procedures identify students' strengths
and weaknesses; and on the basis of the diagnosis, teachers adapt program goals.and
form new Ones for particular.classes.or. students. These goals, in turn; govern the
-activities which make up the instructional progmath. Measurement.then follows.as the
means by which progress toward the goals is identified. But the process does not.
.end with the.measurement. When ihe results of the measurement are analyzed, teachers
identify.new Or rethaining weaknesses fo±'which.individual diagnosig muSt.be made.'
Thus, the cycle begins again.

In the total context of evaluation, grading might, be considered.synonymous7with
the stage of measurement, for grades are symbols of growtkand achievement. As sUch,
they should make the-same contribution as measurement does to the entire processMf-
evaluation; that iS, they should indicate achievement and-give endouragement and
direction to tuture learning. They should be..not a threat, Rot a measure of the
.student's worth, but...a constructive means by whichthe teache±, the stildent, arid
the parents follow progres6 throughout the year.
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APPENDIX A: EWAGNOSTIC-TESTS-AND-P-ROCEDURES
FOR WRITING

The diagnostic procedure for written composition consists of three stages designed'.
to take a mintmum of three class periods. Stage one is a multiple-choice test modeled
on:the STEP.writing test; stage.two is a sentence-combining test of sYntactic maturity;
and stage three involves a diagnostic writing sample. Each stagerequires at least one.
'class.period to complete. Individually, none of the tests provides a satisfactork
diagnosis; c011eCtively, however, all three tests give'a fairly complete picture Of a .

.student's knowledge and ability in composition. Different materials have been devel-
Oped for each stage in.gTades'seven and,eight (Level A), grades nine and ten (LevelB),
and grades eleven and twelve (Level e). All materials may be thermofaxed and dupli-
cated for distribution to students.

STAGE.I -THE i4ULTIPLE-CFOICE

One purpose of the objective test is to enable teachers to introduce students to,
the routines to.be employed When administering tests. Students should be reassured'
that the intent'is'primarily-diagnostic. This can be done inpart by emphasizing the
test-taking procedures and routines that vd11 be implemented each time a formal test
is given. ,

. Begin by distribUting to eadh.student an answer sheet (unless students are to
PiOvide their oWn), a sample paragraph, and a.set of test queStions. Ask eaph student
.to tUrn the.test questions face down on the desk'and then to place a heading on.the
separate answer.sheet. Ask aevOlunteer to read aloud the test paragraph while every-
one else reads along silently. After this, abk each student to read over the test
directions and all questions.-Since this Is a diagnostic test ratber than a mastery
test, brief explanations by.the teacher of unfamiliar terminology are permissible.
Students.may ask questions about terMs which theyydon't Understand in either the test.
.questions.or the directions. Allow twenty to twenty-five minutes for students to-
cOmplete the test. Then,:have,them exchange answer sheets and score the tests
in class. After papers have been returned to their original ownersi the
teacher can get an informal item-analysis by a Show of hands.' Discussion is
likely to ensue.

. .

Since diagnosis in any subject is more valid if preceded by some form-of
reteaching, the second and major purpose of this multiple choice test is to provide
teachers with a means Of reViewingconcepts and generalizations about written coM
position through a follow-up discussion of test answera. Asa-result of this.dis- :
busSion-reviewi the short writing samples drafted during the following two days may
provide a more valid picture of what studenis.actually can do with.composition

-rather than what they have merely forgotten to do. Consequently, this follow-up dis-
cussion.is*as-crucial to..the diagnostic proceduxe as the item analysis of test
answers, becausadurtng this discussion students will refresh their thinking about
the composition.skills they have been taught.previously. FUrtherdore, this
cussion ought to reveal much about the strengths and weaknesses of.stUdents' past
composition instruction and, hence, Will supplement the screening provided by the
actual test ±esults.- Explanatory answers have been provided for each test itet to
assist,in conducting this follow-up discuision. Avoid deriding students for apparent'
gaps in their knowledge about composition. However good-natUred, ridicule iecertain
to anger and alienate.rather than enlighten.
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'Because it is mainly a screening device rather than a reliable diagnosis, the
multiple-choice test will provide only a general.profile of cognitive ability in cola,.
position. Multipie-choipe items.deVeloped foruse as daily.drills provide an ongoing
diagnosis of student needs, Or, multiple-choice drills utilized at irregular inter.,
vals can reinforce usage cmcepts already,taught as well asdiagnose the need for
additional review.

STAGE II - THE SMT

:The syntactic maturity teat (or SMT) is a coherentparagraph of thirty-two unys-,

ually short sentences averaging three to five words in length. Students are asked to
lewrite the paragraph in a better way by combining sentences, changing the order of
Words, and omittihg words that-are-repeated too.many:times-<---The-SMT-deveIoped-for
stage two is, in each case, a reduction into kernel sentences of the sample pevagraph
utilized in"stage one. This has been intentional and will not invalidate-theTtatis-
tical results. Students will have been exposed in stage one to a more mature treat-
meht of the very content they will deal with as writers in stage two, based on the
assumption that this my enhance their Performance withCut, A the same time, deter,-
mining what that performance-will be. Furthermore, it is unlikely that any student,
however capable, would be able to deliberately recall syntactic forms read the.
previous day. To avoid invalidating the reaUlts of stage two, however, teachers
should not inform.studenta during stage one that they will be dealing with the same
content the next.day.

t)

Distribute copies of the appropriate SIC. Read the directions and the entire
paragraph aloud before entertaining questions about either. After students are clear
about the task to be completed, let them .have the remainder-Of the period to complete.,
the test. If sufficient time.remains, however, students can assist with the pre- '
liminary scoring.

Below are two saMple papers by .high ability students, one a fifth-grader and one
a ninth-grader, with all formal mistakes retained. Since an SMT is not related in
content'or difficulty to a particular grade, both students worked with Level C. Each
paper has been scored as an example of how to proceed, and they are followed by a
step-by-step explanation of the scoring procedure.

The Fifth-Grader's '4orsion

. Aluminum is a metal. /Aluminum-is. also ebundent./ Aluminum comes from
bauxite./ Bauxite is an ore and looks like clay./ Bauxite contains alumi-
num.along with several other substances./ Workmen extract theese other sub-.

-,:stances from the bauxite /after that.the Workmen grind the bauxite and put
it into pressure tanks./ The substances / that are not aluminum / foria a
mass./ The workmen use'filters to'remove the Mass. /After they remove the
Mass / a liquid reMains./ The workmen put the liquid through several other
processes / and the liquid comes out as a chemical./ Tha-chemical containa
alumina. /Altmina is a mixture and contains aluminum. /The:workmen'use
electridity to-aeparate oxygen from aluminum./ It produces a metal / that
is 1ignt.../ The metal has a bright luster [the luster is also silvery.
/ The metal combs in many forms.
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total words: 128 5.82
22 ) 128.00

total clauses: 22 110
1.7o

index of syntactic maturity: 5.82

, 40
22

The NinthGrader's Version

iS aaabundent metal with many uses. / It comes from bauxite
ore, an ore / that resembles clay. / Bauxite ore, in a raw form, contains
aluminum as well as several other substances / which are extracted by the
workman. / To remove the impurities they grind the bauxite and put it in
tanks / that axe under pressure. / Eventually the other substances form a
mass / that is removed by filters leaving a liquid. / This liquid, /
after having gone through several other processes, / finally forms a
powdery, white chemical called alumina. / Almina is a mixture containing
aluminum and oxygen.-/ Workman separate the aluminum from the oxygen
through Use of electricity. / Finally a light metal is producee/ that has
a bright, silvery luster. / This metal is alminum / and it oomes in many
forms.

total words: 121

total clauses: 17

index of syntactic maturity: 7.12

v'

7.117 . 7.12
17 ) 121.00

20

11
30
1/
130
119

Have students use this prbcedure to assist you with scoring:
_

1. Exchange papers with a Classmate.

2. Count the number of words, excluding a and I should either occur, and
write the total in the top margin of The paper. (The-temperature
readings in the. Level B SMT should each be counted as singlerwoids.)

3. Using pencil, make a slash mark (/) at the end of each sentence
indluding.the last.

4, Make a slash mark before each coordinator.
but, oz, and-s6 on the chalkboard ought to
what a coordinator is.)

Make a slash mark before eadh subordinator
dependent clanse occurriag in midsentence
expected only of caPable students.)

_3.

134

(Writing the words and,
minimize confusion about

. .

and at both ends of.any
. (This step_shoUld be
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. .

.

,Sign your name at the bottoth of .the paper you've been marking. (This
'will:serve as a tracer should the teache for any reason, want to iden-
tify the student who marked the paper%)

After collecting the papers, final scoring need not take much time,
especially if a hand calculator is used. The teacher shotld use this
procedure to complete scoring the.SMT:

1. Check to make certain clash marks have been.properly placed.

2. Erase or,scratch out any slash marks separating compound elements
other than clauses (e.g., compound subjects or predicates).

Separate all dependent clauses from independent clauses with slash
marks (in classes where students were not capable.of doing this for
you).

L. Count the total number of clauses. Be careful to count independent
claimed having dependent clauses embedded within them as twoclauSes
and not three.

S. Divide tle total number of clauses into the total words. The result
'Will-be an index of the student's syntactic maturity.

6. Note: Should run-on sentences occur, the teacher must segment them
into clauses by placing Slash marks at each clause juncture prior to,

calculating total,clauses.0 Fragments can be treated in two wayd:
whenever possible, a fragment should be counted as..2.art of the sen-
'taacc which it precedes or follows; or, if this isn't possible,
count a fragment as a separate clause.

So What?

Another look at the samples teveals several things.- In both cases,the mean
clause length was determined by diyiding the number ofclauses into the total

.

numberbf words. By consulting the chart which-foliows, teachers,can compare the
doores with notms established in 100.:by.Roy O'Donnell and Kcilogg'W. Hunt (refer,
to Hunt's article in the' bibliography for further information).

tr.
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Mean Words Per Clause

Grade: 4th 6th 8th 10th 12th
Skilled
Adults

Low Group 5.04 5.31 6.09 6.87 7.42

Middle Group 5.19 5.92 01,6.98 7.39 7.72

High Group 5.33 6.05 7.30 7.81 8.39

All Groups 5.19 5.76 6.79 7.35 7.85 9:95

Standard
Deviation .88 471 p1a2 . 1.12 1.20

A-
Note:. Countes a clause eadh.subject (or coordinated subjects) havilg

a predicate (or coo±dinated predicates) with a tense marker. 7111e.
"high".gmloup is the top third:of students ina normal distribu,.
tion by scores on.standardized tests of academic-achieveMent or
mentaa Maturity. .The "low" groUP is the low third..

Contrasta between soores from grade level t6 grade level are,far more significant
, atatisticallythan tight .appear to be the case.. For example, in the high group,
the contrast between:the sixth gradein' mean seore of 6.05 and the eighth graders'

;mean acore Of-7.30 is.slightly more than'one point and, consequently, deems not
important. But since decimP:Is rather than whole numbers are involved, the.dif
ference ds. actually 125 .point (7..30 6.05 = 1.25) and statistically quite aigr,
nificant.. IA fact, mean clause length'is accePted as a valid:Pefo±e7andafter .--

measure.in curriculum evaluation,and teachers are.encouraged to readministerthe
SMT'at the end of the school'year and'compara results with.the fallecOres.'

Then What?

. In additilin to average clause:length, other contrasts between the ninth.,
.grader's version and the fifthgrader's version are easy to.note because of the
identical content. 'The fifthgrader'ssample4ncludes two:,fused sentences and'
'one tianpelled word,.theese. The fifthgrader furthermore.reveals an inability
to ponv.Irta houn, pressure, into anadjectival form, Pressurized. On the other
hand, the ninthgrader has.twice neglected to add.the plural marker to 'wprkmau
and has misspelled abundent. The SMT,.then, can also.be used to identify writing
skills Which need to be introduaed Or reviewed:

.

.

Indeed, teachers may even get a more accurate indication of students' abllity
to,generate wellformed, Englisksentences if all Students work with controlled
content rather than generate their own content. If siudents are aaked to combine

.
11

c;,_
A-5
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sentences that are already grammatically.correctand produce fragments;'11.1n-ons,

and agreement errors;this could more reliably indicate that 'these problems actually

exist.than if the teachet determines Ibis need based.solelyOn,the examtnatiOn of.a
compositiOn that is-entirely:student-generated, .16 faot; the identical content of

all papers makes it quite eaby for a teacher to Contrast writing ability from child

to childWithin the sane class or grade. Because all students are writing the same

content; errors tend t6 stand in relief as papers are compared.'

A Final WOrd About.Scoring.

'Instead of determining Mean olauee length, the taacher may choose to compute
the average T-unit length or terminable unit, whiCh'ie One main Clause and any
..subordinatoolause or non-Clausal structure that le attached to it. The method for
scoring remains basically the.same, although dependent clauses are discounted as

,
separate entities.. The results axe equally valid, however, and considered far more
reliable thanin comPuting mean clause length. Averaging the total words per
.T,-unit in a writing sample proVides an indication Of the deVelopmental trend.

Scores should not be shared with students if thetest is to be re-administered
'in,the spring. Even then, time should be spent discussing why-long sentencesdo not
°automatically.make writing.any more ecellent or effective than bigyords do. This
is the only false conclusion about writing that studenta.arelikely to make-as a
result of this test and, cOnsequentlyrthe only dangerous aspect. Let them know
that their score is not'an indication of the worth of heirwritingbut merelya
statistical expression of the Maturity of their sentence structure. .

.

STAGE III - TEE MBITING SAMPLE
^

The final activityois designed to.enable students to oomfortably produce a
writing sample on tbeir own. Since this kind of activity has been a.traditional
way of diagnosing writing ability, many teadhers maY already have an activity they
prefer to the ones. destribedhere. When this is the cabe,,the suggested activity
need iicit be used although the general procedure of' allowing at least one period for
a prewriting activity and then systematically analyzinK the wtiting.samples produced
ought to be followed .by all teachers, A word of caution: ady teachers make the
mistake of assigning the most difficult expository compds;tion when, in reality, a
simpler narrative will. provide a much.mote valid picture of what a student can and
can not do when asked to write on bis own. For this reason, the diagnostic com-

.
position activities developed for Levels A, B, and C call forPoither narratives or
expressions.of opinion. '

Writing Sample - Level A

' 'Eitberread aloud or make a tape of the unfinished story. Students can follow
along silently from copies duplicated from the printed Original in this appendix
(see 'Level A - Diagnostic Composition). Next, have them oomPlete-the.questionnaire
designed to accompany this unfinished story. After discussing their responses to
each item on the questionnaire, mike the following assignment:

1,

DirectiOns: -Tinish-telling-the'story y showing what Larry decided to do
and what was said and done as a result of his deOision. Include any of
the ideas-we have just talked about. You may choose to,let Larry do what'
you would do or,. if you think itc.would be more interesting, you may make.'
up an Unusual ending of your own.' Be surs to make up a title for your'
story, too.

A-6 .
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Writing Samble- Level B

\

Before having students listen to and/or read the unfiliished.story, "Let Me
Alone," develop 4 class discussion around the following key cluestion: Have you'
ever tried-to, make anybody do something he or she didn't want to do?. Some possible
follow-up.questions for developing the topic frod this starting point include
the following: \

-1. What were the circumstances?
2. Were you successful or unsuccessful? Why?
3. What were some consequences?
L. Were there.consequences you didn't anticipate?"
5. If so, what were they?

Follow this with a reading of theunfinithed story and have, students complete
the queetionnaire. Prior to discussing itemeon the questionnaire,. encourage
etudents to add to what they have already written down any new ideas generated
during the course of the discussion,Then, make the following assignment:

Directiohs: State 'y'.cAlr opinicin.abotku forcing.someons tcdo.something against
his win. Are there ever justifiable\ eabons? 'If so, what are they? Describe
soMe eituations in which a Person ought to be iorced into &anis something he
.doesn't want to do. Or, should an lndivi ual never be denied freedom of choice?
In either case, be sure to explain Why you eel the way you do by using any

,ideas discussed this period material your questionnaire) or observa-
tions from yoUr reading and personal experienc Try to be-as convincing as
possible in explaining your position.

For'less able classes, an alternate assignment migh
.showing what Jack decided to do and what the cOnseque
were. The students could choose to finish the story as
resort to narrative summarY and simply tall what happene

develop this story by
es of his decision
a dialog or could
rather than drama-

.tizes it.

Writing-Samae - Level C

4istribute the personal opinion questionnaire, "What MAkes Succes "and.have students
read the entire questionnaire.and ask questions about ahyiteme needing larification
(e.g., What kinds of competition Might be referred to in item #20?). Onee they are .

clear about the directions, have them complete the questionnaire..

Next, have them analyze their responses by'identifying, either as a class 04F in
small groups, so-e categories for clastifying the statements. One possibility fcc:
forming categories might be as follows: Material things, personal feelings, speciaq.
achievements, and. interpersonal relationships. Another basis for grouping the iteMe
would-involve the rank assigned (i.e.; all the ones, all the two's, etc.). As a
regult of claSsifying the items, they ought to be able to generalize about'what
their responses indicate about themselves. Askeach student to complete a ttatement. \\.
similar to' the. following: "I tend to be an (a) person." Before com-
pleting the ttatement let, volunteers suggest words, which could be used in the blank,
such as idealistic, materialistic, ambitious, indifferent, active, ei-C.

Assign students to write a paper in which they explain'how they will know when
they axe successful as adults. They may use the statement they completed about

A-7
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themselves to
questiOnnaire
impassible to
in developing
see success-.

class as well

get started and they Ought"tcNpclude.references to any items on the
they feel are pertinent to theiiplanation. Students who find it
generalize abott themselves may be'encouraged to take that very tack'
their papers; that is, the complex Ockvarious ways in whidhthey
Encourage them to develop their content igd.,th material discussed during
as direct obeervation from personalaxperience.

Diagnosing Student Writing

. . .

..%
. .

\ The simplest technique for evaluating,a diagnostic writing saipé is to list
major weaknesses of an entire class'as.azet of papers is read. A cliecic mnyknext
to each 'listed...deficiency appearing oll additional papers will result 'in`a\cumula
tive tally of major weaknesses. This tally can be compared with ,the list at basic
Performance goals for each level (Pee the chaitaaccompanying each leveltesnd/
or:the performanoegoals in Scope, and Sequenpe.)., and a decision can then be mide
as\to the most effective means for eliadnating each problem. A sligttly more foai 1
system,for diagnosing an initial writing sample involves 'the use of a checklist preN.,

s'..
pared prior to reading the set of.papera. Ile teacher, in this case, lists the
skills students are expected to exhibit in their writing and then'charts the presence %,,,,

or absence of each skill in each child's paper by using av' and an X, or a + and a .
Whichever approach is used, a class profile ought to be obtained in as systematic a
Way as possible.

A-8
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.(1).Chewing gum,,a popular, temion-reducing con-
\

fection, is\made from'latex obtained b4'workmen Trom trees.

(2) They ,slit the bar* and the milky white'latex..pozes OOt

and is.collected,in cups, to be boiled dOwn later and

molded into. blocks'. (-3) The early,Greeks chewed resins

obtained from the. mastic tree. (4) At /the factory, ma-.
i

Chines grind the blocks and the latex iks purified, dryed,

and f4ltered. (5). Corn syrup, .powdered.sugar,,and fla-

w:5ring being added. (6) Rolling machines flatten the

mixture arid forrvit into the familiar', 'Oblong sticks.

.(7) Other mach1ne8 forM.gum pellets which are then candy

coated with spearmint, peppermint, wintergreen, or

Spice flavoring.

A-9
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COMPOSITION DIAGNOSTIC TEST-'- A
7

Directions: Write the letter of the
.space on 'your answer

I. Which would be the best title for
the paragraph?
a. A History of Chewing Gum
b, Why is Gum So Much.Fun?
6. How Chewing Gum is Made"
d.. Chewing'Gum is Hazardous

to Your Health!

best
sheet.

2. Which describes the.writer's purpose?
to eXplain a process

f. td prove apoint
g. to express an opinion:,
h. to describe a.scene .

3. Which .sentence is not related to
this purpose?
a. Sentence 2
b. Sentende.3
c. Sentence 4
di Sentence 5

4. Which would be the best transition
to Sentence 6?
e. On the <other hand,

f. 'Therefore,
g. Finally,
h. For example,

5. Which of the following is a sentence '
fragment?
a. Sentence 1
b. Sentence 3
c. Sentence 5

Sentence '?

6. Where could a comma be placed in
Sentence. 2?

_.-..e. after bark.
f. after out-
g. aftei later'
h. after'all of the above

answer to eaCh question intheappropriate
Make no marks on this paper.

Which of the following accurately
describes Sentence 2?

It is not Tun-op.:
b. It is run-on because there are'

too Many words.. ---T
c. It is rUn-on because there are

too many.ideas.
d. It is run-on becausa thete are

too.many ands.

8. Which sentence contains a dependent
clause?
e. Sentence 1
f. Sentence 5
g. Sentence 6'
h. Senténte.7

9. Whieh does not contain words in
a series?
a. Sentence 3

b. Spntence 4
c. Sentenbe 5
d. Sentence 7

10. Which verb from Sentence 2 is most
vivid and concrete?
e. oozes
f. collected
g, boiled
h. molded

11. Which sentence begins with a prenoun?
a. Sentence 1
b. Sentence 2
c. Sentence 3
d. Sentence 4

12. Which part of Sentence 4 has a
misspelled word?

At the factory, machines grind
f, the blocks and the latex 5_6
g. purified, dryed, and filtered.
h. There ate no misspelled words in

Sentence.47
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EXPLANAONY ANSWERS
COMPOSITION.DIAGNOSTIC TEST -

1. (c) The paragraph explains the
general procedure for making chewing
gum. This item has been included
for two reasons: an initial test
guestiOn ought,to be easy enough for
most students to get correct; also,.
choosing a title reguires generaliz-
ing in a way that's similar to formu-
lating a topic sentence or limitation.
Therefore, this item may provide tea-
chers with an indication of a child's
readiness to master a.skill such as
writing topic sentences

2. (e) Six of the seven
plain the process of
chewing gum.

sentences ex-
making

3. (b) Sentence 3 deals with the
history of chewing gum rather
than with how it is made.

4. (g) Even though Sentence 6 is net
th& last sentence in the paragraph,
it deals with one of-the.last steps
in the piocess Of making chewing
gum. Finally is, therefore, the
only correct.choice.

5: (c) Sentence 5 contains the "time-
less," -ing form of the verb to be
rather than the present form are.

grammatically complete sentence . 11.

must containa verb marked for past
or Tresent tense, and Sentences 1, '

3, and 7 do.

6. (e) This item ought'to reveal how
completely.students understand
compoUnding ass. language process.
:Prost incorrect answers are likely to
be (h). because students either may
forget or may not know'that a comma
isnot automatically inserted
before every coordinatingconjudc-
tion. (&) is correct because the
comma separates two independent
clauses; a comma is'simply not
needed in eqhr (f) or (g).

139'

7. (a) This item has been included to
dispel some misinformation students
are taught about the.run-on senteuce
Since students write run-ons because
they misunderstand how language ele-
ments are compounded, (d) verges on
an acceptable explanation; however,
none,of the answers=provides an ac-
curate explanation of the cause for
run-on sentences.

8. (h)-The subordinating conjunction
which signals the dependent clause.
This item will enable teachers to .

see whether.or not students have
been introduced to the concept of
subordination.

9.
,

(a) Sentence 4 haa the words puri-
fied, dryed, and filtered in a
series; Sentence 5 has the words
.corn syrup, powdered sugar, and
-flavoring; and Sentence 7 has the
words spearmint, peppermint,
wintergreen, or spice.

10. (e) While all the verbs in this
sentence are fairly specific,
oozes creates an image and is
therefore more vivid and concrete
than the others.

(b) Sentence 1.begins with a com-
pound noun; Sentence 3 begins with
a noun marker; and Sentence 4
begins with a preposition.

12. (g) Thii item may show the extent
to which students are aware of word
formation principles since the -ed
form of should be identical to'
the -ed form of purify, the word
next to it! Obviously, no gener-
alization about student's spelling
ability can be made on the basis
of one word.

A-11
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..CHEWING GUM.

'Directions: Read the passage all the way through. YoU
will notice that the sentences are short and choppy.
Study the passage, and then rewrite it in a better way.
_You may cOmbine sentences,'change theorder of words,,
and.omit.words that:are repeated tot) manY times. But.
try not td"leave out. any Of the information.

Chewin2:,gum is a Confection. It reduces tension.:

It is poPular. It is: made.from latex. Workmen obtain

latex from trees. They slit the bark.,,. Latex oozes out.'
. .

It is milky,ohite. It is collected in. bups.. It is boiled'

down later. It is molded into blocks, Machines :4rind

the blocks. The grinding is at the factory.. Machines

purifV the.latex'. They dry the latex. ..They filter.the

latex.. Corn syrup-is.added. Powdered sugar:is. added..

Flavoring is added. Machines flatten the mixture.by

rolling.. They form it Into sticks. The sticks a're oblong.

They ate familiar. Other machines fOrm pellets. The

pellets are gum. TheY-are'coated. The coating is candy.

The-candy,is flOored. The flavoring is spearmint. It

ispeppermint. It.is wintergreen. It is spice.

A-12
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LEVEL A - DIAGNOSTIC COMPOSITION

The bell had not yet rung, soiWoody led Larry around the new part of the school"

buipding to the entrance beside the boiler room door. This door Vas supposed to be

'locked at all times. TWO other.boys were there, acting as though they were in the

midst of hiding a big secret.

"What's going on?" Larry asked.

"Shh, come here!"Charley turned-the knob, and the door opened. "See, it's

unlocked. It's been that way for three days. WoUldn''t Mr. Martin really catch it

If the. principal.found-OUt?"

wWe've been coming.oVer eVery nigLt since we found it," whisPered.one of the

boys. "What a ball! We found'three Classrooms open ihe fprst night, and we saw ,

all -the grades in Miss Yonng'Abook."'

Larry was scared at first, but he found himself thinking about the spience

aquariuM And how great it would be to watch the fish at night when the lights were

-out and the room was quiet. But then he said, "Great, but suppose Someone.else

gets in and breaks up stuff or steals Something? That's fooling with fire."

"Nobody.will know about it. Don't worry, and don't go blabbing your-mouth
I

off to anybody either," replied Woody. "Let's come back tonight and see if any

more rooms are open."

Larrf couldn't condentrate'on hismath.problems norhis spelling test that

'dAy. He kept telling himself thlat the unlocked door would be discovered and theY

.wouldn't be able to get in. Nevertheless, he was tempted several times to Ask for

a pass to the nurse or to the.lavatory.so that he could get out and maybe run into

Mr. Martin, the custodian, and tell him about the door. He knew the other boys

,yould be disgubted with.him if he told,, but they couldget into trouble if he

didn't tell. What if someone got into the school and ruined equipment? Larry

knew he would.feel guilty for not having 'told anyone. He didn't want to spoil the

boys' fun, but he waS tired of worrying about it. Re oculdn't decide what to do.

A-13
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QUESTIONNAIRE - UNFINISHED STORY (LEVEL A)

Write an answer for each of these Questions:

1. Wbat would Larry's friends probably say or do to him if they found out he had
told the custodian about the door?

.

2. How would you feel if you were Larry and your friends found Out you told?

3. Where do you think Larrk and the other boys would go while in the school at,
night? What might they do?

4. What shoulil be dOne with students who are caught in a sChool building atnight?

S. .How would you feel if you were Larry and were caught in the building at night?

6. Whit decision would you make if you were Larry? Why?

7. What would be a good titleffor this story?

A-14
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PERFORMANCE GOALS

State a generalization
near be: . ;

,

, .

III I-1
Focus on limited aspect III
Support topic with
.argument or details III

Use relevant supports
,

III
.

Arrange in chronologidal
or logical order II III

Use'connotative language III
.

Vary-sentence structure --I-8,9 II
. .

. .

Conform to conventions.
of standard written
FAglish

.

I-5,7
8,11

.

II
1-12

1-5,7 1-6,12
".III

.
. .

Lirk the stePs with-
. II

III
I-4

Simple' transitions

.

Determine the purpose
and-audience

.

.

1-2
III

I .
.

.

Employ concrete verbs
. III I-10

Al5 ,
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(1) Ice cream, a popular and nourishing food, con-

tains milk, cream,' sugar, and:flavoring: '.(2) It frequently

.contains eggs ahd other ingredients which have been Stirred

into a liquid mix and put into a container. (3) The Mix

is stirred again by high-speed, electrically driven:pad-
.

d.les,and gradually;frozen. (4).All the while being

stirred conttnucusly. (5) At about 28° F, tiny.crystals

form, the 13--Id stiff ns, and ice Cream begins to freeze.

(6) The partially froze ice.cream is.removed from the

container-and solidified for twelve hours in a room where

the.tetperature is aboUt -1 F. .(7) It is Sold from a"

soda-fountain freezer cabinet set at 8° F.

147
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COMPOSITION-DIAGNOSTIC TEST-- B

Directions: .Write the letter of the best:answer:.to,-each question in the appropriate
..space on your ansWersheet. 'Make:no marks on this paper.

I. -Wbich'title is best for this ' 8.
.paragraPh? .

a.. How Ice Cream.was InVented
b, How to Serve Iee Cream,

. c. How Ice Cream is Made
d. How to Plan Exciting Parties

2. 'Which describes the writer's purpose?
e._ to explain a process..
f. to express an opinion
g. to,describe a place
.h. to relate an experience

3. Which sentence is the topic sentence?
a. I.
b. 3

c. 7

.d. none

Which most 'a.ccurately describes this
type of writing?
e. narration -

f. exposition
g. argumentation
h. description

. Which would make the best transition
to Sentence 6?
a. Therefore,
b. Inithe meantime,
c: Finally,
d. In conclusion,

6. Which version.:of Sentence 4 is
grammatically complete?
e. All the while being stirred

eontinuouiy.
f, All'the Lee ...cream being stirred

continuodsly.
g. All the;while; it is.being

stirred continuously. '

h. All the mix havingbeen
stirred continuously.'

7. Which Sentences are in standard, edited
English? .

ja. All but Sentences 4 and 6
b. Only Sentences-5, 6, and 7
c. .All are in.edited English.
d. None are in edited English.

Which 'Version of Sentence 6 is correct?
e. The partially frOze ice cream

is . . .

f. .The.par:b.ially frozen ice.cream
is ,

g. . The ice cream, partially frozed;
is, . .

h. 'The ice creaMi now partially
froze, ,

. Which.version of Sentence 3 is
:gramMatically correct?
a. The mix AS stirred again by hipt

speed . . .

b. The mix is again stirred by high
speed

c. The'mix again is stirred by. high .

speed .
d. All are grammatically correct.

10. Which sentence includes an.appositive?
e. 1

f. 5

g. 6
h. 7

11, -Which sentences begin with pronouns?
a. 2 and 4
b. 4 and. 5

c. 2 and 7
d. 5 and 7

12. Which
compound

sentenee does not contaian.
elements?

e. 2

"f. 3

g. 5
h. 7

13. Which sentences contain compound
elements and dependent clauses?
a. 2 and 3
b. 2 and 6
c. 6 and 5

'd, 3 and 5

14. Which correctly describes the.tense
of the predicate verbs?
e. inconsistent

. f. past
g., preSent
h. ifuture

.A-17
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EXPLANATORY ANtWERS
.COMPOSITION DIAGNOSTIC'TEST - B

paragraph explains the prpce- .7.
making icecream: This

been inCluded for two
opening test item should

so that almost ull stu
correct,:: also, choosing a
generaliziag in a way
tO formulating .a topic
tationw.

2- (e) The process
Is explained.

3.. (d) None Of.the sWences is general
enough to include 41 of the others.

=1, Most students getting this one in-
correct will probably have chosen
(a) as the answer. °This may be re-
lated tu the fact that they have
bemu taught erroneously that the
topic sentence is:always the first
sentence in a paragraph. This.item
provides teachers with a chance to
clarify this misconception as well
as to laview the concept of topic
sentence.

4. (f) Narration and argumentation do

making ice cream

not apply. Students:Who have
chbsen description can be referred
to. item 2 where explanation has been:
established as the.prrpOse.

5. (c) Since an axplanatIon
:process must be orgnnized cbrOno-,
logically, Finally is the correct
choice for a transitional expres.-.

sion; In conclusion would be more
likely to occur in argumentation;
Therefore and In the meantime are
illogical choices in this"conteXt.

6. (g) is the only version.contnining
both a subject and a finite verb.

(a) If students are not familiar with
the term edited English (i.e., writ-
ten English that haa:beRn corrected
and polished for publication), this
is a gpd time to introduce it along
with the term standard. Sentences-4
and 6 are-the only sentences with
grammatical errors and, in thisocase,.
tle only sentences not in standard,
edited English.

.8. (f) This version ia,the only one
containing the proper form of the.
yerb freeze.

9. (d) Because it is an,adverb, again
can technically occupy any of those
positions.

10. (e) a popular and nourishing.food
stands in apposition to ice cream,
the grammatical subject.

(c). Sentence 5 begins with a prep-
ositional phraseand Sentence 4
:begins with a sentence adverbial.

12. (h) Sentence 7 is the only one that
does not have and compounding words
or phrases.

1 (b) Sentence.2 contains two compOund
elements each linked.with-and and
one:dependent claume beginning with-
which; Sentence 6 has a compound
predicate and a depenaent clause
beginning with where.

1 . (g) With the exception of Sentence 4,
which is a fragment containing no
finite verb, all Predicate verbs are
marked for present tense.

149-
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Directions: 'Read the Passage all% the way through. You- will.notide that the sentendes a?re short and choppy..

ICE CREAM.

'Study the 'passage,: and, then-rewrite it in a better way.
CYou may combine sentences, angeAhe order of-words,

and omit words that are, repeated -tog many- times. But
0 try, not to ieaVe out any..Of 'the inforMation.

.

:__

Ice 'creant.is a food. It IS 'popular. . It is
. .. ,.

no.Brishinz.. It contains miII-c: It dontain8- creaM. It
-.- \ '
cotains -sugar. It -contains flavoring:3 It frequently

con\tains eggs.' It cOntains other ingredients: The
. b

A . .

ingredients- are stirred. They form a .liquld. The liquid

is a mix. The ..mix is put into a container.. The, mix is'

stirred again. 'Paddles do,..the. stirring. They. are

driven by electricity'. They turn at high' speed.- The mix,

is troten.. .The freezing is gradual.. .Tne stirring is

continuous. Tiny crystals form. The lfauid stiffens-.

Ice cream begins° to freeze at-about 28° F. Ice dream is

remoVed from the container'. The ice crearn; iS partially.

frozen. It solidifies in-twelve hours. It solidifies',

in a roOm. The' temperature .is about -,15° F. Ice cream

is.sold -from a. freezer.. The 'freezer is a cabinet. .The

freezer is 'set at 8° F. The freezer is in a soda

fountain.

150
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"LET ME ALONE" LEVEL B. 'DIAGNOSTIC CCMPOSITION

Dave: How you Leen, Sport?

Jack: O.K., I 'guess.
ti

Dave: Sorry I missed practice yesteday. Believe me, I couldn't help it.
A

Jacke, Anything wrong? Your eyes look watery. Why the sunglasses all the . . .?

D'ave: Could you let me have a few-dollars until next weak?

Jack: Weil, you know we decided.never-ta bormow money from each 'Other, but I

guess this one time won't hurt.

Dave: Thanks, Sport. I'll'Pay you back next week..

Jack:, Are yoU sure yourekO.K.-, Dave? Mary Anne-has noticed that yoU seem so .

moody lately.- ..-SoMetimes'yeu are carefree and happy. Sometimes you nearly

take her head.off.

'Dave: Forget-it, Zack., Im fine.

Jack: But those marks on Your arm! 8tan, are.you sUre you're. O.K.? I hope

yau're,not fooling around with thaMstuff.". Remember Fred? Mom said that

If.comeone had helped.Fredhe'd be alive today. He must haVe been desperate

to have tried robbing:that filling station.

0 . ,
- .

,
Dave: 'Look, SportI'm ndt like Fred. I know what I'm'doing: ....Don't be such a

sissy.

Jack: I_can't let you do thie.to yourself.;

Dave: Let me alone! I knOw what I'm dbing

.:TaCk: 'Come with me to see the'counselor. He'll know What to do..

Dave: Stay. out of my yay! (hits Jack in stomach) Sorry,:Sport . , you don't
, .

.know what it's like! I've got -bd have money; tlien be all right. Please,

Sport. You are the onlY One who really cares'anywaY, So let.me alone.

A,-20
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*ESTIONNAIRE - "'LET ME ALONE" ..(LEVEL B).

Write an answer for each. ol these questions:

:l. What was Dave's problem?

2. 'What clues made Jack conclude that Dave haVa problem?

-/ ..hould Jack try to help bave? Wbat factore ;should Jack consider in-making a
! .decision? List some pOssible conpequences of eithcr choice..

4. loe's Dave,secretly want help (3r-does-he really want to.be let alone? Under
what circumstances should a person be forced to dO something whether .they

'Want to or not?.:

4

A.-21
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PERFORMANCE GOALS

,Resolve a conflict .- III
Maintain consistendyi in
point of view

.
. .

'III

.

* .Include 'opening
sentence

.

I3
.

I

:.:

Is

Use sensory impres
sions (comparisons)

..

III
Limit development ,in
time and space

.

III

,

Maintain consistenpy in
pronoun reference. and
verb tense . III I -II I-14Use. appropriate level
of language iii
dialogue III . II
Establish motives for. a
character's actions .,

,III
* Organize details'
.(chron. or logical
order)

,:-

I-4 ,

. '.:'
I NI

* Use transitions
.

III . :

,

. I-5
* 'Obserye conventions
of edited English .

.

III
''\

- II, \ 1-6,7,
8,9
.

\
* Use varied eontence
structure .

.

II1 .

1-1012, ,
13

.
. II

\\

* Select a purpose and,
limit to sic

.

.

.

1-2
.

I--\
* Suppor:t
generalization

i

-

. .

III
.

. .

V1...

* Indicates goal also: appears on Level A
Roman numerals refer to stages; Arabic numerals to invidual items on 'the
multiplechoice, test.

A.-22
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(1) Aluminum, an abundant metal with many us6s,

comes fromtauxite which is an ore that.looks like clayc-
i.

(2) BauXite containS aluminum and several other sub-

stances. (3) Workmen extract these other subStances Srom

the bauxite, they grind the bauxite and put:it into pres-'4-

surized tanks. (4) Primarly.because of.its.durabilitY,

aluminum is pOpular with contractorS and home,owners

alike.'- (5) The.other substances form a mass which is

removed Using fil.ters.:, (6) The remaining,liquid is Piit

throU1C5everal'other processes. (7).Finally.yi lding a

Towdery.white'chemical. (8).This mixturb-; known as

alumina, contains alumihuMand oxy4en. '(.9):. Workmen use

electriCity.to'separate thealUmihum frOm the Oxygen.

(14 Finally, they.produce a light metal whichhas a.

silvery bright luster, is.smooth as,silk, and:comes. in

many eforms.

A-23
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COMPOSiTION.DIACNOSTIC TEST - C

Directions: Write the letter of the bestanswer to each question in the-appropriate-
,.

space on your amswer sheet. Make no marks on this paper.

I. Which best describes the writer's
purpose?
a, -to-persuade a reader that aluminum

is useful
b. to recall a trip io an aluminum

plant
c. to describe the.tany uses of

alUminum
d. to explain the procedure for

making aluminum
e. both b and d

2. Which sentence contributes least to
this. purpose?.

6. Which phrase is not devélopea with
Terticulars?

. .

f. with many uses .(in Sentencel)
g. these other substances (in Sentehce 3)
h. several other processes (in Sentence 6)
i. comes in many. forMs (in Sentence 10)
j. all of the above

7. Which most accUrately describes the
writer's point of view?
a. third-person
1.. inconsistent
c., biased
4. monolog

.f. 2

.g. 3

h.: 4
i. 5

j. 6

8.

3. Which connective would be the Most
appropriate substitute for Finally
in Sentence 10?
a. Neverthele6S,
b. Meanwhile,
c: 'However,

d. Even so,
e None of these

. Which sentence includes a
comparison?
f. 1

g. 3

h, 4
i. 8

- j.- none

5. Which version of Sentence 7 is
most accurate?
a. Finally yielding a powdery. white

chemical.
b. Finally, yielding a powdery white

chemical.
c. Finally by yielding a powdery

white Chemical.
it yieldS a pOWdeiy

white Chemical.
e: Finally having.yielded a powdery

whitechemical.

A.24

e. first-person.

Which version of Sentence'8 is correct?
f. This mixture; known as alumina,

contains aluminum and oxygen.
g. This mixture. is 'known as 'alumina,

and containsalumiftum and oXygen.
h. This mixture known as alumina,

contained aluminum and oxygen.
1.. This Mixture containing aluminum

and oxygen, is known as alumina.
This mixture known as alumina and'
containing aluminum and oxygen.

9. Which best describet.the language
used in Sentences 8, 9, and 10?.
a. Standard,. unedited English -

b.- Standard, edited English
c. Sub:standard, unedited English
d. Sub-standard, edited English
e. none of these

3.

-10. Which sentence con.tains a misplaced
modifier?
f. 1

g.

b. 8
i. 10

155
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Directions: Write the-letter of the best answer to each.question in the appropriate
space on your answer sheet. Make no marks oa,this paper.

11. Which of the following sentences is 14. Which sehtence Contains a trite
fused (two sentences-written as one)? (overworked) figure'of speech?
4. 1 , f. 2

.b. 3 g. 3

. c. 4
h,.. 9

-A., 10 i.- 10
e. ridne-

. none

12. Which sentence does not contain
compound element's?

Which sentence Contains a s,pe1ling
Mistake?-

153

1% 2' , a. 2
g. 4 ; b. 4.
h. 8' c.

d. 9

e. 10

A-25

subject-verb agreement?
. b. 4 f. 3-

c: 5
g. 5

d. 10 h. 6
e, none i. 8 .

none

Which sentence Contains a s,pe1ling
Mistake?-
a. 2

b. 4.
c.

d. 9

e. 10

156
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EXPLANATORY ANSWERS
COMPOSITION DIAGNOSTIC'TEST - C

' 1. (d) Most Of the sentences explain
the process of making aluminum'.

(10 Sentence 4 'describes users of .

aluminum rather than explaining
another:step in Ale process Of
msking aluminum.

3. (e).The chrbndlogical liattern of
oiganization makes the first. four
answers illogical. choices. Ask-.,
students to.suggest.suitable sub-'
afktutes tor,Finally;'either at
last or EVentually would be
.accepted._

---- __

(f) Sentence 1 describes bauxite--
as an ore that look's like olay.
Sentences 3, 4, and. 0,remain

ana do not rely on com
parison to clarify meaning.

(d) Thia-is the only verSion con.-
taininga Subject and a finite
verb marked:for present tense..

6. (j). Each'phrase cOntains a gener-
'ality left unexPlained
sample.paragraPh; the presence of
other and many in each.ph±ase
should.be pointed out.asa clue
that the writer needed to supply
specific detailaas exaMples.

7. (a) The consistent use Ofit and
theyand the.absence of I and you
signal tiie third-persOn point of
'view. The writer remains detached
and unbiased rather than personal.

8. (f) The appositive is set off by
commas and the sentence contains
a tense marker.donSisient.with the
rest of the paragraph; (h) and (i)
have their subjects and.predicates
separatea.with commas.;-(g)_has-a

-----CoWaiirpiedicate segmented unnec
essarily with a .comma; and (j).is
a sentence fragment because it
does not have a finite verb.

9. .(b) All three sentencesuse a level
,of language that would be appropriate
; in a formal.situation. They are also'
,free of gr7mtical 'emmrs and are,
hence, suitable for publication.

-10. (j) Modifying elements are positioned
correctly wherever they'occur.

11. (b) Sentencej, also knOwn as a cosi,.
ma-splice, shdUld be separated intb
two sentences by replacing the comma
.with a period and by capitaliiing
they..,_Sentences 1, 4, and 10 ara
.norrect as punctuated.

12. Sentence 9 is the-Onlynne with-
_ .

Out-a coordinating conjunction. . Sen-
tences 2 and-8-COntain compound -

objects; Sentence 1i conlains a corn,.
pound object of the preposition
with; and Sentence 10,has compound
phrases.in a series.

1 (a) In Sentence 1, an abundant metal
with many uses is in apposition to
Aluminum.

14. (i) In Sentence 10, smooth as.silk is r!
a trite and overworked figure'of
speech. None of the Other sentences
even cOntain figures of speech.

15. (b) The first word of Sentence.4,
,Primarly, is misspelled.

16, .(i) Subject and verbs agree in all
sentences indicated.

.A-26
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ALUMDIUM

Directions: Read the passage all the way through. YoU
will1lotice-that.the sentences are shprt and choppy:.
StUdy\the passage, and then rewrite it in a etter way.
'You may:combine sentences, change the-order of words,
and omit. words that are repeated too many. times. But
try not \to leave out any ofthe. information.

.

.Aluminum.isa.metal.. It is abundant. .It has manT

uses. It COmes frpm baxIte. Bauxite.is an ore. ..Bauxite:

loOks like ciay. Bauxite.contains'aluminum. It contains

several other:substances. Workmen.extract these other

.substances from the bauxite They grind the bauxite.

They put it In tanks. Pressure is in the tanks. The".

other substances form a mass. TheTremove the Mass,-

They use. ilters. A liquid remainS. They-put it through

several otherprocesses. It finally yields a chemical.

The.chemical is-powdery.,\ It'iswhite. The chemical is

alumina. It is a mixture.. tt contains aluminum... It

contains oxygen. Workmen\separate the aluminum from the .

oxygen.. They Use electricity. They Xinally produce a

:Metal. .The metal is light. \It has a luster, :The luster

Is bright. The luster is silvery. This metal comes

in many forms.

158
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QUESTIONNAIRE WHAT MAKES SUCCESS? (LEVEL C)

Read all of the statements'first. Then, inthe blank space before each,rank
them on a scale of 1.to 5 based on their importance to you as determiners of. success.'
Use a 1 to rank an item you-consider moat important 'to. success and a 5 to indicate

'thobeyou. consider least imiortant.

'SUCCESS IS

1. having a high paying job

2. .having a:satisfying job,

3. ,being an accomplished athlete.

4.. having lots of friends

5. 'aaving large sums Qf money

6. having the finest'stereo equipment

7. teing in,good health

8. being admired by the opposite.sex.

9- having a cloae, Supportive spouse and children

10. owning a giant screen television

.11. being able to tell othar people what to do

12. owning .a beautiful home

13. being accomplished at expressing.yourbelf artistically

14. getting public approval

15. going out reguIarly:to have a good time

16. getting approval froth parents

17. getting approval frOm friends

18. bouncing back after loss or defeat

19. depending on no one but yourself

20. winning after close competition

21. being able to control your temPer.

22. wearing fashionable clothes

23. having unshakeable selfconfidence

24.. owning expensive cars

25. traveling frequently A-28
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PERFORMANCE:GOALS

*. Cite evidence to
. .

support a generalization

. .

. .

.

III
1-2,6

Compose.a.conbluding
statement or paragraph

-

III

* Develop an introduc-
tion that,-includes a
thesis statement

r.

III

.

* Arrange the support
in an appropriate pat-
tern of organizatim

, . ,

II . III
1-3

.0-, .

* F011ow 'conventions
of standard, edited
English

,
.

17.9,10,11 II 'III -

15,16

.

* Choose aiction and
syntax appropriate to
the tone, mode, and
specified audience..

,

.1-12,13 II"
._

.

III
I-11,

114

Adopt a tone'or attitude
toward the Subject con-.
sistent with-the purpose

.

. -

I.-7-

.

.

III
I-1

* Indicates simpler 6r similar form of goal appears on Levels A and B.
Roman numerals refer to Stages; Arabic nUmerals to individual items on the
.multiple.choice test.'
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APPENDIX B: DIAGNOSTIC VROCEDURES
FOR READING

The term. "diagnosis" as it is used ,in this bulletin refers tO a stuay of '

'individUal reading skills ankof conditions in the.learning environment that affect
reading competency. It includes .these factors:.

, .

.The identification of 'obstacles to meaning.inherent.in particUlar types..

..of printed materials

-- A general estimate of an individual's potential for success with
particular kinds of printed m7-..erials

-- An awareness of any discrepancy between an individual's potential and
actual achievement in reading

The identifiCation of:specific problems in reading that contribUte to
. any discrepancY between potential and actual.achievement.

Diagnosis sho.,1d have'a positive, emphasis, be continuous with instruction, and
be integrated with remediation.of reading diffiCulties. It should be based on the
maturity level of the student, the ability to organize ideas and relate them to Imst
experiences, and skill in making generalitations.

44.

An imPortant step in diagnosis is to determine the specific reading problems
inherent inthe variobs types of instructionaLmaterials, In English, different
forms of aiteratUre present different obstacles to the derivation of meaning, each
of which places comParably different demands ulDOn the reading skills of students.
For example,the short story- plungeS Immediately into the, action presenting only the
bare essentials necessary to advance'the narrative. .The reader.must depend upon his
own experience to imagine details from minimAl'olueb, and to supply other missing
pieces, 'The much longer novel provides.more background information and, detail,-but
successful reading demands that the student be able to recall characters as theY.
reappear,.separate. subplots from the main thread, follow the motives.of characters
and their,influence on later events, evaluate the relationships of various parts of
the whole:, and isolate the conflict andits resolution.

Plays and poetry present a variety Of sophisticated, complex reading problems.
In drama the reader is likely to see only the words spoken by various characters so
that the ability to understand the.author's intended meaning depends upona..com-
bination.of factors--the reader's familiarity withlthe general context; the reader's
sensitivity to audio or visual clues; and the reader's ability to,decode the special
syntax and semandcs of stage and script 'cues and direction. In poetry the reader
must be able to interpretthe mosi complex of all literary device's and techniques

.

'likesymbolism, imagery,.and coMpression.

Essays, informative articles, biographies, autobiographies.and reference texts
'also:place.unique demands upon student readers which must be considered carefully,by
theEnglish teacher.

Students' successfUl participation in English activities as well as the potential'
for growth in reading depend upon the ability to make the adjustments demanded,by each
of these varieu materials.

'
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DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES FOR ENGLISH MATERIALS,

. Teachers can get sPecific inforMation regarding the degree of success that can
be expected fromtheir students, work with these materials and.the'kind of prepa
ration and assistance that, will beneeded by Using these',procedures:

Individual Oral Reading
;. 6

. Teachers should select two or threa.paragraphsthat are tyPical of the
vocabidary, syntax, and concept load pi the reading matter being considered fo/.
'use withthe class. While the.class is wprking independently, the teacher can
listento students\read these selections aloud, Those students who can
read them almid with confidence and,expression will probably be abie to handle the
reading Matter with littledifficulty on their own; howeVer, students who_show
obvious stress, who stumble Over vocabulary and syntax, or who.pronounce words
gorrectly butare unable to convey knowledge of.meaning through expression, are
cOmmunicating their need for considerable preparation and assistance. The teacher'S'
'interpretation and analysis of this diagnostic procedure can be the simple notation
that the student reader can,or can not handlethe material,.or it can be the kindof
detailed formal analysis required by the completion of a checksheet like the one
includedin this section. Either approach can provide useful information.

_Comprehension Survey

To construct this survey,.teachers must first select a-sufficient number of
excerpts from the'material being considered for use to reflect the vocabulary,
syntax, and concept load typical of the entire selection. Each of these excerpts

. should,be restricted to-a length necessary to provide an obvious beginning, middle,
and conclusion. (Introductory or summary paragraphs and tne n'alfrpage beginning or
end of chapters often provide the desired organization and'sense of unity within a
manageable number of lines.)

Next,Apachers must develop a.set,of comprehension questions to be used with
each excerpt. These questions shoUld 'begin at the literal level and progress
graduallyto the.more difficult and more abstract. As a general rule, the questions.

.

used for each excerpt should,require the same kind Of responses in terms Of diffi
culty and in terms of abltraction as will be expected of stUdents as theY work with
the whole seleCtiOn.'

The finished cemprehension survey.can be presented to studentsindividually in
.

'small groups, oras a clasa, and their responses can be oral or written. However,
having theentire class.read silently.and'respond to qUestions in writing is
-Probably the more manageable of the two possibilities,andthe mOreuseful in that
:the written results are available for extensive analysis.

,e
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OBSERVATION CBECKLIST
161

ORAL READING

Follows directions

. Reftses to read 'orally7
Demonstrates knowledge of a
basic'sight Vocabulary

Omits words from a passage

Substitutes words in a passage

Inserts wordsin a passage

Mispronounces words in a passage

Repeats words in a passage

Guesses at words in the passage.'
.

Beads in a monotone

'Uses phrasing inreading

Ignores punctuation

Answers factual questions on
the material

' Summarizes the material
,

Isolates the:Main idea

. Selects supporting details

Makes

Draws

Makes

generalizations

conclusions

inferences

SILENT xREADiam

Moves lips

Keeps place with fingers

Is inattentive ,

Sits properly (correctly).

Moves head

Moves eyes

a

Follows direction

Answers questions on the material
with (without) the.text in'
written fOrm

Answers questions on the material
orally with (without) the text

LibTENING

Follows 'directions

Sits quietly

Distracts others

Is'aasily distracted

Talkskrequently

Moves eyes

Sits correctly

. Watches activi.tics ,

Displays listening problems

Demonstrates a familiarity
(with standard English'

Answers factual questions on
reading or disCussion

Asks questions after
presentation

PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS

Wears,glasses

Wears 'Contact lenses.

Wears hearing aid

Wears orthodo tic equipment
JI



Literal Interpretation

Comprehension Survey

a

The etudent-demonstrates the ability.to4'

- Isolate details to determine their:relationship to a Major
fiidea

. -: -- .....
.

"-.Identify narrative ilements and' determine their effect
--'isolate and reconstruct.chxcnological and sequential

pattarme . .

d,
d

'- RecOnstruct the relationship of thepaxts,to.the whole
,

-"Locate thacentral problem or conflictland itS41esolution
7 Use-the clues of characterization tp develop an:impression
.- Determine.point of view and. possible reasons for selection
- Determine how the author useeselectivity of detail:to
.achieve a particular purpose

,

Interpretation Beyond the Literal Level

The'student demonstrates the ability to

-, Infer the, writer's purpose

- ArriVeat the theme by,inferenc'es:fromotha.L. elements in
a-story . ,

- State the.way the eleMents-pf narratiohcontribute to '
the theme . ,

. .

., .
.

- °Select elemenie of the narratiOn that contribute to-the
tone: of'a Work

.

..:

'/
.-..Determinethe means by whichthe. aCthor has créated"a

mood. ./ .

, .. ,
. ,

.- State an Impression of.tone or mood by-selecting. details
to summarize or;synthesize the inivression"0

.

- Summarize what:a partiCular work tells abOut,humn.
naturein general_

- &plain whatla'particular work tells: about human'
.relationshipa .

. .

- Ganeralizeebout human values revealed in a work
-.Deterthine what:interrelationships exist among parts Of.a

work,-and,what is' the relative eignifiCance of each part
.,. td. the. whole. .

q
. .

. - Compare,new concepts with pi-lv:ZpUbly held concepts
4'.

Comments:
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Comprehension SurVey

Based on "The Road Not Taken" by .Robert Frost

Literal Inte retation to be diacussed orall .

1

The traveler has come to a point in,his journey where he must make a choice.
What are his optians?

Describe each fork in the road as the traveler sees it. How are the roads
different?

What chaice did the traveler make9 What reason does it give for making
the choice?

Why did:heicdoOt he would ever travel "the road not taken"?.

When the traveler is older, what will le say about-the choice he made?

Interpretation Beyond the Literal Level

Have.the students discuas'numbers 1,. 2 and..3 orally and then have each
student respond to numbers 4, 5 and 6 in writing.

1. 'When the traveler looked back on the choice he had made, what were his
feelings? From the poem, can yoU'dissover what "difference".his choice had
made in his later life? WhY does Frost choose not to telI the reader
directly?

k

. What'details of. the poem lead you to believe that it is more than.a simple
account of a journey?

3. What kind Of person might choose. a road that is "less traveled by'"?

L. Wily do you feelTrost chose thisparticular title and not-"The Road Taken"?

5. What is the significande orthe last line of the'poem? Why do you think
Froat didn't end his poem with the line "I doubted if I should ever come
back"? .

What kind of person wOuld select the road tHat is more "traveled by"? Think
about the choices you hgVe made, in your life. Think about the choices you
are going tomake in the future. Compare youitelf to the traveler in the
poem ard explain which road you would choose and why.
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Comprehension Survey

"A Tight Place fbr Becky" from Mark TWain's The AdventurAs of Tom Sawyer, Variations,
Charles E. Merrill-Books;,Inc.' .1966' ,

Literal InterlSretation to be discussed orallx.

-Why does Tom apologize to. Becky?

Bbw does she react to his attempt to say "I'm sorry"?

How does Tom feel after,Becky rejects hie apology?

What happens to Becky when she enters the schoolroom alone and finds Mr. Dobbin's
special book?

How does Becky try to make Tom feel responsible for the torn page in the-
anatomy book?

How, does Tom react to Becky's onslaught of anger?

after school "takes in": Tom denies that he has spilled.ink on his' spelling
book. Why doesn't Becky tell'Mr. Dobbins about.Tom's innocence?

. What happens when Mr. Dobbin discovers the damage done to his anatomy book?

How does Becky feel and act toward Tom after he has taken her punishment?

Interpretation Beyond the Literal.Level

Have the students discuss number 1 and 4 orally and then have each student respond
to:numbers 2, 3, 5 and 6 in writing.

1. Twice in one Morning, Mr..Mobbin punishes Tom for something he didn't do. How does
'Mr. Dobbin's reaction to the damaged speller and later to the damaged anatomy book
differ? .How does the puniehment he inflicts on Tom in each incident differ? What
does this reveal about Mr. Dobbin's feelings about the tWo.incidents?

2. The first timeTom is whipped, his response is one of resignation. _How does he_
respond to the second whipping he receives? What does his response tell you it
about his true feelings toward Becky?

. How.do Becky's reactions to*Tom's punishmcnts reveal her true feelings toward him?
0-

.

4.. At'the beginning of'the story, Tom bee an abrupt change of mood when Becky responds
D hie.apology with,"I'll thank yoU to keep yourselfto yourself, Mr. Thomas Sawyer,"
COmpare. Tom's apology:to this response.. What does. Mark Twain reveaf'about his two
characiers threugh their-speech patternsf.

-5. Reread the passages of dialog between Tom and Becky. How ddes. Twain use dialect
'to develop the contrasts between Beclw_and Tom? How does.this contrast contribute
to the conflict of the etory?

0

6. Another mood change occurs at the end of.the story when ToM springs to 144s. feet
and shouts, "I done it!" Describe how Twain creates this change of mood and
contrast it with the initial change of mood in the story.
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DIAGkOSTIC PROCEDURES FOR GENERAL READING MATERIALS

-.Teachers can get generalinformation regarding the reading capabilities and
potential of their studentt.by usihg these proceduree

e

Individual Conferences

Interaction with a student on a one-to,one basis in an informal setting can
give the teacher insights into seading interests; personal reading habits, and ...
attitudes so that.the.teacher can guide 'the stUdent intoa moreproductive reading
program. After eachconference with a student, the teacher can record pertinent
comments and information in a brief narrative for that parti6ufar student. bver a-
period of time the teacher can become aware o those students who are not,being
challenged'and encourage them to read a wider range of materials, to select
materials Which place a greater demand on their capabilities; and to try new
reading experiences;

DePartmental Tests

Englidh'teacheie can create'diagnostic tetts.as a'department just as tlity are
doing in the language and composition areas.

- - Examples of the various types of described in A Sequence of Composing,
Interpreting and Language Activities can form the basis of a departmental test
of Oomprehension. Multiple.choice items, questions requiring an extended
response or oral interaction'can be'designed to isolate weaknesses and
strengtbs.of students in relationship ti5the English Program.

Prototype questions can be developed by a department for use in diagnosing
: student ability to interpret a specific genre,or any aspect of it.

- - Diagnostic iebts maybe constructed for each skill.-- summariziNK details,
generalizing, recognizing speaker and point of view, understanding mechanics
of dialog, interpreting dialect, identifying subject-predicate relationships,
identifying modifiers to words modified, identifying transitional elements,
recognizing levels of usage,'recognizing tone, differentiating connotative
and denotative.values of.words, recognizing slanted words, recognizing.
faulty.logic or "worthless" words (redundancies, euphemisms, cliches),
identifying comparisons in metaphoric language, recognizing leVels of
abstraction, and "filling" ellipses.

Standardized 'Reading Tests .

Since standardized reading survey'tests and achievement tests are an on-going
nart of the Baltimore County testing program, English tpachers have access to the
reading scores al their students. These reading scored do indicate tne general
-reading capabilities of groups of students, and since norms are available, valid
comparisont in general areas of reading achievement can be made among large groups
of students at various times and grade levels. However, the disparity in content
and format likely to exist between the test and the materials that are included in
.instructional programs and classroom experience df either teachers or students
.raises serious doubts resarding the productivity of using this test data as the'
sole basis, of either the development or astessment of instructional activitiet.
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The.Office of Reading has available two formal reading survey tests: The..
GatesrMacanitie Reading Test and the Nelson-Denny test.

.

.

.

The Gates-MacGinitie Tedt,(levels E and F) is used in most BaltiMore County
jun/ r high schools tO test students in,the areas of speed and accuracy; vocabulary,
and c mprehension: This test is eonsidered a good survey test for determining a
studen 's general reading competency. There are three forms available on each leVel
so that ne can test groups of students at the beginning, middle, and end of the
year in o der to estimate progress,and to'revise instructiOnai goals and pregrams
when necesry. Answer sheets can be duplicated;.so once an initialset has been
purchased, i is relatively, inexpensive, to maintain the testing program..

.

.
. ,

Although t e Gatas-MacGinitie is widely:Used, it has some limitations. Readingi

spegialiste do n t recommend its use for basic groups'because each test contains.few

\ritems which a6tUil.y testbelow the grade level for which that particular test was
designed. "Ftrtherm e,.the guessing factor,greatly affects the validity of-this
.test. Teachers of li.4ic ;groups can avoid frustratingbasic groups,with the Gates-
MacGinitie Form E testpy using Form D. However, teachers must be aware that.they
canqlot report the gradeleVel-results as completey valid,:because the norms used
for the test were.baSedit n a lower grade level-population. .Since there are three -

,levels of each test, tqache s could use the test"as a periedic'estimate of student
reading growth. . .

! -
. .

. ,,

The Nelson-Denny't st (level D and.E) is the reading test presently available"
for senior high students.. This i'4t is composed of two subtests which survey pupils'

.

progress in the areas of rate, vocaly.11ary, and comprehension. .The results,reveal
both a grade level score and atiperceNtile.score. The.complete test.requires only
thirty minutes of testing time and can be administered to.large groUps. 'Answers are
scored on a self-marking.answer 'sheet, &valuable time-saving deVice for teachers."

The Nelson-Denny test is all effective creening device,but like other comer-
cially prepared standardized tests, its res ts must be viewed as only an estimate
of a student's reading ability. Teachers of-less able students Who know that their
students would be frustrated by the Nelson-Denntest mightwant to- administer the
Gates-MacGinitie test Form F.

1

During the 19751976 school year, the Maryland ate Board of Education
developed and implemented the Maryland BaSic Skills Re g Mastery Test which was
administered.to.all seventh and eleventh graders in the ublic school system: The
test-is concerned .with identifying those reading behavior and skills which are
considered essential for survival. These skills have been *vided-into five areas
with a variety of,content within each. The five areas and th types of material
contained in each .are as follows: ."
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Seventh Grade Item Categories

Locating Information
From Reference Sources

Atlas Index
Newspaper Contents
Almanac Index
Trade/Text Indek
'DictionarY
Telephone.Directory

Understanding Forms

.Cheerios Coupon
Smile Stickers
Grocery. Tape

14E Enrollment
.

Gaining Information

Weather Map
Vocabulary
Grocery Ad
Soap Coupon
Menu
Reading Comprehension'

Following Directions

Game Rules
Real Estate Map
Basic Symbols and Signs
School Schedule and Study Rules
First Aid'Rhles

Eleventh Grade Item Categories

Locating Information-
From Reference Sources

Telephone Directory
Thermometer Ratinga
Data on Newspaper Circulation
Government Publications
Atlas Table of Contents

Understanding Forms

'U.S. Savings Bond Application
.Grocery Tape
Job Application
Social Security Card Application
Sales Slip .

RecOrd Club Coupon
Work Permit Application

Gaining Information

Reading Comprehension
Legal Hours of Employment
Government Pamphlets
Vocabulary
Jobs Available
Paint Remark Ratings
Cook Wanted Ade

Following Directions -

Operating Instructions'
Cooking Directions
Road Signs
Labels on Bottles
Drug, Prescription and First-Aid
Day Carellirections

167

Students'are considered to have demonstrated mastery of functional reading skill
when they achieve a score of 80 or better on the test. Teachers should review the
nature of the test's content and adjust instructional programs to include practice in
those skill areas for those students who, revealed by regular clasqroom assessment
devicesvneed it. Review of test results will indicate to teachers those areas for
which the students need further remediation.

II

The t-ae of results from the reading sect.ons of other tests are of limited value
because thesa tests measure skills unrelated to the types of reading the student
experiences in English class and therefore can not be used to determine the special
reading competencies needed for the English classroom. However, they can provide the
teacher with rough information which indicates some of the strengtha and weaknesses
of a new class. English teachers must remember that there is no standardized test
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which can measure the reading competencies necessary for the English classroom as
effectively:as tha informal teats composed by the English teacher.

When standardized test sboi'es reveal that a student or students have a,marked
deficiency in a particulararea, teachers might want to.use a.diagnostic-test to
fnrther isolate the skill'or Akin areas whichare:in need of remediation.

.-. One simple diagnostic test to.administer is. the McGrath Test:of Reading Skills
which can be.obtained from:the:Reading Office If standardized reading test scores
indicate the need for further diagnosis,-this test is relatively quick to administer
and the administrator needs no special training. Although there are forms of the
test available for all grade levels (1-12), it is considered more valid for junigr
high school students. Although the McGrath is the only diagnostic test of this
nature available from the Office of Reading for classroom use, other aids end
materials can be obtained by calling the Office of Reading. :

170
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APPENDIX C: DIAGNOSTIC TESTS AND PROCEDURES
FOR LANGUAGE

169

To determine student proficiency !,11cramnar, standard usage, and.the conventiOns
of written.English ("mechanics"), three diagnostic tests have been developed. AB
withthe composition tests, separate instruments have been developed for seventh_and.
eighth grades' (Level A), ninthand tenthgrades (Level B), and eleventh and_tWeifth
grades (Level 0). The appropriate test should be used early in the year-as a screen-
ing device l'orsiliamosti. These testb will in no war-give a reliable

--or valid end-Of-year measure of student mastery.

PLANNING TO AMMINISTER TEE LANGUAGE TEST

Before administering, teachers should become familiar with.all testitems as
well as their sources. This ought-to endbfe teachers-to be aware of the skills and
concepte students 'can reasonablr.1),--eipected to know- Upon entering a given.grade.
The following materials serve4,as guides for constructing ail language testitems:
theelementary bulletin, A-Guideto the Study:of the. English langmfm: Grades K-6
(also knownas "the )ue-gUgE77; the junior high language and grammar units; and
the.performance gnalein each language section of the Scope. and Sequence, 7-12
bulletin, 'Anoter important thing to-do, as,with composition tests, is to spend 1..t

least one--Class.period.reviewtng concepts and terminology, so that the tests procide
a more-Valid indication.of :ataents actually don't Understandrather than what
they-merely haveforgotten.

Since each language is6t. is 1.-;..!:her long (a hundred items),, it may be wibe to
administer the test ever two olv deriod, Parts I and II being given during a single
period and Part III admistered dv.ing a:second class period. Aqlso, because of test
length, _a separate thermeaxable'un3wer sheet has been 'provided. If students axe
given copies on which to'llark their answers, paper will be conserved and scoring will
be simplified. In fact, even thord, this answer sheet has sPaces for a hundred
.responses, teachers coule: 'ass it. -ilth other, shorter multiple7choice tests throughout
the year. A copy of this iwc sheet may also be rned.to tally responses.to each
test item. This item will then indicate whichareas-are mostin need of
study by the entire class.

Very thorough directions have bJen provide'l fox Lse when administeringthe test.
EVen though dir.2ctions remain the same for each 1,neel, ?11:p1icate copiesi been
proVidedwith eauh test. Teachers may wish to give -1.ase directions orally or to
provide students. witn their own copies. In either case, directions shouldhe
explained step by step.

A SIMPLE?? ALTERNATIVE

.Following the Level C diagnostic language test is an eXample of a simpler, one7
period diagnostic instrument which teachers ae invited tO use either as is or as a
model for an easier.or more difficult .original version. The test is a series of
twenty-eight multiple-choice items all based on a single sentence, in this case the
Lorsery rhyme about "the old woman wh-1 lived in a shoe." The items primarily test
Tecognition of various grammatical farms' within the nursery rhyme although a few
items focus on usage and mechanics. This test was modeled on a similar one by.
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Paul B. Diederich called "The 'adoial Test".on pp. 81-84 of Measuring Growth in
English. SiMilartests could leveloped using other nursery rhymes, such\as
"Jack and Jill" or "Old Mother R.ahbard," Or, a famous quotation from Bartlett's
poUld be used as the basis for e. series of test items on gramdar and usage. To
conserve paper, students may.be giver answer sheets to use instead of marking\on
the.test itself.

ONG0aG DIAGNOSIS THROUGEOUT TBE-YEAR

While a diagnostic test .4lich attempts to -assess studenta' knowledgeof many
language skills effectively .Treens students and provides a preliminary diagnosis,
it should be followed by varichs diagnostic measures which isolate,,specific skills.
These subsequent measures necessary througtout the year to make a more'reliable
diagnosis of particular skill areas as well as to include diagnosis of areas not
.formerly evaluated. Becauee of the brevity and informality of these exercises, they
can be administered frequznty. They have the added advantage Of allowing for a
variety of formats. Amx..:,F these are intviews, dictation, completion, alternative-
response, elort answer, matCh.thg, multiple choice, checklists, and rating scales.
.In the following sample axercises, the oQutent and format can be easily interchanged'
or adjusted to other.grade

THROUGH DAILY DRILLS
-

Specific language.skills such u4s oapitalization may be diagnosed.frequently
with short drill exercises. In adaitionto reinforcing skills already taught,
drills can be used instead.tc focus on a more refined aspect. In addition to or
instead of reinforcing gfrAersi. capitalization skills already.taught, drills can
also be used to diagnose a IntOrc particular aspect of caPitalization, Tuch as capital-
ization of proper nams. The following have been provided as examples for'various
levels:

Level A (7-8) .

In each of Cne following sentences, circle the word'in parenthesis that
is capitalized correctly.

1,. (today, Today) was a big day in my life for it was my (Birthday,
birthday).

2. The (f111, Pall) was beautiful in (vermont, Vermont) this year.

3. (the, The) state elected (Bill, bill) Smith for a second terth in
(congress, Congress).

4. My grandmotlwx is coming to visit me and (John, john) this (Summer, summer)
in (hawaii,'Bawaii).

5. My favorite time of the (year, Year) is.(december, December) because that's
.whenr(Ohristmas, ohristmas) is.
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LeVel B (9-10)

Each of the'five sentences has three underlined words. Some 'of
the words are capitalized and some not. Choose the number'under the word
t-,at illustrates a capitalization error. Then blacken that.spacein.the
answer column'for the number selected.

1. In History, we are stUdying about Benjamin Banneker
1 2

contributions to the nation.

3
2: Benjamin Banneker was born of a black american mother

1
and,a black African father of the Zulu tribe. .

3
. he lived in Baltimore county, Maryland, on the banks

2
of the Patapsco River.

. 3
4, Ee was a correspondent of Thomas Jefferson's, who was

secretary of State
2 3

.5. Hanneker published a 'ournal treating the life of

Nif
Charles Calvert,.an early Catholic settler:

. 2 3

Level C (11-.12)

1 2 3
( ) ( ) ( )

The following sentences contain only small letters.. Below each line
write all the words that should be capitalized, using capital.letters as
required:

1. for a history class project, don and i wanted to trace the spanish
influence.

2. "i don't know," don said, "maybe this is too hard for us."
-

3. among them is san antonio,.a. city in texas which was named after

saint anthony.

A-42
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4. mr;.-smith, our social studies teacher, helped us to translate\each name

. N
:into its english equivalent:and suggested that we read 1u...travels by

coronado."

5. in traveling west, we stopPed in tuoson, ariiona and met senator

barry goldwater, who was reading.all the president's men.

USING LITERATURE FOR DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES

Literary works prOvideinexhaustible'sources for the evaluation of language
skills. Below are sample literary works used to evaluate various language skills:
word function in Tom Sawyer, imagery ih The Pearl and usage in Huck Finn.

Level A (7-8)

In the following passage.from Tom Sawyer, there are 10 underlined words.
For each,' identify its grammatical function as one of the'follow.ing:

Noun Adverb
Verb Preposition
Adjective - Determiner

'She listened intently; but there was no answer. She had no companions
1 2 3

but silence and. loneliness. So she sat down to cry again and upbraid herself;
.14 5

and she:had to hide her'griefs and still her broken heart and take up the
6 7

cross of a long; dreary, aching afternoon, with none among the strangers
11 9 .

. 10
about her to exchange sorrows viith.

fevel B (9-10)

The following sentences were taken from Steinbeck's The Pearl. Decide
which word group in Column B contains the most satisfactory and sensible
image for each word group in Column A. To make it a bit easier for you,
key words have been underlined in Column A.
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1. 'Wen were sleeping..,.!' ,

2. "Juana peered...:" b.

"Kino C.

4. "The trackers were little more..." d.

5. "He.spoke of Kinois race as
though they were....."

e.

"...like a siow lizard."

...simple animals."

"...likean owl."

"...curled up like dOgs."

"...than sCurrying ants."

Level 0(11-12)

In the followingpassage, exaMplePof standard and sUbstandard
ubage have been underlined and nnmbered. On a separate sheet of paper,
number from one to twenty. If the underlined word or phrase represents
a form:that would be acceptable.in standard, edited English, write'no
mistake next to the corresponding number.= your answer sheet. But if
the nnderlined word or phrase represents a substandard usage, (a)
explain-the.nature of the error-and. (b) rewrite the segment, eliminating
the error. Finally, answer question #20 in few sentences.

We had the sky up there, all speckled with stars, and we used
1

to lea. on our backs and look up at them, and discuss about whether
2 3 4

they was made or only just happened:. Jim he allowed they was_made, but I
5 6 T 8

allowed they happened; I judged it Would have took too long to make so.
9 10

many. Jim said the moon could' a' laid themrwell, that looked kind of
11

reasonable, so I didn'tsay nothing against it,- because I've seen a'
-12:

frog lay most as many, so of course it could be done. We used to watch
13 1,4 15

the stars that fell, too, and see them streak down. Jim allowed
16 17

they'd got spoiled and was hov out'of the nest.
18 . 19

.20. How does the elimination of the errors alter the effet of the
passage?

DETERMINING SENSITIVITY TO OONNOTATIONS

The ability to distinguish connotative from purely denotative word meaningp
maybe diagnosed with drilltype activities such as the following:

.A-414
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Level A (7-8)

Por.,tha f011owing pairs of words, circle the one that is most.
positive or favorable.in its connotation.

.1. skinny/slerider 6. stingy/thrifty.
0. fat/plump 7. crafty/clever
3. crowd/mob 8. adventuresome/reckless
I. curious/nosey 9. aggreasive/pushy
5; youthful/childish 10. stubborn/determined

Level B (9-10)

Read the following advertisement, and choose from among the
alternatives the most appropriate word. Be ready to explain your
choice.

For more years than.you can probably remembem, (women,ladies,

houSewives, cooks, people) have been using (breakable, brittle, crisp,
1 2

fragile) Heinz Pickles to (stimulate hunger, to tempt lagging appetites,

3
to stir stomachs, to get their families to eat more) and (animate, spark,

spice gave z st to) plain (economy dishes, ordinary food, routine

5
meals, cheap food) with a cool, green (suggestion, tincture, hint, touch)

6

of spring! We've been making pickles the same (loving, meticulous,

7
lirecise, careful) way for over eighty years --using (precious, costly,

8

treasured, valuable) home (formulas, directions, recipes, receipts),

9
pedigreed cucumbers, our own fine Heinz Vinegar mad (out-of-the-way,

rare, exotic, Unusual) fragrant spices --and, naturally, most people like
, . 10
Heinz pickles the best.

.Level C (11-12)

The following passage is written from a negative point of view. Alter
that point of view by rewriting the passage and substituting words that
have more positive connotations than the original words.

Smithsville is twenty-eight miles south of Pittsburth and covers the
tip of a ImopyTmint formed by the most convulsive of the Monongahela's
many horseshoe bends. Though accessible by road, rail, and river, it is
an extraordiitarily.isolated place. The river and the bluffs that lifI
abruptly from the waterls'edge to a height of four.hunared and fifty feet
enshroud it on the north and east and south, and just above It to the west
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a range-of-even steeper hills. On its 'outskirts axe acres of sidinge and
rusting automobiles; forsaken-mines, rotting trash, add gulches filled
with garbage... Its limits, are marked by a grimy sign that reads, "Smiths-
ville. Next`to Yours.the Best Town in thall. S. A.". It is a harsh,
gritty town, founded in 1901, With a vulgar main street and a thousand
identical gaunt,.gray houses It ds treeless and-all.but grassless.
Its-deserted lots and many of its yards are mortally gullied and-one of
its three cemeteries is.an eroded ruin of.gravelly.clay and toppled
tombstones.

.

I -

;

DICTATION TESTS,.

179'

Oral dictation of a series of sentences is an especially effective means of
diagnosing students' ability to transcribe languags (speech).into writing. Con-
sequently, dictation tests are aparticUlarly effective means for diagnosing
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling. The folloWing, are provided as
exaMples of sentences-designed to test the ability ta.differentiate betweanthe
spelling of honophonous pairs.. Similar dictation drills may be found in the
Usaga 711e of American-English, although any drill requiring-students to2add
punctuation anT/71775italization may automatically be used for dictation.

Write the following sentences from dictation.,

1. The two men were too tired to load the metal pipes on theirttrucks.

2. Sam Stone who was a man of principle was the principal of Bear Creek
School.

3. It's part of his plan to see that they're caUght with their hands
in the cookie jar.

L. Don't desert me in the desert with no food, water, or dessert.

DIAGNOSING ORAL LANGUAGE SKILLS

Emphasis on oral language .development is easential to the English program.
awever, because oral languaga is not amenable.to evaluation by a paper and pencil
test,- it is often ignored altogether or assessed very informally and-infrequently.
Ateacher may:correct a student's grammar in the midst of a class discussion,,but
such correction. may only serve to embarrass the'student,witbOut:.meinfoicing the
development of-oral.language skills'. Certainly, language poY/er implies More than
simply correct usage. It.implies appropriate and variedword choice, clear enun-
ciation, 'clear and logical Organization. and developmentof ideas, eftectiVe

.

delivery, and. -arly-nuMber of other, things ini/olved in 'integrating all aspects of
an oral perforce.' A rating scale May be-Used diagnosticallyahy time during the.'
year for'some of the areas oforal language that need to be evaluated. Still other'
.areas may be found in the Oral Presentation Rating Sgf...le of Chapter II.

Word Choice:

Inappropriate to
the subject-

Comments:

Sometimes appropriate
to the subject
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Main Points:

Stated unclearly Stated somewhat
and imprecisely unclearly

Comments:

Sentence Structure:

.

Stated clearly and
precisely

Choppy, repetitious., .

monotondus

, Comments:

Transitions:'

1

.6

Sometimes varies SmoOth, varied
sentence structure

%Absent urinef-'
fectively-used

Comments.:

Occasionally used
but sometimes needed

Effectively-used
, Soli coherence

THE PIAGNOSTIO,CONFEPENCE

When realistically possible, the ideal diagnostic procedure involves a Prifrate °.
conference with each student during the fird.ti:to weeks Cif school. While large class
'size usually prohibits implementing suchfanapproach, teachers may.want to utilize-
the Conn,renue approach,only with small,'dpecial. classes.instead of Using pencil and
paper.teats.. Another pOssibility would be to confer With those students in each
cle.ss who sCore low on.the multiple-choice-diagnostic test. In this way, the teacher'

%can Mors an!.:trately determine the extent-to Which the low score is the, result Of poor
reading skills rather than sub-standard speech'habits.

Initiate at the conferencea separate card file foreach student, on which a
running'iecord is kept of the student'S languags successes or faaares. First-hand
teacher observations as well as.voluntarycomments by ihe apidents about their

-relative comfort withetandard.thags should be recordect. Such items as sub-standard
' ,rmags'in speaking'and writing, problems in coMposition in relation-to grammatical

principles, student's otltural backgrdund or language xperiences that may relate
indirectly to present language successes and failures hoUld be noted. A-card
similar to the one belOw could,bp-devised:

0
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STUDHNT CARD.(Suggested Items)

Name

Recognises

1. Nouns 4. Adverbs ,
2. Verbs S. q:'repositions 8.
3. Adjectiveb 6. Intensifiers

Recognizes the function of

1. Noun phrases
2. Verb phrases--
3. Complements

Connecors
Detelminers

an nanipulate-"acCeptaide"'informal English in speech?.

Specific weaknesses:

to be 1. (SUch as) Use of weak passive in composition
filled -=2. Uoe of_inappropriate irregular verbs (such as
in by. 3., Faulty parallelism in composition
teacher )4. Has trouble with spelling -

177

The.ailmof-the conference, of' oourse, is,"student-set gbals." ..Stndents Will
more likely, Work toward a goal that they feel they had apart in setting. 'They must.
be allowed considerable freedom-to (Teter:dine what they 4:and the speed4n which' they

:dO it. A. student must,first be made "aware" nf,language differences in,order,for him
to want to develop his ability.to usehis.language.effectivelY.in a manner.corisistent
'with.his,own personal goalsi in.life.

. .

During theconfe0
..xay'uSe sone ofthe f
yritte4aangusge. T
differences. need to

- -.Use a shortAs
W0701.9 or have

writing.

Patnt4o.

identify t

,

nce.an during everyday ContactS with thestudent the teacher
llowing'suggestions to eValuate the student in his_oral and :

teac r is encouraged to makeup his own materialoaSindividual:
en into consideration._

"14°
le paragraph and ask studentstó identify.the form,Olass

tudents4dentify form,c1ssses.,in a piece of their own

ertain sentences on the board or,in texts and ask
e'sentence pattern.A

Ask'studen s to change a statement to.a.question.

Ask studeh s to-change verb forms in a.sentence.,
.

-- Ask stuents tO verbalize alvidea.(such as, mowing the lawn, doing the
dishes-, the Sdeal:date), Have him identify certain form classes and
sentence pa terns in his Own speech.(taped) or, WrIting.

studentsto.
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LANGUAGE DIAGNOSTIC TEST - A (7.,.8)

DIRECTIONS TO THE STUDENTS

I.
. This tes::s your understanding .of the English language. It tries to find out

(1),how well you understand theWay English sentences are Constructed, and (2) your
knowledge of standard English usagp and mechanics.

-
,

Ybu will not be eXpected tolcnow the answer tb every question on the t.est, but

. .
.

you should:try to answpr all of them..

You will'be given-fOrty Minutes to take'this test. Since there are one Imndred
(100) items donot spend too pich-time.on any'one item. The best procedure to follow
is to answer those items you'are sure of first. Thenf if'time permits, go back and
try to answer those/quvstiona which:gave you .difficulty.

. .

. Every section of the test begins with a heading. Read each heading carefully...
Then, when.you kr:lbw what you are.to do, you will find some qusstions to answer.

. .

There is-ONLY.ONE CORRECT ANSWER to each question.'

I .

Here arebome Sample EXercisee.

Read the-following example silently.a& I read it aloud.
-

Whichof,the following sentences,has a mistake in caPitalization?

. '

a. Johnwalked to the store. ;
t. how many student's aro_in the clas0

.0. We wentto the ,beach last summe.e.
.

'cl. JP; you want to gb to the.,Movise
__

-Write :the letter of the correct. ansWer in.the aPpropriateepace 'Oh your answer.
,

sheet next to'Sample 1. : --
.

What is the correct answer? Right.t The correct answer is "b."Check your
answer sheet to see if you had the correct .answer. Are there any'questions?.

Now'let's try another Sample Ekercise to be sure that you understand inat you
are to do.

Read the following example silently as I read it aloud.

Which senience is Written CORRECTLY? .

e. We don't have nowhere to hide.
f. Sally doesn't know none of the answers.
'g. I didn't 'do nothing.
h. The pirates didn't find anything in the chest.

Writethe letter of the correct answer in the appropriate space on the answer
sheet next to Sample 2.

'What is the correct answer? Right\ The correct answer is "h." Check your
answer tosee if you had the correct answer. Are there any questions?
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Now:let's try onemore Sample Eercise to be sure that yell understand what you
-are to dd.

Read:the:following example silently. as I reedit aloud.

Which group of words is a grammatically complete sentence?

.a. A trip to the moon.
b. Across thestreet.
c. Big father is an astronaut.
d. Shot a wild turkey.

Write the letter df the correci answer in the appropriate space on the answer
sheet next to Sample 3.

'What:is the correct answer? Right. The correct answer'is "c." Check your
Answer to.see if youlod-the correct.answer. Are tliere a4. questions?I,-

. To .not'begin the testuntil I tell you to du so. RetheMber, all answers are to
1)e recorded On.your-answer sheets. O'NOT write anything dn-the test.

'
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'LANGUAGE DIAGNOSTIP TEST - LEVEL A

I. MECHANICS

This seciion tests your understanding.of capitalization and punetuation.

1. Which.of the following is the CORRECT abbreviation-for Regtster Avenue?
a. Regtster ave \

b. Regtster Ave.
c. Regester ave.
d. Regester Ave

. Which is the CORRECT possessive form of the following sentence?
bThe boat belongsrTO-Us.
e. The boat'is ours.
f. The boat ig ourls.
g. I-tis our boat.
h. It is.:oUis boa:t.

3. Which sentence is CORRECTLY punctuated?
a. You need a pen, a piece of-paper, and an eraser to take the test.
b. You need .a pen'a piece of paper and.an eraser to take the'test.
c. You need a pen, a.piece of paper,and an eraser,ito take th'a test.
d. You need alien, a piece of paper, and, an eraser to take the test.

4. Which sentence.is CORRECTLY:punctuated?
e. 'Oh I didalt recognize you with your new haircut.
f. Oh,1 didn't.recognize you with your new.haircut;.
g. 01-fI didn't recognize you, with your new haircut.,
h. Oh, I didnJt recognize you, with Your new haircut.

5. Which is the-CORRECT possessive form of the-following sentence?.
This work took a whole yeai to ao.

This is a year work.
b.. This is a years work.
c.',This is a years' work.
d.. This ,is'a year's work.

What is the CORRECT gontractiOn.for.thefollowing two'.4ords? it is
its

it is. ,

e.

f
g-
h.

7. Wbich sentence is punctuated.CORR2CTLY?
a., PIfjou're making a snack," Said Joan., ,"makel me one too."
b..%, "If. you're Making a snack" saidiJoan "make maone-too."

.

c. "If.you're making a snacksidd Joan.make me bne too."
If you're making a,snack/".said Joan," make. Me one too.
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8. Which sentenceia CORRECTLY punctuated?
e. A\smallsports car zoomed araund the corner and a police car followed

clote behind.
f. A sma.11 sports .car zoomed around the corner and a police car, followed

close behind.
g. A small sports car-zoomed around the corner and, a police car followed

close behind.

A small sports car zoomed around the corner, and 4 police car followed
close,behind. .

9. Which sentence is capitalized CORRECTLY?
a. The.YMCA ha's a huge swimming pool:

.b. There wereno.xecreational'facilities at the School..
'c,. Ed and Terry-are going to SummeX Camp.
d, Our community sponsored the.Annual Parade.

10. Which is the CORRECT possessive form of the following sentence?
The cake belongs to the class.-
q. It is theclass Cake.
f. It is the class's cake:
g. It is the class'es cake.
h. It is the classes cake.'.

.,.,

11. Which.sentenbe is capitalized CORRECTLY?'-
a. HiscouSin'was aMethodist.'--
b: They bpili.the Synagogue near the river.
c. The new ChuXch.buxned down.
d. The salvation army gaVe ihe 'man'a meal.

1 . Which of the follAting is. the CORRECT abbreviation for Mister?
ec mx
f. mr.

g.
la. Mr'

1 , Whieh sentenCt'is Capitalized.CORRECTLY?
4. my dog has Fleas.
b. 'Come here, Rover.
c. Joh/.-.0 neW dog is a. Collie':

d.' Dogs are Animals.

1LL. Which is the CORRECT possessive fOrM of the' following sentence?
eC The cat lest.its' collar.
I% The cat lost'it's collar.
g. -The cat lost its collar
hi. The cat lost the cats collar.

1 Which sentence. is CORRECTLY punctilated?
a, Well, what a'pleasure to see yoU here.
b. Well,what a pleasure to see you here.
c. Well, what a'pleasure,,to see you here.
d. Well what a pleasure to see you .here.

183
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16. What is the CORRECT contraction\for the followingtwo words?
would not
e. wouldn't
f. won't
g. ,wont

h. would'nt ,

17. WM-Oh sentence is CORRECTLY punctuav.?
a. -The bright lights and the loud no2..-s :'-ightened the children. -

b.- The bright lights, and the loud notoo, lghtened the children.
c. The bright lights, and the loud noiseo. -ightened the children.
d. Tbe 1..ghts and the loud noist.::, 11-toned the children.

\
N

18: Which is their.tziECT possessive form oC Ithe .1..:-*.yalop sentence?
The ban belongs : +be children.
e. It is the ball. -

f. 'It is the Chilefa ball.
g. It is the chilOrsn', ball.
h. It is childrelv,' 1.

19 Which sentence is 1.c1,4ated CORRECTLY?
a. "The policeman,"'asked her, "for he-12 license."
b. The policeman, "asked her," for her license.
c. The policeman askod bcr for her license.
d. The-policeman asked her, for her license.

20. Which sentence is CORLECTLY punctuated?.
e. "I don't-oare" Billy muttered under his breath.
f. I-don't care Billy muttered under his breath.
g. "I don't care," Billy mut:tered, "under his breath.
h. "I don't care," Billy muttered under his breath.

21. Which sentence isCORMECTLYpunctuated?
a. A b14ehird, a robin, and, a sparrow sat on the tree stump.
b. A bluebird a robin and a sparrow sat on the tree stump.
c. A bluebird, a robin, and a sparrow, .sat_on the tree stunp.
d, A bluebird, a robin, and a sparrow sat on the -Cree8t1m1-1.-

22., Which sentence contains a mistake :..11 capitalization?
fall the leaves turn brilliant colors.

f. 411oween is in october.
g. We always go to Washington, D. C., in the spring to look-at the-cherry

. blossoms.
h... Piy family went tc, Europe for a mon:, last

4

23. Whichsentence contains a mistake in capiteliza-lon?
a. We'll go shopping one day next week.-
b. They celebrated their anni.;:ersarrbY going out ta
C. Remember now, tomorrow is party day.
d.. Mo we have to finish this by mclday?

r



24. Which sentence contair, a mistake in capitalization?
e. Koreans are orientals.
f. The robin flew over the tree.
g. Indians lived in America'beore.the white mancame.
h. The law saysTno one may be discriminated against beCaUse of his race.

25. Vlach sentence contains 4.mistake in capitalization?.
4. .,"Can you swim the Whole length.of-the pool?" asked John.
b. Helen said, "we usually go to the movies on Saturday."
c. "DoTou. have another apple?" whispered Ed.
d. Maily shouted, "We won!"

2 . Which sentence contains .a mistake in caPitalilation?
e. We visited the museum last week.
f. Iqy family took a ride on au excursion boat.
g. The young couple had a.picnic by the Washington monument..

Tho.new highway goes by our school.

27. Which sentence contains a-mistake in witalization?
,

a.. "Her skirt.," screamed Margie,-"Is'r4aught in the revolving .door!"
The teacher said, "The firStteam chose'the name:the Turkeys."

c. 'The jUdge baaged his gavelbrder in the ccvrt!".he commanded.
. d. "I'm lost," cried the child.

.28..' Which sentence.C8ntains-,1 mistake-in capitalization?
. e. I want a-pony fon christmea.

f. Axe you'going oa vacation aoon?
g. The holiday wasn't long enough.
h. Our winte i. bteak i too short.

29. Which sentence contains a- mistake in capitalization?
a. Most of the irish that came to thellinitea States settled in cities.
b. My sister studied henistry last Year.
c. Japanese.tourist stayed in the:room next to ours.

od.. Who is yOur English tNLcher thisyear?

30. Which pair of'sentenCes contains a .mintake in capitalization?
e. The man shut the windOw. His wife.wascold.
f. Bill walked t the stOr. Mary rode her bike.
g. My pet turtle i.eeygc t out of his box. He cvEwled ander the bed.

.

h. Watermelons are delt.eios. persimmons die bitter;

II. :USAGE

This section tests your understanding of standard usage.

31 Which sentence contains a dOuble negative?
a. Mark-discovered there wren't any cookLf.n. in the package.
b. Mark discovered there were no cookies In the package.
c. Mark.discovered there weren't nocookies in the package.
d. Mark discovered there Weren't.cookic:i in the package

1.
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32: Which form of the modifier completes the senience CORRECTLY?.
John is the of the three boys.
e. taller-:

g. tall-

h.. more taller

33.. Which form of-the-modifier coMpletes the sentence CORRECTLY?
His grass is thaa his neighbors.
a. -more greener
b,. greenest
c. greener

... .

d. -most green

34.. Whichaentence uses-the und'rlined auxiliary helper).CORRECTLY?.
e. Pary's relatives is othrng fordinner.
f. . John's cltb are.-4goineto the show.
g.._Fredis brother was throwing the ball.
h. Martha's nephews was ar-rktrin( for the Weekend.

35. Which sentence uses the tnderlinedverb.CORRECTLY?
a.. The.baby eat. the ice cream

.

.b.. Ttey,eats the sanatich.
:c.: He eats three times dday.
d. Tim eat when his:mothertells him.

, -
36. -Which pronoun completes the sentence CORRECTLY?

3;arry introduced .to the new student':
e. her
f. she
g. he
h. they

37. Which-pronouns complete the sentence CORRECTLY?.
The two captainsi chose the teams.
a. He and.me
b. he and I
a. him and I
'A. him and 411

38., Which pronoun completes the sentence CORRECTLY?
- hae'been chosen for-the play.

e. Him
He

-13%

h. Me

39. .Which sentence uses the underlined verb CORRECTLY?
' a. He have five more papers tO sell.

.b. She has the.book on..her desk.
c.. It have to be.correct.
d. They has your money..

()

-
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40. Which modifif%. completes the sentence CORRECTLY?
He is the of all the men;,

S. skillf4liest
T. more skillful
'g. most ekillful
h. more skilled ,

Which pronoun completes the sentence dORRECTLY?.-
His father took. .on a trip.
la. _they
.b. she
c. :;them

d. we

42. In Which sentence iS the underlined verb used CORRECTLY?
e. He come to my house to_borrow Something.

,

f. I will came to seeYou before youso.,
elephant'had came to the water.hole

'h.' Johñ comes immediately when his Tether calls.

43. Which pronoUns complete the sentence-CORRECTLY?
The:.teacher cau8ht the two9culprits,

0 a. she and me.
b. her and I
-c. she and I
d. her anci me

44. Which proneun completes the sentence CORRECTLY?
'completed the project on time.

e. We
f. Us
g. them
h. him

45. _Which sentence uses the underlined verb CORRECTLY?
a., .It were on the shelf. .

b. He am.the boy who took it.
c. They was therc before it started.
d, She'is :the cirl we ere talking about.

46.- Which sentenpe contai,..,,J a double negatiViiil
e. I can!:t.ever remember that poem.
f. I can never remember that.poem.
g; .1,never remeuber that poem.

I can't never remember that poem.

47,, . In which senience is the underlined.verb NOT used correctly?'
a.1 He does his-homework very carefully.
b. She.done that very well..

.

c. Tobby clid an interesting thing.today.
d. Nary doeS her chores before watching television.

4.
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48. -Which sentence does NOT use the underlined auxiliary. (helper ) correctly?
e. The pen and book were stolen.

--
f. The cat and dog are fighting. '-
g. Tfie wallet and watch' was taken last night.
h. He and I were developing a new procedure,.

49. Which sentence does NOT use the underlined verb correctly?
a. John and Louis play the game incorrectly.

Martha and Tim won the match.
Jerry and Ruth.catches,the ball awkwardly.
Joe,and Mark run quickly.-

b.

c.

d.

Which sentence_does NOT use the underlined auxiliary (helper ) correctly?
e..-The'couple is going to the movies: -',.
f. The girl is going to the prom.

.

g. The child'were going to play.
h. The student was goingto the, busstop.

51. In which sentence is theUnderlined verb: NOT used correctly?
a. Theyran all the-Way home. -
b. He run to hid seat every day.
c. She runs quickly.
.A. We all ran after the robber.

. 'Which 6entence does NOT use the underlined auxiliary (helper ) correctly?
e. He and I has developed this entire project.
f. Maxy and-she had come early.
g. George and Herb have consented.
h. Bertha and Bob have seen the test.

53. In which sentence is the underlined word NOT used correctly?
a. He doesn't like to go,to the movies.

The suit doesn't cost much.
c. His parents don't approve of his company.
d. He don't like his job.

. .

54. In which sentence is the'underlined verb NOT used correctly?
e. Go get you money.
f. He 42 to ask his ftther's permission.
g. We went there yesterday.
h. Shirley goes to her grandmother's every Sunday.

5 . In which setnence is the underlined verb NOT used correctly?
We saw him in the drugstore.

b. I just seen him in the hall.
c. They sea her eve%y morning.
d. She sees very well from-where she.is.
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GRAMMAR

. -
This seotion tests your under8t-nding of the cOnatruction of the sentenoel

56. Which is the pattern of the following sentence?
Mother swept the floor.
e. N V
f. &VN2 -
g. N1V'N1
h. N V Adj.

57. WhiCh,sentence shows the CORRECT division between subject and predicate?
a. johnny Walked,down the street, acrosathe park,/ and over thahill..
b.I.Johnny walked down,the street-de:dross the park;' and pyer the hill.
c. Johnny, walked/down the street, across-the park,,and:',over the hill.
d. Johnny/walked-down the street, across the park, and over the hill.

.58. Which noun has a noun ending?-
e. basket'
f. /aayground
c. sportsmanship
h. laughable

59. In which eentenCe is a prepositional phrasaanderlined?'
a. The'china vase is.an antique.
b. Henry has lost his newlsweater.

.

0. le sailors on the submarine waved their hats.-
d: The general smOked his new pipe.

60. In whioh-sentence is a-prePOsitional phrase
"a: The Araid came around the bend.
f. The old man sat quietly.
g. His house has been painted recently.

.

h. Marcia was wearing a T-shirt and.leans.

underlined?

61. Which is the pattern Of the following sentence?
Diamonds are expensivei
a: N V
'b. N1V N2
0. NiV.N1

N V Adj.

:62. Which sentence shows the CORRECT division :between subject and predicate?
e. Per-green and yellowhal off her.head.

.

f. Her-green and yellow hat/fell o'ffher head.
g. Ier green and yellow hat,fell off/her head.
h.. Her green and'yellow hat fell/off her head.

'

63. Which word joins two prepositiorial phrases in the following-sentence?
The bookris'f.1 the desk or on the bookshelf.
a. is
b. in
0. on
d. Or
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,

64. Which underlined word in the following sentence .can be called a proper noun?
The gift_I gavetty Was-an Atherican jam.

-

f. ,Betty-

g. gift
h. flag

65..,Whiat nOun has the mist Common plural ending?
a. children
b. ,alumna

. crayons.
portion

,

66: Which is the Pattern of the following sentence?
The baby ie crying.
e. N
f. N1V N2
g. N1V. N1

h. N.V Adj.

. Which is the CORRECT negative form of the following sentence?
Some cats can.
a. All cats can.swith. .

b. Some'cats try to swim.
c. Cats swim. ..

d."--:Some cats can't swift'.

68... Which rird.does NOT have .4. verb ending?

e. sk...dping

f. sits
g. played
h. reliable

6. What question does the Underlined adverb clause answer?
Paul took a,part time job because he needed'ektra money.
a. who'
b. what
U. why
d. when

°

70. Which underlined.verb has an'auxiliary (helper )'?
e. 'smiled sweetly
f. He coughed !

g. has slipped
h. called to me

\.

71. Which sentence uses the verb is sas a...linking verb?
a. Bill is a smart cookie.
b. Bill is playing gin rummy'.
sc. Bill is on the porch.:
d. Is, Bill going to the'beach?
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72. In which sentence does Ale word fast function as a verb?
e. 'The pitcher threw a fast ball.

f. He will'fast for three days. .

"He ran fast around the track.
h. 'His fast lasted three days.

73. Which of the followingunderlined words is a pronoun?
.

The umbrella in the hall is Mine. .

'a. the - -

in
c: hall

. d. mine

74. Which-ib. the pattern of _the following sehtence?
Those men are prisoners.
e. N V
f. N1V N2'

N1

_h. N V Adj:

75. . Which word has the most commen adverb ending?
a., slowest
b. sOmetime

:c. anywhere
. d. carefully

76., In the following list, which underlined word is an.adjective?.
e. this Wall
-f. hi_sh wall

g
h. the wall

77 Wh1Ch line contains.an intensifier?
a. Soft pretzels
b. runs 'smoothly

c. the first page
d. very slippery

,

78. Which underlined noun is marked pr identified by a determiner?
e., 'thin wire
f. _the wire
g. . wire fence

h. steel wire

.79, which is the'pattern of the following Sentence?
Horses eat hay.

.

a. N V
b. N1V N?
c. N1011
d. N V Adj.

80. Alich noun is abit-ract?-

,e. bravery
' f. curious,

g. ghost
h. goldfish
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.151. What.aiethentei are being combined
Jill sang and%11(ardanced.
a.- -subjects
b. Trepositional phraies
C. sentences
d.,:prgdicales .

in the
0,

following sentence?

4

82.. Which is thg patteim of the following sentence?'
is'a ffrefighter. -

e. N V "; °
f. N1V
k. NIV N1

,h. .N V Adj..

-83 Which underlined word is a pronoun?-
-k

Although the mobntainside is steep, it is not, hard to climb.-
a. ,although
.b.

it ,

d.

.0

'84. Which.word May introduce a question that-oan-be.-answered.-mor:Uo?
.e.' Who

f. DO ,

(3... When
h. HoW

-0-

85. Which question must be answered With zes..o'r no.,

Where do-robins eat worms?
b.. .Whan do robins.eat worms?.
c. Do robins eat worms?'

What do. robinsAat?----

: 86. Which underlingd group of words iS an adverb clause?
e. John'grinned-as his name was called for the:Awar&
f. HiAroom Wes,a mesb bui he was tab- tired to clean it.
g. Camp of my friends wera :there.

.

t. The lighta dimmed,As the curtain oppati.

8 . What question does toe 'underlinedAdverb clause answer?'; .'

Carol listengd to-the radio..while..:15he did,her hothework at:night.
-a.. ..When?

4,

b.- Where?,
c.; How?
d. 4142

88. Which is tha pattern of the following sentence?
The stew was'delicious.
e.

f. 'N-LIT N2

g. N1V-N1

h. N V Adj.
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C. in
d. .and

Which verb has a past ending?
e. .taking
f. flies
g. spoken

looked

91. Which verb forms its pasz tense in an irregular way?

a. show
b. eat .

c: pick
d. escape

92. Which negative form of the following sentence is CORRECT?

Bob found coins in the chest.

e. Bob found no coins in the chest.

f. Bob should find coins in the chest.

g. Bob can firrd coins in the chest.

h. Bob found nothing but coins in the chest.

93. Which of the following words can he identified as an adjective by its ending?

a. truly
b. careful

\
c. goodness

.\

d. sweeping

94. Which sentence contains an adjective within its predicate that modifies

the subject noun?
e. The dark cloud disappeared.
f. We saw a dark Oloud in the sig..

g. The cloud is daik.

h. There is a dark cloud in the sky.

95. Which sentence contains an auxiliary (helper)?

a. The children played on the slide.

b. My doctor is ill.
b. His sister is drawing his picture.

d. The ship is a freighter.

96. Which is the pattern of the following sentence?

e. N V
f. N1V N

2
-

g. NlY N1.
h. -N .Adj.
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97. Which Word can be identified as a verb by its ending?
a. pushy
b. classify
c. clearly
d. story

98. Whibh line contains an adverb?
e. fat lady
f. grew suddenly
g. is danCing
h. on trees

99. Which is a grammatically complete sentence?
a. A book of rules and regulations. .

b. Crept silently through the bushes.
"c. The doctor examined me carefully.
d. Over and over again.

100. Which is NOT a grammatically complete sentence?
e. Wipe your feet as you enter.
f. .Who is playing the piano?
g. Mark painted hia bike.
h. Waiting for his turn to play the game.

.A-63
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Test Objectives
Level A a)

(r)
(r)

(r)
(r) a)

-P

193

abbreviation

possesSives

contractions

comma in a series
comma to set off
introductory element
punctuation of
quotation
comma in compound
sentence
capitalization
of proper
noun
capitalization of.
initial capitals

double negative

1 12
2,5,10,
1 18

616

comparisons
of adjectives
agreement
of subject
and verb
agreement of sub
ject and auxiliary.

case of pronouns

,33,4

4,}5

34,4 ,5 o ,5

(31,46)

(36,37,38,
41,43,44)

36,37,38,41,

sentence patterns

transformations
characteristics
of
form class
words
identification of
sub'ect & oredicate
identification
of sentence
identification of
re.ositional .hrase
identification of
structure words
identification of

' adverb clauses

72,91,94

63,81,
8

86
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STUMENT.ANSWER SHEET94

ANSWER KEY - LEVEL A (X indicate4 correct answer)

Sample Box 1: (a) (X) (c) (d)

Sample Box 2: (e) (f) (g) (X)

Sample Box 3: (a) (b) (X) (d)

Name

Section

Date

Test Level

1.

2.

3.

4.

(a) (X) (c) (a)

(X) (f) (g) (h)

(x) (b) (c) (a)

(e) (X) (g) (h)

26.

27.

28.

(e) (f) (X) (h)

(a) (b) (X) (d)

(X) (f) (g) (h)

(X) (b) (c) (d)

51. (a). (X) (c) (d)

5a. CO (g) (h)

53. .(a) (b) (c) (X)

54. (e) (X) (g) (h)

76.

77.

78.

79.

(e) (X) (g) (h)

(a) (b) (c) (X)

(e) (X) (g) (h)

(a) (X) (c) (d)

5. (a) (b) (c) (X) 30. (e) (f) .(g) (X) 55. (a)* *(X) (c) (d) 80. (X) (f) (g) (h)

6. (e)(X) (g) (h) (a) (b).(X) '(d) .56. (e) (X) (g) (h) 81. (a) (b) (X) (d)

7. (x) (b) (c) (a) 32. (e), ,(X) (g) (h) 57. (a) (b). (c) (X) 82. (e) (f) (X) (h)

8. (e) (g) (X) 33. (a) (b) (X) (a) 58. (e) (f) (X) (h) 83. (a) ;1)) (X) (a)

9. (x) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (X) (4). .(a) (b) (X) (d) 84. (e) (X) (g) (h)

10. (e) (X) (g) (h) 35. (a) .(b) (X) (d).
. (X) (f) (g) (h) 85. (a) (b) (X) (d)

11. (X) (b) (c) (d) 36. (X) (f) (g) (h). 61., (a) (b) (c) (X). 86. (e) (f) (g) (X)

12. (e) (f) (X) (h) 37. ( ) (X) (b) (d) 62. (e) (X).(g) (h) 87. (X) (b) (c) (d)

13. (a) (X) (c) (d) 38. (e) (X) (g) (h) 63. (a) (b) (c) (X) 88. (e) (f) (g) (X)

14. (e) (f) (X) (h) 39. (a) (X) (c) (d) (e) (X) (g) (h) 89. (a) (0 (c) (X)

15. (X) (b) (c) (d) 40. (e) (f) (X).(h) 65. (a) (b) (X) (d) 90. (e) (f) (g) (X)

16. (x) (f) (g) (h) , 41. (a) (b) (X) (d) 66. (x) (f) (g) (h) 91. (a) (X) (c) (d)

17. (X) (b) (c) (d) 42. (e) (f) (g) (X) 67. (a) (b) (c) (X) 92. (X) (f) (g)_.(h)

18. (e) (f) (X) (g) 43. (a) (b) (c) (X) 68. (e) (f).(g) (X) .93. (a) (X) (c) (d)

19. (a) (b) (X) (d) 44. (x) (f) (g) 69. (a) (b) (X) (d) 94. (e) (f) (X) (h).

20. , (e) (f) (g) (X) 45. (a) (b) (c) (X) 70. .(e) ( f) (x) (h) 95. (a) (b) (X) (d)

21. (a) (b) (c) (X) 46. (e) (T)4.:(g) (X) 71. (x) (b) (c) (a) 96. (X) (f) (g) (h)

22. (e) (X) (g) (h) 47. (a) (X)( ) (d) 72: (e) (X) (g) (h) 97. (a) (X) (c) (d)

23. (a) (b) (c) (X) 48. (e) (f) (X) (h) 73. (a) (b) (c) (X) 98. (e) (X) (g) (h)

24. (X) (f) (g) (h) 49. (4) (b) (x) (d) 74. (e) (f) (X) (h) 99. (a) (b) (X) (d)

25. (a) (X) (c) (d) 50. (e) (f) (X) (h) 75,- (a) (b) (c) (X) 100. (e) (f) (g) (X)
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LANGUAGE DIAGNOSTIC TEST - B (9-10)

DIRECTIONS TO THE STUDENTS

This tests Your understanding of the English language. It tries to.find out
(1) how well you understand the way English sentences.are constructed, and (2) your
knowledgu of standard English Usage and mechanics.

You will not be expected to know the answer to every question on the test, but
you should try to andWer all of them.

You.will be given forty minutes to take this test. Since there are one hundred
_
(100) items do not spend too much time on any one item.. The best procedure to follow
is to answer those items you are sure pf first. Then, if time permits, go back and
try to answer those questions which gave you difficulty.

Every section of the test begins0with a heading. Read each heading carefully.
Then, when you know what you are to_do, you will find some questions to answer.

There is ONLY ONE CORRECT ANSWER to each questiOn.

Here are some Sample EXercises.

114.d the following example silently as I read it aloud--J___

Wbich of the following sentences has a mistake in capitalization?

a. John walked to the store.
b. how many students are in the class?
c. We went to the beach last summer.
d. lb you want to go to the movies?

Write the letter of the correct answer'in the appropriate, space on your umwer
sheet next to Sample 1.

What is the correct answer? Right. The correct answer is "b." Check your
answer sheet to see if you had the correct answer. Are there any questions?

Now let's_ try_another-Sample-Exercise-to-be sure that you understand what you
. are to do.

Read the following example silently as I readit aloud.

Which'sentence s written CORRECTLY?'

e. We-don't have nowhere to hide.
f. Sally doesn't know none of the answers.
g. I didn't do nothing.
h. The pirates didn't find anything in the chest.

Write the letter of the correct answer in the appropriate space on the answer
sheet next to Sample 2.

'What is the-correct answer? Right. The _correct answer is "lr." Check your
answer to.see if you had the correct answer. Are there any questions?
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Now let's try one more Sample Exercise to be sure that you understand what you

are to do.

Read the following example silently as,I read it aloud.

Which group of words is a grammatióally complete sehtence?

a. A trip-to the moon.
b. Across the street.
c. His.father is an astronaut.

d. Shot a Wild turkey.
0

Write the letter of the correct answer in the appropriate space on the answer

sheet nsxt to Sample 3.

What is the correct answer? Right. The correct ar4ver is "c." Check your

answer to see if you had the correct answer.. Are there as& questions?

Do not begin the test until I tell you to do so. Remember, all answers are to

be recorded on your answer sheets. DO NOT write anything on'the test.

'Mb
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I. MECHANICS

LANGUAGE DIAGNOSTIC TEST LEVEL B

This section tests your understsnding ofcaPitalization and punctUation.

1. Which is the CORRECT possessive form of the following sentence:
The books belong to the boys.
a. These are the boys' books.
b. These are the boy's books.
c. These are the boys's books.
d. These are the boys books.

2. Which of the following sentences is punctuated CORRECTLY?
e. Bill asked "If I were going to the concert"
f. Bill asked "if I were goingto the concert."
g. Bill aaked if I were going to the concert.
h. Bill asked if I were going to.the concert

3. Which of the following sentences is punctuated CORRECTLY?
a. Everyone should bring the following items. a raincoat, an umbrella,

and,boots.
b. Everyone should bring the following items, a raincoat, an umbrella

'and boots.
c. Everyone should bring the following items: a raincoat, an umbrella,

and boots.
d. Everyone should bring the following items a raincoat; an umbrella,

and boots.

4. Which of the following sentences is punctuated COERECTLY?
e. If Bill coMes with us;-will you come too?

Bill comes with us will you come too.
g. If Bill comes with us, will you come too.

.h. If Bill conies with us, will you come too

5. Which of the following sentences is punctuatea CORRECTLY?
a. Unaware of the danger ahead the deteCtive rounded the corner
b. Unaware of the danger ahead, the detective rounded the corner.
c. Unaware of the danger, ahead the detective rounded the corner.
d. Unaware, of the danger ahead the detective rounded the corner.

6. Which of the following-sentences is capitalized CORRECTLY?
e. I like to go to memorial Stadium to watch football games in the fail.
f. Ellen and Bill tried out for the local Little League baseball team.
g.. Janet was the high scorar on her Intramural Basketball Team:
h. I wish I had tickets to at least one world series game!

7. Which of the following sentences is pUnctuated CORRECTLY?
a. Before the,guests arrived, we had to polish the silver wax the floor and

wash the windows.
b. Before the guests arrivea, we had to polish the silvor wax the floor,

and wash the windows.,
c. Before the guests arrived, we had to!.polit,..: sliTer, wax the floor,

and wash the windows.
d. Before the guests arrived, we had to polish the silver, wax the floor,.

and,..wash the.windows.
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8. Which of the following sentences is capitalized CORRECTLY?

e. !cst people are either Liberal ow Consewvative in their politics.

f. Most registered voters are Democ7zats.

g. We learn how our Government operates in social studies claises.

h. The Republican Party had its last Convention in Kansas City.

9. Which of the following sentences is punctuated CORRECTLY?
a. If too many people come with us said John there won't be enough room

in the car.
b. "If too many people come'with us." said John,-"There won't be enough

room in the car."
c. "If too many people come with us," said John, "there won't be enough

room in the car." .

d. If too many people come with us, "said John," there won't be enough%

room in the car.

10. Which is the CORRECT plural form?
e. 1960s
f. 1960's
g. 1960s'

h. 1960es

11. Which of the following sentenCes is punctuated CORRECTLY?
S.. If we get good grade6 in,Ehglish,- our qades in other subjects might

improve too. .

b, If we get good grades in Ehgaish our grades in other subjects might

improve, too.
c. If we get good grades in English our grades in other subjects might

improve toO
d. If we get good grades in English, our'grades in other subjects might

improve too .

12. W?lich of the following'sentences is punctuated CORRECTLY?

e. According to the results of the poll, most people go to the beach for

their vacation.
f. According to the results, of the poll most people go.to the beach for

their vacation.
g. According to the reeults of the poll most people, go to thebleach for

their vacation.
h. According to the results of thepoll most people go td*the beach, for

their vacation.

1 . Wbich of the following sentences is punctuated CORRECTLY?
a. Langston Hughes wrote a poem entitled "Dreams.7

b. Langston Hughes wrote a poem entitled Dreams.

c. Langston Hughes wrote a poem entitled Dreams.
d. Langston Hughes, wrote a poem entitled (D7r;-ZS).

14. Which of the following.sentences is capitalized CORRECTLY?
e. Outlaws often terrorized the Old West.

f. The Viking is only one of many spaceships the United States has used
for exploration,

g. The closest.planet to the wan is mercury...

h. The pilgrims arrived at plymouth rock in-1620.
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15. Which of the following sentences is punctaated CORRECTLY? ,

a.j Our puppy, the smallest dog on the block, bit the mailman.
b.. Our puppy the smallest dog on the block, bit the mailmali.
c. Our pupfy the smallest dog ot the block bit the mailman.
d. Our pu.py, the smallest dog on the block bit the mailman.

v.

16. Which of the following sentences.is punctuated CORRECTLY?
q. Your answers as a matter of fact are very thorough.
f. Youa answers as a matfer of,fact, are very-thorough.
g. Your-answers, as a matter of fact.are very thorgh..
h. ,Your.answers, as a matter of fact, are -vp.r: thorough.

L.

17. Which is the CORRECT possessivAfom of the following semence?
The policy of the SPCA.is to protect animals.
,a. The,SPCAs policy is to protect animals.
b. Tha,SPCAS policy is 'to protect animals:,
c. The SPCA'S policy is to protect animals.
d. The SPCA's policy is to protect. animals.

18. Which of the following.sentences is punctuated CORRECTLY?
e. Gone with.the Wind is a novel about the Old South. -

f. Gone with the Wind is a noVel.about the Old South.
g. 11Gone with the Wind" is a-novel about the Old South,
h. (Gone with the Wind) is Anovel About the Old South.

19. Which of the following is7punctuated.CORRECTLY?.
,

a. Eddie.asked if anyone wanted to go camping next weekend.
b. Eddie asked, "If anycne wanted to go camping next.weekend?".
c. "Eddie asked if anyone wanteC. to go camping next weekend."

,

d. Eddie asked if anyone wanted --t9_go camping next wpekend?

20. Which is the CORRECT posselaive form of the f011owing gentenäe?
e. It i the.bosses office.
f. It-is 'the boss!s office.
g. It is the boss'es office.
h. It is the boss office.

c,4

21.. Which of the following is punctuated CORRECTLY? \
a. Mr. Harris the,prinoipal of oUr school,- conducted opening exercises.
b. Mr; Harris, the prinoipal, of-our school conlbted opening exercises.
c. Mr. Harris4he principal of our school conducted opening.exercises.
d. Mr. liarris, the principal of our school, conducted,openingexeTis?s.

22. Which Of the following sentences is punctuated-CORRECTLY?
e; Jill exClaimed, "What an'enormous diamond."
f. Jill exclaimed,. "What an enormous diamond"
g. Jill exclaimed, What an entirmoUs diamond!"
h. Jill exclaimed, "What an enormous diamond?r

2 4 Which is the CORRECT possessive.form of the following sentence?
This sWeater could belong to anyone.
a. This could be ankone's sweater.
b. This could'be anyones.sweater.
c. This could be anyones' sweater.
d. This could be anyone' sweater.
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24. Which Of the following aentences is punctuated CORRECTLY?
e. The Corvette, squealed arumd the corner jumped the curb and slammect

into the telephone pole.
f. The,CorIette squealed arounu the corner, jumped the ciart, and slmmk

into the telenh,...ue pole.

g. The Oorvettr, eLlealed around the corner jumped the curb and slammed
into the tPlephane pole.

'h. The Corver.e squaeled around the corner.jumped the curb, and slammed
into.the telephone pole.

25. Which of the following sentelices is punctuaied CORRECTLY?
a. ITAlt, or I'll shoo ?
b. Halt, or I'll.shop :

c. Falt, or I'll sho
'd. Halt, or I'll shoot.

26. Which of the following sentehdes has a mistake in'capitali-zation?
e. All of my friends went to the concert last night.
f. Aunt Josephine wants us-to come to her house for ThanksgiVing.

Rebecca didn't think her brother could run as fast as she could.
h. When is grandfather going to take me 'swiMming?

27. Which of the following lines cOntains a mistake in capitalization?
a. The beclaration Of IndePendence Vas signed on July 4, 1776,
1, The supreme court is the highest court in our country.
c. The Constitution is a famous 4octment.
d. The Bill of Rights guarantee certain rights for all Americans,

-28. Which of the following nteicp has a mistake0in capitalization?
e: The si,gn over the door re d "Bureau of Recreation and Parks.".

,

f. We read the story, Ighe ost Dangerous Game", in class.last week.
g. The same of my.favoriteeong is "Smoke On The Water."
'It- My .sister gave me a farewell to. arms to read on vacation.

4

u

29. .Which of the following sentenges contains a mistake in capitalization?
Mest of the population.of the United States is concentrated in
the northeast,

b. People used to believe there was intelligent life on Mara.

c. Plants grow 'well in that flindow because it has a southern exposure.
d. 'Margie read the whole book during her.vacation.

30. Which cf the following sentences is NOT pUnctuated correctly?

, e.i.my new address is 3522 ChOptank Avenue..
f. He was born on April '23, 1962.
g. The new.faCtory will be built in. Cockeysville Maryland-,

h.

. On June 6, 1974, we movedto Detroit, Michigan.

USAGE
,..

4 .

This.sec.tion tests your understanding of standard usage.
V

31. Whicla senteilbea.trmtains a double negative?

, a. We will nevei do that again.
b. We won't ever do that again.
c. We won't never do that again.
d. . We won't do'that again.

.
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32. Which pronouhs complete the sentence CORRECTLY?
Father took to the baseball game.
e. he and she
f. him and she
g. he.and her
h. him and her

33. Which modifier completes the'sentence CORRECTLY?
.

,We found shoes last year than we did this year.
,a. good
b. best
c. gooder
d. better

34. Which pronouns complete the senten.;e CORRECTLY?
Went on the field 1;rip.

e. We girls and them
f. Us girls and them
g. Us girls and they
h. Wegirls and they

35. Which wonouns complets the sentence COPRTMLY?
'ROM told . t'lat we should not argue.
a. we boys and he
b. US boys and him
c. We boys and him
d. US boys and he

36. Which modifier completes the sentence CORRECTLY?
Of the three players, Mark tackles
e? more aggressive
f. more aggressively
g. most aggressively
h.. most aggressive

37. Which pronouns complete the sentence CORRECTLY?
The teacher asked to collect the materials
a. he and her

38.

b. he and she
c. him and her
d. him and she

Which pronouns complete the sentence CORRECTLY?
Mother 4sked the two boys,
e,:).he and me
f. he and I.

g. 4im and me
h. him and I °

39,. Which form Cf the modifier completes the sentence CORRECTLY?
Our class is than the other class.
a. noisy
b. noisiest

. c. noisier ,r
d. more noisier
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In which sentence 4 their used CORRECTLY?
e. No one had thellikproject ready.
f. Everybody was taking their time.
g.. Both of the men had their equipment.

h. Anyone may give their report.

14.1 Which pronouns complete the sentence CORRECTLY?

spent the night camping.

a. We boys and them
b. Us boAand they
c. Us boys and them
d. We boys and they

42. Which pronouns complete
The three'students,
e. him, her and ie
t. he, she and I
g. he, her and me
h. him, her and I

43. Yhich pronouns complete t sentence CORRECTLY?

Ray told
a. .us,hoys and him
b. we boys and him
c. we boys and.he
d. us boys and he

the sentence CORRECTLY?
were sent to the principal's office.

44

bout his war experiences.

Which pronouns complete the sentence CORRECTLY?
finished painting the fence.

e.

f.

g.

h.

Us and them
We and they
We and them
Us-and they

L. Which modifier
He is

completes
in

a. worser
b. badder.

,c. worse
d. worst

the sentence CORRECTLY?
English than I am.

46. Which pronouns complete the sentence CORRECTLY?

The two pilots, , flew the planes?

and-me
f. hi m. and I

g. he and me
h. he, and I

/47. Which pronouns complete the sentence CORRECTLY?
are in the same,club.

Her and me
. She and me

c. She and I

d, Her and I
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48. Which pronouns complete the sentence CORRECTLY?
have been waiting for two hours.

e. He and me
f: Him and me
g. He and I
h. Him and I

49. Which underlined verb is_used CORRECTLY?
a; The balloon bursted in his hand.
b. Don't do that or it will bUrst.
c. Yesterday, he bustedithe balloon.
d. We don't buy them because they bust too easily.

O. Which sentenCe contaids a double negative?
e. Our parents don't take UB anywhere.
f. Our parents never take UB anywhere.
g. Our parents donit take 'dB nowhere.
h. Our parents take us nowhere.

Which sentence does NOT use the underlined auxiliary (helper) correctly?
a. Lewis and Michael was going to Ocean City.
b. He and I were finishing the project.
c. The money and jewelry were taken by the thief.
d. Judy and Dennis are planning the trip.

52. Which sentence does NOT use the underlined modifier correctly?
e. Elain can run Taster.
f. She can't possibly run faster than I.
g. Sharuns the fastest of all of Us.
h. She certainly runs fastly.

53. Which underlined verb is NOT used correctly?
A. 'He went to see his sick friend. .

b. Lucy is going to the party.
c. She goes there every Tuesday.
d. Mark has went there before.

54. In which Sentencejs the underlined.verb NOT correct?
e. There is several students Waiting fur you.
f. There are too many people at the party.
g. There is a boy waiting in the car.
h. -There are children at'the movie.

-55. Which sentence is NOT correct?
a. You may go if you get'permission.
b. Joe could have left if he had finished early.
c. I would help if I didn't.have a broken arm.
d. John could of won the game if he hadn't struck out.

56. Which sentence is NOT correct?
e. I didn't tell the teacher nothing.
f. I didn't tell fhe teacher anything.
g. I didn't tell the teacher.
h. I didn't say anything to the teacher.
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57. Which underlined verb ib NOT used correctly?
a. He threw the ball to the first baseman.
b. I throws the ball to the first baseman.
c.. Always.throw the ball to the first baseman.
d. The ball was thrown to the first baseman.

58. °Which sentence is NOT correct? ,

e. Someone has lost his notebook.
f. Each of the boys had his hat and glove.
g. All the dogs were next to his own masters.
h. Does everyone have his pencil?

59.- Which sentence does NOT use the underlined auxiliary (helper) correctly?
a. Yes, we did leave tlie party early.
b. He done all of his chores on time.
c. Mary does work very hard.
d. I do climb very quickly.

60. Which auxiliary (helper) is NOT used correctly?
e. Everybody in the house was afraid.
f. Someone was shouting for more.
g. Each of the boys-are planning to.go.
h. Everyone of the trees has been destroyed.

61. Which underlined verb-is NOT used correctly?
a. Shirley writes very clearly.
b. He has wrote the entire paper in pencil,
c. I write with a felt tip pen.
d. We have been writing for two hours.

III. GRAMMAR

This section tests your understanding of the construction

..62. Which is the pattern of the following sentence?
Our dog.ran across the street.
e. N V
f. N1V N1
g. N1V N2
h. N be Adv.

Pf

63. Which sentence means the same as the following sentence?
A hundred men are in the class.
a. Are there a hundred men in the class?
b. There are a hundred men in the class.
c. A hundred men are not in the class.
d. A hundred men' are joining the.class.

64. Which is the pattern of the following sentence?
Bob b9ugh Linda a puppy.
e. N'V N'
f. 111V Ni
g. Nly N2N3

h. N V Adj.
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65. Which word is the subject noun in the following sentence?a dentist filled two of my.teeth.

a. my
b. dentist
c. two

d. teeth

66. Which is the pattern of the following sentence?
The monkey in the trees t72rew coconuts at us.
e. NV
f. N1V,N2N3
g. N1171 N2

. N1V N1.

67, In whi h sentence does the underlined word modify a noun?
a. Th6 cat is chasing a mo%se.
b. Wre you listening careful4?
c. Y u should be mal_cEin more money.
d. A spinning top amuses our cat.

68. Which phrase contains a determiner?
e. dirty rug
f. red tag
g. some tys
h. match box

69. Which pronoun is the plural form of he?
a. they
b. we'

c. his
d. you

70. Which Word could NOT logically join the following two sentencee
John will attend the party.
Sarah will attend the paty.
e. or \

f. nor\
g. so \

h. and \

71. Which underlined words are auxiliary (helping ) verbs?
That door should not have been opened.
a. That and should
b. should,and have
c. That and.have
d. all of the above

72. Which word most logically connects the following two sentences?
The dance was cancelled.
Not enough tickets weie sold.
e. whose
f. which
g. until_
h. _because

1
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73. In the phrace, over the prison wall, which word is the preposition?

a. over
b. the
c. prison
d. wall

7L. What is ale complete predicate of the following sentence?
The flags on that building represent all the Latin American countries.

e. rtpresent all the Latin American countries
S.. all the Latin American countries
e. The flags on that building
h. on that building

75. Wbdch underlired noun is part of a prepositional phrase?
My brother and his friend are the youngest scouts !n their troop.

a. brother
b. friend
c. scouts
d. troop

76. Which is the pattern of the following sentence?
The students in the first row are the winners of the essay contest.

e. N V
f. N1V N2N3
g. N1V N1

h. N be Adv.

77. Which word is the subject.of the following sentence?
Stand next to your sister.
a. your
b. you.
c. stand
d. sister

78. Which is the pattern of the following sentence?
The weather grew cold.
e. N V
f. NiV Ni
g. N V Adj.

h. N be Adv.

79. Which underlined word is a pronoun?.
a. Every person applauded loudly.
b. These are my best strawberries.

c. That lemon is very sweet.

d: Two stores are closed.

80. Which word is the verb in the following sentence?
These suits should have been reduced for the sale.

e. These
f. suits
g. reduced
h. for
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8 In which sentence is the-Word stone being uied as a modifier?
a. The stone wall is crumbling.
b. Did the crowd stone the thief.
c. Thxow a stone across the stream.
d. .The stone contained tiny pieces of quartz.

82. Which line does NOT- contain a determiner?
e. small child
f. two answers
g. your sled
h. a person .

83. Which word can be used to introduce.an adjective (i.elative ) clause?
a. if
b. who
c. so
d. since

84. .Which underlined word is an auxiliary (helper ) .

e. We had an unusually smooth ride:
f, Has Bob read your speech?
g. That bird is a great swimmer.
h. The detective has not solved the crime. .

85. Which word is the intensifier in the following sentence?
The formal gardensr are.'especially beautiful along the lake.
a., formal
b. are
c. especially
d. beautiful

, 86. What is the subject of the_following sentence?
A lone rider appeared on the 'crest of the hill.
e. on the crest of the hill
f. on the crest
g. a lone rider
h. appeared on the crest

87. Which underlined group of words iaan adverbial clause?
a. After signing the paper, John went home.
b. After bless, meet me in.the library.
c. After all, what difference does-it make?
d. After we ate lunch,-we played tennis,

88. What is'the pattern of the, following sentence?
The bind is here.
e. N V N2
f. N be Adv.
g. N V Adj.
h. N V

89. Which underlined word is a, possessive pronoun?
a. All items are too expensive.

Ay brother plays golf.
c... This chair is'broken.
d. some are missing.
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90. Which word completes the following list of detertiners: this,. that, these,

e. them
f. their
g. there
h. those

91." In which sentence does the underlined word modify a noun?
a: Bill has taken a bath.
b. The-broken cup was repaired.
c. Mother was shaken by the accident.
d. Have you spoken to Alice recently?

92. Which is the pattern of the following sentence?
My.no$ebook is heavy.
e. N'V Nt
f. N be Adj.
g. N1V N2

h. N be Adv. V4,

93. Which of the erlined words is a noun?

Eis honesty eatly-admired.
a. his
b. honesty
c. greatly
d. admired

94. Which is the pattern of the following sentence?
Dad gave the waitress a tip for her excellent service.
e. N V
f. N1V N2
g. NiV N2N3

h. N1V N1

95. Which word is an adjective in the following sentence?
Did Mary fall on the slippery pavement?
a. did.
b. fall
c. on
d. slippery

96 Which sentence contains an adjective (relative ) Clause?
e. That shirt oTI the dresséris yours.
f. That is,very-clear.
g. Is that your answer?
h. The sandwich that nobody claimed was delicious.

-97. Which word is an intensifier in the following sentence?'

We are having unusually Cool weather for June.
a. we
b. unusually
c. cool

d. for
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98. WIlich word could logically' combine the following two sentences?

George served as our guide.
He is a native of HaWaii.
e. which
f. how
g. that
h. although

99: In which sentence is the worclaround being used as.a preposition?
a.. The top spun around and around.
b.- We stopped and looked around.
c. Everybody crowded around.
d. The tab drove around the.block.

100. WIlich group of underlined words is an adverb clause?
e. For two cents, I'd give up.
f. We quit for an argument was about to start.
g. This spoon is used for stirring large batches of soup.

h. I bought that chair for five dollars.

_ I
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ANEWER KEY - LEVEL B (X inacates correct answers) Name

Sample Box 1: (a) (X) (c) (d) Section

.Sample Box. 2: (3) (f) (g) (X) Date

Sample Box 3: (a) (b) (X) (d) Test Level

1. (X) (b) (c) (d) 26. (e) (f) (g) (X) 51. (X) (b) (c) (d) 76. (e) (f) (X) (h)

2. (e) (f) (X) (h) 27. (a) (X) (c) (d) 52. (e) (f) (g) (X) 77. (a) (X) (c) (d)

3. (a) (b) (x) (d) 28: (e) (f) (g) (X) 53. (a) (b) (c) (X) 78. (e). (f) (X) (h)

(x) (f) (g) (h) 29. (X) (b) (c) (d) 54. (X) (f) (g) (h) 79. (a) (X) (c) (d)

5. (a) (X) (c) (d) 30. (e) (f) (X) (h) 55. (a) (b) (c) (X) 80. (e) (f) (x) (h)

6. (e) (X) (g) (h) 31. (a) (b) (X) (d) 56. (x) (f) (g) (h) 81. (x) (b) (e) (d)

7. (a) (b) (X) (d) 32. (e) (f) (g) (X) 57. (a) (X) (c) (d) 82. (x) (f) (g) (h)-

8. (e) (X) (g) (h) 33. (a) (b) (c) (X) 58. (e) (f) (x) (h) 83. (a) (X) (c) (d)

9. (a) (b) (X) (d) 34. (e) (f) (g) (X) 59. (a) (X) (c) (a) 84. (e) (X) (g) (h)

10. (e) (X) (g) (h) 35. (a) (X) (c) .0) 60. (e) (f) (X) (h)' 85. (a) (b) (X) (d)

11. (x) (b) (e) (d) 36. (e) (f) (x),N . 61. (a) (X) (c) (d) 86. (e) (f) (X) (h)

12. (X) (f) (g). (h) 37. (a) (b) (X) (d) 62. (X) (f) (g) (h) 87. (a) (u) (c) (X)

13. (X) (b) (c) (d) 38. (e) (f) (X) (h) t63.. (a) (X) (c) (d) 88. (e) (X) (g) (h).

14. (x) (f) (g) (h) 39. (a) (b) (X) (d) 64. (e) (f) (X) (h) 89. (a) (X) (c) (d)

15. (x) (b) (c) (d) 40. (e) (f) (X) (h) 65. (a) (X) (c) (d) 90. (e) (f) (g) (X)

16. (e) (f) (g) (X) 41. (a) (b) (c) (X) 66. (e) (f) (X) (h) 91. (a) (X) () (d)

17. (a) (b) (c) (X) 42. (e) (X) (g) (h) 67. (a) (b) (c) (X) 92. (e) (X) (g) (b)

18. (e) (X) (g) .(h) 43. (x) (b) (e) (d) 68. (e) (f) (X) (h) 93. (a) (X) (c) (d)

19. (X) ,b) (C) (d) 44. (e) .(X) (g) (h) 69. (x) (b) (e) (d) 94. (e) (f) (X) (h)

20. (e) (X) (g) (h) 45. (a) (b) (X) (d) 70. (e) (X) (g) (h) 95. (a) (b) (c) (X)

21. (a) (b) (c) (X) 46. (e) (f) (g) (X) 71. (a) (X) (c) (d) 96. (e) (f) (g) (X)

22. (e) (f) (X) (h) 47. (a) (b) (X) (d) 72. (e) (g) (x) 97. (a) (X) (c) (d)

23. (x) (b) (c) (d) 48. (e) (f) (X) (h) 73. (x) (b) (e) (d) 98. (e) (f) (g) (X)

24. (e) (X) (g) (h) 49. (a) (X) (c) (d) 74. (x) (g) (h) 99. (a) (b) (c) (X)

25. (a) (b) (X) (d) 50. (e) (f),(X) (h) 75. (a) (b) (c) (X) 100. (e) (X) (g) (h)
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LANGUAGE DIAGNOSTIC TEST C (11-12)

'DIRECTIONS TO THE PTUDENTS

This teats your understanding of the English language. It tries to find out
(1) how well you understand the way English senterces are constructed, and (2) your
knoWledge of standard English usage and mechanics. .

You will not be expected to know the answer to every question on the test, but
you should try to answer all of them.

You will be given forty minutes t5-4%Lce this-test. Since there are one hundred
(100) items do not spend too much time on any one item... Thecbest procedure to follow
is to answer those items you axe sure of first. Then, if time permits, 3o back and
try to answer those qUestions which gave you difficulty..

Every section of the test begins with a heading. Read each heading carefully.
Then, when you know what you are to do, you will firnd some questions to answer.

There is ONLY ONE CORRECT ANSWER to each question.

Here axe some Sample Exercises.

Read the followingexample silently as I tead it aloud.

Which of the following sentences ham a mistake in capitalization?

a. John walked to the store.
b. how many students are in the class?
c. We went to the beach last summer.
d. Do you want to go to the movies?

Write the letter of the correct answer in the appropriate space on your answer
sheet next to Sample 1.

What is the cotrect answer? Right. The correct answer is "b.", Check your
answer sheet to see if you had the correct.answer. Axe ihere aay questions?

Bow let's try another Sample Ekercise to be sure that you understand what you
are to do.

'Read the following example silently as I read it aloud.

Which sentence is written CORRECTLY?

e. We don't have nowhere to hide.
f. Sally doesn't know none of the answers.
g. I didn't do nothing.
h. The pirates didn't find anything in the chest.

Write the letter of the correct answer in the appropriate space on the answer
sheet next to Sample 2.

What is the correct answer? Right. The correct answer is "h." Check your
answer to see if you had the.correct answer. Are there aay questions?

-A-85
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F9w let's try one more 2amp1e Exercise to be sure that you unqerstand what you

are to ao.

11:

Req. the following example silently as I read it aloud.

Which group of words is a grammatically complete sentence?

a. A trip tG ths moon.
b. Across,the .streei.

c. His father is an astronaut.
d. Shot a wild turkey.

Write the.letter of the correct answer in the appropriate space on the answer
sheet next to Sample 3. \

What is the correct answer? Right. The correct answer is "c." Check your

answer to see if you had the correct answer. Are there any questions?

Do not titbd4 the test until I tell you tO do so. Remember, all answers are to
be recorded on your answer sheets. .-I10 NOT write anything on the test.

216
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I. MECHANICS

1

LANGUAGE DIAGNOSTICTEST LEVEL C

This section-tests your.understanding of capitalization and punctuation.

1. Which sentence is punctuated CORRECTLY?
a. _John asked, "Didn't Benjamin.Franklin say-, 'A penny saved is a penny

earned'?":
b. John asked didn't. Benjamin Franklin say,. "A penny saved is a penny earned."?
c. John asked "D4dn't Benjamjn Franklin say, A penny saved is a penny earned."
e John asked."Didn't Benjamin Fianklin say, 'A penny saved is a penny

earned.'?"

2. Which sentence is punctuated CORRECTLY?
e. .My family has a subscription to Time magazine.
f. .Have you read "Huckleberry Finn"?
:g. There are stacks and stacks of "comic books" down in the basement.

. 'h. The poem Birches was written by Robert Frost.

3. Which sentence is punctuated CORRECTLY?
a. It was Descartes who said, "I.think;
b. It was Depcartes who said "I think;
c. It was Descartes who said, "I think,
d.. It was Descartes who said; "I thinkf

Which:is the CORRECT possessive form bf
His grade for this semester gas a B.
e., His semester's grade was a B.
.ffvFlis semesters.' grade vas a B.
g.,-Hiss,semesters grade was a.B.
h. HIS 'semester grade was a B.

5. Which sentence is punctuated.CORRECTLY?
a. lartin Luther King Jr. was assassinated.in April, 1968.
b. Martin Luther King,Jr. was assassinated in April, 1968.
c. Martin Luther King.Jr. was assassinated in lpril 1968.
d. Martin Luther King, Jr. was asSassinated in April 1968.

6. Which is'the CORRECT possessive form of the following sentence?
Oliver twist was written by Charles' Dickens. ,

e. Oliver Twist is a Charles Dickens novel.
I% Oliver Twist is one ,of Charles Dickens novels.,
g. Oliver Twist is one of Charies Dickens' novels.
h. Oliver Twist is one of Charles Dicken's novels..

7. Which sentence is punctuated PORRECTLY?
a. He walked all the way to'the top of Mt. Snow,:where he found an

: abandoned cabin.
b. He walked all the way tc the top of Mt. Snow: where' he found an,

abandoned cabin.
c. He walked all the way to the top of Mt. Snow where he found an

abandoned cabin.
d.. He walked all the way to the top of Mt. Snow; where he found an

abaddoned cabin.

therefore, I am." T1"
therefore, I am." \\

therefore, I am."
.therefore, I am."

the following sentence?

2 18
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8. Which sentence is punctuated CORRECTLY?

e. "I'm not sure", said Bill, "if I read The Raven last year."

f. "T'm not sure said Bill if I read "The Raven" last year."

g. "I'm not sure, said Bill, "if I read 'The Raven' last year."

h. "I'm not sure," said Bill, "if I read 'The Raven' last year."

9. Which sentence is
a. The prisoners

echoed in the
b. The prisoners

echoed in the
c. The prisoners

echoed in the
d. The prisoners

echoed in the

10. Which sentence is
e. Was it Martin
f. Was it Martin
g. W4s it Martin
h. Was it Martin

punctuated CORRECTLY?
marched in formation: the sound of their chains

courtyard.
marched in formation the sound of their chains
coirtyard.
maiched in formation; the sound of their chains
courtyard.
marched in formation, the socInd of their chains
courtyard.

7

punctuated CORRECTLY?
Luther King who. -said, "I have a dream"?
Luther King who said, "I have a dream."?
Luther King who said, "I have a dream?"
Luther King who said, "I have a dream".

11. Which sentence.is punctuated CORRECTLY?
a. The building: .if it could still be called a building: was twisted

and deformed after the earthquake.
b. The building; if it could still be.called a building; was twisted

and deformed after the. ealthquake.
c. The building, if it could still bP-t-;a1led a building, was twisted

,and deformed after the.earthquake.
d. 'The building if it could still be called a building was twisted

and deformed after the earthq

12. Which sentence is capitalized CORRECTLY?
e. The First Voyage to the New World was long and arduous.
f. -The most popular war in our history was world war two.
g. Cities krew rapidly during the Industrial Revolution.

h. Immigration restrictions were imposed in the 1880's by the

gentleman's agreement.

217

13. Which sentence is punctuated CORRECTLY?
a. Rumbling down the mountain, the avalanche leveled everything in its path.

b. Rumbling down the mountain; the avalanche leveled everything in its path.

c. Rumbling down the mountain: the avalanche leveled everything in its iiath.

d. Rumbling down the mountain the avalanche leveled everything in its path.

1 . Which sentenca is punctuated CORRECTLY?
e. The large wall clock, whose hands moved slowly, loomedabove the

restlees workers.
f. The large wall clock; whose hands moved slowly; loomed above the

restless workers.
g. The large wall clock; whose hands moved slowly, loomed abcve the

restless workers.
h. The large wall clock whoshands moved slowly loomed above the

restless.workers.
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15. Which sentence,,is punctuated CORRECTLY?
a: Have you seen the movie version of "The Sound of Music?"
b. gave you seen the movie Nersion of "The Sound of Music"?
c.. Have you seen the movie' version of The Sound of Music?

'd. Have you seen the movie version of The SOund of Music?

16. Which sentence,is punctuated CORRECTLY?
e. As the only soldier left alive, he had only one choice--to surrender.

.f. AB the only soldier left alive, he had only one choice, to surrender.
g. As the only sOldier left alive, he had only one choice...tq qurrender.
h. Both e and g

17. Which sentence is punctuated CORRECTLY?
a. The concert began at 7:00; hcwever, we.didn't arrive until 7:30.
b. The concert began at 7:00; however; we didn't arrive until 7:30..
c. The concert began at 7:00, however, we didn't arrive until 7:30.
d. The concert began at 7:00., however.we didn't arrive until 7:30.

18. Which is the CORRECT abbreviation for United Nations International
Children's Emergency Fund?
e. UNICEF
f. unicef
g. U.N.I.C.E.F.
h. UNICEF.

-

19. Which sentence sp punctuated CORRECTLY?
a. The scienti *asked, "when .the experiment would begin?"
b. The scientist asked when the experiment woUld.begin.
c. "The scientist asked when the experiment would begin?"
d. The Scientist asked when the experiment would begin?

20. Which sentence is punctuated CORRECTLY?
e. "That cougli:Of.yours," said the doctor, "Could be something serious."
f. "That cough of yours';" said the doctor, "could be something sericius.".
g. "That cough of yoursr said the doctor"conld be something serious."
h. "That cough of yours, said the doctor, could be something serious."

21. Which sentence is punctuated CORRECTLY?
a. Tours through the Museum are usually made.up.of three kinds of groups:

teachers, students; and mothers, ambassadors, dignitaries, and
elected officials, and ministers and parishoners.

b. Tours through the museum aieousually made up of three kinds of groups;
teachers, students,:and mothers; ambassadors,: dignitaries, and.
elected officials; and ministers and parishoners. .

c. Tours_thr"ough the museuth are Usually made up.of three kinds of grOups:
teachers4students, and mothers; ambassadors, dignitaries, and
elected offiCials; and ministers arid parishoners.

d. Toure through the'museum are usually made up of three kinds of groups:
teachers, students, andmothere--ambassadors, dignitarieS, and
elected.officia1s--and ministers and parishoners.

22. Which sentence is.capitalized CORROTLY?
e. We read The Catcher in the Ihnlolast ear.

f. We read The.Catcher In The Rys. last.y ar.

g. We read the Catcher in the Rys. last yearc'.,

h. We read The catcher in the Eye. last year.
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23. Which sentence ispunctuated CORRECTLY?
a. John Denver, who has sold nilliona of records, is appearing at the

Civic Center.
b. John Denver who has.sold millions of records is appearing at the

Civic Center.
c, John Denver who has sold millions of reoords, is appearing at the

Civic Center.
d. John Denver, who has sold millions of records is appearing at the

Civic Center.
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2Lt. Which sentence is punctuated CORRECTLY?
e. "Don't skate over there! The ice is cracking!" cried Janice.

f. "Don't skate over there!" "The ice is cracking," cried Janice.

g. "Don't skate over there! The ice is cracking" cried Janice.

h. "Don't skate over there! The ice is cracking cried Janice." 1

25. Which sentence is punctuated CORRECTLY?
a. The young girl galloped toward the meadow hair flying and jacket flappiag.

b. The young girl galloped toward the meadow, hair flying and jacket

flapping.
c. The young girl galloped toward the meadow, hair flying, and jacket

flapping.
a. The young girl galloped toward the meadow hair flying, and jacket

flapping.

26. Which ia the CORRECT abbreviation for millimeter?
e. mm.

f. MM.

g, X.m.

h. M.M.

27. Which sentenceis punctuated CORRECTLY?
a. Yes, :Virginia, there is a Santa Claus.

b. Yes, Virginia there is a Santa Claus.
c. Yes Virginia, there is a Santa Claus.

d. Yes Virginia there is a Santa Claus.

28. Which sentence is punctuated CORRECTLY?
e. Houses that have a front porch are rapidly disapPearing.

f. Houses, that have a front porch, are rapidly diaappearing.
g. Houses that have a front porch, are rapidly disappearing.
h. Houses, that have.a front parch aie rapidly disappearing.

29. Which sentence is punctuatedCORRECTLY?
a. Alex asked, "Did you hear mother say Don't go near the water?"
b.. Alex asked, "Did you hear mother say Don't go near the water."?

c. Alex asked, "Did you hear mother pay, /Don't go near the water'?"
d,- Alex asked, "Did you hear mother say, /Don't gio near the water?"

30. Which sentence is capitalized CORRECTLY?
e. We had new England clath chowder for lunch:
f, We studied the art of french cooking in night school.-

g. Did you ever stuay a Foreign Language?

h. The American' flag is a powerful symbol.
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31. Whi:ch sentence contains a MISTAKE in capitalization?
a. Women who wear the latest Parisian fashions are considered uptodate.
b. We visited the Grand Canyon on our vacation. . .

c. Literature and art were strongly affected by the victorian age.
d. We walked all the way to the top of that mountain..

32. Which sentende contains a MISTAKE in capitalization?
e. My mother belongs to the League of Women Voters.
. The young couple stayed in an expensive hotel on their honeymoon
g. All bills originate in the house of representatives.
h. My brother attends the'Community College of Baltimore.

33. Which sentence contains a MISTAKE in capitalization?
a. The President of the United States lives in the White House.
b. .The ancient Greeka-worshipped many different gods and goddesses.
c. Richard wrote to Senator Smith asking him to speak at commencement.
d. Atheists do not believe god exists.'

II. USAGE
_

This section tests your understanding of standard-usage.

ii4. Which sentence is CORRECT?
e. Of,the three, the second one is-the-more elaborate.
f. Of the two co4ors, green is the more appropriate.
g. Between the two boys, he ia the most sincere.

.11: Of the two, this one is the mosi useful.

35. -Which sentence does NOT Use the underlined pronouns CORRECTLY?
. a. Between them and us, there is no love lost.

b. Between you and I, I am not very confident.
c. Between him and.her, there is a strong friendship.
d. Between him.and them, there is animosity.

36. Which sentence is CORRECT?
e. This is a nice day, wasn't it?
f. John came in first, and the first person he Sees is Ruth,
g. We wandered around the camp, and then-we went into our tents.
h. We started it and he finishes it.

37. Which sentence is CORRECT?
a. He was nowheres to be found.
ID. His report was nowhere near as.good as hers.
c. Her project was not nearly as good as Martha's.
d. They were not nowhere in the auditorium.

38. Which sentence is CORRECT?
He hadn't hardly caught his breath when he had.to start again.

f. There wasn't hardly enough.time to finish.
g. There was hardly enough room for the luggage..
h. He couldn't hardly expect to be chosen.

39. Which underlined word is CORRECT?
a. He has given hispelf a vacation.
b. We will do it ourself./
c. I made melf a banana split.
d. While cooking on the stove, they burned theirselves.
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40. Which sentence is CORRECT?
e, They hadn't ought to have done that.

f. He hadn't ought tc said that.
g. ,They had ought to arrive shortly.
h. 'She ought not tote so cruel.

41, In which sentence is the underlined verb CORRECT?

a. When it becomes too hot, we rise the window.

b. He raise the window to let air in.

c. We raised the window just a little.

d. Shirley has risen the window every morning.:

42. Which sentence is CORRECT?
e. A zebra is when a horse has stripes.

f. A stort is when you have thunder, lightning and rain.

g. Two o'clock is when we expect you to arrive:

h. A basketball is when you dribble and shoot it in the basket.

43.

414

Which sentence is CORRECT?
a. They invited we boys and we.gir16 to go with them.

b. They invited um boys'and'wegirls to go with them.

c. They invited vs boys and um girls to go with them,
d.- They invited we bOys and um girls 'to go with them.

In which le-the underlined verb CORRECT?
e. When.mother calls, we have risen immediately.

f. We always rise early in the morning.

g. John raised at eight o'clock.

h. Mary has raised ipromptly every morning.

45. Which pronouns cOmplete the sentence CORRECTLY?

Tom told that we needed to agree.

a. we boys and him
b. US boys and he
c. we boye and he.

d. US boys and him

46. Which pronouns complete the Sentence CORRECTLY?

Ralph gave the .entire package.

e. her, he and I
f. She, he and me
g. her, him and me
h. she., him and I

47. In which sentence is the underlined verb CORRECT?

a. Mary sat thetable.for her mother.
b. He will sit the book on the desk.

c. They have sat in the same place the entire semester.

d. He has sat-the table for his mother.

48. Which pronouns complete the sentence CORRECTLY? '"

The three players, , were thrown out of the game..

e. he, her and me
f. him, her and I.
g. .him, her and me
h. he, elle and I
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49. Which sentence is CORRECT?
a. That kind of toothpaste has a good taste.
b. We were sort of sorry we missed the party.
c. .That sort of a problem is the most difficult.
d. This kind of a story is the most interesting.

O. Identify the sentence that is CORREOT?
e. The cast were ready for the performance.
f. The orchestra play with vigor.
g. The crew is prepared to sail.
h. The audience were in a happy mood.

51. In which sentence is the underlined verb CORRECT?
a. He sits the'trash down every evening.
b. .Joe set the book on the fireplace.
c. 'Cindy sat the bat on the rack.
d. George has sat the grOceries on the dining room table.

52. Which sentence is NOT correct?
e. John, as well as the other players, were on.the team bus.
f. Mary,.together with her four sisters, is going to the'play.
g. Learning English; in addition to other foreign languages, was a very

difficult task.
h. 'Building a boat, together with my other activities, is very time

consuming.

53. Which underlined word is NOt used correctly? T-
a. ".The effect on the people will be tremendous.

_b. The teacher's threat had effected theclass.
c. He refuses to let it.affect him.
d.. The problem will affect everyone.

54. Nhich underlined word is NOT correct?
e. Since evorY one of the students was afraid of failing, the teacher

reassured him. .,

f. Neither Nancy nor Mary has completed her aesignment.
g. When boys and girls first enter school, they find studying very.

.

difficult.
h. Many ..lzf the politicians were trying to win votes for their

,

respective parties.

55. *doh underlined word is NOT used correbtly?
a. He will accept the award at the banquet.
b. EverybodY is here except Ruth and Harry.
c. Every door accept the front door waa repaired.
d. Everything Was finished except Ihe final page.

56. 'tri which sentence is the-underlined word NOT correct?
e. John'was very bad today.

,f. She looks bad.
g. The Colts played badly.
h. He. writes:bad.
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57. In which sentence is the underlined verb NOT correct?

a. He la,,y down yesterday.

b. The man laid the bricks in the corner.

c. The workers have laid, the cornerstone.

d. 1...2& down for a few minutes.

58.. Which sentence is NOT correct?

e. The boywhich is in the third row is absent..
f. .The book which you were using is gone.

g. The men who are repairing the road are employed by the city.

h. Terrance, who just moved in, will be there.

59. Which underlined:word is NOT used correctly?

a. Every man, woman and child are now involved in stopping pollution.

b. Each of the men is at the proper place.

c. All of the .students are to be involved.

d. Either of the stories is a good one.

60. Which underlined word is NOT used correctly?
e.. We will have to do it all together.

f. Altogether, there were forty people.

g. They were all together in the room.

h. The chorus was singing altogether.

61. Which sentence is NOT correct?

a. Him leaving so early was no surprise.

b. Her acting leaves a lot to be desired.

c. My coughing disturbed the class.

d. Our laughing upset him.

62. In which sentence is the underlined Verb NOT ..:orrect?

e. lay. the basket in the corner.

f. Maria has lain on the sofa quite often.

g. We laid the, kittens in the basket.

h. ..Did he la,,y down?

63. Which sentence is NOT correct?

a: He wanted that watch very muOh.

b. They were very anxious to get it.

.c. Tim wanted th4 new bike very much.

d. She wanted to go in the worst way.

64. Which underlined word is NOT correct?

e. They are only concerned with theirselves.

f. He hurt himself on'the diving board.

g. The bird was giving itself a bath.

h. When he walked in, I was talking to myself,

65. Which underlined word is NOT used-correctly?

a. Before buying something, lodk it over Food.

b. He is a very good student-.
c. .The car is working well after he fixed it.

d. If he'rests, he willIbe well soon.

A-914
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66. , ch er ined word is NOT used correctly?
e. e is the man whose house was burglarized.
f. She is the one who's going with us.
g. If we do that, whose to decide which way it will be done.
h. Wha's going to tell us how to do the long range project?

. .

67. Which sentence is NOT correct?
a. Re fell off the rock.
b. She took it off of him to give to me.

.

c. They borrowed the books from the library.
.d. Take it from the living room and put it in the kitchen.

68. . In which sentence is the underlined word NOT used correctly?
e. You're the one they have been trying to reach.
f. Is this your itief?
g. Put you're pens and pencils on the desk.
h. If your parents are coming, please let me know.

69. Which underlined word is CORRECT?.
a. They gave the present to there parents.
b. We gave they're hooks to them.
c. Their were many people waiting to get in.
d. Children gave their donations willingly.

70. Which underlined word is NOT use 6. correctly?
e. -Whom did you recommend for the nomination?
f. Who do YOu think did all the decorating?
g. Whom did you'have in mind for the promotion?
h. Who should we take this problem to?

71. In which sentence are the underlined words NOT correct?
a. We need those kinds of notebooks.,,
b. This kind of hammer will not do.
c. That kind of thinking will oause'harm.
d. These kind of cars are the cheapest.

III. GRAMMAR

This section tests your understanding of the construction of a sentence.

72. Which is the patternof.the following sentence?
The fish in my aquarium are swimming behind the filter.
e. -Z. V

NiV N2
-1 1g. N V N

h. N1V N2N3 .

73. In which-sentence does the infinitiye modify a noun?
a. The audience wanted to helieve.
b. Ris desire'to. please won him many friends.
c. To win its his sole ambition.
d. Does Michelle like to drive.?
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74. In which sentence is a gerund phrase used to rename the complete subject?

e.- Cutting classes is a-dangerous practice.

f. The boy tried standing at attention on one foot:

g. Greg's job is patrolling the West Gate.

h. After smiling sweetly, Violet panicked znd ran from the stage.

75. In which sentence does the leXical subject come before the predicate verb?-

a. There are many cowards amOng us.

b. Where were my sunglasses?
c. Hete are all your old friends.

d. The room was ilncomfortably,warm.

76. In which sentence does the underlined prepositional phrase answer when? .

e. The flowers, in_the_gEcita are,blooming.

f. Mother served iced tea to our guests.

g. Before rehearsal we tried on our costumes.

h. Your shirts are on the dresser.

77. Which group of words from the following sentence.is a participial:phrase?

Sitting in a circle.about the fire were six Indian chiefs.

a. about the fire *.

I): sitting in a circie about the fire

c. in a circle about the fire

d. were six Indian chiefs

Which is the pattern,of the following sentence?

Your nose feels cold..
e. N V
f. N V Adj.
g. N be.AdV.
h. N1V N2

79. Which sentence transforms the verb in.the.following sentence from active

to passive Voice?
Jane studied French in high school.

a. Jane has-StadiedFrenchia_high_school.
b. Jane was studying French in, high schO61-;----

o. French is a subject that Jane studied in high sChool.

d. French was studied.by Jane in high school;

80. .Which group of underlined words is gOT an'gdjeCtive clatse?

e. -The reason he missed the last question is obvious.

f. People who think like that are fools.

g. Mr. Langdon, whom everybody trusted, turned out to be a crook.

h. The wind, whiintro, tOre off the roof of our cabin,

81. Which group of underlined,vords is an adverb clause?

a. After school we played baseball.
b. ,.After the guest speaker was seated, the band played "America the'

Beautiful." .

c. entire I went home.

d. After skiing; the instructor went into the lodge.
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82. Which of the following is NOT a grammatically complete sentence?
e. After the crowds had dispersed and the equipment was put away.
f. Then the fire spread to the other bank.
g; I quit.
h. Follow the directions care-U.11.y.

83. Which is the pattern of the following sentence?
The artist oalled the Mona Lisa a masterpiece.
a. N1V N2
b. N1V N2N3
c. N1V N1
d. N1V N2N2

84. Which group of underlined words is a.noun clause?
e. AMericans did not know that the Japanese were planning an attack

on Pearl Harbor.
f. That kind of motor is very' efficient.
g. The bridge that crosses the gorge was made by Indians.
h. That's the latest news from Europe.

85. Which is the patter,/ of the following sentence?
Christmas is here!
a. N,V
b. WIT
c. N be Adv.
d. N be Adj.

.66. Which noUn clause is the direct object of the verb?
e. Why George is so stubborn is beyond me.
I% Mother knew'when Bob Wasi lying.
g. My belief is ihat he forged the signature.
h. The fear that he might be killed kept John from jumping.

87. Which is the pattern of the following sentence?
Ron is the vice-president of the senior class.
a. N V
b. NiV N2

d. N V N

88. !Which group of underlined words is an adjective clause?
e. foul smelling cigar
f. a piece of cherry p:i.e
g. the apples baking in the oven
h. glue that dries quickly -

89. In which sentence does the underlined prepositional phrase modify a noun?
a. The goldfish swam around in circles.
b. Billy fell flat on his face.
c. The children cried during the thunderstorm.
d. Mother bought a fresh bag of potato chips.

90. Which is the pattern of the following sentence?
The-jvry gound tra man guilty.
e. WIT N`
f. N1V N2Adj.
g. N1V N2142
h. N1V N2N3
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91. Which sentence is in passive voice?
a. Greg mows lawns after school.
b. Mustard and ketchup were on each table.
c. The sign on the.fence warned trespassers.
d. On every table was placed a centerpiece of pink, and white carnations.

92. In which sentence doea tha_adverb clause answer why?

e. When the hurricane struck, it washed awe_y most of our beach.

.f. I couldn't take the job because I was still attending college.
g. .Although strawberries are delicious, they always give me a rash.

h. _Ev.pryone laughed when she sang off key.

93.. Which sentence is in passive voice?
a. Hamburgers and french fries are sold here.
.b. Roses in May are beautiful 'and fragrant.
c. Dad usually reads the paper from cover to cover.
d. Clowns are his favorite performers.

94. In which sentence is the underlined participle being used as a modi:ier?

e. Smoke rose from the charred ruins.

f. Several different pieces of material were chosen.

g. Has he yushed the right buttons?
h. He hasn't taken a bath in weeks.

95. Which is the pattern of the following sentence?
The men tried to rescue the trapped miners.
a. N V
b. N1V N2

c.

d. N1V N2N3

96. In which sentence is the infinitive phrase the complLt.. subject of the

sentence?
e. To postpone the meeting would be unwise.

f. The team tried to beat their old record.

g. Jim's ambition, to be a good policeman, was a reabonable one.

h. John wanted to examine every car on the lot.

97. Which of the following is a grammatically complete sentence?

a.. Serving as a referee for both teams.

b. Whenever we visit New England in October.

c. Very little to see from this point.
d. Please'give me your attention.

98. Which is the pattern of the following sentence?'
The hunter shot two mallard ducks before noon.

e. N V
f. N1V,N2
g. NVN2N3
h. N1V N1
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99. Which i the pattern of the following sentence?
Her hobby is making jeWelry from shells.
a. N V,
b. N1V N1
b. Nlv N2

d. _N1VOIT3 _
.

100. In which sentence does the.underliAed word function as a nominal?
e. Her new,skating outfit is dark blue.
f. Jerry is skating across the lake.
g. Mike enjoys skating more than any other sport.
.h. Mark and Bill have been.skating all afternoon.
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STUDENT ANSWER SBEET
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ANSWER Kgf -.LEVEL C X indicates correct.answere). Name

Sample Box 1: (a) (X) (c) (a)

Sample Box 2: (e) (f) (g) (X).

(a) (b) (X) (d)

(c) ( ) 26.A (x) (f) (g) (h)

27. (x) (h) (c) (d)

28. (x) (f) (g) (h)

29. (a) (b).(X) (d)

30. (e) (f) (g) (X)

31. (a) (b) (X) (a)

32. (e) (f).(X) (h)

33., (a) (b) (a) (x)

34. (e) (X) (g) (h)

35. (a) (x) (c) (d)

3. (e) (f) (X) (h)

37. (a) (b) (x) (d)

38. (e) (f) (x) (h)

39.r ( ) (b) (x) (d)

40. (e) (f) (g) (X)

41. (a) (b) (X) (d)

17% 42. (e) (f) (x) (h)

43. (a) (b) (x) (d)

44. (e) (X) (g) (h)

I. (a) (b) (c) (X)

46. (e) (f) (x) (h)
e

47. (a) (h) (X) (d)

48, (e) (f) (g) (x)

0. (X) (b) (c) (d)

Sample Box 3:

1. (x) (b)

2. (X) (f) (g) (h)

3. (i) (b) (c) 41)

I. (x) (f) (g) (h)

52 &a) (X) (c) (d)

6. (e) (f) (X) (h)

7. (X) (b).(c) (a)

8. (e) (f) (g) (X)

9. (a)'(b) (X) (d),

10. (x) (f) (g) (h)

11. (a) (b) (X) (d)

12. (e) (f) (X) (h)

(x) (h) (c) (d)

, 7 14. (x) (f) (g) (h)

15. (a) (b, (X) (d)

16. (e)

18. (X)

19. (a)

20. (e)

21. (a)

22: (C)

23. (X)

24. (X)

25. (a)

Sectioq

Date

Test Level

51. (a) (X (c) (d)

52. (X) (f) (g) (h)

.53. (a) (X (c) (a)

5y.. (x) (f) (g) (h)

(a) (b) (x). (d)

.56. (e) (f) (g) (X)

57.. (a) (b.) (c) (X)

58.. (X) (f)' (g) (h)

59. (x) (h) (c) (d)

60. (e) (f) (g) (X)

61. (X)

62. (e)

63. (a)

64. (X)

65. (x) (b) (a)

66. (e) (0 (X) (h)

67. (g) (x).(c) (a)

68. (e) (f) (X) (h)

69. (a) (b) (c) (X)

(f).(g) (X)

71. (a) (b) (c) (X)

72. '(X) (f) (g) (h)

73. (a) (X) (c) (d)

14. (e) (f) (X) (h)

50. (e) (f) (X) (h) 75. (a) (b) (c) (X)
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76. (e) (f) (X) (h) .

77. (a) (x) (c) (d)

18. (e) (X) (g) (h)

79. (a) (b) (c), (x)

80.. (e) (f) (g) (X)

81. (a) (2) (c) (d)

(X) (f) (g)

83. (a) (b) (c) (X)

84. (X) (f) (g) (4)

85. (a) (b) (X) (d)

86. (e) (X) (g) (h)

87. (a) (b) (d)

.88. (e) (f) (g) (x)

89. (a) (O. (c') (X)

?O. (e) (X) (g) (h)
.

.91. (a) (b) (c) (X)

92. (e) (g) (h).

93. (() (b) (c)(d)

94. (X) (f) (g),61).

95: (a) (X) (c) (d)

96. (X) (f) (g) (h)

97. (a). (b) (c)

(e) (X)..(g).-(11)

99. (a) (X) (c) (d)

(a) .(f) (X) .(1.0,100.
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THE NURSERY RHYME GRAMMAR TEST

Directions: Choose the letter of the best answer to each question and mark the
appropriate space on your answer sheet. All questions are base:I:on one sentence:

,There was an old woman who livc1 in a shoe she hid so many children she
didn't know what to do.

1. Semi-colons could be-inserted in this sentence. Where would you put semi-colons
to,break up the sentence into three main parts?
a. after woman and shoe
b. after woman ana know
c. after shoe and children
d. after children and know

2. What is the grammatical subject of the first clause?
e. There
f. an old woman
g. she
h. shoe

What is the lexical subject of the first clause?
a. There
b. an old woman
c. she
d. shoe

L. What is who lived in a shoe?
e. the second independent cla
f. the first subordinate clause
g. the complete predicate
h. the subject of she

5. How many third-person pronouns
a. two
b. three
c. four
d. none

are

7

in 'tars sentence?

How many auxiliary verbs are in.this sentence?
e. one
f. two_

g. three
h. none

. What is s e had so man children?
a. an appositive
b. the firs subordinate clause
c. the object of woMan
d. th se .n. independent clause

8. How; y coordinators are in this sentence
e. one
f. two
g. three
h. none
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9. What is in."a shoe?

a. a clause
b. a relative clause
c. a prepositional'phrase
d. a verbal

10. How many nouns are in this 'efe0ence?

e. three
f. four,

g. six
h. seven

11. What is-There?
a. an auxiliary
b. an expletive
c. an interjection
d. an infinitive

\s.

12. How many sUbordinate clauses are inthis sentence?

e. two
f. three
g. four
h. none

13. As punctuated, what kind of-a sentence is this?

a. periodic
b. complex
c. fragment

run-on

14. Which verb tense does the sentence have?

e. past
f. present

233.

g. future
h. past participal

1 . Which word could be inserted between children end she?

a. how
b. which
c. whether
d. that .

16. Which of these appears as a'negative in the sentence?

e. was
"f. had
g. did
h. do

17. What are who and what?
a. coordinators
b. subordinatdrs
c. conjunctive adverts
d. retained objects

235
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18. What does old modifY\
e. woman
f. shoe
g. she
h. all of these

19. How many adverbs are
a. two
b. three
c. four
d. none

in thi sentence?

,

\

\
20. What is the base form of was?

e. is
f. be
g. am
h. being

21. How many independent clauses are in this sentence?
a.'-two
b., three
c. four
d. five

'

22. What is the verb of the second independent clause?
e. lived
f. had
g. know
h. many

23. What is the plUral form for woman?
a. womans
b. women
c. woman's
d. womens

24. What is she?
e. a singular noun
f. a possessive pronoun
g. 'a pronoun in the nominative case
h. a preposition

25. Which word functions as 5. nominal?
a. lived
b. many
c. she
d. know

26. Which verb.apbears as an infinitive?
.e. was
f. lived
g. had
h. Co

A-105



27. If woman was.plural, what would you use instead Of she?

a. hers
b. them
c. they
d. their

28. If woman wat plural, what would you use instead of was?

e. are
f. were
g. aren't
h. weren't

v

6

A-106
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AMSWER KEY - NURSURY RHYME GRAMMAR TEST

(X indicates correct answers) Name

Sample Box 1:. (a) (X) (c) (d) Section

Sample Box 2: (e) (f) (g) (X) Date

Sample Box 3: (a) (b) (X) (d) Test Level

1. (a) (b) (X) (a) 26. (e) (f) (g) (X) 51. (a) (b) (c) (a) 76. (e) (f) (g) (h)

2. (X) (f) (g) (b) 27. (a) (b) (X) (d) 52. (0.:(f) (g) (h) 77. (a) (b) (c) (d)

3. (a) (X) (c). (d) 28. (e) (X) (g) (h) 53. (4)-(h) (c) (a) 78. (e) (f) (g) (h)

4. (e) (K) (g) (h) 29. (a) (b) (c) (a) 5I. (e) (g) (h) 79. .(a) (b) (c) (a)

5. (x) (b) (c) (a) 30. (e) (4 (g) (h) 55. (a) (b) (c) (a) 80., (e) () (g) (b)

6. (X) (f) (g) (h) 31. (a) (b) (c) (a) 56. .(e) (f) (g) (h) .81. (a) (b) (c) (a)

-7: (a) (b) (C) (X) 32. -(e) (f) (g) (h) 57. (a) (b) (c) (a) 82. (e) (f) (g) (h)

8. (e) (f) (g) (X) 33. (a) (b) (c) (d) 58. (e) (f) (g) (h) 83. (a) (b) (c) (a)

9. (a) (b) (X) (d) 34. (e) (4 (g). (h) 59. (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

10. (X) (f) (g) (h) 35. (a) (b) (c) (a) 60. (6) (g) (h) 85. (a) (b) (C). (a)

11. (a) (X) (c) (a) 36.. (e) (f) (g) (h) 61. (a) (b) (c) (a) 86. (e) (g) (h)

12. (K) (f) (g) (h) 37. (a) (b) (c) (a) 62. (e) (g).(11) 87. (a) (b) (c) (a)

13. (a) (b) (c) (X) 38. (e) (f) (g) (h) 63. .(a) (b) (c) (a) 88. (e) (f) (Le ;11)

),14. (X) (f) (g) .(h) 39. (a) (b) (c) 64. (e) (g) (h) 89. .(a) (b) (c) (a)

15. (a) (b) (K) 40. (e) (f) (g) (h) 65. (a) (b) (c) (a) 90. (e) (f) (g) (h)

16. (e) (f) (X) (h) 41. (a) (b) (c) (a) 66. (e) (4 (g) (h) 91. (a) (b) (c) (a)

17. () (c) (a) 42. (e) (f) (T) (h) 67. (a) (b) (e) (d) 92. (e) (f) (g) (ja)

18: (X)'(f) (g),(1) 43. (a) (b) (c) (a) 68. (e) (g) (h) 93. (a) (b) (c) (a)

19. (a) (b) .(X) 44. (e) (4 (g) (b) 69. (a) (b),(c) (a) 94. (e) (f) (g) (b)

20. (e) (X) (g) (i) I. (a) (b) (c) (a) 70. (e) (f) (g) (h) 95. (a) (b) (c) (a)

21. (a) (X) (c) (a) 46. (e) (f) (g) (h) 71. (a) (b) (c) (a) 96. (e) (f) (g) (h)

22. (e) (X) (g) (h) 47. (a) (b) (c) (d) 72. (e) (g) (h) 97. (a) (b) (c) (a)

23. (a) (X) (c) (a) 48. (e) (g) (h) 73; (a) (b) (c) (d) 98._ (e) (f) (g) (h)

24. (e) (f) (X) (h) 149.. (a) (b) (c) (d) 74. (e) (f) (g) (h) 99. (a)-(b) (c) (d)

25. (a) (b) (X) (d) 50. (e) (g) (b) 5. (a) (b) (c) (a) 100. (e) (g) (h)
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Achievement test - A test designed to meaaure pupil performance in a certain skill

or information area, usually as a result of planned instruction.

Affective domain - Area of educationai objectives concerned with attitudes, interests,

appreciation, and modes of adjustment. See TAXONOMY and LEVELS_OF COGNITION.

Age percentile rank - A percentile rank with referenee to norms based upon the

performance of pupils of a given age 'level. See GRAAE PERCENTILE RANK.

-
Anecdote - A factual description of an educationally meaningful incident. .It

emphasizes actual behavior in a natural situation. See NARRATIVE.

Aptitude test.- A test designed to measure pOtential ability; in particular, a

test to predict- future success in a scliool subject or in a vocation; most

include motivational factors in the concept of "aptitude."

Assessment-- Obiervation and interpretation of learning behaviors for diagnosis,
instruction, and/or evaluation, See EVALUATION.

Attitude scale - A test designed to measure likes or dislikes in a given area; e.g.

attitudes toward war.

Behavior - Any observable performance.

Checklist - An instrument which co ts of a series of stated steps, activities,

characteristics, or behavior that the evaluator wishes to observe. It notes,

only the presence or absenc4 of the trait being observed.

Cognitive domain - Area f educational objectives concerned with knowledge outcomes

and intellectual a14ties and skills (memory, comprehension, application

analysis, synthesis). See LEVELS OF COGNITION and TAXONOMY.

Completion item - A testtfem calling for the student to fill in a blank which

completes a stateMent or answers a question.

Confidence interval - An attempt to allow for margin of error by identifying a range

within which a student's true test score may be assumed to lie. See PERCENTILE

BAND.

Continuum - Something in which no part can be distinguished from neighboring parts

except by arbitraryitiv4s4.on. See RATING SCALE and WAYPOINT.

Converted score - See 14SCORE.

Crl.,:erion-referenced t st A test designed to measure what a student can do with

reference to a predetermined expected level of performance. Suah tests usuaily

cover relatively small units of content and are closely related to objectives

of instruction. Their scores (reported as a percentage of correct answers)

have meaning in terms of what the student can do or knows, rather than in

relation to scores made by an external reference group.
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Diagnostic assessment - Observation and interpretation of learning behaviors for
the purpose of determining weaknesses and planning instruction.

Diagnostic test - A test used to locate specific areas of strength and/or weakness
and to determine the nature.of these.

Dittractor - An incorrect option in a multiple-choice item.

Early identification - Before or at the beginning of first grade, a teacher-made
assessment of a child's reading readiness.

Essay test See TEST ESSAY.

Evaluation - The ascertaining of educational accomplishment by one or more criteria.
See ASSESSMENT.

Forced-choice item - Any multiple choice item in which the examinee it requiredto
selectone or more of the given choices. See OBJECTIVE TEST.

Grade equivalent - The grade level for which a given scorg is the real or estimated
average. Grade-equivalent interpretation expresses,an obtained score in terms
of _grade and month of grade, assuming a ten-monthAchsol year. For example,
a score of 42 on an achievement test may'have a grade'equivalent of 6.7 (seventh
month of the sixth grade). ,Grade equivalent decimal designations indidate a
pupil's achievement on a test in comparison to others who took it--not months
of learning.

Grade percentile rank -.A percentile rank with reference to norms based upon the
performance of pupils of a given grade placement.. See NORM and PERCENTILE.

Inventory - A survey; same as questionnaire.

1.R. (Intelligence Quotient) - The ratio of mental age to chronological age. There
appears to be rather common use of the term average or normal to describe any
I.Q. from 90-109 inclusively.

Item - A single question on any kind of test.

Item analysis - The process of evaluating single test items by any of several methods. -

It usually involves determining the difficulty value and the diecriminating
power of the time, and often its correlation with some criterion.

Journal -A record of occurrences and subjective reactions kept over a period of
time. See NARRATIVE.

Levels of cognition - Classification of knowledge according to depth of understanding
based on Bloom's taxonomy. See Scope and Sequence, p. 196.

Log - An objective record of performance kept over a period of time. See NARRATIVE.

Matching item - A test item consisting of two parallel columns with each item in one
column (called premises) being matched with an item in a second column
(called response6).
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Measurement - A means of assigning numbers or letter codes to individuals according

to their responses to a given set of stimuli,or to any of a host of variables.

Median - The middle score in a distribution or set of ranked scores; the point that

divides-the group into halves; the 50th percentile. Half the scores obtained

on a test fall below the median and half above it, except when the median

itself is one of the obtained scores.

Mental age (MA) - The age for which a given score on an intelligence test is

average or typical.

Multiple choice item - An item consisting of a stem which may be a question.or an

incomplete statement followed by alternative answers, only one of which is the

correct or best answer among three other plausible distractors.

Narrative - A sequential record of an on-going task. The record should include

dates of entries, anecdotes, and/or comments. Als ...! called narrative record.

Norm - A statistic that describes the test performance of a specific group, such as

pupils of various.ages or grades in the standardization group for a test.

Norms describe middle, average, typical, or mediocre performance and should not

be regarded as desirable levels of performance. Grade, age, and percentile

are he most common types of norms.

Normal distribution curve - A distribution of scores or measures that in graphic

form has a distinctive bell-shaped appearance. In a"normal distribution, -

scores or measures are distributed symmetrically about the mean, with as many

cases at various distances above the mean as at equal distances.below it, and

with cases concentrated near the average and decreasing in freRuency the further

one departs from the average, according to a precise mathematical equation.

The assumption that mental and psychological chatacteristics are distributed

normally has been very useful in much test development work.

Norm-referenced test - A'test that compares the performance of individual.or groups

of students to the scores made by some.external reference group. Such tests do

not have meaning in terms of what-the atudent knows or can do;:rather they

indicate a ranking .(expressed as a PERCENTILE) of students' level of achievement

with reference to the NORM group.

Objective test - An assessing device made-up of questions which have single correct

answers on vhich,scorers have agreed.

Percentile - A point (rank) in a distribution below which falls the percent of'cases

- indicated by the percentile number. "Percentile" has nothing to do with the

percentage of correct test answers.

Percentile band - An interpretation of a student's test scorethat takes into

account any possible error of measurement among-,the original standardization

group scores (best explained in a test's teacher's manual). Thus, a score

might be recorded.not as a ptecise percentile point (e.g. 83rd percentile)

but as falling within a range of percentile points (e.g. 79-86th percentile).

See PERCENTILE.
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Proficiency test - In some states.or school districts, a criterion-referenced test
of basic skills on which the student must 'perform successfully before promotion
to a higher grade level or completion of requirements for a secondary school
diploMa. See CRITERION-REFERENCED TEST.

Profile - A graphic device for representing an examinee's scores on several tests.

Psycho-motor domain - Muscular (or physical) levels of reacting.to.stimuli.

Qualitative scale - Evaluation of quality, usually subjective in nature.
See RATING SCALE.

Quantitative scale - Assessment of frequency of an occurrence.

Questionnaire - Set of questions that are designed to gather information (activities,
IntereSts, behaviors, etc.) about the person who.answers them; same as inventory.

Rating - A judgment made concerning degree bf controlled condition,

.Rating scale - Instrument which enables evaluator to make qualitative judgments,based
on observations and to rebord those-judgments on a sequential continuum,
usually marked by discriminating points.. Three common .types of rating scales
are the classified (single word categories), the descriptive.(short statements),
and the graphic (numbers or letters).

Raw score - The first'quantitative result"bbtained in scoring a test. Usually the
number of right answers, number right minus some fraction of.number wrong,
time required for.performance, number bf errors, or similar direct, unconverted,
uninterpreted measure.

Reliability - Extent to which a test is consistent in measuring whatever it is designed
to measure;..dependability, relative"freedom from errors of measurement. See
VALIDITY.

Skill cluster - On a standardized test, a set of items.designed to measure a
student's performance in a particular skill area. Items may be either grouped
together within the sate subtest or scattered at random throughout the total
test.

Standard - See NORM.

Standard age score (SAS) - Tested scholastic potential of a given student population
that should take into, account variations in socio-economic backgrounds and is
based:on the results from the nonverbal section of the Cognitive Ability Test.

Standard-deviation (S.D.) - A measure of the variability or dispersion of a dis-
tribution of scores. The more the scores cluster around the mean, the smaller
the standard deviation. For a NORMAL DISTRIBUTION, approximately two thirds
(68.7, percent) of the scores fall within.the range of one S.D. below to one
S.D. abuve the reap.
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Standard error of measurement - An estimate of the amount by which an obtained score
differs from the score that would hypothetically be derived as the average of
an infinite series of measurements with the same examinee under totally uniform
conditions. The smaller the standard error of measurement, the more reliable
the test. The standard error may be found in the test's teacher's manual.

Standard score - A general term referring to any of a variety of "transformed"
scores, in terms of which raw scores may be expressed for reasons of convenience,
comparability, ease of interpretaion, etc. The simplest type of standard
score is that which expresses the deviation of an individual's raw score from
the average score of his group in relation to the standard deviation-of-the--
scores of the group.
Thus:

standard score (z) = raw score (X) - mean (M)
standard deviation (S.D.)

Standardized test - A test designed to provide a systematic sample of.individual
performance, obtained under prescribed conditions, scored according to definite
rules, and capable of interpretation with reference to normative information.

Stanine - One of the steps in a nine-point scale of normalized standard scores.
The stanine (short for standard-nine) scale has values from 1 to 9, with a
mean of 5, and a standard deviation of 2.

Taxonomy of educational objectives - Classification of the goalsiof education into'
Alree domains: cosnitive, affective, and psycho-motor. See LEVELS OF COGNITION.

Test-essay - A tool of assessment characterized by Studenta' composing answersin
their own Words (often called essay tests). Two, types of test essays are the
restricted response (limited in form and content) and the extended responSe
(fully developed in form and content).

lest record card - In Baltimore County Public Schools, an-individual student's
cumulative record of all standardized.test results, beginning with kindergarten
level. These cards are usually available in the school guidance office.

True-false item - An alternative-response question or exercise in which the examinee's
task is to indicate whether a statement is true or false.. See OBJECTIVE TEST.

Validity - The extent to which a test does the job for which it is used. There are
severalsorts of validity. For example, the validity of an aptitutde or
readineas test is the extent to which it accurately indicates future learning
success in the area for which it is used as a predictor (predictive validity).
It is evidenced by correlations between test scores and measures of later ,Icess.
Achievement tests are valid to the extent to which the content of the test
represents_a balanced and adequate sampling of the outcomes (knowledge, skills)
of the instructional program it is intended to cover (content or curricular

. validity). See RELIABILITY.

Validity of a measure - How well it fulfills the function-for which it is be',ag used;
the degree to which it is capable of achieving certain aims.

Waypoint - Roint on a continuum. See RATING SCALE.
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